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Heinz-JUrgen Pinnow (1925-2016)
About a quarter-century ago the antecedent of this
periodical, for unclear reasons, mistakenly announced the demise
of our colleague Heinz-Jtirgen Pinnow.* Notwithstanding our
Mark Twainish blunder, this superb scholar managed to survive
until his eventual passing on the first day of July, 2016, on the
Frisian isle of Sylt.^
Pinnow is known to historical linguists mainly for two
major language families in which he worked: (a) Austro-Asiatic
(or Austroasiatic, part of Austric), and (b) Na-Dene (part of
Dene-Caucasian). As to (a), Pinnow made a vast contribution to
Austroasiatic studies in his 1959 book Versuch einer hisforischen
Lautlehre der Kharia-Sprache [An attempt at a historical
phonology of the Kharia language]. The title beginning with
Versuch (attempt, or experiment) was typical for Pinnow's
humble, unassuming scholarly style. In the opinion of a
prominent researcher on Munda:
Despite its modest title, and its emphasis on Kharia and the Munda languages, [this book is] the
most ambitious comparative study of the Austroasiatic languages as a whole, drawing on virtually
every Austroasiatic source known in the fifties to establish proto-Munda and proto-Austroasiatic
phonology and lexicon.... [In spite of some erroneous and misleading data available at the time],
his reconstructions seem in the main to stand up." David Stampe, Munda Bibliography lo 1983.^

As we see in general in regard to Pinnow’s trailblazing work, his important contributions
tended to be overlooked or belittled by non-German-speaking scholars, whether in
Austroasiatic or Na-Dene studies.
When Edward Sapir first proposed the Na-Dene family of languages in 1915, it
was thought to consist of three linguistic units: (a) the Haida language, (b) the Tlingit
language, and (c) the Athabaskan family (Tanana, Carrier, Sarsi. Mattole, Hupa, Navajo,
etc.).** At that time the Eyak language was little known, but it eventually became clear
that it belonged to Na-Dene and was close to Athabaskan. The following structure of the
Na-Dene family eventually became more or less generally accepted: it was thought that
Haida was the most divergent of the languages, and thus had split off first from the rest of
the family. Then Tlingit split off, then Eyak, leaving the core Athabaskan family.
1. Mother Tongue (Newsletter of the Association for the Study of Language in Prehistory), issue 17,
August 1992, page 44. Regrettably, in this erroneous notice his name was also misreported as “Hans-JUrgen
Pinnow.”
2. We are obliged to Jan Henrik Holst for forwarding to the editor the tribute he wrote for Amerindian
Research (see references).
3. http://www.ling.hawaii.edu/austroasiatic/AA/Munda/BlBL10/biblio.authors
4. As Pinnow (2006: 60-61) pointed out, several scholars, such as Wrangell, Radloff, and Boas had
inklings of some kind of relationship between Haida and/or Tlingit and/or Athabaskan, but since Sapir
“was the first to apply the scientific method, he rightly deserves to be called the discoverer of this language
family."

1

Even from the beginning some experts were unwilling to accept the Na-Dene
family. For example, Pliny Earle Goddard could not even accept the relatedness of
Tlingit and Athabaskan (let alone Haida), and published an article highlighting the
differences between the languages. Later Robert Levine published an article purporting to
demolish Sapir’s evidence for connecting Haida to the rest of Na-Dene. Many experts,
such as Michael Krauss. concurred with Levine, excluding Haida from Na-Dene, while
eventually accepting the original unity of Tlingit-Eyak-Athabaskan.
Meanwhile, Pinnow, beginning in the 1960s, continued to amass evidence for a
Na-Dene family that still included Haida. correcting and adding to Sapir's evidence.
Already in the 1950s Dell Hymes had demonstrated “that the positional categories of the
verb in Haida, Tlingit, and Athabaskan correlate in a way that can neither be the result of
chance nor be the result of borrowing” (Pinnow 2006: 61). As part of his book Language
in the Americas Greenberg critically examined Levine’s methods and conclusions,
maintaining that many of Levine’s criticisms were invalid, and even if the criticism were
accepted, much of Sapir’s evidence remained intact. Greenberg’s contentions closely
coincided with Pinnow’s in his 2006 book. Alexis Manaster Ramer. while disagreeing
somewhat with some of Greenberg’s arguments, also found fault with Levine's claims.
Even more recently John Enrico, an expert in the Haida language, has adduced powerful
evidence of the validity of Sapir's original Na-Dene hypothesis. Nevertheless, it seems
that most of the current North American Na-Dene/Athabaskan establishment continues to
deny the membership of Haida.
Seven years after the regrettable false report of Pinnow’s death in ASLIP's
newsletter. Mother Tongue (journal) attempted to make amends for the mistake by
publishing a tribute to Pinnow (Bengtson 1999).
Pinnow is a Long Ranger. That is. he allows himself to think and hypothesize about distant
relationships between the traditionally accepted language families. He thinks there is evidence for
remote relationships between Na-Dene and certain other language families. However, his ideas (as
expressed in Pinnow 1976 and 1990) do not precisely coincide with the Denc-Caucasian
hypothesis .... but are more similar to those of Morris Swadeshi's]... vast linguistic network that
connects all the languages of the world. ... Pinnow’s arguments arc backed up by volumes of
evidence, where, for example, every recorded word and sentence in the Haida language is
painstakingly documented, analyzed, and compared with Tlingit, Eyak, and Athabaskan.

In recent years Pirmow turned to other, “short range.” linguistic studies of
minority languages: his childhood Low German dialect of Danzig, the Frisian dialects of
Germany, and the Kashubian of Poland. Finally, this quote from the recent homage by
Jan Heivik Holst deserves repeating:
Pinnow is an undervalued researcher. This is also related to his modest, restrained nature. He
called several of his works merely “experiments” [Versuch]. although they contain well-founded,
extensive reflections and research, and much of science can be subject to falsification anyway. He
never wanted to impose his opinions and findings on others: he always looked for lack of
recognition in himself and worked even harder to prove his views. (Translation from Holst 2017:
114.)
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Vyacheslav Vsevolodovich Ivanov (1929-2017)

V.V. Ivanov graduated from Moscow State University as a
philologist in 1951. He continued there as a faculty member and
earned his first doctoral degree. In 1958 he was dismissed from
the University on political grounds (support of writer Boris
Pasternak and linguist Roman Jakobson). After that Ivanov
worked with the eminent Vladimir Toporov at the Institute of
Slavic and Balkan Studies of the Academy of Sciences. He was
allowed to return to Moscow State University in 1988.
Later that same year Ivanov, along with about a dozen
other Soviet-based scholars, attended the First International
Interdisciplinary Symposium

on

Language and

Prehistory,

organized by Vitaly

Shevoroshkin and Benjamin Stolz of the Department of Slavic Languages and
Literatures, University of Michigan (November 8-12, 1988).' This conference continued
to foster the dialog on language in prehistory between Soviet and western researchers
begun by Hal Fleming in 1986. Ivanov gave two presentations, “On Protolanguages” and
“IlliC-SvityC and the Development of Indo-European and Kartvelian Linguistics.”
Ivanov was highly active in many fields and several institutions, including the
Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., the U.S.S.R. Writers’ Union, Stamford University,
the State Library for Foreign Literature in Moscow, the Institute for the Theory and
History of World Culture at Moscow State University, and the University of California,
Los Angeles (from 1991 onward).
Together with the Georgian scholar Tamaz V. Gamkrelidze, Ivanov authored
IndoevropejskiJ jazyk i indoevropejcy (1984), later translated by Johanna Nichols as IndoEuropean and the Indo-Europeans (1994-1995). This was possibly his most influential
work,

which

reiterated

the

glottalic

theory

of

Indo-European

consonantism

(independently proposed by the American Paul Hopper) and theorized about an
Armenian homeland and subsequent migrations of Proto-Indo-European speakers.
Ivanov received abundant accolades, including the Russian Presidential Prize for
Contributions to Russian Art and Literature in 2004, full member of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, honorary member of the Linguistic Society of America and fellow
of the British Academy. He was the author of more than 15 books and 1,000 journal
articles and was the editor in chief of Elementa: the Journal of Slavic Studies and
Comparative Cultural Semiotics. Due to Ivanov’s huge scholarly output we shall not
attempt to add a bibliographical catalog here.
V.V. Ivanov died on October 7, 2017, at the age of 88.
1. See Mother Tongue XIII (2008). The issue was dedicated to commemorating Twenty Years of Language
in Prehistory • Ann Arbor Symposium • November 1988.
V

VI
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Sergej Aleksandrovic Jatsemirskij (1980-2017)
It is distressing to report the passing of our young
colleague,

Sergej

Jatsemirskij,

a

specialist

in

extinct

Mediterranean languages and contributor to this journal. Sergej
attended Nifnij Novgorod State University and earned the
equivalents to the B.A. and M.A., 1997-2003. His post-graduate
studies were pursued at the Russian State University for the
Humanities, Moscow, from October 2003 to March 2006, where
he completed his Ph.D. degree, specializing in comparative
historical, typological and contrastive linguistics, within which
his field was the vanished pre-Indo-European languages of
southern Europe and Cyprus {Tyrrhenian, Minoan, Sardinian), Greek, Latin and other
Italic languages, and the formation and history of the Romance languages. His post¬
graduate study was guided by the renowned Vladimir Dybo.
His dissertation was titled “Problems of the morphology of the Tyrrhenian
languages.” His 2011 book, published in Russia, was to a certain extent a continuation of
the Ph.D. thesis on the Tyrrhenian languages and also includes a description of the
Minoan language of Crete, in accordance with the hypothesis proposed by the author
about the genetic relationship of these idioms. Besides the comparative description
(phonetics, morphology, word formation) it contains extralinguistic information about the
speakers of these languages, the characteristics of written monuments and other sources,
a number of actual inscriptions, as well as a description of some methods of deciphering
and combinatorial analysis. The monograph is intended to fill the gap that has arisen in
the comparative study of all these languages.
Sergej was stricken by pancreatic cancer, and died on May 30, 2017. Sergej’s last
book, A Comparative Description of Minoan, Etruscan and the Languages Related to
Them, is scheduled for publication soon.
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Introduction to Mother Tongue XXI • 2016
This issue features a state-of-the-art discussion of the taxonomic structure and
history of the native languages of the Caucasus region. After excluding Indo-European
languages of the region (mainly Armenian, Ossetic, Kurdic, Persian. Tati, and pockets of
Greek; more recently, Russian and Ukrainian); Turkic (Azeri, Qumuq, Nogai, BalqarKarachay, Karapapak, Turkmen); Mongolic (Qalmuq); and Semitic (Assyrian/NeoAramaic, Arabic), we are left with the universally acknowledged autochthonous
languages of the Caucasus:*
Kartvelian (also known as Soulh Caucasian): Georgian, Megrelian, Laz Svan.
West Caucasian (or Northwest Caucasian, or Abkhazo-Adyghean): Abkhaz, Abaza. Circassian
(Adyghe, Kabardian), and the extinct Ubykh.
East Caucasian {or Northeast Caucasian, or Nakh-Dagheslanian): a large group of 30-35
languages, divided into the subfamilies Nakh (Chechen, Ingush, etc.); Avar-Andian
(Avar, Tindi, etc.); Tsezian (Tsezi, Hunzib, etc.); Lezgian (Lezgi, Tabasaran, etc.); and
the isolates Dargi, Lak and Khina/ug.

A question of long standing has been whether, or in which ways, these three indigenous
Caucasian families are interrelated. The problems are complicated by extreme diversity
of the languages in question, and the exceptional phonetic complexity of most of them.
The most liberal or lumping view is known as the Ibero-Caucasian hypothesis,
which includes all three groups. The history of this model has been thoroughly discussed
by Kevin Tuite^ where it is noted that Giorgi C’ereteli characterized Ibero-Caucasian as
“more a matter of faith than of knowledge; and however strong that faith might be, it
cannot by mere force change the position on [genetic] relatedness.” Today, according to
Tuite, “support for the genetic unity of the three groups of indigenous Caucasian
languages has all but evaporated among linguists who work on these languages.” It seems
that Ibero-Caucasian is based more on a regionalistic feeling, stressing the prestige of
Georgian, than on purely linguistic evidence. It is true that all the autochthonous
Caucasian languages share certain features, but they are mostly typological phonetic and
syntactic structures, and loanwords in all directions. Some of these Sprachbund features
are also shared with non-indigenous languages like Armenian and Ossetic.^
1. Thanks to Wolfgang Schulze: Zur Sprachgeschichte des Kaukasus. http://www.ats.lmu.de/index.Dhp
W.Schulze@lrz.uni-muenchen.de
2. Tuite, Kevin. 2008. “The Rise and Fall and Revival of the Ibero-Caucasian Hypothesis.”
Historiographia Linguistica 35.1-2: 23-82. (Note that “Tbero-” here has no connection with the Iberia of
western Europe, but refers to the ancient Caucasian kingdom of Iberia, where an older form of Georgian
was spoken.)
3. E.g., though the Ossetic dialects, Digor and Iron, are clearly Iranian in origin, NC influence has been so
deep that Ossetic has borrowed words as basic as ‘hand’, ‘foot, and ‘mouth’ from NC (specifically Nakh):
IX

On the other hand, the idea that West Caucasian and East Caucasian are related,
forming a “North Caucasian” family, has gained traction, in large part due to the
pioneering work of Nikolai Trubetzkoy and Georges Dumezil (see Chirikba’s article in
this issue). North Caucasian (NC) is particularly well received among the long-range
comparativists who support the Nostratic hypothesis, i.e., the “Moscow School” and their
associates. Nostraticists in general exclude the NC family from Nostratic. but include
Kartvelian. In his current model Allan Bombard regards Kartvelian as a member of
Nostratic, but outside of the core Eurasiatic group.'* Joseph Greenberg concurred: “Of the
three groups—Afro-Asiatic. Dravidian, and Kartvelian—the last appears to be closest to
Eurasiatic. However. I consider it not to be a member of Eurasiatic proper, in which I am
in agreement with Bombard and Kerns ...

Also in accord with Bombard and other

Nostraticists. NC is not a member of Greenberg’s Eurasiatic. However, in Bombard’s
view, “Proto-Indo-European proper is the result of the imposition of a Eurasiatic
language on a population speaking one or more primordial Northwest Caucasian
languages, as first hinted at by Uhlenbeck” (see Bombard’s article in this issue).
We are privileged to present discussion articles from three of the major experts on
West and East Caucasian languages. Viacheslav Chirikba, a native Abkhazian, leads off
with his theory that a proto-language closely resembling Proto-East Caucasian was
deeply affected by .some kind of social upheaval and contact with another language or
languages.

diverged from its sister dialect and was radically transformed into a

structurally different idiom that became Proto-West Caucasian. The West Caucasian
specialist John Colanisso and Hast Caucasian authority Wolfgang Schulze offer their
observations on this hypothesis, as does Vaclav Blaiek from a more general
comparativist view.
On account of its close relevance to the issues discussed here, we are reprinting
Sergei Starostin's paper on Indo-European-North Caucasian Isoglosses, first published in
1988 in Russian. Starostin’s theory is basically similar to Bomhard’s, and attributes
lexical similarities to contacts between PNC and PIE at the beginning of the fifth
millennium BCE, and the NC contacts were with a “PNC dialect” which had already
diverged somewhat from the original common PNC language. Hence the articles by
Chirikba. Bombard, and Starostin all propose linguistic contacts between some form of
NC and another language.

Digor A'oj 'hand', k'ax ‘foot’, dzvx ‘mouth’; cf Chechen kiig ‘hand’, kog ‘foot’, z^ok ‘beak’. Note that
Ossetic has also borrowed gloitatized consonants, but not necessarily corresponding in distribution to the
respective NC loanwords (at least in the cases cited here). The Ossetians have inhabited a plateau in the
center of the Caucasus, surrounded by NC and Kartvelian speakers, for about seven centuries (Fridrik
Thordarson. 1973. "Ossetic and Caucasian: Stray Notes.” Norsk Tidssh-ifl for Sprogvidenskap 27: 85-92.)
4, A Comprehensive Iniroduction to Nostratic Comparative Linguistics: With Special Reference to IndoEuropean. 3rd edition. Prepublication Draft. December 2017. Florence, South Carolina.
5. Greenberg. Joseph H. 2000. Indo-European and Its Closest Relatives: The Eurasiatic Language Family.
Volume 1. Grammar. Stanford: Stanford University Press.
x
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John Bengtson has added some notes about Basque words that are deemed
cognate with the NC words discussed, according to the putative Euskaro-Caucasian
hypothesis.

XI

XII
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From North to North West:
How North-West Caucasian Evolved from North Caucasian
Viacheslav A. Chirikba
Abkhaz State University, Sukhum, Republic of Abkhazia

The comparison of (North-)West Caucasian with (North-)East Caucasian languages
suggests that early Proto-West Caucasian underwent a fundamental reshaping of its
phonological, morphological and syntactic structures, as a result of which it became
analytical, with elementary inflection and main grammatical roles being expressed by
lexical means, word order and probably also by tones. The subsequent development of
compounding and incorporation resulted in a prefixing polypersonal polysynthetic
agglutinative language type typical for modem West Caucasian languages. The main
evolutionary line from a North Caucasian dialect close to East Caucasian to modem West
Caucasian languages was thus from agglutinative to the analytical language-type, due to a
near complete loss of inflection, and then to the agglutinative polysynthetic type.
Although these changes blurred the genetic relationship between West Caucasian and
East Caucasian languages, however, this can be proven by applying standard procedures
of comparative-historical linguistics.

1. The West Caucasian languages.'
The West Caucasian (WC), or Abkhazo-Adyghean languages constitute a branch of the
North Caucasian (NC) linguistic family, which consists of five languages: Abkhaz and
Abaza (the Abkhaz sub-group), Adyghe and Kabardian (the Circassian sub-group), and
Ubykh. The traditional habitat of these languages is the Western Caucasus, where they
are still spoken, with the exception of the extinct Ubykh.
Typologically, the WC languages represent a rather idiosyncratic linguistic type
not occurring elsewhere in Eurasia. In phonology, they are notorious for huge
consonantal inventories, reaching a maximum of eighty phonemes in Ubykh. and for
minimal vocalic contrasts: three vowels in Circassian and Ubykh and only two in
Abkhaz/Abaza. In grammar, these languages are characterized, on the one hand, by
highly developed verbal systems: prolific verbal prefixation, polypersonalism (the coding
of up to four, as in Abkhaz, and even five, as in Circassian, arguments on the verbal
form). On the other hand, they have only elementary nominal inflection: Circassian has
four cases, Ubykh has two, and Abkhaz/Abaza none at all. Abkhaz stands apart even
among its sister-languages in expressing ergative alignment solely by the relative order of

1.

1 thank Dr. B.G. Hewitt and two anonymous reviewers for valuable comments.
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agreement markers and in having a category of nominal classes and gender, absent in
Circassian and Ubykh.

Proto-West Caucasian

(1)

Circassian

Ubykh

Abkhaz

However, despite marked differences such as those mentioned here, in general all five
WC languages exhibit uniformity in their overall phonological and grammatical makeup,
which can be attributed to the result of shared inheritance, parallel development and
millennia-long contact.
The other North Caucasian branch is Nakh-Daghestanian or East Caucasian (EC),
which consists of ca. 30 languages, distributed into six groups: Nax, Lezgi. Avaro-AndoTsez. Lak. Dargi and Khinaiygh.
In many respects. WC and EC represent very similar systems. The main
parameters of their phonological structures coincide. These include the four-way
distinction in laryngeal features: voiced vs. voiceless aspirated (or lax) vs. voiceless
unaspirated (or strong/tense) vs. glottalized. The property of both systems are lateral
obstruents, which are universally rare and, with some exceptions, unique in Eurasia.
Another shared feature is richness of post-velar articulations and of sibilant systems
(affricates and fricatives). Morphophonologically. both families are marked for the use of
Ablaut. Another idiosyncratic trait uniting EC and WC families is the presence of the
system of nominal classes. Morphosyntactically they are representatives of ergative
alignment. By themselves, all these traits represent rather specific phenomena on the
background of the languages of Eurasia.
However, in other fundamental aspects WC and EC are strikingly different: unlike
polysynthetic WC languages, the languages of the EC branch are moderately synthetic
with elements of analyticism. Besides, in sharp contrast to mainly prefixing WC. which
have an elementary nominal inflection. EC languages are characterized by a prevailing
suffixation and a developed nominal inflection.
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What I purport to discuss in this paper is how WC could arrive in some important
aspects to a strikingly different system from the one represented by EC, which latter, as
some specialists maintain, continue the main parameters of the NC proto-language.^

2. A short history of WC and NC comparative research.
The genetic relationship between the WC languages was first noticed in the second half
of the 18“’ century by the German scientist Johann Anton Guldenstadt (cf. his work
published posthumously in 1834), according to whom Abkhaz and Circassian had
common origin.^ This opinion was repeated by the British author George Ellis (1788: 18),
who wrote: “The Abkhas speak an original language, essentially different from all the
known languages, though appearing to have a very remote affinity with that of the
Circassians”.
Guldenstadl’s famous compatriot Peter Simon Pallas (1803), though initially
having remarked about “some affinity” between Circassian and Abkhaz (Abasa) (p. 329),
went on further in his book claiming that Abkhaz, despite some Circassian loanwords,
had not the slightest resemblance to any European or Asiatic language.^ The same
erroneous claim is made for Circassian.* Pallas’ misleading conclusion was echoed half a
century later by the early Russian Caucasologist and the author of a Circassian-Russian
dictionary, Leontij Liulie (1857): “The Circassians, i.e. Adyghes and Kabardians, speak
the Adyghe language; while the Abkhazians - the Abkhaz language and both languages
have not the slightest affinity between them.”
Another celebrated German, Julius von Klaproth, in his Travels in the Caucasus
and Georgia, published in 1814, literally follows Pallas' words on the lack of relationship
between Circassian and Abkhaz.^ However, in his later work Asia Polyglotta (1823), on
examining the data, he changed his view and united both Circassian and Abkhaz into one
genetic taxon, “West Caucasian” (p. 129); cf. also Klaproth (1827: 55. 82). The insightful
judgments of GUldenstadt and Klaproth based on the examination of word-lists of the
respective languages were supported by the German orientalist Georg Rosen (1846), who
also noted the closeness of Abkhaz to Circassian. Finally, in the second half of the 19“'
2. “While comparing the reconstructed PEC and PWC systems it became clear that the second system can
be almost completely deduced from the first [one]. Thus the finally obtained Proto-North-Caucasian
phonological system virtually coincides with the PEC...” (NCED 39-40).
3. “Die Abchasetische oder Abasaische und Tscherkessische Sprache haben eine Mutter sind aber so
verschiedene Mundarten derselben, dass man die Verwandschaft nicht Uberall flndet, sondem theils
miihsam suchen muss. Meine Sprachproben zeigen dieses” (Guldenstadt 1834: 131-132).
4. “Ihre ganz fremde Sprache hat, wie aus dem Worterbuche alter Sprachen zu ersehen ist (wenige
Tscherkessische WOrter ausgenommen), mit keiner bekannten EuropSischen und Asiatischen Sprache die
geringste Aehniichkeit” (Pallas 1803: 335).
5. “Ja vielleicht ist die Tscherkessische, mit keiner andem verwandte Sprache ursprunglich eine An von
Rothwalsch gewesen” (p. 352).
6. “Their peculiar language has, with the exception of a few Tscherkessian words, no resemblances to any
European or Asiatic tongue” (Klaproth 1814: 247).
3

century the great Russian Caucasologisl Baron Peter von Uslar (1887: 82, 85), the author
of the first Abkhaz grammar and the first grammatical sketch of Ubykh, definitively
asserted the genetic kinship existing between Circassian, Abkhaz and Ubykh.’
In 1932. young Frenchman George Dumezil published a study of comparative
morphology of the WC languages. Though this work became a valuable contribution to
WC research, Dumezil’s morphological comparisons were not supported by, or based on,
a system of regular sound correspondences. Dumezil himself was aware of the
methodological shortcomings of such an approach, which is clear from the foreword to
his book (p. 8).
It was. again. Julius von Klaproth, who in his Asia Polyglot la (1823: 124) first
suggested the connection between the WC and EC languages and the existence of the
North Caucasian family (which he called “Caucasian”) as an independent genetic taxon.
Klaproth also proposed the internal classification of the “Caucasian” family into West
Caucasian, East Caucasian, and Central Caucasian (“Mittel-Kaukasier”), i.e. Nakh,
regarding the (North) Caucasian family as indigenous to the Caucasus and separating it
from Kartvclian languages, which he saw as a genetically isolated taxon. He wrote:
“Although the languages of the [North] Caucasian tribes significantly deviate from each
other, and at first sight seem to be absolutely different, yet by a closer examination one
does find undoubted family affinities and common points” (op.cit., 133).
A hundred years later after the publication of Klaproth’s monumental work, the
great Russian philologist Nikolay Trubetzkoy was the first to put the comparison of the
NC languages on a solid scientific base. In his 1922 article, he insisted that “In order to
prove a genetic relationship, it is necessary first of all to establish phonetic
correspondences, to demonstrate their regularity, to single out the exceptions, and to
scrupulously compare the grammatical forms” (p.

185). On the comparison of

morphological elements only. Trubetzkoy (ibid.) remarked: “Linguists are convinced of
the relationship of Greek. Sanskrit and Latin not due to more or less similar usage of the
genitive or accusative cases, but due to the existence of consonantal correspondences
between one or another phoneme of Greek and one or another phoneme of Sanskrit and
Latin”.
Having laid down rigorous methodological prerequisites for the comparativehistorical study of the Caucasian languages, Trubetzkoy successfully demonstrated that
methods, used to prove the relationship between the IE languages, many of which
boa,sted ancient literary traditions, are fully applicable to unwritten languages of the
Northern Caucasus through the examination of phonemic correspondences between the

7. "... H n3BJieK 3-151
85).

ccSsi TOHHOc yGcwacHHc B poacTBe aabirCKoro ssbixa c y6bixcKHM
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modem dialects. Especially compelling were regular sound correspondences established
by Trubetzkoy (1922: 188-9) in the series of obstruent laterals:*
Circ

Ub

Abx

Circ

Ub

Abx

L

L

zt

bLa

bLa

bit

seven

La

iXa

meat, flesh

p?3

pSta

red

Xa

Sta

blood

pit

four

St

to kill (Circ, Abx); to die (Circ)

X

St

X'

X'

st

:

:

pX'a

pX.'a

X’d

In these examples, Abx back sibilant fricatives are innovations in comparison to more
archaic Circ and Ub lateral consonants. Similar correspondences in laterals were
established by Trubetzkoy (op.cit., p. 189-197) within the EC group, and finally between
the EC and WC branches. Though not all of his correspondences and reconstructions now
seem to be correct (see Starostin’s comments in Trubetzkoy 1987: 438-447), others are
still valid, cf the correspondences between EC strong and strong glottalized lateral
affricates 1:, I
(3)

and WC voiced lateral fricative L:

'seven'

Avaran.^, -, ArchiwMa-

:

Circ

Ub Aia, Abx if'

'meat'

AndiriX;/, Archia^V

Circ La, Abx

'ice'

Archi mi/L’.a-L'

Circ maLa

From these correspondences, Trubetzkoy drew important conclusions that the presence of
lateral consonants in Avaro-Andi and in WC languages cannot be fortuitous, and that
lateral consonants already existed in the NC proto-language (op.cit., p. 200). He
emphasized that the great typological difference between EC and WC means that their
genetic relationship is not self-evident and should be specially proven.
Results of Trubetzkoy’s work convinced a number of Caucasian linguists in the
existence of an independent North Caucasian family. G. Deeters (1931: 290) wrote that
the relationship between the NWC and NEC languages was proven by Trubetzkoy, and
that the South Caucasian (Kartvelian) languages do not seem to be related to this family.
In another paper. Deeters (1955: 26) asserts, referring to the works by Trubetzkoy, that
there are undoubted lexical similarities between the NWC and NEC groups. K.-H.
Schmidt (1972: 25) wrote that the genetic relationship between the NEC and NWC
languages,

after

the

famous

1930

article

by

Tmbetzkoy

“Nordkaukasische

8. Transcription used in this paper: I - voiceless obstruent lateral affricate, 1: - strong voiceless lateral
affricate,
- strong voiceless glottalized lateral affricate, L - voiced obstruent lateral fricative, k voiceless obstruent lateral fricative, A’ - voiceless glottalized lateral fricative; the sign .■ renders vocalic or
consonantal length/strength,'' - voice, ’ • glottalization, ' - palatalization, “ - labialization.
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Wortgleichungen,” must be regarded as proven. A similar idea was expressed somewhat
more cautiously by the Dutch Caucasologist A.H. Kuipers (1963: 315): “The existence of
a genetic relationship between N[orth-JW[est] and N[orth-]E[east] Cauc.[asian] is
probable; the relations of S[outh] Cauc.[asian] to this N[orthem] group so far remain
unclear ... This appraisal of the possible genetic relationships between the three groups is
based on the number of reasonable etymologies that have been proposed, cf. especially
N.S. Trubetzkoy. “Nordkaukasische Wortgleichungen.”
Nearly at the same time as Trubetzkoy. George Dumfeil in the cited above 1932
book rather eloquently expressed his opinion on the North Caucasian relationship: “Que
les langues caucasiennes du Nord-Ouest soient apparentees a celles du Centre et du NordEst (tchetchene et langues du Daghestan), ce n’est pas une hypothese. c’est un fait” (p. 8).
In view of Dumezil’s disciple and a prominent Caucasologist himself, George
Charachidze (1967: 30), the genetic relationship between the two northern families,
NWC and NEC, seems to be quite certain.
The author of the present article too deems the relationship between the WC and
EC families as basically proven, thanks to works by N. Trubetzkoy, G. Dumezil, A.
Shagirov, B. Balkarov, and especially A. Abdokov. S. Starostin and S. Nikolayev. The
overall weight of revealed lexical material common to both NC branches, and,
importantly, systemic phonemic correspondences established on the basis of lexical
comparisons, despite the fact that many details in the reconstruction of individual NC
groups and the parental NC proto-language still have to be worked out, render the
validity of the North Caucasian linguistic family beyond any reasonable doubt.^
The notion of genetic relationship between WC and EC is supported by quite a
number of prominent Caucasian scholars, such as G. Dumezil, G. Charachidze, M.
Kumakhov. A. Shagirov, S. Kodzasov, M. Alekseev. Y. Testelets, etc. The critics of this
theory so far have failed to produce any compelling argumentation, which would explain
numerous lexical correspondences in basic vocabulary as observed between WC and EC
families by anything other than genetic inheritance. Typically, the critique comes from
authors who are not themselves historical linguists, or who work exclusively on one
branch of the NC family, being unfamiliar with the other, or even from those who work
on the unrelated Kartvelian family.
In modem times, the major contribution to the NC comparative studies have been
made by the Kabardian scholar Auez Abdokov (1981; 1983) and two Moscow linguists
Sergei Nikolayev and Sergei Starostin (NCED). The results of their work became two NC
comparative dictionaries. These works, especially the great A North Caucasian
Etymological Dictionary by Nikolayev and Starostin (NCED), became real milestones in
the field of NC comparative studies. Both dictionaries contain a large number of lexical
correspondences, which prove the existence of the ancient relationship between these two
9. Cf. Chirikba (2008: 33-36) on various theories concerning the issue of genetic relationship between the
indigenous Caucasian languages.
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branches. NCED presents an elaborate system of correspondences between WC and EC
phonemes established on the basis of systemic comparison of relevant lexical items of
both branches. However, even with this undoubted progress, there remains much to be
done in working out many details and solving many remaining problems in the
reconstruction of individual NC branches and of their ancestral language.
John Colarusso (1989: 26-27) describes some of the processes within WC, which
blurred the original picture of its relation to EC: “Most of the cognates in this family are
hidden because the languages have levelled off an old grammatical class system in
varying ways. The surviving grammatical class prefixes are primarily reflected as
secondary rounding or palatalization on the consonant. This assumption produces a
PNWC that closely resembles a Northeast Caucasian language”.
3. The Reconstruction of PWC.
At present, there exist several versions of a PWC reconstruction: the one proposed by S.
Starostin (1978; NCED), the systems proposed by B. Balkarov (1979), A. Abdokov
(1983), J. Colarusso (1989: 28) and by the author of the present paper (Chirikba 1996).
S. Starostin’s short paper (1978) contains the chart of reconstructed phonemes
with correspondences in individual languages, but offered no discussion or examples; all
these appeared 16 years later in his and S. Nikolayev’s North Caucasian Etymological
Dictionary (NCED 1994; reprint 2007). A much more elaborated presentation of his
PWC reconstruction is given in Starostin's review (2007) of my 1996 book.
The version of PWC reconstruction proposed by B. Balkarov (1979: 80) differs
considerably from Starostin’s system and contains a more modest inventory of 33
consonant phonemes and 2 vowels (a, a). The author posits a four-fold set of bilabial and
velar stops (voiced, aspirated, non-aspirated and glottalized), and labialization as a
distinctive feature. The absence in his PWC scheme of dental stops and simple sibilants
makes an impression of omissions due to typographic reasons, though this is just a
conjecture. A. Abdokov (1983). though he is using the reconstructed PWC forms in his
PNC dictionary, does not present a chart of reconstructed PWC phonemes. J. Colarusso
(1989: 28) in the article devoted to the discussion of various aspects of the PWC
reconstruction proposes a tentative chart of PWC phoneme system, which contains sets of
voiced, aspirated, non-aspirated and glottalized consonants, as well as palatal(ized)
affricates and fricatives. He does not reconstruct labialization as a distinctive feature, and
presents a system of four (plus two, in parentheses) vowels.
My ideas of PWC reconstruction (Chirikba 1996) are closer to those put forward
by S. Starostin. Though our reconstructed models differ in many details, they are based
on the following common principles, a part of which coincide with the reconstructed
systems proposed by previous authors. The PWC consonant system comprised three
classes of phonemes: obstruents, resonants and glides. The obstruent system was based
on a four-way contrast in the laryngeal features (voiced ~ voiceless ~ tense/strong ~
7

gloltalized/ejective), and on a four-way timbre contrast (simple ~ palatalized ~ labialized
' palatalized-labialized). Besides, I agree with Starostin on the need of the reconstruction
of pharyngealization as a distinctive feature.
It is probably worth commenting on some of the reconstructed consonant types. In
contrast to the paradigmatic richness of the class of obstruents, PWC resonants, glides
and vowels were characterized by simplicity.
Though both palatalization and labialization occur in the world’s languages, what
is extremely rare is the phonemically distinctive combination of these features.'® The
necessity to reconstruct a set of labialized-palalalized obstruents, proposed by Starostin
(cf. NCED 185,189. etc.), is dictated by the need to account for two different sets of WC
correspondences, as shown on the chart below in (6). Labialized-palatalized consonants
are reconstructed for all PWC obstruent series, with the exception of the labial one
(though, unlike my reconstruction, in NCED 184 the labialized-palatalized labials are
also postulated). Being phonetically unstable, they were not preserved in any of the
descendant languages, leaving different reflexes. The source of this correspondence various reflexes of early PWC combinations C+d and C+«. which were reflected in
PCirc and PAbx as

and in PUb as O.

4. The origin of the PWC phonemic system.
The phonological model of late PWC in essence did not differ substantially from that of
its modem descendants. It was a "‘consonantal” language, with a huge qualitative and
quantitative

diversity

of consonants

and

a

bivocalic,

"‘linear"

vocalic

system,

distinguished by the degree of openness. The striking disproportion between the class of
obstruent consonants and the class of vowels is explained by the fact that the timbre
features, which in the majority of languages are normally in the property of vowels, in
PWC were transposed to the consonants (cf. Starostin 1978: 96; NCED 43, 73, 192;
Abdokov 1983; 25-29; Colarusso 1989: 26). The origin of the hypertrophic WC
consonant system can thus be explained as a result of a re-analysis of the PWC CVsequences according to the following formula (the signdenotes the vocalic timbre):
(4)

/C+VV => [C+V''] - [C''+V] =>/C''+V/

The four-fold timbre contrast in consonants (C : O : C"': C"^) can be regarded as a
reflection of the original vocalic oppositions. Furthermore, the character of the vowel

10. However, they are possible on the phonetic level: labialized fricatives in Abkhaz, or dentolabialized
consonants in isolects of Lezgi are phonetically palatalized. The rarity of a phonemically significant
combination of palatalization and labialization can be explained by the insufficient articulatory and
acoustical contrast between the simple labialized and labialized-palatalized phonetic types (cf. Chirikba
1991: 96, 102).
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following the consonant (i.e. either a or d) can serve as an indication of the quality of the
original vowel.
(5)

earlv PWC >

late PWC

earlv PWC >

late PWC

*Ca

*Ca

*Ci

*Oa

*Ca

*Ca

*Co

*C'^a

*Ce

*Oa

*Cu

However, in two cases, the reflexes in Ub are different from Circ and Abx, which
suggests the reconstruction of two additional vowels;

(6)

early PWC > PWC >

PCirc

PUb

PAbx

*C6

*€"0

*Oa

*€"■0

*C''a

*CJa

*C'^a

*Cu

*C'^a

Examples: Circ
go’,

probably

Ub
also

Abx g'^a ‘heart’; Circ k‘"'a/a ‘to go (a distance)’, Ub k''a ‘to

Abx

k’'^a-Sa

‘to

dance’,

etc.;

Ah\ mj"a{<

PAbx

Ub maya ‘road, way’, Circ y^a/a (without the initial bilabial) in y"^a-g“a ‘road, way’
(^’'i3‘surface’), Xa-y^a ‘path’.
On the basis of these correspondences, the following Pre-PWC vocalic system can
be reconstructed: two timbre neutral, four rounded, two front rounded and two front
unrounded vowels:
(7)
*/

*u

*e

*o

*u
*a

*0

*a
4.1. It seems that the source of labialization could be not only vowels placed after the
consonant, but also vowels preposed to it, as suggested by East Caucasian cognates, cf
the following examples:
(a) PNC *C+«> PWC *0-':
Avar nisu, dial. niSu, Andi iso, Tsez izu, Gin izu, Xvar Tzu, Gunz azu, Dargi nusi, Lezgi nasu.
Bud misu, cf. PWC > PAbx *05"^ 'cheese';
Chech, Ing, Bats su, Lak zu, Aghul cu-n, Tsax su, Archi z'e-n, Xin zu-r, cf. PWC *5"a 'you
(pi.)'.
(b) PNC *u+C> PWC *€" :

9

Axv us:i, Cham us:, Tindi, Kar, Botl, Godob uns:i, Bagv utis:, cf. PWC > PAbx

‘soil,

clay'; the intermediate stage must have been early PWC *nusd, with a metathesis (uns- >
if one regards the EC forms as original;
Avar oc, Gin its, Bezh, Gunz os, Dargi unc, Udi us, cf. PWC *c:“3 'ox, bull'.

Sometimes a metathesis of the labialization element can be supposed in individual
dialects, resulting in a cluster with initial bilabial, cf. PLezgi *c’'^:er ‘name’^^ (Tab
c':''ur, Archi c'or) vs. Ubp'c'a 'name', cf. CCirc *c’a; PDargi *?urx:"i ‘sea' vs. Ub s"'a,

but PAbx *masom ‘sea’, probably, from an earlier *ms3na < S^ana <

cf CCirc

*xd (PWC ’"A"9); in both cases CCirc lost all traces of labialization altogether.
In some cases of labialization in WC. the EC correlates do not give any indication
as to its source, and in this case it is PWC that can be used for introducing this feature in
the NC proto-form, cf Chech. Ing malx ‘sun', Andi, Axv, Tindi, Godob mUi ‘sun', Cham
miX ‘sun, day’ V5. PWC *ma/3/ya > Abx a-ms, Ub mas'^a, Kab max''e ‘day’; Avar piq:

‘fruit’, Godob perq:i. Kar biq:e ‘apricot’. Lak piq ‘bad fruit’ V5. PWC *pq:"'a > Ad
pq:"3//pX3. Abx a-ph''a ‘prune’. Ub pqa ‘a kind of prune with big fhiit’.'^

4.2. Concerning the opposition “lax - tense”, the authors of NCED (p. 43) propose to see
its source in the early distinction between long and short vowels: before long PNC
vowels PWC stops and affricates turned into tense consonants. 1 will accept here this
explanation as a working hypothesis.
4.3. We arrive thus at a rather simplified early PWC obstruent inventory, consisting of
voiced (C), voiceless aspirated (C'*’'). and glottalized (C”) correlates.
(8)

A tentative inventory of early PWC consonant system

b

p** p’

d

t*" t’

m
3

c c’

z

s

n

3

C 6’

z

s

r

L X V
g

k'’ k’

LX
g

w

1

X

j

11. The PNC and PEC reconstructions are from NCED. Though not all reconstructed forms in NCED can
be accepted without reservations, here 1 am more concerned with showing the general lines of the evolution
of PWC, rather than with dwelling into the discussion of details of the reconstructed system.
12, It is interesting to note a structural and material parallelism of Abx a-ph''a-sa ‘damson', lit. ‘prunesmall’ with Avar ?is:in-piq: 'damson', although with a different order of constituents (Avar Cis:in 'little,
small', piq: ‘fruit'). It is also interesting to note a parallelism in the fluctuation on voicedness in the initial
bilabial: Abx a-ph-a ~ a-bh-a ‘prune', cf. North Avar piq: ~ South Avar bi/. Kar hiq:e ‘fruit(s).
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G

qh q’

Y

X

?

?

H

5. Theories concerning the WC root structure.
The seemingly predominantly monosyllabic WC root structure, which sets it apart from
other indigenous languages of the Caucasus, has always intrigued linguists (cf. already de
Charencey 1862; Balini 1904: xi, xv, xix) and caused some of them to look at isolating
languages for typological parallels.

5.1. Hyacinthe de Charencey.
In 1862, at the dawn of comparative and typological studies, the French philologist
Hyacinthe de Charencey wrote about the same “primitive” monosyllabicity of Circassian
and its sister-languages, on the one hand, and of Sino-Tibetan languages, on the other.'^
De Charencey, who tried to demonstrate not only the structural but also a genetic
closeness of the indigenous Caucasian languages to Sino-Tibetan, was obviously an early
precursor of modem proponents of the Sino-Caucasian hypothesis, even though the
attachment of Kartvelian and Vietnamese to, respectively. North Caucasian and SinoTibetan families is discarded by modem research. Like late Marr and Yakovlev (see
below), de Charencey regarded the monosyllabicity of WC and Sino-Tibetan root to be
original and archaic and thought that the other Caucasian languages transformed their
“primitive monosyllabic structure” into the “agglomerating” (i.e. agglutinative) one under
the influence of IE and Turanian languages. He even tried to place the original homeland
of the peoples belonging to the “monosyllabic family” in areas between Armenia and to
the south of Bactria, i.e. Central Asia, and thought that later they were split in two by the
Indo-Europeans invading from the north, who pushed one part of them to the gorges of
the Caucasus and the other to the Himalayas, whence they then spread to China (p. 1213).
5.2. Nikolay Marr.

13. “Entre toutes les langues caucasiennes, le tscherkesse et les idiomes de peuplades voisines semble se
rapprocher du maniere plus speciaie du tibetain et de dialectes indigenes du Nepal. Dans ces deux groupes
d’idiomes, nous rencontrons, en effet, la meme structure primitivement monosyllabique, la meme
formation, ^ une 6poche post^rieure, de quelques dissyllabes, par addition particule determinatives plac^es
d'ordinairc ^ la fin du mot.” (p. 9-iO).
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The influential Russian/early Soviet philologist Nikolay Marr, the founder of the
notorious “Japhetic” theory,in different works vacillated, in his typical manner,
between regarding Abx as a product of an "extreme” evolution and, in later work, calling
it an extraordinary archaic language. Thus, in his 1912 paper (reprinted in Marr 1938: 133) he was objecting to the opinions expressed by Uslar (1887: 37). who regarded Abx as
representing the primaeval (“infantile”) state of a language on the basis of richness of its
verbal forms, arguing that “even if Abx developed sophisticated verbal forms, it
nevertheless possesses a degraded morphology; the loss of morphological expressiveness
it compensates by syntactic means, and ... in general Abx demonstrates an extreme level
of development” (Marr 1938: 2). The comparison of Abx monosyllabic roots with Kart
polysyllabic roots suggested to him that Abx roots were historically worn, having lost
final consonants and that monosyllabicity was thus of more recent origin (ibid: 4. 27). He
saw the evolution of Abx in the weakening of final syllables, which led to the loss of the
original case endings, and in the increased role of prefixation, specifically noting the
proclitization of originally enclitical pronominal particles (ibid: 5-6).
In his later work Marr. however, radically departed from these views and started
to regard Abx as frozen “on an exceptionally archaic stage of development”.'-^ Mart's
early conclusions, though based on the comparison of Abx with unrelated Kart languages,
were nevertheless productive, presenting the WC monosyllabicity not as a static and
frozen remnant of the distant glottogonic past, but rather as a result of a relatively later
evolution from more complex structures.
5.3. Nikolay Yakovlev.
The other great Russian Caucasologist, Nikolay Yakovlev, echoing late Marr’s
glottogonic ideas, spoke of the “amorphous” stage as the mo,st archaic speech-form
through which all human languages passed. He suggested that unlike other languages, the
WC languages retained vivid vestiges of that ancient stage; the term “amorphous” was
then used for the language type we now call “isolating”, and indeed, Yakovlev’s
description of the “amorphous” structure (as in Yakovlev & ASxamaf 1941: 7) by many
parameters conforms to an isolating language-type.

14. Marr claimed that human language went through successive structural-grammatical stages - from
amorphous to agglutinative and finally to fusional, whereby each stage directly corresponded to concrete
social-economical and political systems (from earliest communes to a class society).
15. “[Mbi aacTacM] abxaacKwR aa HcitntoHirrenbHO jpeeHen CTaaKH pasBHXioi’' (Mapp 1938: 381). On the
eastern extreme of Asia, Marr (1936: 6) cited Chinese as being of “absolute typological antiquity”
(“KHTavtcKHU SI3MK. 6X0 a6comoTHaa THnonorimecKaa .ipeBHOCTb ii OTHOCHxejibHbie OBoniomioHHbie
HOBinecTBa”). Marr (1933: 243) wrote: “From this formal point of view Chinese stopped at that stage of
development, when in the language of humanity there were no service [i.e. grammatical] forms, the
relations between words were determined not by endings, as in Russian, but by word order. Such a
phenomenon we find in the West, in the Mediterranean world, in a certain measure only on the eastern
Black Sea coast in Abkhazia and in the eastern part of the Mediterranean itself, in Egypt.”
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In his grammar of Adyghe, written together with Asxamaf, Yakovlev describes the earliest stage
of the “amorphous” structure of Adyghe and the way it evolved into the polysynthetic one (pp. 209, 237-8,
380-1, 406, 408). In his view, in the ancient period the language did not distinguish vowels
(monovocalism). The root had a CV-structure and was equal to a phoneme, a syllable, a morpheme, and a
word: it was a unitary complex, a “syliabo-phoneme”, comprised of a variable consonantal initial and an
invariable (mono)vocalic finale. The words did not belong to concrete grammatical classes and lacked any
inflection; their connections within the sentence were expressed by their relative order, intonation or
accent. From monovocalic monosyllabic words then evolved monosyllabic words with the distinction of
two vowels. Due to the growing need to create new words, compounding began to develop, hence the
development of incorporation, which was followed by the development of agglutination and, finally, of
polysynthetism.
Yakovlev points out the following vestiges of the “amorphous” stage in modem Adyghe (pp. 11,
208, 211, 241, 252-3, 255, 284-5, 381-2, 404, 414): the predominance of monosyllabic roots with
consonant onset and vocalic finale (CV) as the primary root-type; a syllable is often equal to a morpheme
(“seme”); many modem affixes can be traced back to independent roots/words: each word can become a
verb or a substantive, as the reflection of the period when no formal grammatical classes of words existed,
etc.
Even after the official condemnation of Man’s Japhetic theory, in his later grammar of Abkhaz
finished in 1951 (and published only in 2006), Yakovlev (p. 144-145) still speaks of vestiges of the
amorphous stage in the evolution of Abx: "... the majority of cunent polysyllabic Abx words can be
analysed into their component parts - the primary words/roots. From this, we can suppose that in some
more or less distant epoch the language, from which Abx evolved, consisted of monosyllabic
words/syllables. These words/syllables did not posses then any formal particles, either prefixes or suffixes.
They remained unchanged in the sentence. All connections between words and their forms were expressed
only syntactically, i.e. by the placing of words in the sentence, intonation, accent, gestures, real speech
situation, etc. Such a language stmeture is usually called amorphous, isolating or monosyllabic... We find
traces of the same structure elsewhere in the Caucasus (for instance, in the Circassian languages) and in
other parts of the world (for example, in the majority of the Sudan languages in Africa, in the languages of
Central America, in Chinese). One can even say that at a certain period of the development of society, all
languages must have had such a structure. Only in Abkhaz and Circassian do we find it as a more or less
preserved vestige of the past”.

5.4. Alexander Genko.
Yakovlev’s colleague, Alexander Genko, also spoke of residual monosyllabicity of the
main word-stock of Abkhaz/Abaza and of residual analyticity of their linguistic structure,
when all grammatical relations were expressed by lexical words (Genko 1955: 78; 1998:
377). Genko (published posthumously in 1998: 394) thought that the agglutinative
structure of Abx evolved on the ruins of the former monosyllabic analytical one.
However, he did not share (late) Mart’s and Yakovlev’s glottogonic views on
monosyllabicity. In his grammar of Abaza. he emphasized that the predominance of
13

monosyllabic roots cannot be used as a proof of the archaic or primitive period in the
evolution of Abaza, as the comparison with other Caucasian languages demonstrates that
both monosyllabicity and polysemy of Abaza words can in a number of cases be the
result of later simplifications and the falling together of originally more complex and
differentiated sound combinations {Genko 1955: 78).
6. From North Caucasian to West Caucasian via an analytic stage?
It is logical to suppose that at a certain period of its history, a NC dialect which gave rise
to PWC, in many respects resembled its sister (later > EC) dialects. This would imply a
moderately synthetic structure with a tendency to analyticism; a moderately developed
nominal and verbal inflection (including Ablaut); a relatively free word order; a
moderately developed vocalism and well developed consonantism.
Trubetzkoy (1930a; reprint 1987: 281-282) was certainly right in rejecting
Yakovlev's theory of primordial monosyllabicity of WC. Based on correspondences
between WC and EC languages. Trubetzkoy argued for the secondary nature of many
WC monosyllabic roots, which were the result of complex simplification processes.
However, if we put aside Yakovlev’s glottogonic approach, the idea that at a certain
period in its history the WC passed through an analytical or isolating (“amorphous”)
stage, and later, due to compounding and incorporation, turned into an agglutinative
polysynthetic language type, as we know it today, seems rather productive.
We can thus surmise that early PWC was subjected to a large-scale restructuring,
leading to changes at the phonological, morphological and syntactic levels.
In phonology, the changes resulted in the elimination of (nearly) all clusters by
dropping one of the consonants; in the loss of many unstressed syllables; in the shift of
various root structures to CVCV and CV; in the shift of vocalic timbre onto consonants,
leading to the reduction of vocalic contrasts (from at least eight to a binary system) and a
significant increase in the number of consonants; in the probable development of a tonal
system in the place of lost consonants or syllables.
In morphology the restructuring resulted in the loss of much of the old infiection
and the development of analyticism, as well as the weakening of the nominal class
system.
Syntactic changes manifested themselves in the increased importance of word
order, which became the main means of expressing syntactic relations - on the
background of the fading cross-referencing nominal class system.
As a result, the previously mainly synthetic pre-Proto West Caucasian language
became analytical, as it happened, for example, in the history of modem Germanic or
Romance languages. We can further surmise that at a later stage, the increased role of
incorporation and compounding, as well as proclitization of formerly independent
pronouns and adverbs, resulted in an agglutinative polysynthetic polypersonal prefixing
language type, which was inherited by its modem descendants.
14
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7. The fall of early PWC syllables (PNC *(CC)VC(C)V

PWC *CV).

The comparison with EC cognates proves that early PWC underwent a radical
simplification of its root structure along the lines described above. In many cases
syllables in poly-syllabic words were dropped, leading to the emergence of monosyllabic
roots. Largely, this involved the initial syllables, which can indicate that they were
unstressed:
(9)

(C)V{Ci)CiVi

->

CiVi

PLezgi *?iX’e 'to die, kill', cf. PWC *X’ja/9 'to die, kill';
PLezgi *?ac 'a- 'to know; can', cf. PWC *c 'Ja 'to know';
PAvar-Andi *?umco, cf. PWC *c'':a 'ox, bull';
PNax *mac’e, PAvar-Andi *noc’:i, PTsez *nsca, cf. PWC *c’>a 'louse';
PAvar-Andi *riX ':i, Xin lik:a. cf. PWC *IJ3 'meat, flesh';
PAvar-Andi Vid'a, PDargi *?urdi, cf. PWC

'horse';

PAvar-Andi *rok’''o. PTsez *rak’''a, PLezgi *jirk’”, cf. PWC *g“'a 'heart'.

In other cases, it was final (probably unstressed) syllables that were lost:

(10)

C(C)V(Ci)CiVi

CDV

PAvar-Andi *colu, PTsez

PDargi *cula, PLezgi *sil:, Xin culoz, cf. PWC *c:a 'tooth';

PAvar-Andi *c''":arhi (Axv c’"'.or/, Karc’Tt^', etc.), PDargi *zuri, cf. PWC *c'''a 'star';
PAvar-Andi *rism (Avar jow, dial, son, Axvrese, Kar resin, etc.), PLezgi *s:an (Archi s:an,
Udi usen), cf. PWC *s”a/3 'yeari;
PAvar-Andi *c':iri(Avarc.ar, Axv, Karc’/er/, etc.), PLezgi •c’".e/-(Tab d':''ur, Archi c’or),
cf. PWC *(p )c 'a 'name'.

Incidentally, late PWC clusters were also syllable-initial, which can indicate the place of
the stress - on non-initial syllables.

8. Parallel simplification processes in EC languages.
It would be wrong to suggest that it was only WC that underwent significant evolution in
the phonetic shape of words. The individual EC languages too underwent considerable
changes, which often parallel their evolution in WC. 1 adduce here but a few examples,
demonstrating parallel developments in EC and WC:
15

(11) Abx a-c, Ad ca, Kab ja, Ub ca- (PWC •c;a 'tooth'), cf. Chech ce-rg, Ing ca-rg, Bats

ca-rk' (-rg/-rk', diminutive suf.; PNax *ca), Avar ca vs. Andi sol, Cham sal", Kar
sale, Tindi, Botl, Bagv salu (< PAvar-Andi *colu), Xvar sel, Bezh sila, Gunz sila (<
PTsez *5. j7), Dargi cida, Tsax siU, Kryz, Bud sit (PLezgi *sil:), Xin cut-oz 'tooth'.
Abx jac '"a, Ub c '"a- (PWC *c '"a 'staK), cf. Avar c ':"a, Andi c ’:a, Cham s ’a: (PAvar-Andi

*c''':arhi), Tsez ca, Gin c"'a, Xvar, Gunz ca, Bezh ca (PTsez *c"’a), Lak c’u-ku 'star'
vs. Axv c '":ari, Tindi c:ani; Kar c '":aj, Bagv c ’"':ara, Godob c.aji, Dargi dial, zure
'star'.
Circ

c 'a,

Ubp ’c a, cf. Chech, Bats c 'e, Ing c 7, Axv dial, c ’:e, Cham

j 'e:

(PAvar-Andi

*c ':in), Tsez ci. Gin ce, Xvar ca (PTsez *c"'S), Lak c 'a, Dargi zu, Udi c:i (PLezg

*c ’".er) vs. Avar c ':ar, Andi, Bagv c ':er, Axv, Kar, Botl c ':eri, Tindi c ':era, Godob
c:eri, Tab c":tir, Archi c’or 'name'.
Abx a-c". Ad c":a, Ub

c"a (PWC *c".a 'ox'), cf. Avar oc (PAvar-Andi *?umco), Tsez is,

Gin

us, Xvar 7s, Bezh, Gunz os (PTsez *?os:), Dargi Kub us (PDargi *?ui7c), Udi us
(PLezgi *janic) vs. Andi un.so, Axv unca, Cham, Tindi niusa, Kar, Botl, Bagv, Godob

unsa, Lak nic, Dargi imc, Lezgi, Tsax /«c, Aghul bee, dial.^ac'’, Xin lac 'ox'.
Kib ra-k’J'\ouse',i'a-c’^'r\\X' (-A:’'singularity suf., c'^ 'egg'; PWC *t'a), Andi / a 'nit'
(PAvar-Andi *i 'a(?)na), Lak i 'u, Udi i:e 'nit' (PLezg *ndl') vs. Avar / iha, Axv t 'ani,
Cham, Tindi, Botl, Bagv /'0/70, Kar/‘c/z/e, Dargi zze/', Lezgi, Aghul

TabwV, Rut

mil ■, Tsax, Archi nai' 'nit'.
Abx CO, Circ so, Ub c^o (PWC V*"7a), cf. Avar cu (PAvar-Andi *?ii"a), Lak d"u vs. Andi iia,
Axv, Tindi, Kar ic"u, Cham iSa, Botl, Godob ida, Bagv id", Dargi urdi, Lezgi Siw,
Archi/;o/.v, Xin/;.f/ 'horse'.
Abx/a, Circ Ac/, Ub wla (PWC *HI"a), cf. Avar dial. h"e, Axvx'''e:,T\n(i\x''a: (PAvar-Andi

*X"o?i), Gin, Xvar ir“&, Inxo ir/“e, Bezh wo, Gunz wo (PTsez *eI"oj), Dargi;c/a, dial.
Xl“:a, Tsax/"c/, Udi//c7 vs. Chech, Ing, Batsphu, Avar hoj, Andix'dj, Cham, Kar,
Botl/’‘q/, Bagv h"aj, Godobx''dji, Tsez ifl"aj, labxuj, Aghul Huj, Rut/zy, Kryz

X"ar, Bud ;for'dog'.

9. Processes within late PWC: The formation of late PWC clusters (*CVCV >
*CCV).
The comparison with EC shows that some currently monosyllabic WC roots were
originally disyllabic and shortened due to the syncope of the (unstressed) vowel of the
initial syllable, which gave rise to initial PWC clusters.

(12)

Avar raq:u, dial, roqo 'ashes', Lak lax 'ashes, dust', Archi lax 'grain peelings' vs.

Circ tx"'e 'to become grey (of hair)', 'grey (of horse)', Kab sa-lx"e 'ashes', Abx q"a
'ashes', 'grey (colour of ashes)', Ub q"a 'ashes' < PWC *tq"a, probably, from an earlier

*d3q"u.
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Chech, Ing bark, Bats bar?., Avar miX

Axv, Tindi, Kar, Botl, Bagv, Godob biX ’:i~,

Tsez biX-, Archi meXe 'eighf vs. Circp’A’a, Abxps'-, Dbp’X’a 'four', probably, from an
earlier *b9X’9(p' <*b through regressive assimilation).
Chech, Ing molt, Avar mac

Andi, Axv, Botl mic ':i, Tindi, Godob mic:i, Kar

mac ’;/, Tsez, Gin, Xvar mec, Gunz, Inxo mic. Bezh mic, Lezgi, Aghul, Kryz, Bud mez. Rut,
Tsax miz, Archi mac, Udl muz, Xin mic ’, cf. Circ bza, Abx a-bz, Abaza bz3, Ub bPa 'tongue',
from an earlier stage *b3za/3.

In rare cases, however, it seems that it was EC that created new clusters by a
syncope of a vowel, whereas WC kept a plene form, cf. Andi ons:i, Tindi, Kar, Botl,
Godob uns:i, Bagv uns: ‘earth’ vs. PWC

‘soil, clay.’’^

In several instances the clusters in PWC appeared due to an unclear dental prefix
(a fossilized grammatical class prefix?; cf. Abdokov 1983: 155), cf. the following
numerals:
(13)

Avar A: 7, Dargi dial, k’^i, Jab g’lu, t^rcbiq’te, XinA’u, cf. Circ/’"a <

Abx

/i"'0, Ub t'q '"'a 'two'.
Lak,if.-«/-, Dargi

Jabxu-b, ?.\it.xu-d,Jsay.xo-lld, Udi qo, cf. Kab lx''a, Abx;^‘’a-

ba, Ubsbca 'five'.

10. Late PWC root structure.

Once the restructuring of late PWC had occurred, the basic resulting root structures C(C)V and CVCV - became stable and probably did not change much over a
considerable period of time. In this sense, one can note Yakovlev’s remark that the WC
roots as “products of the amorphous stage, represent petrified, and a not developing
further historical remainder” (Yakovlev & ASxamaf 1941: 216). The only process that
was still active in late WC was a strong tendency to further transformation of the
remaining CVCV roots, under the influence of (final) dynamic stress, into CCV. This can
be demonstrated by the comparison of some Circ, Ub and Abx roots:
(14)

CVCV

>

CCV

Ad max'''a, Ub m9s'''a

-

Abx o-mi'da/

Ad wojo, Ub majfl

-

Abx a-mza 'moon'

Ad ma.’ita, Ub m3s''a

Abx a-ms"' 'beaf

Ub Ydba

Abx o-yiia'ship'

The same process was active in Abx dialects, as seen from the following examples:

16. A similar solution is suggested in NCED 513; Abdokov (1983: 99) reconstructs PNC *nasu‘.
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(15)

Tsab, Tsw Sadz

-

Bz, Abzh a-bga 'wolf

Sadz a-bana

-

Bz, Abzh a-bna 'wood'

S^<ila-s"aq'(q')a

-

Bz a-s"q ’"s, Abzh a-s^q ’("Ja ‘letter, book'

Sadz d-j''a3'‘yd-ra

Bz, Abzh d-yya-ra 'to wash'

10.1. The preservation of old CV and CVCV roots.
The evidence from modem languages shows that a number of PWC roots were
monosyllabic already in PNC; they include pronouns, deictics and some numerals:
(16)

Chech, Ing, Bats so. Rut zi, Tsax, Udi zu, Xin zi, cf. Abx sa, Circ se, Ub sa- 'I';
Lak wi, Rut, Xin vt'i, Tsax wu, cf. Abx wa, Circ we, Ub wa- 'thou';
Chech, Ing, Bats su. Lak zu, Aghul du-n. Tsax su. Archi z''e-n, Xin zu-r, cf. PWC

*s"a 'you (pi.)';
Chech cha?, Ing cai. Bats cha, Avar co, Tsez sis, Xvarsh has, Lak ca, Lezg, Tab,
Rut, Tsax, Udi, Xin sa, cf. Abx *za, Circ za, Ub za 'one'.

Besides, many nominal NC disyllabic roots of the structure CVCV were preserved in
WC:
(17)

Tsez q uhHj ii. Gin q uq u 'tubular bone', Dargi q iiq 'a, dial, q '"aq'a 'knee', cf.

Abx a-q '"'aq '"'a 'back' (anat.), Abaza q '"aq '“a 'hip-bone'.
Andi horc'. i, Axv hoc'.o, Tindi boc'. u, Kar borc'.o, Botl purc'. u, Godob purc. u,
Tsez bud, Gin buce, Xvar biica, Bezh, Gunz hoco, cf. Ad maze, Ub maja 'moon'.
Avar mik.i, Dargi lah(w)a, (Xaid) Hhwa, (Urax) iaw’ha, (Muir, Kajtag) lah^a, (Kub)

na/ex"'a. Rut lirx''a/oj 'pigeon', cf. Abx a-lah“a 'rook, raven', Ub dax'"a 'dove'.”
Tsez / ’«//;/, Xvar ('ema, Bezh t 'iniu 'pigeon', Dargi f 'uma 'owl', cf. PWC > Ub dama
'hen'.
Chech ded 'gold', Dargi dubsi, dial. dabs:e '(red) coppeP, Tab jis”u-r 'gold', cf.
Kab dase 'gold'.
Andi, Axv, Tindi, Botl, Godob miqCham, Bagv miqcf. Ub maif^a 'road, way'
(Abx a-mfi''a < *ma/i“a).
Chech, Ing baza 'fir-tree', Lak wac 'a 'forest'. Ad maza 'forest', Ub maj'a 'prickle,
thorn'.
Chech das, oblique stem dosa-, Avar I’oxi, Andi, Botl, Godob I’usi, Axv I'osa,
Cham, T\r\d\t'oha, Kart’ose, cf. Ashx/ Vzicz 'lead (metal)' (Abx o-t'so < PAbx *t'asa).

11. EC-WC correspondences in affixes.

17, This comparison differs from that proposed in NCED (pp. 748-749).
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Although the analytical stage in the history of WC languages seems to be plausible, PWC
might have preserved at least partially some old grammatical morphemes, which can be
judged from the fact that WC and EC do in fact share, beside lexical roots, also a number
of affixal morphemes. Of the comparable WC-EC correspondences in affixes the
following ones can be mentioned:**
(18)
PWC

PEC

*ma

•ma

prohibitive/negative particle

*ca- (PAbx)

v/iy

reflexive pronoun/affix

•-gig

*-gi/*-

enclitic particle 'and'**

•-ra (PCirc)

•-ra

enclitic particle 'and'

*-ba, *ba-, *ba

•b-

suffixal marker of numerals for non-human referents;

(PAbx)

prefix of 2'“* person (fern.), personal pronoun 'thou'
(fern.) (PAbx); prefixal marker denoting animals and
some inanimate things or phenomena (PEC)

*-ara (PAbx)

*-ar

plural suffix

•■la

•-Ifa)

durative suffix

•-/t(PAbx)

•■na

past tense suffix

•■m (PCirc)

•■m

ergative/oblique (PCirc) or oblique case (PEC) suffix

•-da

•-d(a)

optative suffix

•-ra (PCirc)

•-r(a)

participial or converbial suffix

*-g''Ja

•■gwa

adverbial suffix

•c>a- (PAbx)

•■ci

comitative affix

•-na/a

*-n

locative suffix (PWC),^° genitive suffix (PEC)

•■na (PAbx, Ub)

•-na

converbial/adverbial suffix**

•■sa

•-se

adverbial/participial (PWC), instrumental (PEC) suffix

•-da

•-di

directional/locative particle (PWC), locative suffix (PEC).

18. Here the PWC reconstructions are mine, PEC forms are from Trubetzkoy (1930), Abdokov (1983;
1981), NCED, Alekseev (1988; 2003), and Starostin (2007).
19. Cf. Abx a-gazet'-k''a-^9 a-zurnal-k'a-gb, Avar gazel-al-gi zurnal-al-gi ‘newspapers and magazines’.
Noteworthy is also a parallelism in the formation of negative polarity pronouns, cf. Avar co-ni-gi, Abx ak
g^, Kab za/ac’ < z9-j9+k'J < *z3-j3+g's ‘nothing’, lit. ‘one-and’; the same model is typical for other EC
languages, cf Lezgi sad-ni, Aghul sad-ra ‘nobody’, lit. ‘one-and’.
20. Probably connected with verbal root *na/3 ‘be/remain somewhere' (cf Chirikba 1996: 368).
21. Cf Aghul xiiru-na ‘having read’, Abx s-a-px'a-m ‘it-I-having read’, Rut hagu-j-riB ‘having seen’, Abx
ja-ba-na ‘it-having seen’, Archi ahu-na ‘having done', Abx ja-q'ac'a-na ‘it-having done’. Rut hagu-j-na
‘having seen’, Abx d-ba-na ‘him/her-having seen’, Bud sihi-ni ‘being’, Abx ja-q'a-na ‘it- being’, etc. In the
adverbial function: Rut lemiz-na, Abx ja-ck'a-na ‘cleanly’. Rut jaxa-na, Abx ja-bzaja-na ‘well’, etc. Cf also
a similar use of this suffix in temporal terms; Tab thi'-w, Aghul cul-a-na, Abx lagala-n ‘in the autumn’,
Archi ig'^na ‘in the day-lime’, Abx a-c-na ‘on that day’ (EC forms are from Alekseev 1985: 101-102).
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In a number of these cases we can probably spe^ of originally separate particles
(as in the case of coordinating conjunctions), floating enclitics (as the negation marker,
which even synchronously can function in WC as a prefix, infix or suffix) or even
independent words, like pronouns (cf. the reflexive affix, the marker of ergative/oblique
case),^^ which only later became incorporated in both branches into nominal or verbal
paradigms.
The fact that EC orientational case suffixes, which express localization,
correspond etymologically to WC orientational preverbs, indicates the derivation of both
from independent adverbials or similar classes of independent words (cf. Abdokov
1983a; 1983: 75; Alekseev 1988: 174). However, it can also be that some of these
cognates could have been affixal morphemes already in NC and thus inherited by both
branches.
Among few genuinely inflectional affixes common to EC and WC were perhaps
old class and plurality markers^^ (see above; cf also NCED 85; Abdokov 1981: 62-3, 6676). Old class markers are presumably traceable in Abx numerals (Abx -ha suf of non¬
human class in numerals, as in j''-ba ‘two’, ps'-ba ‘four’, etc.) and probably in the human
feminine pronoun ba ‘thou’.
12. The late PWC’s dominant root structures.

The counting of various PWC root structures as presented in NCED reveals the following
ratio:
(19)

VCV

•

10

CV

-

289

CeV

-

29

CVeV
ail PWC

roots

-

289

-

684

This shows that:
(a) PWC had relatively few roots with initial clusters and even fewer roots with
initial vowels.
(b) The number of roots of the CVCV structure is in essence equal to that of the
CV structure, which is rather unexpected, given the traditional view of the predominance
of monosyllabic roots in WC. It was noted already by Trubetzkoy (1987: 281) that .some
WC correspondences are disyllabic (esp. many nouns), and this disyllabic structure
should be reconstructed for the NC epoch.

22. M. Kumakhov (1984: 84) derives the Circ ergative suffix -m from the independent deictic pronoun ma.
23. The fact that WC languages lack common plural markers, and probably only Abx preserves the old NC
pluralizer, while Ub lacks any nominal pluralizers, might indicate that the process of the loss of old
inflection was continued even after the split of CWC into individual languages.
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The early PWC had thus a statistically greater number of disyllabic than
monosyllabic

roots,

which

means

that

Yakovlev’s

theory

about

the

original

monosyllabicity of WC roots should be abandoned (cf. Trubetzkoy 1987: 281-282;
Abdokov 1981: 30). On the other hand, a great number of disyllabic roots in PWC must
dispel usual objections to the possibility of establishing sound correspondences between
WC and EC cognates because of the perceived monosyllabic character of the former.
13. Factors triggering the evolution of WC.
The triggering factors for the radical restructuring of a language’s structure can be, on the
one hand, the development of certain features inherently present in the system of the
maternal proto-language in the conditions of geographic isolation from sister languages
and. importantly, intensive contact with neighbouring allo-structural idioms.
One of the internal driving forces for the phonetic changes in PWC was,
according to Abdokov (1981), a tendency to rising sonority (or the law of open syllable),
which meant that final consonants were weakened and dropped and the syllable structure
became uniformly (CV)CV. This led to a near-complete loss of old (inflectional and
derivational) morphology, which was mainly suffixal (cf. Marr’s early ideas presented
above). Besides, it led to the appearance of a great number of monosyllabic
homophonous roots/words. These latter were probably distinguished by means of tones
(cf. Dybo 1989 on the WC tonal hypothesis), risen in place of the lost consonants
(especially laryngeals and resonants). The mono- or disyllabic root became equal to a
morpheme and a word.
In the condition of the fading system of nominal classes (which however managed
to survive in Abx, cf. Abdokov 1981: 54-65), the main means to express syntactic
relations between isolated and inflection-less words had to become fixed word order (see
Chirikba 2010). It is possible that ablaut too played a role, serving to distinguish
grammatical forms.
The law of rising sonority helps to explain rather well the mechanism of the
revolutionary “perestroika” in the word structure, as well as profound changes caused by
this process in the phonemic, prosodic, morphological and syntactic systems of the early
WC proto-language. It is more difficult to say, however, what triggered this process in
the first place - the internal development of some of the tendencies already inherent in
the proto-language or, more probably, language contact, or perhaps the combination of
both.
As noted by R. Beekes (1995: 71), “languages which are isolated, and depend for
change on internal factors only, undergo little change. On the other hand, languages may
undergo rapid change within a relatively short span of time, especially in times of social
and political upheaval. It appears therefore that the influence of other language systems
remains the single most important factor underlying sound change”.
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The intensive language contact as the main factor responsible for the fundamental
restructuring of the early PWC dialect was suggested by Trubetzkoy (1930: 111), who
suggested that such deep structural deviations of WC from EC, as, for instance, the
atrophy of the WC vocalic system, could be understood only by supposing a language
mixture. According to him, “WC could have thus emerged through a mixture of an idiom
very close to PEC with some other language”. Proceeding from this, we can probably
speak in terms of creolization of the early PWC dialect, which could happen as a result of
migration, either of the speakers of the early PWC dialect to a new habitat which had an
older population, with which they then mixed, or, vice versa, a migration of speakers of
another language who moved to the territory occupied by the bearers of early PWC.^"*
In any event, it is quite obvious that these developments in PWC took place in the
condition of its geographical isolation from speakers of the sister-PEC dialect(s), which
in the main remained quite conservative and unresponsive to external pressure. This in
turn may indicate that EC was developing in a habitat geographically more isolated from
external influences. Early PWC was. as it seems, on the contrary, exposed to intensive
language contact, which resulted in the above-mentioned significant re-structuring.
However, after it eventually evolved, having acquired nearly all the features of its
modern make-up, late PWC (= CWC) remained stable over a considerable period of time.
This might indicate that late CWC was not exposed to significant external linguistic
influences or contacts, and the only factor in its slowed evolution was contact between its
separated dialects.
14. Conclu.sions.
The comparison of PWC with EC languages suggests that late PWC underwent a
fundamental restructuring of its phonological, morphological and syntactic systems.
Everything points to the fact that after the WC separated from common North Caucasian
and before it acquired the guise which is preserved by its modern continuations, it was
transformed into a different system, which was analytical, with elementary inflection and
with main grammatical roles and relations being expressed by lexical means, word order
and probably also by apophony and tones. The subsequent changes led to the
development of compounding and incorporation.
The evolution of early PWC into late PWC included the following processes. In
phonology; the weakening of the role of tones and the appearance of a dynamic stress
system; the appearance of consonant clusters due to the syncope of vowels in unstressed
syllables; the dominant models of root structure becoming VC, C(C)V, and CVCV. In
morphology, the transformation process led to the increased role of compounding in
derivation; the development of incorporation and agglutination; the incorporation of
previously independent pre-verbal personal and deictic pronouns, as well as local,
temporal, directional and orientational adverbs into the verbal forms; the increased role of
24. In the event of the migration of speakers of PWC to the Caucasus, their most probable
original Urheiinai can be placed in north-central or north-eastern Asia Minor.
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prefixation; the development of polysynthetism. In syntax, it resulted in the weakening of
the role of word order.
The main evolutionary shift fi'om the NC dialect to the modem WC languages
was thus, first, from agglutinative to the analytical language-type (due to a near complete
loss of inflection), and then from the analytical to the agglutinative (poly)synthetic type.
Cross-linguistically, there are examples of similar diachronic changes in
morphological type. Cf., for instance, the evolution of English from inflectional to
analytical structure, or Chinese from agglutinative to the isolating type. However, an
even more striking parallel to the evolution of WC is provided by French.^^ In the latter
case we do know sufficiently well the stages which led the fully inflectional synthetic
Latin, via Vulgar Latin, first to the analytical structure of early modem French and finally
to the arguably polysynthetic-like stmcture of present-day colloquial (non-standard)
French. Indeed, modem spoken French demonstrates how an analytical language can
become polysynthetic by means of incorporation or fusion of originally discrete pronouns
and grammatical words.
Let us take as an example the following phrase: que je ne t 'aime pas ‘the fact that
I don’t love you’, pronounced in colloquial speech as [kajte'mpa]?^ If French was an
unwritten language and a field linguist would purport to describe it, one of the predictable
outcomes would be its description in terms of a polysynthetic language rather than a
basically analytical language with some elementary nominal inflection, as we know it
from standard textbooks. In case of the cited phrase, we would in fact have a typically
WC-type polysynthetic verbal form, containing two agreement (subject and object)
markers, as well as subordinating and negation markers:
{20}

ks-S-l-tm-pa
SUB-lSG-2SG-love:PRES-NEG

(21) cf. Abx:

bzffja

ba-so-zff-m-ba-wa

well

2SG:FEM-SUB-lSG-NEG-see-PRES:DYN;NFlN

The fact that I don't love you'.

From the material presented in this paper, a natural conclusion should be drawn
that, in principle, there is no direct correlation between the language type/structure and its
genetic affiliation. It is true, that related languages tend to maintain similar morphological
structures, due to the retention of features inherited from the common ancestor; cf. for
instance Baltic or Slavic languages, which preserve important features of the maternal IE
system. Some other languages, on the contrary, show striking deviations from the older
system.
25. The analogy between the polysynthetic structure of WC and of modem colloquial French was
suggested to me by Dr, Rieks Smeets (p.c.); see also a lively debate on this topic on the fora on the internet.
26. The comment on the actual pronunciation of this phrase was provided to me by Dr. Rene Lacroix.
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In one or another way, Proto-West Caucasian too changed its original structural
type and developed into a system, which significantly deviates from that of the related
EC languages, and which for some may blur the genetic relationship between these two
NC branches. However, this relationship can be satisfactorily proven by the application
of standard procedures of comparative-historical linguistics, which was so eloquently put
forward in the first decades of the 20'^ century by Nikolay Trubetzkoy and which was
definitively demonstrated by modem historical linguists, Sergei Starostin, Sergei
Nikolayev and Auez Abdokov.
Abbreviations:
Abx

Abkhaz

NC

North Caucasian

Abzh

Abzhywa dialect of Abx

NEG

Negative

Ad

Adyghe

NFIN

Non-Finite

AN

Akademija Nauk (Academy

PAbx

Proto-Abkhaz

of Sciences)

PAvar-Andi

Proto-Avar-Andi

Ashx

Ashkharywa Aba7.a

PCirc

Proto-Circassian

Axv

Akhvakh

PDargi

Proto-Dargi

Bagv

Bagvala

PEC

Proto-East Caucasian

Bezh

Bezhta

PIE

Proto-Indo-European

Boll

Botlikh

PLezgi

Proto-Lezgi

Bud

Budukh

PNax

Proto-Nakh

Bz

Bzyp dialect of Abx

PNC

Proto-North Caucasian

Cham

Chamala

PTsez

Proto-Tsez

Chech

Chechen

PWC

Proto-West Caucasian

Circ

Circassian

PRES

Present

cwc

Common West Caucasian

PUb

Proto-Ubykh

DYN

Dynamic

Rut

RutuI

EC

East Caucasian

SO

Singular

FEM

Feminine

SUB

Subordinative

Gin

Ginukh

Tab

Tabasaran

Godob

Godoberi

Tsab

Tsabal dialect of Abx

Gunz

Gunzib

Tsax

Tsakhur

IE

Indo-European

Tsw

Tswydzhi dialect of Sadz-

Ing

Ingush

Ub

Ubykh

Inxo

Inxokvari

WC

West Caucasian

Kab

Kabardian

Xaid

Xaidak dialect of Dargi

Kar

Karata

Xin

Xinalug

Kart

Karlvelian

Xvar

Khvarshi

Kub

Kubachi dialect of Dargi
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Comments on V.A. Chirikba’s “From North to North West:
How North-West Caucasian Evolved from North Caucasian”
Vaclav Blazek
Masaryk University

The author of the present contribution, a native speaker of Abkhaz, who unites in
one person the approaches of both the Moscow and Leiden accentological and
comparative linguistic schools, represents one of the most competent linguists in the field
of the Northwest Caucasian languages, not only at the present time, but from the
beginning of scientific research on these languages two centuries ago. His new article is
extraordinarily valuable, since he introduces us to the research on comparative phonology
and morphology of the Northwest Caucasian languages in the context of history of this
discipline, contrary to almost all other authors, who have only written for insiders. No
less valuable are Chirikba's observations concerning typological characteristics of the
Northwest Caucasian languages in comparison with the Northeast Caucasian languages,
which are parallel to the development of French from Latin to its colloquial spoken form.
I have no critical remarks on Chirikba's article. I would only expect that he also
include among the renowned specialists Georgij A. Klimov (1928-1997), who had
written several studies in which he worked with material of the Northwest Caucasian
languages:
Klimov. G.A. Abxazsko-adygskie etimologii I (iskonnyj fond). £limologija 1965
[1967], 296-306.
Klimov. G.A. Abxazsko-adygskie etimologii II (zaimstvovannyj fond).
Elimologija 1966 [1968], 289-295.
Klimov, G.A. Abxazoadygsko-kartveFskie leksiCeskie paralleli. Etimologija 1967
[1969], 286-295.
Klimov, G.A. Kavkazskie etimologii, 1-9. Etimologija 1968 [1971], 223-230.
Klimov, G.A. EinfUhrung in die kaukasische Sprachwissenschaft. Hamburg:
Buske 1994.
Klimov. G.A. & M.§. Xalilov. Slovar kavkazskixJazykov. Sopostavlenie osnovnoj
leksiki. Moskva: vosto6najaliteratura2003.
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Remarks on V. A, Chirikba, “From North to North West:
How North-West Caucasian Evolved from North Caucasian”
John Colarusso
McMaster University^
Anyone working on the languages of the Caucasus must wonder at some point
whether the North West languages (henceforth WC, following Chirikba) and the North
East ones (henceforth EC) are distantly related.

Dr. Chirikba’s article is a welcome

addition to this issue. Dr. Chirikba notes many typological parallels, parallels that the two
groups share to the exclusion of the South Caucasian or Kartvelian family (Georgian,
Laz, Mingrelian, Svan). He also gives a thorough history of the scholarship devoted to
this issue. In this aspect, he has made a thorough and lucid contribution.
Still, there are some matters in this work with which I disagree.

1 shall first

present three major criticisms, and conclude with some minor points.
First, in the course of his exposition he addresses one of the manifest differences:
the case system in EC is reputed to be one of the richest known, while that of WC is
meager, two (perhaps four) for Circassian, one (perhaps two) in Ubykh, and none at all in
Abkhaz (including Abaza). By some accounts the EC language Tabasaran has over fifty
cases. In fact, however, the Daghestan! branch of EC achieves such richness by having
four or five basic cases; absolutive (unmarked), ergative, genitive, and dative. The rest of
the so-called cases are built upon the ergative, through a combination of location suffixes,
say for example, ‘top’ and with the possible addition of yet more kinetic suffixes, ‘to the
top, away from the top, across the top, at the top,’ etc. (See Comrie and Polinsky 1998).
The Vai Nakh languages fail to do this, but instead have regular cases.

Ingush, for

example has eight cases (Nichols, 2011). Chirikba holds to the original view that EC had
enormous case systems and that this presents a typological divide between WC and EC.
As a unifying feature, he notes that both groups have ergative case systems when they do
have case. Even Abkhaz, which lacks case, has morphological ergativity.
It is quite plausible that given enough time and differences of setting and outside
influence, an originally unified Proto-North Caucasian (henceforth PNC) might well
evolve into two distinct branches with differing case typologies, but this is nowhere near
the historical difficulty that Chirikba assumes it to be.

Certainly the central Caucasus is

now occupied by the Iranian language, Ossetic and has been for at least the past two
millennia, but it is not clear if this is enough time for the divergence to take place.

1

suspect not. Chirikba is implying that the WC group came under some external influence
from which the EC group was shielded. I have argued (Colarusso 1997; 2005; see also
1. colaru55@mcmaster.ca
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Bombard 2015) that the most plausible neighbor to WC at an early period was ProtoIndo-European (PIE), in fact, that (PIE) was a branch of a phylum from which WC also
evolved, perhaps including even more remotely EC as well. Chirikba fails to make any
suggestions as to what this outside influence on WC might be. If PIE was close, then its
elaborate case system (eight by most accounts) would not have been the undoing of a
system that might be assumed for a PNC, something like the Vai Nakh systems. In sum,
however, the EC case system does not present a substantial typological contrast to that of
WC, so this is not a real problem for the historian.
Second, Chirikba then turns to the typologically unusual vowel system of WC, the
vertical system, quite distinct from the entirely normal systems found in EC languages
(though /o/ is rare),

He alludes to my work suggesting that part of the consonantal

coloring arose from old class prefixes (Colarusso 1994). Despite the acceptance that the
consonantal coloring of WC arose from vowel coloring, with vowels of a typologically
normal range, Chirikba then argues for three sorts of colored consonants in WC, rounded,
palatalized, and rounded-palatalized. that is ones with w-coloring, y-coloring, and ucoloring.
While this last will be used to tie a few WC forms into cognate sets with EC ones,
its real origin lies in an adherence to the Neo-Grammarian stricture of regularity among
sound correspondences, an adherence that Chirikba used in his excellent doctoral thesis
(1996), but one which leads to an unrealistic number of proto-phonemes in the mother
language, more than 150. U-co!oring arises when comparing Circassian and Abkhazian,
on the one hand, with Ubykh on the other. Where the first two show rounded consonants,
Ubykh will typically show a palatalized one. as in (1).
(1) Source for U-coloring hypothesis
Circ(assian) /-k”e-/ ‘to go’
Ub(ykh) /-k’J'e-/ id.

Unfortunately, coloring among these languages is not so simple. One can find matches
where Circassian shows palatalization and Ubykh shows rounding. (2):
(2) Opposite coloring from (1)
Circ (Kabardian) /-wek’i'e-/ ‘to kill'
Ub(ykh) /-k’°-/ id.

Further, one must look for all possible matches of rounding and palatalization, along with
forms that lack any coloring, not only between languages but e\'en within the same
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language. Note the forms in (3) within the same language (Colarusso, 1994, pp. 9-10,
and various forms throughout, often between languages).
(3) Other coloring correlations
a.

0

w
Circ. /harze/ ‘to soar, hover’
(Kabardian) /x'arze/ id., < */x'*arze/ < */harza/ < */w-harza/
Ub

/-t-/ ‘to be, exist (indefinite present or adverbial sense)
/-t*-/ ‘to be, exist’

b. 0 ~ y
Circ

/§x3de/ ‘to chide some one’
/S^xo/ ‘to laugh at some one’ < */y3-§x9/ ‘at-laugh’

Ub

/dada/ ‘donkey’
/C^a/ ‘horse’
/d^a/ ‘horseman’

Ub

/C’a-fa/ mouth-nose, ‘front'
/e’ya/ ‘mouth’

Then there are forms that cannot be explained except by assuming a morphological
leveling among forms that must have been productive in the mother language, (4).

(4) Forms reflecting *w-X ~ *y-X and *y-X ~ *w-X,
a. *w-X - *y-X
Circ /-w-e-/ hit-at, ‘to hit’
Ub /-ya-/ ‘to hit’
b. *y-X - *w-X
Circ /-y-e-/ direction-to, at
Ub /-wa-/ ‘to, in a mass’ (preverb)
c.

*X-y ~ *w-X
Circ /-y/ ‘big’ (suffixal adjective)
Ub /wa/ ‘big, long’
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The forms in (4) are best explained as surviving afilxes once attached to roots that were
easily lost or “absorbed.” For (4b) Abkhaz suggests an answer in that the preverb for ‘to,
in a mass, at, toward’ is /-a-/, yielding a Proto-WC form */w-a-/ or ♦/y-a-/ with varying
grammatical class markers. The odd intransitivity of the forms in (4a). glossed literally
as “hit to someone, something”, might be seen as an appropriation of tbe original ’*‘/-a-/
preverb to function as a verbal root. The forms in (4c) require further investigation.
Disposing of ii-coloring and attributing the alternation of coloring to separate
morphemes has two large advantages. First it renders Proto-WC with a sensible number
of proto-phonemes, around 50 or so, with a system of consonants and vowels that looks
very much like an EC language. Second, it ties the morphology of WC into that of EC,
specifically it gives a grammatical class system to both, a significant present difference
that Chirikba really does not bridge (although he hints at the possibility in seeking the
origin of an inexplicable dental stop (p. 16, and examples in [13]). EC has grammatical
class systems - WC lacks this, but the ii-coloring of Chirikba hides the fact that such
class markers were leveled and left “irregularities” in sound correspondences,

In fact,

apart from the theoretical schematic correspondences in (6) the removal of u-coloring
from the paradigm has little real impact, being invoked in (9) and (10) only.
Third, with case issues and coloring issues dispelled the only real typological
chasm that must be crossed is that of verbal inflection. WC has a rich polypersonal verb
while EC has only inflection of the subject, and for some languages such as Avar or
Archi. not even person is inflected, only the grammatical class of the subject. Chirikba
does address this problem in his conclusion section, pp. 21-23, where he summarizes the
shift of WC from the EC model, with the latter assumed to be closer to the NC mother
form, as one of “agglutinative to the analylical ... and then from the analytical to the
agglutinative (polysynthetic) type” (p. 22). French is held up as a good example of the
last shift. For this explanation to work one must assume a string of pronouns and other
elements as preverbal elements that eventually undergo cliticization to the verb, though it
is possible to show that these verbal indices are not clitics in WC now, only benefactive
forms being such (Colarusso, 2006. p. 30).

In fact Tom Markey and 1 have argued

(forthcoming) that the polypersonal verb of WC may have arisen from the clitic chain in
sentential second position, the so-called Wackernagel position, which persisted as such
among some of the Indo-European languages (distantly related to WC), but which
became appended to the verb as phrasal head in WC.
I might even suggest here that some of the personal pronouns and their clitic
verbal “index” variants bear a strong resemblance to some of the class markers of EC:
WC /w-/ ‘you’ ~ EC /w-/ masculine, WC /y-/ ‘third person’ ~ EC /y-/ feminine, Abkhaz
/-r-/ ’third,plural' ~ EC /r-/ plural.

One might conceive of some shifting and

reinterpretation of old class markers so as to function in a more traditional inflectional
manner.
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The strongest portion of Chirikba’s article is the array of putative cognate sets that
he has put forward. As is often the case the EC forms are listed by language without a
Proto-EC form being postulated, except at the level of Proto-Avar-Andi, a closely related
sub-group within EC. Nevertheless, many of these sets are intriguing, and a few are
convincing.

Some, such as the one for ‘dog,’ (11), are unconvincing, where the WC

forms in Ubykh and Abkhaz are likely to be loans from PIE ‘wolf, *wlk"'-os > ProtoWC */wla-/ > Ub /wa/, Abx /la/, while Circassian /he/ originally meant ‘wolf and is the
only form that may be cognate with the EC forms. The comparisons for the numerals
(13). the pronouns (16), and a variety of words in (17) fare better, and that of the suffixes,
both taken to the proto-language level, (18), is excellent.
There is the occasional odd error. For example, the Circassian (noted as ‘Ad’ for
‘Adyghey’) for ‘bear’ in (14) is written as mas^a when in fact the fricative is retroflexed,
/moSe/.

The same palatalized notation is used throughout for the Ubykh apical alveolar

series, so that instead of

etc., one would be better to read /s, i/, etc. This are

usually cognate with the Circassian laminal alveo-palatal series,

il.

Then there is an oversight in (2), where the Abkhazian correlates of the Circassian
lateral fricatives are presented as laminal palato-alveolars /§*, ?/, (like <sh> in shed). It is
not this simple, however. The Abkhazian cognate for Circassian /-pX-/ ‘to look’, is /-p§/. with a retroflexed palate-alveolar (like <sh> in shred).

This suggests that the

development from lateral to laminal may have passed through a retroflexed stage and this
suggests other possible matches with EC forms that would be overlooked if the laminal
forms in Abkhazian were the only ones noted.
In a similar vein the Proto-WC inventory in (8) lacks crucial features: a voiceless
unaspirated series, and an alveo-palatal series. This issue of inventory leads to the 8U‘
consonant of Ubykh. I have argued (Colarusso 1992) that the Ubykh system had an 8U*
consonant, a labialized voiceless palatal fricative, which corresponds to the same in East
Circassian, both /x7, (West Circasian /f/). 1 confirmed this with my “Milk Sister,” Meral
Qare. a fluent Ubykh speaker, in April of 2014 when we last met in Istanbul. Throughout
the present paper, say, for example, in (14) ‘day’, this form is written as Vogt (1963) did
it, as <s*>, which is a distinct phoneme, /s7, found in the second person plural pronoun,
(16), corresponding with Circ /s7 and (Bzyb) Abx /s7. This is a distinct correspondence
set from that in (14) for ‘day’, Circ /x7, Ub /x7, Abx /§/.
The elimination of the Ubykh labialized alveolar fricative in the set for ‘day’
weakens the plausibility of the Abkhazian form with its retroflexed palate-alveolar. In
fact it is more plausible now to EC cognates for ‘day’ in forms with */xo/. The forms for
‘you.plural’ (16), then point to a possible alveo-palatal series for Proto-EC, a series which
yielded either an alveolar (Lakk and Khinalug) or a palato-alveolar (Vai Nakh, Aghul,
Tsakhur, and Archi), but otherwise is absent from modem EC languages. This would
bring the phonemic systems of PWC and PEC closer in a significant way. The example
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of ‘day' shows that the correct details can have far reaching consequences and are vital
for the accurate reconstruction of Proto-(N)WC and even PNC.
To add just a few minor points:
Ubykh

In (15) in the set for ‘book' one may add the

/^’sq'a/ id, a close match to the Abkhazian forms.

It is probably a cognate

rather than a loan because of the /-a/. The exact match for the Abkhazian final vowel
belongs to a verb meaning ‘to honor’, with a separable prefix, /^’a-q’-/ (Vogt, 1963,
p.181). In (17) in the word for ‘road’ one may add Circassian /y'o/, id, without the /ms-/
prefix.
The overall point here is that any work in this maelstrom of languages has to be
done with the utmost care and attention to detail. Proto-forms at every level, especially
in the complex domain of EC languages, have to be reconstructed and justified, and
cognates sorted out from loans (no mean task in a set of languages in long contact with
one another). The effort to establish cognates within WC itself is difficult in the extreme.
Once an inventory of solid cognates has been established for both WC and EC then
typological shifts can be hypothesized and evaluated with greater confidence.
Despite my criticisms Chirikba's article is not only a useful synopsis of work on
this problem, but an advance in this topic. With his effort Chirikba has convinced me, a
skeptic for decades, that links across the North Caucasus are worthy of time and effort,
and in fact may bear unexpected fruit. With Proto-Indo-European possibly a member of
the Caucasian linguistic world (Colarusso 1997). the issue of Caucasian linguistic
relationships takes on more than a mere local importance.
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Comments on V.A. Chirikba’s paper
“From North to North West: How North-West Caucasian
Evolved from North Caucasian”
Wolfgang Schulze

University of Munich
As has been summarized by the author of the paper under discussion, the question of a
genetic

relationship between

West

Caucasian and

East Caucasian

(or:

Nakho-

Daghestanian) has long been a prominent topic in Caucasian linguistics. Chirikba’s paper
tries to outline some of the pathways that led to the formation of West Caucasian, starting
from the assumption that the world of present-day West Caucasian languages ultimately
derives from a so-called North Caucasian dialect that would have also been the source for
the development of East Caucasian. Most importantly, the author claims that the
offsprings of East Caucasian reflect the original linguistic patterns of North Caucasian
more closely, whereas the assumed North Caucasian dialect resulting in West Caucasian
underwent dramatic changes that affected phonology and phonotactics as well as
morphosyntax.
From a general point of view, such processes that massively restructure a given
language system are sufficiently well documented. In this context, the author mentions
the “stages which led the fully inflectional synthetic Latin, via Vulgar Latin, first to the
analytical structure of early modem French and finally to the arguably polysynthetic-like
structure of present-day colloquial (non-standard) French” (p. 28). Still, even though
individual constructions of French (see e.g. Lambrecht 1981, Auger 1993) resemble those
of West Caucasian, there are marked differences that question the relevance of French in
this context. For other polysynthetic, predominantly prefixing languages such as the NaDene languages, however, that come closer to the West Caucasian type than French does,
it is more difficult to describe the original typological architecture: In fact, we face the
same

problem

as

given

for

West

Caucasian,

namely

that

by

family-internal

reconstruction, we arrive at more or less the same basic patterns as in the modem
languages. In order to search for the processes that had conditioned the emergence of
predominantly prefixing polysynthesis, we have either to refer to internal reconstruction
(by itself not considered by the author of the paper under discussion) or to languages said
to be externally related to the languages at issue. For a language family such as Na-Dene.
little is known, however, about possible external relatives (the consideration of Yeniseian
as proposed e.g. by Vajda (2010) does not help in this respect). For West Caucasian,
reference towards East Caucasian is quite common. In this sense, the East Caucasian
languages would have preserved the original morphosyntactic and (in parts) phonotactic
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architecture, just as the “Baltic or Slavic languages, which preserve important features of
the maternal IE system” (p. 23). Hence, whereas we can safely describe earlier stages of
French that can serve to set up scenarios of language change leading to the present state
of (spoken) French, one has to postulate from the very beginnings a relationship between
East and West Caucasian in order to reconstruct a forerunner of West Caucasian that
played the same role as Latin in the formation of Old French or as Middle French in the
formation of Modem French. By itself, this procedure is not uncommon. For instance,
individual branches of Indo-European form an important starting point for reconstructing
the shape of the proto-languages of given subgroups within Indo-European. Still, this
method calls for caution. Consider the following two cladograms:
(a)

Proto-X

(b)

Proto-X

Proto-Y

Proto-2

Version (a) starts from a proto-language X that developed into two varieties (Y and Z)
each of them marked for a relevant set of innovations. Version (b) starts from the same
proto-language that, however, stayed intact for some time, except for one variety (Y) that
was highly innovative. Now, if one starts from Proto-Y — itself reconstructed on the
basis of the languages included in Y — two dilTerent perspectives can be taken:
According to (a). Proto-Z cannot serve as a safe starting point because Proto-Z is
characterized by a relevant set of innovations different from those in Proto-Y. In other
words: Proto-Z may help to retrieve possible conservative features of Proto-X in case
these are present in Proto-Y. too. Or, one applies the method of internal reconstruction to
both Proto-Y and Proto-Z and compares the results, assuming that resulting patterns
shared by both Proto-Y and Proto-Z are part of Proto-X. Version (b) would mean that in
order to reconstruct Proto-Y. one sets Proto-Z (itself the conservative continuation of
Proto-X) as the default for Proto-X and explains the features of Proto-Y as innovations.
The author of the paper under discussion clearly takes the second option asking: “[IIJow
WC could arrive in some important aspects to a strikingly different system from the one
represented by EC, which latter, as some specialists maintain, continue the main
parameters of the NC proto-language?” (p. 2). The footnote included in this quote refers
to Nikolayev & Starostin (1994: 39) who claim that the Proto-WC phonological system
“can be almost completely deduced” from Proto-EC. Hence. Chirikba’s argumentation
strongly depends from the quality of the North Caucasian Etymological Dictionaiy
(Nikolayev & Starostin 1994) that serves as the main data base for the analyses presented
in his article. Unfortunately. Chirikba does so in a rather uncritical way. He emphatically
states that “[t]he overall weight of revealed lexical material common to both NC
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branches, and, importantly, systemic phonemic correspondences established on the basis
of lexical comparisons, despite the fact that many details in the reconstruction of
individual NC groups and the parental NC proto-language still have to be worked out,
render the validity of the North Caucasian linguistic family beyond any reasonable
doubt” (p. 6). He discredits possible objections by saying: “Typically, the critique comes
from authors who are not themselves historical linguists, or who work exclusively on one
branch of the NC family, being unfamiliar with the other, or even from those who work
on the unrelated Kartvelian family” (p. 6). I do not want to comment on this not very
scholarly formulation (see Nichols 1997, Schulze 1997 for reviews of the NCED), but
want to add that such a negative statement should have at least been supplemented by
evidence that would prove it. In fact, it is quite remarkable that the paper rarely considers
alternative explanations or possible problems. Let us take three examples: on p. 18, the
author mentions the following two sets of correspondences (note that I keep the format
given in the original when quoting examples given by the author):
(1)

Chech desi ’gold’, Dargi dubsi, dial, dabs.e ‘(red) copper’. TabJis''U-r

‘gold’, cf. Kab dase ‘gold’.

However, we have to exclude at least (in my writing) Tabasaran yiS''-ur (sic!) that is a
variant of yif ‘copper’ (marked by collective plural), also present in Aghul. To my
knowledge there is not secure sound law in Tabasaran or Aghul that would relate
Chechen or Dargi d- to y-. Given that fact that in many East Caucasian languages, terms
for ‘gold’ are borrowings (cf. Schulze 2013) we should assume that Chechen deSi is a
borrowing, too, namely from Kabardian dose ‘gold’.
(2)

Avar mik.i, Dargi lah(w)a, (Xaid) lihwa, (Urax) lawha, (Muir, Kajtag)

lah"'a, (Kub) na/ex'^a. Rut lirx'“aloj, cf. Abx a-lah'^a ‘rook, raven’, Ub dax"'a
‘dove’.

Gippert (2017) has convincingly argued that Rutul lirx'^- is related to Aghul and
Tabasaran luf, Lezgi lif, Kryts /a/ and Caucasian Albanian luf- ‘dove’. Starting from Old
Armenian alawni ‘dove’ he proposes a “pre-form like *(o)hv- for Proto-Armenian as the
input for a Proto-Lezgic borrowing in the form Hof" going back to Indo-European
*h lh b'’{-ihi-nio)-. It is rather likely that once *(o)lov- (> *lo(x)w ~ *lof) had been
2

3

introduced in the Lezgian languages it also spread into Dargi (the inclusion of Avar mik:i
seems extremely improbable). In this sense, we have to deal with a later loan into the
southern languages of East Caucasia, but not with reflexes of a Proto-NC term.
P. 16 refers to the well-known set of terms for ‘horse’:
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(3)

Abx C3, Circ Sd, Ub cb (PWC

cf. Avar cu (PAvar-Andi *?ic'^a),

Lak c'^ vs. Andi ica, Axv. Tindi, Kar ic''a. Cham isa, Botl, Godob ica, Bagv ic'",
Dargi urci. Lezgi siw, Archi nols, Xinpsi ‘horse’.
The author refers to these correspondences in order to show that ‘'[t]he individual EC
languages too underwent considerable changes, which often parallel their evolution in
WC” (p. 15). 1 do not fully understand which aspect Chirikba refers to when giving the
example in (3). Most likely, he alludes to the augmented versions that are lacking in WC,
Avar, and Lak. The regional distribution suggests that underlying

did not result

from a PEC form, but from a borrowing process. In this context, we cannot exclude the
possibility that it has emerged from a reflex of Indo-European *hiekuo- ‘horse’ related to
Proto-Indo-Iranian *dcuas ‘horse’ f'acyas]. The same form would then have found its
way into the West Caucasian languages (see Schulze 2014).'
In Footnote 22 on p. 9. the author states: “The PNC and PEC reconstructions are
from NCED. Though not all reconstructed forms in NCED can be accepted without
reservations, here I am more concerned with showing the general lines of the evolution of
PWC. rather than with dwelling into the discussion of details of the reconstructed
system.” The author's reliance on the NCED is probably one of the weak points of the
paper at issue. The examples given above illustrate that an in-depth discussion of the
cognates suggested by Nikolayev & Starostin (1994) is a necessary prerogative before
using them in the sense Chirikba does. On the one hand, this is a matter of quantity. The
author gives some forty examples of possible cognates (some of which arc mentioned
twice or thrice). A closer inspection (eliminating probable loans) reduces the set of
reliable cognates to perhaps twenty correspondences. Problematic sets are also those that
relate WC lexical units to assumed correspondences present in only one or two subgroups
of EC; cf. the following examples:
(4)

Andi. Axv, Tindi. Botl. Godob miq ’. /. Cham. Bagv miq':. cf. Ub mdif'a

‘road, way’ (Abx a-mfi"a <
The root included in these lexemes has a much broader distribution, cf. Chechen neq
Ingush and Bats niq \ Dargi da'q’. Lezgi req \ Tabasaran raq^:, Aghul req:, Rutul raq^,
Archi deq^’. Tsakhur yaq':-, Udi yaq' (the inclusion of Khinalug k’ar as suggested by
Nikolayev & Starostin (1994: 604) is extremely doubtful). The Lezgian terms clearly hint
at Proto-Lezgian *r3q^’ that also underlies Dargi da'q'. Hence we have at least three
versions, namely *niq ’ (Nakh), *miq: 7 (Avaro-Andian), and *r3q^’ (Lezgian). In order to
arrive at a PEC stem, the NCED simply merges the two versions miq: 7 and r3q' \ adding

I. S.A. Starostin proposed the reverse. PIE < PNC. See his article in this issue (p. 106) [Ed.].
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an initial laryngeal (*Hremq: ’T). A corresponding formula would read: If we have *ax
and *bx, the underlying form is *abx (or *bax). This kind of reconstruction, however,
ignores possible morphological units present in the given lexemes. In the case of the
terms for ‘road, path’, we might think of two different types of derivational prefixes,
namely *wa- (Avaro-Andian) and *ra- (Dargi and Lezgian). EC-intemally, it is not
evident which of these prefixes would have been given in PEC (if given at all). Both
prefixes are well documented as petrified elements in EC. However, the distribution of
both is not subgroup-specific. In addition, it is doubtful, whether *ma- represents the
original phonetic form of this prefix, given the many instances that show
*m3-. The correspondences given in (4) suggest that

instead of

had been part of the root

already in PEC. However, we my likewise have to deal with an innovation in AvaroAndian that would have replaced an older *ra-. If this is true, the WC forms would have
to be separated from the EC lexemes. By neglecting the forms that would hint at *r3q^',
the author of the paper under discussion simplifies the matter to ein extent that renders his
arguments rather suggestive.
(5)

Chech, Ing baza ‘fir-tree’, Lak wac 'a ‘forest’. Ad maz3 ‘forest’, Ub

‘prickle, thorn’.
Again, the relevance of this set of correspondences is not fully clear. The comparison is
grounded on data from just Nakh and Lak (but also note Dargi wac’a). Nikolayev &
Starostin (1994: 539) add Andi himc: 'ir ‘fir-tree’, not attested in actual sources (Andi has
c:i'riu, obviously grounded in a root *c'ir). Given the fact that fir-trees are quite
uncommon in the Northern Caucasus, we can expect that we have to deal with
borrowings in most cases (see Comrie &. Khalilov 2010: 406 for the corresponding
entries). This also questions the semantic aspect: Given that firs are far from being
prototypical representatives of trees in the woods of the Northern Caucasus, it is difficult
to understand why the concept ‘fir’ would be metonymically transformed to the concept
of ‘wood/forest’ in Lak and Adyghe. The same holds for the other direction: In case we
have to start from the concept ‘wood/forest’ it would be rather unlikely that this concept
would have been narrowed down to ‘fir’ in Chechen.
(6)

Chech c’eca-joqqurg ‘weasel’ (J-oqqa ‘big’), Xin c’iza-sxer ‘hedgehog’,

cf. Ad caza, Kab jaza ‘marten’, Ub cJaca ‘beaver’.
This set of correspondences taken — with respect to EC — from just Chechen and
Khinalug is characterized by two false friends: Khinalug actually reads c’izas-xer:
‘something that shivers’ and hence has nothing to do with the WC terms. The same holds
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for Chechen c 'e-ca-yoqqurg that actually means ‘its name is not mentioned’ (a tabooing
formation, cf. Shakhbieva 1998).^
For sake of brevity, I do not discuss all the sets of correspondences referred to by
the author. Still, it seems evident that the NCED calls for a very careful and extensive
revision of the data given in the NCED (including the elimination of loans and the
revision of the reconstructed forms). Likewise, we have to describe in much more detail
the word formation processes in EC in order to accurately reconstruct the word formation
patterns in PEC (and its subgroups) before trying to relate the corresponding data to WC.
Even without this, the author should have considered alternative proposals related to the
reconstruction of certain terms in order to evaluate the WC/EC correspondences proposed
by the NCED. Let me take one example;
(7)

Chech, Ing, Bats so. Rut zi, Tsax, Udi zu, Xin zi, cf. Abx sa, Circ s'c, Ub

S3- ‘I’; Lak M'i. Rut. Xin wi, Tsax wu, cf Abx wa. Circ we, Ub W3- ‘thou’; Chech,
Ing, Bats su, Lak zu, Aghul ^u-n, Tsax iu, Archi z'^e-n, Xin zu-r, cf PWC
•you (pi.)';
Again, the sets of correspondences are rather selective. At a first glance, the
correspondences given e.g. the 2.SG are rather convincing. A closer look at the EC data,
however, reveals that the underlying form for PEC not necessarily reflect *ud as
suggested by the NCED (p. 1014-1015). (8) lists the reconstruction of the personal
pronouns for PEC and the individual subgroups as elaborated by Schulze (2011: 59-126):

PEC

1 NAKH

AVARO-ANDIAN-

LAK/DARGl

LEZGIAN

*du

*Z"9-

*h«8

*gW3.
*x:9-

TSEZ
ISG

1

*su-o

■ ♦dVpal

2SG

*gw3.

*hu-o

l.PLtO

n:i- (?)

[*way]

[*-x :a]

lPL(e}

*zia-

*txu-o

[*zu]

2PL

’‘su

*dV]ab/*mV

*bis:di

*-s:a/zu

*z'*'9-

Note that the NCED erroneously includes the Nakh 1 .PL inclusive (*way) that, however,
is clearly borrowed from an Indo-European language into Nakh. According to the data in
(8). the 2.SG has to be reconstructed as g"'3-. not as *u6 (see Schulze 2011 for details).
Referring to the WC correspondences for g"'- given in the NCED. we would expect forms

2. Note that this comparison was later removed by the author (Chirikba) [Ed.].
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starting with f’*’- (for Abkhaz etc.) and g"'- (for Adyghe etc.) instead of w-. Likewise, *i“(2.PL) should yield something like i- or f'*’- in WC, but not reflexes of *5”’-.
Leaving aside other problematic correspondences listed by the author, one might
state that the lexical evidence for secure WC-EC etymologies is rather meager. Naturally,
this impression is also due to the fact that Chirikba does not refer to these sets of
correspondences

in

order

to

demonstrate

systematically

all

relevant

sound

correspondences between PEC and PWC. Actually, we cannot expect him to do so, since
the author emphatically subscribes to the idea of ‘North Caucasian’. Still, the paper
would perhaps have been less suggestive in case it had considered those arguments that
question this idea in more detail. At least, one would have expected that the author had
checked the reliability of the correspondences he mentions in detail.
The same holds for his observations concerning morphology. The list given on pp.
18-19 is extremely problematic with respect to the EC data. Consider the prohibitive
marker *ma. Although the details are not fully understood yet. it is evident that we have
to deal with a kind of wanderwort that is present far beyond the Northern Caucasus, cf.
for Indo-European Sanskrit, Avestan, and Old Persian md, Greek pfi> Armenian mi,
Albanian mo-s etc., and Turkic -ml- as well as Semitic *md. Other units mentioned by
Chirikba for PEC are far from being secure reconstructions. For instance, the assumption
that an actually rather rare nominal stem augment -m- once had formed the basis of the
ergative goes against much of what we know about the history of ergative morphemes in
the EC languages. Likewise, the two topical particles *-gi/*-gu and *-ra have a very
restricted distribution in EC (Avaro-Andian resp. Lak and Dargi). The idea to relate the
PWC locative suffix *-na/s to the assumed PEC genitive suffix *-« (itself far from being
ascertained) would only be plausible in case we can show that the PEC genitive originally
functioned as a locative (ablative > partitive). As far as I know, no such evidence is,
however, given. The assumption that PWC *b-, by itself a “sufTixal marker of numerals
for non-human referents” and the “prefix of 2nd person (fern.), personal pronoun ‘thou’
(fern.) (PAbx)”, has its parallel in the PEC Class III marker *b- seems highly problematic
from a functional point of view. The author should have described in more detail possible
communicative scenarios that would have motivated the use of a third person Class III
anaphor when addressing a female speech act partner. In principle, this is not improbable
in terms of a social deixis. It would also allow relating the PEC Class I prefix *w- to the
PWC marker for the 2SG (males), cf. Abhaz wa, Adyghe we, Ubykh wb- ‘thou’. A
typological parallel would be the 18*Vl9'*' century use of German er ‘he’ and sie ‘she’ as
second person pronouns.

Nevertheless, this idea presupposes that *b- once had

functioned as an independent anaphor in early PEC, which should then also hold for the
other class markers (*>v- I, *r-/y- II, *d- IV in the singular). Still, there are no traces of
such elements in PEC outside the system of class markers. Other morphemes such as the
comitative affix *-ci or the instrumental *-se have such a restricted distribution in the EC
languages that their reconstruction for PEC remains more than doubtful.
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In fact, I think that any effort to relate grammatical units of WC to those given in
the EC languages is premature. Despite the work of Alekseev (1985, 1988) we cannot say
that we know much about the grammar of PEC. This is mainly due to the fact that we
even lack full-fledged historical comparative grammars of the individual subgroups that
would meet the standards of, e.g., Indo-European comparative linguistics. Without such
work at hand, comparative approaches that aim at relating EC to other languages often
refer to grammatical units in the individual present-day languages. However, given the
fact that EC includes twenty-nine or thirty languages all of them marked for a high
degree of morphology the chance is very high of finding this or that element in one or the
other language that would match a unit under consideration. One of my teachers once
told me: The EC languages are like a bazaar; Somewhere in this bazaar, you will always
find what you need.
Chirikba ends his paper by saying that the relationship of WC and EC “was
definitively demonstrated by modem historical linguists, Sergei Starostin, Sergei
Nikolayev and Auez Abdokov” (p. 23). Personally. I dare to say that this apologetic
formulation comes much too early. 1 do not advocate for the contrary, namely that WC
and EC would not be related at all. It is common ground in historical comparative
linguistics that we cunmi prove that languages are not related. However. I strongly argue
in favor of a much more cautious way of approaching the question of whether a WC/EC
relationship is given at all. This has to include not only much more work on the lexical
inventories of the individual EC subgroups by eliminating all possible older and younger
loan layers and wandem orie (both from the EC internal and EC external perspective), by
modeling plausible semantic shifts, and by embedding the reconstructed items into what
we know about the cultural world of PEC. Likewise, we have to elaborate in detail the
grammar of PEC. which is by and large opaque, not so much with respect to its structural
and functional layout, but with respect to its formal inventory. Only then would we have
a safer basis in order to tackle the question of a WC/EC relationship. Such a hypothesis
should also consider assumptions about the urheimal of both PWC and PEC.
Unfortunately. Chirikba is rather silent about this point. All he says is that “EC was
developing in a habitat geographically more isolated from external influences” (p. 21).
whereas he assumes a process of “creolization of the early PWC dialect, which could
happen as a result of migration, either of the speakers of the early PWC dialect to a new
habitat which had an older population, with which they then mixed, or, vice versa, a
migration of speakers of another language who moved to the territory occupied by the
bearers of early PWC” (p. 21). Maybe Chirikba should have made clearer what he means
by “creolization”. Actually, creolization presupposes a Pidgin state that, however, would
have conditioned a rather isolating type of language, developing in a more analytic type
during creolization (in fact creoles rarely reflect the morphology of the corresponding
superstrate). In addition, we should expect that a stock of lexical units (usually
encompassing typical domains) would have been taken from the substrate language(s).
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To my knowledge, no detailed studies exist concerning such a hypothetical lexical layer
in WC. Another point is the following; Chirikba argues that “after it [PWC, W.S.]
eventually evolved, having acquired nearly all the features of its modem make-up, late
PWC (= CWC) remained stable over a considerable period of time. This might indicate
that late CWC was not exposed to significant external linguistic influences or contacts,
and the only factor in its slowed evolution was contact between its separated dialects” (p.
21). This can only be understood in case the early PWC speakers, having migrated into
their new Northwest Caucasian homeland, linguistically (and culturally?) merged with
the local population to an extent that practically no other relevant speech communities
would have existed anymore. Given the location of the new homeland at the Eastern rim
of the Black Sea, such a scenario, however, is not very convincing (recall the famous
report by Plinius the Elder in his Historia naturalis, according to which the village of
Dioscurias in Colchis once hosted three hundred nations with different languages” (VI,
15)). Accordingly, it seems appropriate to develop scenarios different from that proposed
by Chirikba in order to account for the fact that the WC languages are rather homogenous
from a structural point of view. On the other hand, the question of where the original
homeland of PEC speakers had been is far from being ascertained. Candidates are the
lowlands of northern Daghestan or the regions of central Azerbaijan. In my eyes, the
seeond option seems to be more appropriate (cf. Schulze 1988 for details), which would
perhaps relate the PEC world to the Kuro-Araxes cultural traditions. If this assumption
were correct, it would be difficult to describe the migration route of Pre-PWC speakers
into their present-day territory. Assuming two different homelands, however, would
argue against a linguistic relationship in the sense of Chirikba’s thesis. Rather, we would
have to think of a diffusion of eertain linguistic features that perhaps started at the times
when early EC speakers eommenced to settle in the northern regions of the Caucasus.
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A Response to Suggestions and Comments
By the Reviewers of my Article
Viacheslav A. Chirikba

1 would like to present here my reactions to the suggestions and critical comments
concerning my article by experts working in the field of Caucasian and comparative
linguistics.
I start with comments by Dr. John Colarusso, a well-known specialist in
Caucasian, especially West Caucasian, linguistics. There are obvious points on which our
views differ. For example, 1 do not see any possibility of genetically connecting West
Caucasian (WC), taken separately from East Caucasian (EC), with Indo-European (IE) as
branches of a bigger family or phylum. At the same time I do agree with Dr. Colarusso
that “one of the plausible neighbors to WC at an early period was Proto-Indo-European”.
Sometimes we have different ideas on particular reconstructions and etymologies. E.g., I
do not see in PWC

*^"0

‘dog’ a loan from IE *wlkw-os ‘wolf, since the PWC form has

good matches in EC words for ‘dog’; see the comparisons under (11). The Adyghe word
for ‘bear’ in (14) is /mosW (or /mdsa/, to use a more traditional transcription), not
Vmssa/, so there is no error on my part. Agreeing with N. Trubetzkoy, I treat apical
alveolar sibilants in all WC languages, with the exception of Kabardian, as a palatalized
series. In (2) I only quote correspondences contained in Trubetzkoy’s paper, and in my
1996 book I do discuss the correspondence Abx ps- and Circ pX- ‘to see’, so there is no
oversight. A cognate of Ub wa ‘big, long’ is Proto-Abx *aws ‘long, tali’, and from
Circassian I adduce different material than Dr. Colarusso. Ubykh s^aq 'a ‘book’ is indeed
a close match to PAbx *S'^aq 'a (or *s"a?a) ‘id.’, but I am not sure that we are not dealing
here with a loan in Ubykh.
Colarusso remarks that WC does not possess a grammatical class systems, but
Abkhaz does have one, linkable, though not straightforwardly, to that of EC languages;
see on this A. Abdokov' and more recently R. Matasovic.^ I do agree with Dr. Colarusso
that “some of the personal pronouns and their clitic verbal “index” variants bear a strong
resemblance to some of the class markers of EC”. The WC cognates for ‘day’ are well
established (PWC *ma/3/.'^a > Abx a-ms, Ub mas'^a. Kab max''e ‘day’), and the EC

1. Aues Abdokov, Vvedenie v sravniiel 'no-isloricheskuju morfologiju ahxazsko-adygskix i naxskodageslanskixjazykov. Nal’chik, 1981, p. 54-65.
2. Ranko Matasovic, “The origin of gender in Northwest Caucasian” (draft). Cf.
https;//www.academia.edu/ 34519267/Thc_origin_of^ender_in_Northwest_Caucasian.
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cognates are also quite plausible (Chechen, Ingush malx 'sun’, Andi, Axvax, Tindi,
Godoberi mi/J ‘sun’, Chamala mik ‘sun, day’), so there is no need to revise the
comparison.
It is true that while reconstructing PWC we arrive at a very large number of
consonants, but the problem dissipates when we take in account that many of these
“colored” consonants were in fact combinations “consonant plus vowel” (CV), rather
than single phonemes, and that their reconstruction as consonants (*C'^) is a mere
technical convention, easily re-readable as */C+V/, which would produce a more
“normal” PWC consonant system (see in (8) “A tentative inventory of early PWC
consonant system,” containing as few as 40 consonants), and, en revanche, a more
sophisticated vocalic system.
Dr, Colarusso’s comments and suggestions are valuable and most welcome, and I
share his opinion that utmost care to details is a must in such a thorny terrain as North
Caucasian comparative linguistics. I feel gratified with Colarusso’s remark that “With his
effort Chirikba has convinced me, a skeptic for decades, that links across the North
Caucasus are worthy of time and effort, and in fact may bear unexpected fruit.”
The German colleague Dr. Wolfgang Schulze, a specialist in EC languages, is
more difficult to convince. I agree with him that "in-depth discussion of the cognates
suggested by Nikolayev & Starostin (1994) is a necessary prerogative before using
them”, and that “it seems evident that the NCED calls for a very careful and extensive
revision of the data given in the NCED (including the elimination of loans and the
revision of the reconstructed forms)”.
The problem, however is, that the critics of S. Nikolayev's and S. Starostin’s
“North

Caucasian

Etymological

Dictionary”

(NCED)

concentrate

mainly

on

demonstrating its weak points, for example, on borrowings mistaken for true cognates, or
wrong forms or etymologies, and on them they base their final judgement about the
validity of the reconstructed Proto-North Caucasian (PNC) system, but they are unwilling
to assess and discuss its stronger component, which, in my view, renders the
reconstructed system as viable, while this selective approach leaves the whole picture
rather imbalanced.
As to details. Dr. Schulze cites J. Gippert’s attempt to see in Lezgic words for
‘dove’ (see comparisons in 17) a borrowing from Old Armenian alawni ‘dove’, which
then somehow spread from Lezgic to Dargi. The question is whether the Armenian form
alawni could have become a source for Albanian^ (Old Udi) luf and for other
Daghestanian forms, with an unexplained loss of both the initial vowel and the final
syllable (-ni). Besides, the Armenian word itself is now regarded as a borrowing from a

3. As Dr. Chirikba indicates, this “Albanian" is the so-called "Caucasian Albanian.” the ancient kingdom of
Albania in the Caucasus, where an old form of Udi was spoken. There is no historical or linguistic
connection with the Albanian ethnicity in Balkan Europe. [Ed.]
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Mediterranean substrate language.** In view of the above-said, I rather doubt that the
Armenian and Daghestanian forms are related.
The words for gold and copper, I agree, may have indeed undergone borrowing in
one direction or another. Moreover, the borrowing of EC and WC words for ‘horse’ from
an IE form, which has been suggested by a number of authors, especially in view of
Proto-lndo-lranian *dcyas ‘horse’, is indeed a possibility.*
But this concerns so far cultural terms, which are easily borrowable. What about
the more “basic” vocabulary? Let’s take, for example, the word for ‘way, road’. The
reviewer deems the suggested EC cognate to WC

‘road, way’, namely, the

Avaro-Andian form miq .i, to be secondary as compared to the phonetic variants in
Lezgic languages with rhotic anlaut. He writes: “we may likewise have to deal with an
innovation in Avaro-Andian that would have replaced an older *ra-. If this is true, the
WC forms would have to be separated from the EC lexemes.” However, it is not
explained why the variant with the rhotic anlaut should be regarded as more original as
compared to the one with the initial bilabial. After all. we have nasal anlaut in WC
Nakh {neq’/niq") and Avaro-Andian

as contrasted with rhotic, dental

or palatal ones in Lezgic (Lezgi req, Archi deq

Udi jaq:), which could indicate that it is

the latter one that might have innovated. I agree with Dr. Schulze, however, that all these
variants should be properly discussed.
I do not think that many specialists would agree that Nakh *way ‘we’ (incl.)
should be regarded as borrowed from an Indo-European language, as suggested by Dr.
Schulze.
All the elaborate argumentation against practically any proposed EC-WC cognate
(cf the discussion of the terms for fir-tree/wood, personal pronouns, morphological
elements and particles, etc.), even the most straightforward ones, leaves an impression of
a solid view taken by the reviewer that EC and WC are not genetically related, and that
any resemblance between their forms should be explained by anything else (chance
similarity, language contact, wrong etymologies, etc.) but by shared genetic inheritance.
This is a clear position, and here we just have to agree to disagree. I also cannot agree
with the notion that the historical-comparative research in the field of EC-WC
relationship is premature - it is certainly not! On the other hand, 1 am grateful to Dr.
Schulze

for demonstrating the possibility of alternative

solutions

for concrete

etymologies, and for pointing out some mistaken cognates or forms.
I thank Dr. Vaclav Blazek for his positive assessment of my work. As to his
remark on Georgy Klimov, I must say that all relevant works by this great Soviet/Russian
Caucasian scholar are referred to in my doctoral thesis, whose Russian language version,
updated and revised, I am now preparing for publication.

4, See H. Martirosyan, Etymological Dictionary of the Armenian Inherited Lexicon. Brill, 2010, p. 31.
5. S.A. Starostin proposed the reverse, PIE < PNC. See his article in this issue (p. 106) [Ed.].
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I am indebted to all of the esteemed reviewers for their valuable comments and
critiques, which are essential to attaining better results when dealing with such an
extremely complex issue as North Caucasian reconstruction. There is certainly a
regrettable lack of expert debate on many aspects of the (pre-)history of Caucasian
languages, and such a rare occasion as this discussion presents a welcome opportunity.
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Prehistoric Language Contact on the Steppes:
The Case of Indo-European and
Northwest Caucasian
Allan R. Bombard
Florence, SC USA
Abstract: There have been numerous attempts to find relatives of Proto-Indo-European, not the
least of which is the Indo-Uralic Hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, Proto-Indo-European
and Proto-Uralic are alleged to descend from a common ancestor. However, attempts to prove this
hypothesis have run into numerous difficulties. One difficulty concerns the inability to reconstruct
the ancestral morphological system in detail, and another concerns the rather small shared
vocabulary. This latter problem is further complicated by the fact that many scholars think in
terms of borrowing rather than inheritance. Moreover, the lack of agreement in vocabulary affects
the ability to establish viable sound correspondences and rules of combinability. This paper will
attempt to show that these and other difficulties are caused, at least in large part, by the question of
the origins of the Indo-European parent language. Evidence will be presented to demonstrate that
Proto-Indo-European is the result of the imposition of a Eurasiatic language — to use Greenberg’s
term — on a population speaking one or more primordial Northwest Caucasian languages.
What exactly is Proto-Indo-European, and where did it come from? Which languages did it come into
contact with, and can evidence of such contact be ascertained? Moreover, what was the impact of that
contact on the phonology, morphology, and lexicon of Proto-Indo-European? These are important
questions, not only for understanding the prehistory of Proto-Indo-European itself, but also for the bearing
that the answers to these questions have on the ability to determine the language or languages with which
Proto-Indo-European is most likely related.
Let us begin with some basic premises:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

The most likely homeland of speakers of the unified Indo-European parent language was located to the
north of and between the Black and Caspian Seas (see figure 1). This scenario is supported not only by
linguistic evidence, but also by a growing body of archeological and genetic evidence. The IndoEuropeans have been identified with several cultural complexes existing in that area between 4,500—
3,500 BCE. The literature supporting such a homeland is both extensive and persuasive (many of these
works are listed in the references at the end of this paper). Consequently, other scenarios regarding the
possible Indo-European homeland, such as Anatolia, have now been mostly abandoned.
Proto-Indo-European had neighbors: Uralic languages were spoken to the north, Caucasian languages
were spoken to the south, and Altaic and several so-called “Paleosiberian” languages were spoken to
the east. Further south, in and around the Fertile Crescent, Semitic languages were spoken. Though it is
not known what languages lay to the west, it is known that Indo-Europeans were not the first
inhabitants of Europe, and Basque survives to this day as the sole remaining language from before the
Indo-Europeanization of Europe.
By about 3,500 BCE, Proto-Indo-European had already split up into several distinct dialects, which, in
turn, had begun to spread westward, southward, and eastward, away from the original core (see figure

2).
The first dialect to separate from the main speech community was Anatolian. No doubt, the next to
leave was Tocharian.
Proto-Indo-European was a highly inflected language, and its grammatical structure has been
reconstructed in great detail — except for particles, conjunctions, and certain quasi-adverbial forms, all
words were inflected. The basic structure of inflected words was as follows: root + suffix (one or
more) + inflectional ending. A notable morphophonemic characteristic was the extensive use of a
system of vocalic alternations (“Ablaut” in German) as a means to mark morphological distinctions.
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Verbs were strongly differentiated from nouns. For nouns and adjectives, three genders, three numbers,
and as many as eight cases have been reconstructed (mainly on the basis of what is found in Classical
Sanskrit), though it is doubtful that all of these features were ancient — it is indeed possible to discern
several distinct chronological stages of development (cf. Bombard 2013.1:105—112 and 1:580—583;
Lehmann 2002). The traditional reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European verbal system sets up two
voices, four moods, and as many as six tenses. Syntactically, Proto-Indo-European seems to have had
many of the characteristics of an SOV language, though there must, no doubt, have been a great deal of
flexibility in basic word order patterning. Finally. Proto-Indo-European clearly had a nominativeaccusative type structure, at least in its later stages of development.
Figure 1: According to Villar (1991:15), the following map shows the location of Indo-European-speaking
people at about 5,000—4,500 BCE, while the hatched area above the Caspian Sea indicates the
earliest probable location of the Indo-Europeans.

Figure 2: The early dispersal of the Indo-European languages (cf. Anthony 2013:7):

Note: According to Anthony, the first three migrations out of the Indo-European homeland were:
1. Anatolian;
2. Tocharian;
3. (a) Celtic;
(b) Germanic.
But, there is more. It has long been recogni2cd that the form of Proto-Indo-European reconstructed in
the standard handbooks is not the earliest form that can be recovered. That form of Proto-Indo-European
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contains the remnants of successive earlier stages of development. Recent scholarship, particularly over the
past three decades or so, has turned its attention more and more to investigating the prehistoric
development of Proto-Indo-European. As a result, several prominent linguists have proposed that ProtoIndo-European may have been an active-type language at an earlier period of development, while others
have thought more in terms of an ergative-type structure. Moreover, it is becoming increasingly evident
that the complicated morphological system reconstructed by the Neogrammarians for Proto-Indo-European,
mainly on the basis of Sanskrit and Greek, was a later development. The relative simplicity of the Hittite
morphological system is now seen to be an archaism.
The phonological system has also attracted considerable attention, especially the system of stops. Here,
mention may be made of the so-called “Glottalic Theory” (cf. Salmons 1993; Bombard 2016), according to
which the traditional plain voiced stops (*b, *d, *g, ‘g*) are reinterpreted as glottalics
•/’, *k \ •A’"),
with a possible gap at the bilabial point of articulation, or, if not an outright gap, at least a very low
frequency of occurrence (see figures 3 and 4). One thing is certain, Proto-Indo-European had a history, and,
little by little, that history is being uncovered.
Figure 3: The glottalic reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European consonant system according to
Gamkrelidze--Ivanov (1995.1:5—70):
Traditional
1
(b) b”
d
g
g“

11
P
do
g"
gwK

Gamkrelidze—Ivanov
111
(P’)
=
s

t
k
k*

-

1

II

bWb
V
k’
k’v

ph/p
dh/d
gh/g
g^h/gv

III

th/t
kh/k
kW

Notes:
1. Gamkrelidze—Ivanov reinterpret the traditional plain voiced stops (series I) as glottalics (ejectives);
2. They make no changes to the traditional voiced aspirates (series II);
3. They reinterpret the traditional plain voiceless stops (series Ill) as voiceless aspirates;
4. They point out, however, that the feature of aspiration is phonemically irrelevant in a system of this
type, the choice between the aspirated and unaspirated variants being mechanically determined by the
paradigmatic alternations of root morphemes.
Figure 4;

Reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European phonological system during its latest period of
development according to Bombard (2015.1:59);

Obstruents:

I

P"

t*'

kx"

k*-

|(Wh

g''
k’

gwh

11

b**

d"

gyh

III

(P’)

t’
s

kx’

?

h

hh

Laryngeals:

?“
Resonants:
Vowels:

e

k’*

hh*

m/ip

n/g

1/1

r/r

w/u

0
e

a

(i)
a

(u)
I

a
Q

6

Notes:
1. Series I is voiceless aspirated; series II is voiced aspirated; and series III is glottalized (ejectives).
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2.

3.

Voiced aspirates (series II) may have already developed, or at least started to develop, at this stage, but
this is uncertain. They are really only needed in order to account for developments in Armenian, IndoIranian, Greek, and Italic.
The glonalics (series 111) became degiottalized just prior to the emergence of the non-Anatolian IndoEuropean daughter languages. The resulting system was as follows:
Obstruents:

4.

1

p*"

t**

(I

Ij**

III

(p)

k>''
t

k*"

k'‘*

g>'*'

g*’

g’**'

ks-

k

k'*

The palatalovelars may already have started to become phonemic at this stage, at least in the ancestors
of those daughter languages (the "satam" languages) in which the labiovelars were delabialized. They
did not become phonemic in the ancestors of the so-called “centum" daughter languages.
As we delve further into the prehistory of Proto-Indo-European, we begin to see that, in its earlier

stages of development, Proto-Indo-European is characterized by a mix of phonological, morphological, and
lexical features which link it, ever so tenuously, with other languages of northern Eurasia — to cite one
example, similarities in pronoun stems are particularly striking. Though these links hint at some sort of
distant linguistic relationship, proof has remained elusive. There is something about Proto-Indo-European
that sets it apart. In many respects, it is typologically divergent from the other languages of northern
Eurasia. For example, it is the only reconstructed language of the region with a series of voiced aspirates.
Its root structure patterning is different, as are its nominal case system and complicated verbal structure. Its
system of vowel gradation is more akin to what is found in Kartvelian. Its vocabulary is also distinctive. If
Proto-Indo-European is, in feet, distantly related to other languages of northern Eurasia, then the
differences which set it apart from them require an explanation.
As was mentioned at the beginning of this paper, the homeland of Proto-Indo-European was situated
north of and between the Black and Caspian Seas. This was undoubtedly the final homeland
it was
where Proto-Indo-European developed its unique characteristics. However, it is probable that this was not
the original homeland of the speakers of what was to become Proto-Indo-European. In a paper published in
1997. Johanna Nichols argued that the earliest Indo-European speech community was located in Central
Asia (note also Uhlenbeck 1937). She proposes that Pre-Proto-Indo-European spread westward across the
steppes, eventually arriving on the northeastern shores of the Black Sea. I support this scenario. 1 would
place the Pre-Indo-Europeans in Central Asia at about 7,000 BCE, and 1 would date their initial arrival in
the vicinity of the Black Sea at about 5,000 BCE — this is somewhat earlier than the date Nichols assigns.
No doubt, the immigration occurred in waves and took place over an extended period of time. Though it is
not known for certain what language or languages were spoken in the area before the arrival of IndoEuropean-speaking people, it is known that the Pre-Indo-Europeans were not the first inhabitants of the
area — several chronologically and geographically distinct cultural complexes have been identified there.
This is an extremely critical point. The contact that resulted between these two (or more) linguistic
communities is what produced the Indo-European parent language.
Fortunately, there are clues regarding who may have been there when the Pre-Indo-Europeans arrived
on the shores of the Black Sea. In a series of papers written over the past twenty years or so, John
Colarusso has explored phyletic links between Proto-Indo-European and Northwest Caucasian. Colarusso
has identified similarities in both morphology and lexicon — enough of them for Colarusso to think in
terms of a genetic relationship between Proto-Indo-European and Northwest Caucasian. (The Northwest
Caucasian family tree is shown in figure 5.) He calls their common ancestor “Proto-Pontic”, which he dates
to roughly 10.000 BP (9,000 to 7,000 BCE). (The Proto-Pontic phonological system is shown in figure 6.)
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Figure 5: The Northwest Caucasian femily tree:
Proto-Northwest Caucasian

Notes:
1.

Ubykh is now extinct;

2.
3.
4.

Abaza is also called Tapanta (T’ap’anta);
Chirikba (1996a) considers Hattie to have been a Northwest Caucasian language;
The Adyghe (also called “West Circassian”) branch of Circassian is made up of many dialects, the
most important of which are Temirgoy, Biedux, and §apsegh;
Kabardian is also called “East Circassian” — East Circassian also includes Besleney.

5.

Figure 6: The phonological system reconstructed for “Proto-Pontic” by Colarusso:
Consonants:
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Before discussing Colarusso’s theories. it would be helpful to outline some of the salient
characteristics of the Northwest Caucasian languages, just as we did for Proto-Indo-European above. One
of the most noteworthy features of the Northwest Caucasian languages is their large consonant inventories
and relatively small vowel inventories. Vowel gradation is a notable charateristic. (The phonological
systems of the individual Northwest Caucasian languages are discussed in great detail by Colarusso in his
1975 Harvard University Ph.D. dissertation and by Hewitt in his 2005 Lingua article, “North West
Caucasian”.) The Northwest Caucasian languages are agglutinating languages, with ergative clause
alignment. In general, noun morphology is simple. Nouns are marked for case, number, and definiteness,
but not gender (Abkhaz and Abaza/Tapanta are exceptions). Demonstratives are characterized by three
degrees of deixis: (I) proximate, (2) intermediate, and (3) distant (Ubykh, however, has only two degrees
of deixis). Postpositions are the rule. A particularly notable feature of the Northwest Caucasian languages is
their highly complex (polysynthetic) verb systems. Gerundive and participial forms are also widely used.
Word order is SOV. The lexicon is analyzable into a small number of short roots.
Let us now take a closer look at Colarusso’s proposals. First, he makes significant changes to the
reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European phonological system. He calls his new reconstruction “Fortified
Proto-Indo-European” (figure 7). It consists of three series of stops (voiceless aspirated, plain voiced, and
glottalized): palatalized, plain, and labialized velars: a series of plain and labialized postvelars; and eleven
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laryngeals, including labialized varieties. Colarusso posits only two vowels for “Fortified Proto-IndoEuropean”: *9 ~ *a (plus tonal stress). He claims that his revisions present a typologically more accurate
form of Proto-Indo-European, and, in this, he is most definitely correct, whether one agrees or not with the
details of his reconstruction.
Figure 7: “Fortified Proto-Indo-European” phonological system as reconstructed by Colarusso (1992a:23):
b

.

t''

d

t’

k^y

g'

k'y

(k*-

g

k’)

g“

k’*

-

Consonants: p*'

kb.
q"
qh.

w

m
5

n

q'

X

q'*

X’‘

Y
yw

?
?“

h

9*

Vowels;

a - a (plus tonal stress)

Note: Colarusso assumes that the laryngeals were lost in stages. The earliest laryngeals to be lost were *?,
•/». and •?". The loss of these laryngeals between preceding short vowels and a following obstruent
gave rise to “inherently” long vowels. The remaining laryngeals underwent various changes and
were eventually lost altogether prior to the emergence of the non-Anatolian daughter languages.
Some laryngeal reflexes persisted in Anatolian.
Next, Colarusso investigates morphological similarities, beginning with a series of nominal suffixes,
which he claims are common to Proto-Indo-European and Northwest Caucasian. Next, he lists several other
endings, such as participles, abstracts, cases, etc. After discussing these endings, he moves on to
demonstrative and personal pronouns. He finishes his examination of morphology with particles and verbal
endings and suffixes (figures 8 -12).
Figure 8: Nominal suffixes which Colarusso (1992a:26—30) claims are common to Proto-Indo-European
and Proto-Northwest Caucasian:
Proto-Indo-European

Proto-Northwest Caucasian
Athematic stems

1.

Athcmatic *-0

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
I.

Thematic *-e/oAdjectives in
Adjectives in *-yoAbstract adjectives in *-i}'oOpposition with other stems: *-yoUsed in oblique cases; *-ert-

Thematic stems
Predicative and adverbial *-u, *-(9)w
Adjectives in *-gaAdjectives in *-yaEnclitic copula *-g'o- ‘and’
Oblique case, genitive formant *-n- or
*-m-

8.
9.

Secondary NPs:‘-rtoParticiple endings *-eno-, *-ono-

Derivational suffix •-/»“Pro-tense”
(replaces tense in
concatenated or subordinated
[“dependent”] forms)
Participle *X-{'‘-ar
*-(a)r in absolutive. *-am- or *-3n- in
oblique cases

10. Old kinship suffix *-(/)erII. Heteroclitic
12. Comparative *-ye!!-l*-yos-.

Comparative *-y-c*.
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superlative *-is-i(h)o13. Agents in
•-/e/-

superlative *-y-&^(d3)da
Instrumental (Abaza)-/o-

14. Instrumentals in
*~dhro-, *-dhlo-

Instrumental’-/o-(same as no. 13)

15. Nominal action suffix’-men*

Old affix

Figure 9: Participles, abstracts, case forms, etc. common to Proto-Indo-European and Proto-Northwest
Caucasian (cf. Colarusso 1992a:30—32):
Proto-Indo-European

Proto-Northwest Caucasian

Participles, abstracts, etc.
1.

Active participle *-eni-, *-oni-, *-pi-

Old participle endings: Abaza -n;
Ubykh -ns, -na, plus (Circassian)
durative
Aspect suffix ‘-wfa}-

2.

Perfect active participle *-we/os-,
*-we/ot-

3.

Feminines and abstracts in *-5,‘-y-o
(< *-eA, *-y-eA)

*-jro “woman’

4.

Collectives in *-yd

Collective *-ga

Case forms
5.
6.
I.
8.
9.

Accusative *-/«/*-«
Oblique; Circassian-w, Ubykh-n
Genitive/ablative *-(e/o)s
Old genitive *-S
Genitive (thematic)*-5-y-a>’-iJ" oblique of pronouns in
West Circassian
Ablative (thematic) *-0
Ubykh-x‘o, Abkhaz-Abaza-Ar’a
‘place’
Dative *-ey-

10. Locative •-»
II. Instrumental *-e, *-d

Figure 10:

Directive-dative *-y(-a)
Old B2edux dative of pronouns-y
*-9-a > *-S, *-a-a > *-S, with *-a the
same as in the thematic ablative

Anaphoric, deictic, and relative stems and personal pronoun stems (cf. Colarusso 1992a:32—
33):

Proto-Indo-European
1.
2.

Anaphora: *so-, *toDeixis: *-h’- > Sanskrit asau

3.

Relative:‘yo-

4.

Nominative first person personal
pronoun *egd, oblique *-(e)m

5.

Second person personal pronoun *lu

Proto-Northwest Caucasian
*ia ‘what’, •/*» ‘where’
*W3- ‘that (near hearer)’
Abkhaz-Abazay-relative initial verbal
index
*m- ‘that near me’
*w- (< */*h’-) (f) ‘you’
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Figure 11; Preverbs and particles (cf. Colarusso 1992a:33—35):
Proto-Indo-European
1.
2.

*per§- ‘before’ (< ‘front’)
*en- ‘in’ (< ‘interior, inside’)

3.

*et- ‘without, outside’ (< ‘exterior,
outside’)

4.

Final *s

5.
6.

V‘and’
*ge ‘because; terminus’

Proto-Northwest Caucasian
*p^a-r-(a-y-) ‘front-along- (dat.-dir.-)’
Abaza
in n-c'a-ra ‘in-place-inf.’ =
‘to place inside’
Abaza
‘from inside out; from below
upwards’ (cf t-ga-ra ‘out-drag-inf’
‘to drag something out’)
Old oblique in ‘-i
*-ra ‘and’
Dative-instrumental *-y-k'

Figure 12: Verbal endings and suffixes (cf Colarusso I992a:35—40):
Proto-Indo-European
I. Athematic: Sanskrit ad-mi
‘I am eating’;
Thematic: Sanskrit
rod-a-mi ‘1 am crying’

2.
3.

Intensive reduplication: Sanskrit
dedif-le ‘he teaches and teaches’
Proto-Indo-European themes with
*-e-, *-d-, *-a-:
I. *-e- (< •-e?i-) stative sense
II. *-d- (< "‘-e S2-) iterative sense

4.
5.

III. *-d- (< *-e$r) indicating excess
Causative-iterative: *-eyo-,
*-ySigmatic aorist; *-5-

6.
7.

*M-infix presents
Primary active 3rd plurals in
extended by *-//> *-(e/oJ-n-ri

8.

Middle voice in *-dh-

9.

Perfects in *-k-, *-g-, *-gh-

10. Optative in
*-ys11. Primary, active, present, athematic *-/
12. Relic impersonals in *r(cf Sanskrit
se-re ‘they are lying down'; Old Irish
berir ‘he is carried’; Umbrian ier ‘one
goes’)
13. Futures in *-(3)s(y)e-l*-(s)s(y)o14. Intensives in
15. Augment *e-(marks the past)

Proto-Northwest Caucasian
Basic verb athematic: •-/*- ‘to be’:
-valence-kill-. Ubykh
0-s-k '"-q'd ‘it-l-kill- past’ = ‘1
killed it’;
Verbs with stem final -a- showing thematic conjugation: West
CircassianpsaaKa ‘word’, i-zara-psa/.a-a-ya ‘we-reciprocalconverse-thematic V-past’ = ‘we talked’
West Circassian -sa-sa- ‘fall-fall’ * ‘to
Pall (as of leaves)'

*-q 'a-V- affix for action of intimate concern to the speaker
•-X- iterative
*-q '"a ‘excess’
Ubykh -aay- ‘again, finally’
Circassian -z- stative or accomplished
past participle with past pt.
Ubykh -n dynamic present
Ubykh 3rd plural -naAbaza optative of self-interest
s-c'a-n-da ‘I-eat-dep.-middle’ = ‘O, ifl could eat!’
*-q 'a past
*-ay- optative, concessive
*-y- present
*-ro optional present

•-S- future
*-sxo> Proto-Circassian
*?la} > Proto-Circassian *q '(a)

Colarusso ends his study by listing twenty “conventional cognates” between Proto-Indo-European and
Northwest Caucasian. As a result of my own research, I have come up with 150 potential lexical parallels
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(including some suggested by Colarusso) between Proto-Indo-European and Northwest Caucasian, and
these are listed at the end of this paper — no doubt, there are many more.
I believe that Colarusso’s work has enormous merit, though not all of his proposals are convincing.
However, rather than view these similarities as evidence of genetic relationship, I prefer to see them as
evidence that there was prolonged and substantial contact between Proto-Indo-European and Northwest
Caucasian. As a result of the socio-cultural interaction with and resultant borrowing from Caucasian
languages, especially primordial Northwest Caucasian languages, Proto-Indo-European developed unique
characteristics that set it apart from the other languages of northern Eurasia. Though Proto-Indo-European
remained a Eurasiatic language at its core, the interaction had a profound impact on the phonology,
morphology, and lexicon of Proto-Indo-European (technically, this is known as “contact-induced language
change”) and gave it a distinctive, Caucasian-like appearance. Cf. Kortlandt 1990.
We have now answered the questions posed at the beginning of this paper; What exactly is Proto-IndoEuropean, and where did it come from? Which languages did it come into contact with, and can evidence
of such contact be ascertained? Moreover, what was the impact of that contact on the phonology,
morphology, and lexicon of Proto-Indo-European? The precursor of Proto-Indo-European came from
Central Asia. Proto-Indo-European proper is the result of the imposition of a Eurasiatic language on a
population speaking one or more primordial Northwest Caucasian languages, as first hinted at by
Uhlenbeck(1937).
But, there is more. One of the most significant byproducts of this study is that it provides empirical
support for the Glottalic Model of Proto-Indo-European consonantism as well as the interpretation of the
traditional plain voiceless stops as voiceless aspirates. Though we cannot say for certain on the basis of this
study whether voiced aspirates existed in Proto-Indo-European at the time of contact with Northwest
Caucasian languages, there is nothing to indicate that they did. Indeed, the most straightforward
explanation is that voiced aspirates arose at a later date in the Disintegrating Indo-European dialects that
gave rise to Indo-lranian, Armenian, Greek, and Italic. Nevertheless, for the sake of conformity with the
traditional reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European consonant system, voiced aspirates are shown in the
Proto-Indo-European forms used in the comparison with Northwest Caucasian.
Another important insight that can be gleaned from this study is that the Pre-Proto-lndo-European
morphological system changed dramatically as a result of contact with Northwest Caucasian languages —
in certain respects, it became more complicated. At the same time, some of the earlier morphology must
have been tost. In his 2002 book entitled Pre-Indo-European, Winfred P. Lehmann suggested that three
endings represented the most ancient layer of the Proto-Indo-European case system — these endings were:
*-s, *-m, and *-fi (= • ^4). According to Lehmann, *-s indicated an individual and, when used in clauses,
identified the agent; *-m used in clauses indicated the target; and *-H supplied a collective meaning.
Lehmann further maintains that the remaining case endings were based upon earlier adverbial particles that
came to be incorporated into the case system over time. That this has indeed taken place is especially clear
in the case of the dual and plural endings in
and *-mo-, which were incorporated into the Proto-IndoEuropean case system after Hittite and the other Anatolian daughter languages had split from the main
speech community. This study indirectly corroborates Lehmann’s views, though details of how and when
the individual case endings traditionally reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European arose still need to be
worked out — it may be noted that a good start has recently been made in this direction by the Czech
scholar VAclav Bla2ek (2014) and, before him, by Beekes (1985), Haudry (1982), Kim (2010), Kurylowicz
(1964), Shields (1982), and Specht(l944), among others (see also Kulikov 2012).
This paper is only a beginning. More rigorous studies must be undertaken to determine the extent to
which Pre-Proto-Indo-European was transformed through contact with Northwest Caucasian from a typical
Eurasiatic language to the proto-language reconstructed in the standard handbooks on the basis of a direct
comparison of the extant daughter languages. The improved understanding of the complex origins of ProtoIndo-European that will emerge from these studies will provide a more solid basis for comparison with
other languages.
The remainder of this paper lists the potential lexical parallels 1 have uncovered to date between ProtoIndo-European and Northwest Caucasian (it includes several lexical parallels previously proposed by
Colarusso). The Abkhaz entries are taken from Chirikba's 1996 book A Dictionary of Common Abkhaz, and
the Circassian entries are from Kuipers’ 1975 book A Dictionary of Proto-Circassian Roots. Several other
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works have also been consulted. The Indo-European material is taken from the standard etymological
dictionaries listed in the references at the end of this paper. The Proto-Indo-European reconstructions are in
accordance with the Glottalic Model of Proto-Indo-European consonantism.
Notes:
1. Since the sole purpose of this study is to show that there was “prolonged and substantial contact
between Proto-Indo-European and Northwest Caucasian”, no attempt has been made to trace the
prehistoric development of either Proto-Indo-European or Proto-Northwest Caucasian here. For IndoEuropean, good places to start are Lehmann’s 2002 book Pre-Indo-European, the writings of Frederik
Kortlandt (2010a), and Gamkrelidze—Ivanov's 1995 two-volume monograph Indo-European and the
Indo-Europeans: A Reconstruction and Historical Typological Analysis of a Prololanguage and a
Proto-Culture, and for Northwest Caucasian, Chirikba’s 2015 paper “From North to North-West”,
together with Colarusso’s 1975 Ph.D. dissertation The Northwest Caucasian Languages: A
Phonological Survey (republished in 2014, with corrections and emendations) and his 1989 paper
“Proto-Northwest Caucasian (or How to Crack a Very Hard Nut)”.
2.

3.

One of the principal points made in Chirikba’s 2015 paper "From North to North-West” is that
Northwest Caucasian was transformed over time from a typical North Caucasian branch to a separate
phylum in its own right — one that was markedly different from the branch(es) that went on to form
the Northeast Caucasian languages. Here, one cannot help thinking that the contact between Pre-ProtoIndo-European and Pre-Proto-Northwest Caucasian might have had an equally transformative effect
(“contact-induced language change”) on what was to become Proto-Northwest Caucasian.
It is beyond the scope of this study to delve into the question of the genetic relationship between
Northwest and Northeast Caucasian. Here again, see Chirikba’s paper mentioned above (together with
the references cited therein) as well as Sergej A. Starostin and Sergej L. Nikolayev's 1994 monograph
A North Caucasian Etymological Dictionaiy, especially the Introduction.

4.

Sergej Starostin published a paper in Russian in 1988 (republished in English in 2009) with a
somewhat similar goal but using different data and including both Northwest and Northeast Caucasian
(mostly Northeast Caucasian). One of his conclusions, in particular, agrees with that reached in this
study and is worth repeating:
Although between the PNC [Proto-North Caucasian] and PIE [Proto-Indo-European] systems
sufficiently regular phonetic correspondences can be established, the character of the shared
vocabulary does not eliminate doubts that the common character of these lexemes is not the result
of an original kinship but rather the result of borrowings...

5.

However, the current study differs from Starostin’s findings in that it shows that it was specifically
Proto-Northwest Caucasian or. better put, what was to become Proto-Northwest Caucasian that was in
prolonged and substantial contact with Proto-Indo-European and not Proto-Northeast Caucasian and
certainly not Proto-North Caucasian.
Many of the conclusions reached in this paper were foreseen by Uhlenbeck.

LEXICAL PARALLELS BETWEEN
PROTO-INDO-EUROPEAN AND NORTHWEST CAUCASIAN
1.

Proto-Indo-European *Ae+wo- [*Aa+wo-] (> *<wo) ‘this, that’: Sanskrit (gen. dual) avoh “those
two’; Avestan ava- ‘that’; Old Persian ova- ‘that’, (adv.) ova ‘thus’; Old Church Slavic ovt ‘someone,
someone else, other'; Old Czech ov ‘that’; Slovenian pv ‘this, that’: Bulgarian dvi ‘that’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *wa: South Abkhaz wa ‘there’; Ashkharj'wa wa ‘there’. Also
*wa ‘this’ in, for example, *w-aqd ‘tonight’ (< *wa ‘this’ + *aga ‘night’): Bzyb waxd ‘tonight’;
Abzhywa waxd “tonight’; Ashkharywa woqa ‘tonight’; Abaza/Tapanta waqd ‘tonight’. Common
Abkhaz *W9-J3: South Abkhaz woj ‘this, that; he, she’; Ashkharywa woj ‘this, that; he, she’. Common
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2.

Abkhaz *w3-t9\ South Abkhaz wat ‘they'; Ashkharywa wat ‘they’. Common Abkhaz *a-wa\
Abaza/Tapanta awa ‘that’.
Proto-Indo-European *Pa6*- ‘fether, forefather, man’ (*? = *ai): Gothic aba ‘man, husband’; Old
Icelandic afi ‘grand-father, man’; Old English personal names Aba, Abba, Afa-, Old High German
personal name Abo.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *aba: South Abkhaz ab ‘father’; Ashkharywa aba ‘father’;
Abaza/Tapanta dbalaba ‘father’.

3.

Proto-Indo-European *?an(n)o-s, *?an(n)i-s, *?an(n)a ‘mother’ (*? =
(also *na-na- ‘mother’):
Luwian (nom. sg.) an-ni-is, a-an-ni-ii ‘mother’; Hittite (nom. sg.) an-na-as ‘mother’; Palaic (nom. sg.)
an-na-aS ‘mother’; Lycian (nom. sg.) eni ‘mother’; Lydian (nom. sg.) enas ‘mother’; Latin anna
‘foster-mother’; Greek (Hesychius) dwi^- ‘grand-mother’, vdwo, vdwcu; ‘aunt’; Sanskrit nanS
familiar expression for ‘mother’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *n(a) ‘mother’: B2edux na, yana ‘mother’, nana ‘mamma,
granny’; Kabardian hana ‘mother’, nana ‘mamma, granny’. Common Abkhaz *ank South Abkhaz an
‘mother’; Ashkharywa an ‘mother’, (indefinite sg.) an^k ’; Abaza/Tapanta ana ‘mother’.

4.

Proto-Indo-European demonstrative stem *?e-/*?o-, *?ey-/*?oy-/*?i- {< *?e-/*?o-+-y/i-) ‘this, that’ (*?
= •aj): Hittite enclitic demonstrative particle (nom. sg.) -aS, (acc. sg.) -an, (n. sg.) -al ‘he, she, it’; (dat.
sg.) e-di, i-di, e-da-ni ‘to or for him, her, it’; Sanskrit aydm ‘this’ (gen. sg. m./n. a-syd, d-sya\ f. asyab), iddm ‘this’, (f) iydm ‘she, this’, d-iab ‘from this, hence’ (< *e-io-s), (n.) e-idt ‘this, this here’,
ihd ‘here’, e-sd (f. e-jo) ‘this’; Old Persian a- ‘this’, aiia- ‘this’, ima- ‘this’, iyam this’, ida ‘here’;
Avestan a- ‘this’, aeiai ‘this’, ima- ‘this’, iSa ‘here’; Latin is, ea, id ‘he, she, it; this or that person or
thing’; Oscan e/so- ‘this’; Old Irish e ‘he, they’, ed ‘it’; Gothic anaphoric pronoun is ‘he’, iia ‘it’; Old
Icelandic relative panicle es (later er) ‘who, which, what’; Old Saxon el, it ‘it’; Old High German er, ir
‘he’. 62, iz ‘it’; Lithuanian jls (< *15) ‘he’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *a demonstrative pronoun: ‘this’ (only in compounds) (this is
but a sampling): Common Abkhaz *a-bd ‘this’; Common Abkhaz *a-bd-ta ‘these’; Common Abkhaz
*a-ba-nd ‘there’; Common Abkhaz *a-ba-rd ‘here’; Common Abkhaz *a-bd-ra-t(a) ‘these’; Common
Abkhaz *a-ba-r3-ja ‘this’; Common Abkhaz *a-da-na ‘something, this, that’; Common Abkhaz *d-ta
‘these’; Common Abkhaz *d-/ia ‘here (it is)’; Common Abkhaz *a-ma-nd ‘there’; Common Abkhaz
*a-ma-na-jo ‘that’; Common Abkhaz *0-/10 ‘there’; Common Abkhaz *a-rd ‘here’; Common Abkhaz
•o-wfl ‘that’; etc.

5.

Proto-Indo-European *?eb'^r- (?) ‘male of small hoofed animals’ (•? “ *p]) : Thracian ippo(;' ‘buck’
(ePpog- Tpdyo^, P&tii';' koI noxapbq ©pdtaiq). Proto-Germanic *eburaz ‘wild boar’ > Old Icelandic
jojurr ‘wild boar; (meta-phorically) king, warrior’; Old English eofor, eofur ‘boar, wild boar’; Old
High German ebur ‘wild boar’.
Notes:
1.

2.
3.

The above forms are usually compared with some-what similar forms in Italic and Balto-Slavic:
(A) Italic: Latin aper ‘wild boar’; Umbrian (acc. sg.) abrunu ‘boar’ (the Umbrian form refers
specifically to domestic boars offered as a sacrifice). The Proto-Italic form was probably *apro- or
*aprdn-. (B) Balto-Slavic; Latvian vepris ‘castrated boar’; Old Church Slavic veprt ‘boar’;
Russian vepr' [aenpb] ‘wild boar’; Czech vepr ‘pig’.
The attested forms have been remodeled in each of the daughter languages, making it difficult to
reconstruct the Proto-Indo-European form.
For the semantic correlation between the Indo-European and Abkhaz forms, cf Greek KOJtpo^
‘boar, wild boar’ ~ Latin caper ‘he-goat, buck’; Old Icelandic hafr ‘buck, he-goat’; Faroese havur
‘billy-goat’.
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Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Abkhaz *ab3: South Abkhaz ab ‘(castrated) he-goat’, (indef. sg.) abS-k’]
Ashkharywa ab ‘(castrated) he-goat’; Abaza/Tapanta ab ‘(castrated) he-goat’, (indef. sg.) aba-kNote
also South Abkhaz abaznas" ‘male goat half a year old’ (< *ab3 ‘he-goat’, *za-n3 ‘one’, *at°3 ‘old’).
6.

Proto-Indo-European *?en- ‘in, into, among, on’ {*? = *gi): Greek w, ^i, ctI ‘in, on, among, into, and
besides’; Latin in (Old Latin en) ‘in, on. among, into, on to, towards, against’; Oscan en ‘in’; Old Irish
ini-, en-, in- ‘in, into’; Welsh in ‘in’; Breton en ‘in’; Gothic in ‘in, into, among, by’, inn ‘into’; Old
Icelandic / ‘in, within, among’, inn ‘in, into’; Old English in ‘in, on, among, into, during’, inn ‘in’; Old
Frisian in ‘in’: Old Saxon in ‘in’; Old High German in ‘in’; Old Prussian en ‘inside, within’; Old
Church Slavic vh(n) ‘in(to)’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *n3: South Abkhaz a-na-z-aa-ra ‘to be (on something)’.
Common Abkhaz
locative in *n3-jd: South Abkhaz a-n-ja-ra ‘to happen, to meet’; Abaza/Tapanta
n-ja-rd ‘to happen, to meet’. Also note -na 'place, country’ in, for example: Abzhywa aps-na
‘Abkhazia’; Sadz aps-na ‘Abkhazia’; Ahchypsy aps-na ‘Abkhazia’.

7.

Proto-Indo-European
‘to take, to grab’ {*?=*?}): Latin aplscor ‘to seize, to grasp; to get,
to obtain’, apid ‘to tie, to fasten'; Hittite (3rd sg. pres, act.) e-ep-zi ‘to take, to seize, to grab, to pick, to
capture’; Sanskrit dpndii ‘to reach, to overtake’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *apa-i'a: Bzyp apa-i'-ra ‘to connect, to bind’; Abaza/Tapanta
ap-S'a-l-ra ‘to connect, to bind' (J-apa-l-S'a-l-d ‘she connected it’).

8.

Proto-Indo-European •?£/*/(< *?e+*/*0 ‘out. beyond’ (*?= Vj)' Sanskrit dii ‘beyond, over’; Greek en
‘yet, as yet, still; further, moreover, besides; hereafter’; Latin el ‘and’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *ia ‘from inside out; from below, upwards’: Abaza/Tapanta /in, for example, l-gu-ra ‘to drag something out’ (cf ga-rd ‘to carry, to bring, to take’).

9.

Proto-Indo-European *?ey-l*?oy-l*?i- ‘to go’ {*? • •^;): Greek (1st sg. pres.) eTpi ‘I go’, (I st pi. pres.)
ipev ‘we go’; Sanskrit (1st sg. pres.) emi ‘I go’, (3rd sg. pres.) dli ‘goes’, (1st pi. pres.) imdh ‘we go’,
(3rd pi. pres.)ydnti ‘they go’. (3rd sg. pres.)>'5// ‘goes, moves, rides’; Latin (1st sg. pres.) ed ‘I go';
Old Lithuanian (3rd sg. pres.) eTii ‘goes’; Old Prussian (3rd sg. pres.) eit ‘goes’, per-eit ‘comes’; Old
Church Slavic idg. Hi ‘to go’; Luwian (3rd sg. pres.) i-li ‘goes’; Hittite (imptv.) i-it ‘go!’; Tocharian A
(1st pl.)ymHJ ‘we go', D (1st sg.)yam, yarn ‘I go’.
Northwest Caucasian; Common Abkhaz *ja: Abaza/Tapanta dd-j-ra ‘to come’, na-j-ra ‘to go’ {na‘thither’); South Abkhaz ad-j-ra ‘to come’, a-nd-j-ra ‘to go’.

10. Proto-Indo-European *?ey-l*?oy- ‘of variegated color’ {*? = •aj): Sanskrit eta-h ‘(adj.) shining, of
variegated color; (n. m.) a kind of antelope’, eni-h ‘black antelope’. Also used in various tree names;
Greek oit], oii, 6a ‘the service-tree’; Old Irish eo ‘yew-tree’; Old Saxon (pi.) Ichas ‘yew-tree’; Old
High German Igo ‘yew-tree’; Lithuanian ie\'d ‘bird-cherry tree’; Russian Church Slavic iva ‘willowtree’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *aja: South Abkhaz aja ‘pallid, dim, wan (color)’ (arch.).
11. Proto-Indo-European *?oy- ‘single, alone, solitary; one’ (with non-apophonic
(A) *?oy-no-, (B) ?oy-wo-, (C) *?oy-A*o-) (*?= *ai):
A.

-o-) (extended forms:

*?oy-no-: Latin iinus ‘one' [Old Latin oinos]: Old Irish den, din ‘one’; Gothic ains ‘one’; Old
Icelandic einn ‘one’; Old English tin ‘one; alone, sole, lonely; singular, unique'; Old Saxon en
‘one’; Old High German ein 'one'; Lithuanian vienas (with unexplained initial v-) ‘one; alone’;
Old Prussian ains ‘one’; Old Church Slavic im ‘some(one), other’; Russian Church Slavic inok^’j
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‘only, sole, solitary’; Russian inoj [hhoH] ‘different, other’ — it is also found in Greek otvri, olvo^
B.
C.

‘roll of one (in dice)’.
*?oy-wo-: Avestan aeva- ‘one’; Old Persian aiva- ‘one’ — it is also found in Greek oloi; ‘alone,
lone, lonely' (Cyprian oipoq).
*?oy-k‘'o-: Sanskrit eka-h ‘one’; Mitanni (“Proto-Indic”) aika- ‘one’.

Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *ajaba: Abzhywa ajba ‘orphan’; Bzyp dajba (indef. sg. ajbdk'), ajbd ‘orphan’; Abaza/Tapantaydbo (indef. sg. ysio-A:') ‘orphan’. In South Abkhaz, also ‘widow’.
12. Proto-Indo-European *?yo- relative pronoun stem (*? = *aj): Greek
‘which; this’; Sanskrityd-A ‘which’.

61;,

ii,

6

‘which’; Phrygian

10?

Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *ja- relative/interrogative stem in: *ja(-rd) ‘he (male/human);
it (non-human); this, the very same’; *ja-wd(-ja) ‘why?’; *j-an-b-dk”'a “when?’: South Abkhaz ja-rd
‘he (male/human); it (non-human); this, the very same’; Ashkharywa ja-rd ‘he; it; this, the very same’;
Abaza/Tapanta ja-rd ‘he; it; this, the very same’. Bzyp j-an-ba-k'" ‘when?’; Abaza/Tapanta j-an-bdk "’a-w ‘when?’. Bzyp jawd(j) ‘why?’; Abaza/Tapanta jawd ‘why?’.
13. Proto-Indo-European
emphatic particle: Gothic ba (end. ptc.) ‘if, even though’; Avestan bd
‘truly’: Greek (pi) ‘as, like as’; Lithuanian bd ‘yes, certainly’; Old Church Slavic bo ‘for’; Russian
(dial.) bo [So] ‘if, for, because’.
Northwest Caucasian; Common Abkhaz *ba: South Abkhaz ba interrogative particle used in echoquestions, as in d-ad-j-i' ‘he came’ ~ d-ad-j-t' ba? ‘did he?’ // ‘are you saying that he has come?’; it
also occurs, for example, in j-abd ‘where?’ (< j(a) ‘it’ + *a deixis of place + *ba interrogative element)
and j-an-hd ‘when?’ (< *an ‘when’ + *ba interrogative element).
14. Proto-Indo-European *b‘'en- ‘to slay, to wound’: Gothic banja ‘strike, blow, wound’; Old Icelandic (f)
ben ‘mortal wound; small bleeding wound’; Old English bana ‘killer, slayer, murderer’, benn ‘wound,
mortal injury’; Old High German bano ‘death, destruction’; Avestan hqn- ‘to make ill, to afflict’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *ban(a) ‘to fight’: Bisdaxya-ban ‘to fight’; Kabardian bana,
ya-ban ‘to fight’.
15. Proto-Indo-European •/>*er-/*b*or-/*6*/’- ‘to make a sound, to hum, to buzz, to mutter’: Sanskrit
bambhara-h ‘bee’, bambharali- ‘fly’; Armenian bof ‘bumble-bee, hornet’; Greek n€pippii6iuv ‘a kind
of wasp’; Lithuanian barbeii ‘to Jingle, to clink’, birbiii, birbiaS, birti ‘to play a reed(-pipe)/flute’,
burbiii, burbeii ‘to mutter, to mumble, to grumble’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz (reduplicated) *bar-bdr\ South Abkhaz a-barbdr-ra ‘(to)
chatter. Jabber; babble’. Common Abkhaz * bar-bar (a variant of*bar-bdr): Abzhywa d-bar-bar-wa ‘be
grumbling’; Abaza/Tapanta (adv.) bar-bar-h^aiadv.) ‘growling, grumbling'.
16. Proto-Indo-European *b‘es-/*6*as- ‘to breathe, to blow’: Sanskrit bhas- ‘to breathe, to blow’ in:
bhdsma-h, bhdsman- ‘ashes’, bhdsmana-h ‘made of or consisting of ashes, ashy’, bhasila-ft ‘reduced to
ashes’, bhasird ‘leather bag, bellows’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *bza: South Abkhaz a-bzd ‘alive’,
Abaza/Tapanta hza ‘alive’, bzd-za-ra ‘life’.

a-bzd-za-ra ‘life’;

17. Proto-Indo-European *b‘'ewH-l*b‘'owH-l*b''uH- (> *b'®-) ‘to come into being, to become, to arise':
Sanskrit bhdvati ‘to become, to be, to arise, to come into being, to exist’, bhuti-b, bhuii-h ‘well-being,
prosperity, wealth, fortune’; Greek (pOo) ‘to bring forth, to produce, to put forth; to grow, to increase, to
spring up, to arise’; Latin (perfect) fin ‘to be, to exist’; Old English beon ‘to be, to exist, to become, to
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happen’; Old Frisian {1st sg. pres.) him ‘(I) am’; Old Saxon (1st sg. pres.) bium, biom ‘(1) am'; Old
High German (1st sg. pres.) bim ‘(I) am’ Lithuanian buli ‘to be, to exist’, bSvis ‘existence’; Old
Church Slavic byii ‘to be’; Russian byl'

[6biTb]

‘to be'; Serbo-Croatian blii ‘to be’.

Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *baw(a) ‘to kiss, to breathe’:
‘to kiss, to breathe’; Temirgoy ba\va-n ‘to kiss, to breathe’.

ya-baw3lbawa, ya-baw

18. Proto-Indo-European *b''ewH-l*b''owH-l*b'^H- (> *i>*i7-) 'to spend (time), to abide, to dwell': Sanskrit
bhdvali ‘to become, to be, to exist, to live, to stay, to abide’; Albanian buj ‘to spend the night’; Gothic
bauan ‘to dwell, to inhabit’; Old Icelandic bua ‘to prepare, to make ready; to dress, to attire, to adorn;
to fix one’s abode in a place; to deal with, to treat; to live, to dwell; to have a household; to be; to
behave, to conduct oneself, bu ‘household, farming’, bo! ‘lair’, byggva, bygg/a ‘to settle in a place";
Old English buan ‘to dwell, to inhabit, to occupy (house)’, bu ‘dwelling', bogian ‘to dwell, to take up
one’s abode’; Old Frisian howa, buwa ‘to dwell’, bogia ‘to dwell'; Old Saxon buan ‘to dwell’; Old
High German biian, b^an, bilen, biiwen ‘to dwell’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *bdwra: South Abkhaz a-bdwra ‘cattle-shed, cow-house’;
Abaza/Tapanta bdwra ‘cattle-shed, cow-house, bam'; Sadz a-bdra ‘cattle-shed, cow-house’.
19. Proto-Indo-European
‘to be or become blind’: Gothic blinds ‘blind’,
*gahlindjan ‘to make blind’, ‘a/blindnan ‘to become blind’; Old Icelandic blinda ‘to blind’, blindr
‘blind’, blimda ‘to shut the eyes’, hlimdr ‘dozing, slumber'; Old English blendan ‘to blind, to deceive’,
blind ‘blind’: Old High German hlint ‘blind’: Lithuanian hlendziu, blfsli ‘to become dark’, hlandiis
‘dark, dusky, obscure, gloomy, dismal’, blabdos ‘cloudiness, obscuration of mind or eyesight,
drowsiness’; Old Church Slavic bl^dg. hlfsii ‘to go blindly'.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *hiilf>-haia: South Abkhaz a-balabaia-ra ‘to move with
uncertainty’.
20. Proto-Indo-European •AVt/-, *b‘'luH- (> *h''lfi-) ‘to bum. to blaze, to light up’: Old Icelandic hlys
‘torch’: Old High German hluhhen ‘to bum. to light up’: Old English blysa ‘torch, fire’: Middle Irish
blase ‘clear, evident’, bloscad ‘radiance’; Czech hideii ‘to flash, to blaze’, blyskati ‘to lighten, to
flash’; Polish hlysk ‘lightning’.
Proto-Indo-European *b''lek'-l*h''lok'-l*b''lk'-,
‘to bum, to blaze, to glow’:
Sanskrit hhargas- ‘splendor, radiance’: Greek
‘to bum. to blaze'; Latin fulgor ‘lightning’,
flagro ‘to blaze, to bum. to glow’; Old Icelandic blakkr ‘dusky, black, dun’; Old English blacern
‘lantern’: Old High German blah-, blach- ‘black’ (in compounds); Old Church Slavic blagb ‘good’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *Pla ‘to bum. to shine (intr.)’: B^dux bla ‘to bum, to shine
(intr.)’; Kabardian bla ‘to bum. to shine (intr.)’. Common Abkhaz ‘te/a: South Abkhaz a-bdl-t'°d
‘firewood’, a-bsl-rd ‘to bum, to put into fire’; Abaza/Tapanta bal-rd ‘to burn, to put into fire’, blaba!
‘very hot’, (reduplicated) bl^bal-ra ‘to be (very) hot; to burn (of a bum)’, a-bla-ra ‘the place of bum,
fire’; Ashkharywa a-bal-t’a ‘firewood’: Bzyp a-bla-ra ‘the place ofbum, fire’.
21. Proto-Indo-European *b‘'r-uH- (> *b‘‘ru-) ‘eyelash, eyebrow': Sanskrit bhri-h ‘an eyebrow, the brow’;
Greek o-tppui; ‘the brow, eyebrow’; Middle Irish (gen. dual) bruad ‘eyebrow’; Old Icelandic hrun (<
*b‘‘ruwdn-) (pi. brynn) ‘eyebrow’; Old English brfi ‘eyebrow; eyelid, eyelash’; Lithuanian bnivis
‘eyebrow'; Old Church Slavic hrbVb ‘eyebrow': Russian brov' [fipoes] ‘eyebrow’; Tocharian A
pdrwan-, B (dual)pdrwane ‘eyebrows’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *bra: Bzyp d-bra ‘mane (of a horse)’, a-brd-s ‘tow-haired’;
Abaza/Tapanta bra ‘plait, braid; hair (arch.)’, qa-brd ‘hair (qa ‘head’).
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22. Proto-Indo-European
‘older relative (male or female): grandfather, grandmother; uncle,
aunt’: Greek TfiOri ‘grandmother’, TTiOiq ‘aunt’; Lithuanian dide, didis ‘uncle’; Old Church Slavic dedh
‘grand-father’; Russian ded{a.Qa\ ‘grandfather’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *dada: South Abkhaz dad ‘grandfather’, more rarely ‘father’;
Ashkharywa dada ‘father’; Abaza/Tapanta dada ‘grandfather, father’.
23. Proto-Indo-European
‘to hold firmly, to support’, *d’'er-mo-s ‘firm, strong’:
Sanskrit dhdrdyati ‘to hold, to bear, to carry; to hold up, to support, to sustain, to maintain; to carry on;
to hold in, to hold back, to keep back, to restrain, to stop, to detain, to curb, to resist; to keep, to
possess, to have; to hold fast, to preserve’, dharma-b ‘that which is held fast or kept: ordinance, statute,
law, usage, practice, custom, customary observances; religion, piety; prescribed course of conduct,
duty’; Old Persian (1st sg.) daraydmiy ‘to hold’; Latin firmus ‘strong, steadfast, stable, enduring,
powerful’,y?rwd ‘to make firm, to strengthen, to fortify, to sustain; to confirm, to establish, to show, to
prove, to declare, to make certain’ (derivative of firmus) ; Lithuanian daraS, dariaH, daryti ‘to do’;
Latvian darii ‘to do’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *dara ‘strong’: Abaza/Tapanta dara ‘stingy (man)’, r-ddra-ra
‘to strengthen’, data ‘very much’; Bzyp ddara, dadra, ddra ‘very (much)’; Ashkharywa addra ‘very
(much)’; Sadz addra ‘very (much)’.
24. Proto-Indo-European (extended forms) *d''er-g*-l*d''or-g'^l*d'f-g'^, *<yV-eg'‘-/*(y*r-og*-/*</V-g*- ‘to
turn': Greek tp^io ‘to run, to move quickly’, rpoxbi; ‘wheel’, tpdxoq ‘a running course’, tpoxidi;
‘round’; Armenian darnam (< *darjnam) ‘to turn, to return', durgn ‘a potter’s wheel’; Albanian dredh
‘to twist, to turn’; Old Irish droch ‘wheel’, dreas ‘turn, course’. Note: For the semantic development of
Greek tp^xu, cf Old Irish rethid ‘to run', riuth ‘running’, rath ‘wheel’, rothdn ‘the hair twisted and
plaited’ < *rel‘'H-/*rol‘’H- ‘to roil, to revolve, to turn'.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *dard: South Abkhaz d-dar-ra ‘to spin with a double thread’.
Common Abkhaz (reduplicated) *da(r)d3r3: South Abkhaz a-dardala-darda ‘spindle’; Abaza/Tapanta
dadar-y^a ‘spindle’.
25. Proto-Indo-European (extended form) *d''erg'^, *d''reg^- ‘thorny plant’: Old Irish draigen ‘sloe tree,
blackthorn’: Middle Welsh draen, drain ‘thombush, brambles, briars’; Old High German dirn-baum,
tirn-pauma ‘cornel’; Greek tiipxvoq, tp^xvoi; ‘twig, branch’; Russian (dial.) deren, deren [aepcH]
‘cornel’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *ddra: Biedux a-dar-ra ‘to sting (of nettle)’.
26. Proto-Indo-European *d''ew-r-yo-3 ‘of great value, cost, prestige, etc.' (only in Germanic): ProtoGermanic *deurjaz ‘costly, expensive, valuable’ > Old Icelandic dyrr ‘high-priced, costly, expensive,
precious’; Old English deore, diere ‘precious, costly, valuable; noble, excellent’; Old Frisian diore,
diure ‘costly, expensive’; Old Saxon diuri ‘valuable, expensive’; Old High German liuri ‘valuable,
expensive’. Proto-Germanic *deurja-lJkaz ‘glorious, excellent’ > Old Icelandic dyr-ligr ‘glorious’; Old
Saxon diur-lJk ‘valuable, excellent’; Old High German tiur-tih ‘valuable, excellent’. Proto-Germanic
*deuril}d ‘glory, fame’ > Old Icelandic dyrd ‘glory’; Old Saxon diuriiha ‘glory, fame’; Old High
German tiurida ‘glory, fame’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *dawa'. South Abkhaz daw ‘big, great’; Ashkharywa daw ‘big,
great’; Abaza/Tapanta daw ‘big, great’.
27. Proto-Indo-European *d'‘rpb''- ‘burial mound, kurgan': Greek lacpoi; (< *d''ijib''o-s) ‘funeral, burial, the
act of burying; burial mound, tomb’, xatpii ‘burial, burial-place’, Scotno (< *d''ipb‘y5) ‘to honor with
funeral rites, to bury’; Armenian damban, dambaran ‘grave, tomb’.
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Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *damra\ Bzyp a-damrd ‘grave’; South Abkhaz a-damrd
■grave'; AbazayTapanta damra ‘grave’ (only in a proverb).
28. Proto-Indo-European
(> •g*c-/*g*o-), *g''e?-y/i-l*g‘'o?-y/i- (> *g‘'ey’l*^dy-; *g''ei-/*g‘'oi-)
‘to go, to leave, to depart; to abandon, to forsake’ (*? = ’sj): Sanskrit (reduplicated) jd-ha-ti ‘to leave,
to abandon, to desert, to quit, to forsake, to relinquish’, (causative) hdpayati ‘to cause to leave or
abandon; to omit, to neglect; to fall short of, to be wanting’, hdni-h ‘abandonment, relinquishment,
decrease, diminution; deprivation; damage, loss, failure, ruin; insufficiency, deficit’; Greek (Homeric)
(reduplicated) Kixavto, (Attic) Kiyxov® ‘to reach, hit, or light upon; to meet with, to find; (Homeric) to
overtake, to reach, to arrive at’, x^lP® (Ionic x^lptl) ‘bereft of husband, widow’, xflpoq ‘widowed,
bereaved’, x<^P® ‘the space in which a thing is’, xwpeto ‘to make room for another, to give way, to
draw back, to retire, to withdraw; to go forward, to move on or along’, x^tpo? ‘piece of ground, ground,
place’, (adv.) X“piq ‘separately, asunder, apart, by oneself or by themselves’, (dat.) xqTei ‘in lack of,
Xateu) ‘to crave, to long for, to have need of, to lack’, xati^o) ‘to have need of, to crave; to lack, to be
without’, xati^wv ‘a needy, poor person’; Latin hires ‘heir’; Gothic gaidw ‘lack’; Crimean Gothic
geen ‘to go'; Swedish gd ‘to go’; Danish gaa ‘to go’; Old English gan ‘to go, to come, to proceed’,
gad ‘want, lack’; Old Frisian gdn, gin ‘to go’; Old Saxon -gan in ful-gdn ‘to accomplish’; Middle
Dutch gaen ‘to go’; Old High German gdn ‘to go’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *ga ‘bad, insufiicient. lacking’: Biedux -y'a ‘bad, insufficient,
lacking'; Kabardian -ga ‘bad, insufficient, lacking’. Common Abkhaz *ga: South Abkhaz d-g-xa-ra ‘to
lose flesh (tr.), to be late (intr.); to lack something', a-g-rd ‘defect, lack of something’; Abaza/Tapanta
g-xa-ra ‘to lack'.
29. Proto-Indo-European *g''er-/*g''or-/*g''i-- ‘to scatter, to strew’: Lithuanian iyrii. i'lrstu, :irii ‘to scatter,
to strew’. iSiirli ‘to disperse, to scatter, to spread about’. Note; Confused with words meaning ‘to glow,
to sparkle, to glitter, etc.’
Northwest Caucasian; Common Abkhaz *yra: South Abkhaz d-yra ‘speckled, spotted’; Abaza/Tapanta
yra ‘speckled, spotted'.
30. Proto-Indo-European •g*er-/*g*or-/*gY'
growl, to wail, to weep, to cry (out)’ (onomatopoeic):
Sanskrit hrddate ‘to sound’; Latin hirrio ‘to growl’; Armenianger ‘to wail’; Gothicgre/an ‘to weep, to
lament’, grits ‘weeping’; Old Icelandic grdta ‘to weep, to bewail’, grdtr ‘weeping’; Swedish grdta ‘to
weep’, grdt ‘weeping’; Old Saxon grdtan ‘to weep’; Middle High German grazen ‘to cry out. to rage,
to storm’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz (reduplicated) *y‘ara-y'ara (onomato-poeic); South Abkhaz ay'ar-y'dr-ra ‘to rattle, to jingle; sound of beating or striking (against something)’, a-y'ar-y'dr ‘rattle,
clapper’; Abaza/Tapanta y'ar-y'dr ‘rattle, clapper; description of the sound produced by moving
transport'.
31. Proto-Indo-European •g*e/'//-/*g*or//-/*g*/-//- ‘to shake, to move to and fro’, *g*i-fi-no-s ‘shaking,
moving to and fro’: Sanskrit ghvrnd-h ‘shaking, moving to and fro', ghurndti, ghurpale ‘to move to
and fro, to shake, to be agitated, to tremble, to roll about, to cause to whirl, to whirl, to turn around’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *gdra: Bzyp a-gdr ‘cradle’, d-gar-car-ra ‘to shake’:
Abzhywa a-gdra ‘cradle’; South Abkhaz a-gara-gaca-ra ‘to waddle’; Abaza/Tapanta gdra ‘cradle’.
Common Abkhaz *gar3: South Abkhaz d-gar-l"’, d-gar-k'°(a)l’a ‘epilepsy’, a-gar-jd-l‘sacrifice
offered during prayer against migraine’ (jd-i"° ‘sacrifice’), a-gor-y-ndh^a ‘prayer against headache,
nose bleeding, etc.' Common Abkhaz (reduplicated) *gara-gara: South Abkhaz a-gargar-ra ‘to
waddle’.
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32. Proto-Indo-European *§*4^ ‘snow, ice, winter’: Albanian (Gheg) dimen, (Tosk) dimer ‘winter’; Hittite
(nom. sg.) gi-im-ma-an-za ‘winter’; Armenian jmern ‘winter’; Greek xicbv ‘snow; snow-water, ice-cold
water’,
‘winter-weather, cold, frost’, xctP'i'V ‘winter; wintry weather, a winter storm’; Sanskrit
himd-h ‘snow, frost, hoar-frost, winter’, hemanld-b ‘winter, the cold season’.
Northwest Caucasian; Proto-Circassian *g3ya ‘smooth (of ice)’: Kabardian mal-gay ‘smooth (of ice)’
(mal ‘ice’).
33. Proto-Indo-European *g''i- enclitic particle of unknown meaning; Sanskrit hi enclitic particle: ‘for,
because, on account of; assuredly, certainly; indeed’; Greek -xi in: oii-xt, pfi-xi ‘not’, vai-xi ‘yea,
verily; aye, yes’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz ‘-g'a: Abkhaz-g’a ‘and, even, too’, as in waj-g's ‘he/she too’.
34. Proto-Indo-European (extended form) •g*/-4^/*g*/-cy-/*g*/-/- ‘to glide, to slip, to slide; to be unstable,
to totter': Swedish glinta ‘to glide, to slip’; Old English glldan ‘to glide, to slip; to glide away, to
vanish’, glidder ‘slippery’, gliddrian ‘to slip, to be unstable’, gild ‘slippery, ready to slide; tottering’;
Old Frisian glJda ‘to glide’; Old Saxon glldan ‘to glide’; Dutch glijden ‘to glide’; Old High German
glltan ‘to glide, to slip’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *g'al(a) ‘to slip, to (slip and) fall’: B2edux fata ‘to slip, to
(slip and) fall’; Kabardian gala ‘to slip, to (slip and) fall’. Common Abkhaz *g'ald: South Abkhaz dg'ala-ra ‘to swing, to reel, to stagger; to gad about’; Ashkharywa g'dla-ra ‘to idle, to loaf. Common
Abkhaz (reduplicated) *g'ald-g'atd: South Abkhaz a-g'alg'ala-rd ‘to dangle’. Common Abkhaz ^g'aldaza\ Bzyp a-g'aldaz ‘idle, lounger; awkward, clumsy’; South Abkhaz d-g'aldaz-ra ‘to idle, to loaf; to
droop, to dangle (of something heavy)’.
35. Proto-Indo-European *g''er- ‘hail’ (unattested): (extended form) *^r-eH-i'- ‘hail’: Old Church Slavic
gradh ‘hail’; Czech (nom. pi.) hrady ‘thundercloud’; Polish grad ‘hail’; Russian grad [rpaa] ‘hail’;
Serbo-Croatian grtrt/’hail’; Bulgarian grat/‘hail’; (?) Sanskrit hrdduni-h ‘hail(-stone)’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz ‘yar-ja: South Abkhaz d-yar-j ‘drizzle, drizzling rain’ (‘ja
‘water’), d-ta-jar-j ‘tear’ {*la ‘eye’); Abaza/ Tapanta yar-ja ‘drizzle, drizzling rain’, yar-j-ra ‘to
drizzle’.
36. Proto-Indo-European *g’‘'erH-l*g''*orH-l*g'''rH- ‘to turn around, to revolve, to roll; to move to and
fro’ (only in Indo-Aryan): Sanskrit ghurndti, ghurnate ‘to move to and fro, to shake, to be agitated, to
tremble; to roil about, to cause to whirl, to turn around’, ghiirniia-b ‘rolling, turning, tossing’,
ghurnamdna-fj ‘being agitated, shaking, trembling; revolving, turning around’; Prakrit ghulai ‘to turn’,
gharfighdra- ‘constantly turning’, ghummai ‘to turn around’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz (reduplicated) *g’'ar-g‘‘ar/la ‘round object’ (> ‘wheel, hoop;
ring; etc.’): Abaza/Tapanta g^arg^ar ‘ring (of chain, chain armor, etc.); small metal wheel’; South
Abkhaz a-g^arg^al ‘wheel, hoop’, a-g°arg°al mac’’az ‘wedding-ring’.
37. Proto-Indo-European ‘g-Vr-o- ‘open area set aside as a public space’ (only in Italic): Latin forum ‘an
open square, marketplace, public space’; Umbrian (acc. sg.)fiiro, furu ‘forum’. Note: Latin forum is
usually (though not always) derived from Proto-Indo-European *d'^v6r- ‘door’ (cf. Latin foris ‘door’).
However, the semantic development required to get from ‘door’ ioforum seems rather contrived.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *g'’dra: Bzyp a-g°dr(a) ‘yard’; Abzhywa a-g°dra ‘yard; cattleyard; fence’; Ashkharywa (Apsua) a~g'’dra ‘wattled fence'; Abaza/Tapanta g'^dra ‘fence’. Common
Abkhaz *g°dr-pa (< *g'’dra ‘court, yard’, *pa ‘nose’ > ‘front; before’): South Abkhaz a-g°drp ‘part of
big yard around the house’.
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38. Proto-Indo-European ’g'-V-t*- ‘round, pointed object’ (only in Latin): Latin Jurca ‘a two-pronged fork,
pitchfork; any forked-shaped object; a two-pronged instrument of torture used to punish criminals — it
was put over the neck, and the arms were tied to the two md5',furcifer ‘one who is forced to wear the
furca as punishment’,/«rcu/i7 ‘a forked-shaped prop’,^rc///fl ‘a little fork or pitchfork’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *g®ara: South Abkhaz o-g°ir ‘needle’; Abaza/Tapanta g°r3
‘needle’. Perhaps also Proto-Circassian *g'‘3r^ ‘kingpin’: Temirgoy gVga ‘kingpin of a cart’;
Kabardian g°3rag ‘kingpin of a cart’.
39. Proto-Indo-European *g'''’rew-/*g'"'rom-/*g'‘*rip- ‘to roar, to growl, to howl, to rage’: Latin fremo ‘to
roar, to murmui', to growl, to rage, to snort, to howl’; Old English grimman ‘to rage, to fret, to roar, to
cry out, to grunt’; Old Saxon grimman ‘to rage’; Old High German grinmen ‘to rage, to yell’. Note:
The Latin form could be from Proto-Indo-European *b'’rem-/*b''rom-l*b'‘riji- ‘to roar, to growl, to
howl’ instead (derivative of
‘to make a sound, to hum, to buzz, to mutter’ listed
above).
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz
South Abkhaz a-g°ram-ra ‘to grumble, to
mumble’; Abaza/Tapanta g'Va/w ‘moan, groan’. g'Vam-ra ‘to moan, to groan; to moo, to bellow (of
animals)’.
40. Proto-Indo-European *hel‘alder’ {*h = •?<): Latin alnus {< Proto-Italic *alsno-) ‘alder’; Old
Icelandic oir ‘alder-tree’; Old English alor ‘alder’: Old High German elira ‘alder’; Russian ol'xd
[ojibxa] ‘alder(-lree)’; Lithuanian afksnis, elksnis, (dial.) aliksn/s ‘alder’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz ‘o/a: Abaza/Tapanta al-d'^a, al-i'a, (indef. sg.) al-i’s-k'
‘alder(-tree)’; South Abkhaz d/f-c’/a) ‘aldoi^-trcc)’; Ashkharywa a/-/d ‘alder(-tree)’; Bzyp (indef. sg.)
l-k 'a II la-k ’ ‘alder(-tree)'.
41. Proto-Indo-European *hep''- [*hap''-]l*hop'^ ‘to embark upon, to undertake, to start doing something’
(*h = •?<): Old Icelandic efna (< Proto-Germanic *abnjanan) ‘to perfoirn, to fulfill’, efni ‘material,
stulT; Old English efnan ‘to carry out, to perform, to fulfill’, efne ‘material’; Old High German uohen
‘to start to work, to practice, to worship’; Sanskrit dpas- ‘work, action; sacred act, sacrificial act’,
apas- ‘religious ceremony’, dpnas- ‘work, sacrificial act': Latin opus ‘work’.
Notes:
1. The material from the daughter languages pointing to a Proto-Indo-European root meaning
‘wealth, riches’, though often compared with the above forms, appears to belong to a different
root: *Hop‘'- {*H = a laryngeal preserved in Hittite, most likely
here [cf Hittite (adj.) happina‘rich’: Latin ops ‘wealth, power’, opulenius ‘rich, wealthy; powerful, mighty’; Sanskrit dpnas‘possession. property’ (same form as given above, but with a different meaning); Avestan afnahvani- ‘rich in property’]) (cf Kloekhorst 2008b:296—297; Mayrhofer 1986—2001.1:88; De Vaan
2.

2008:431).
Greek dipevoi; ‘riches, wealth, plenty’ is best explained as a borrowing.

Northwest Caucasian; Common Abkhaz *dpS'a/a-: Abzhywa dpS'-ga-ra ‘to venture, to undertake, to
start doing something’; Bzyp dps'a-ga-ra ‘to venture, to undertake, to start doing something; to decide,
to resolve’ (- *ga ‘to bring, to carry’).
42. Proto-Indo-European *hep''-elo- [*hap'^elo-] ‘strength, power’ (*h = *34): Greek (Hesych.) (’dneXoi;
‘strength’ >) dv-coteXdoaq- dvapptuoOeCc ‘weak-ness’; Old Icelandic ajl ‘strength, power, might’, ejla
‘to strengthen’, ejling ‘growth, increase in strength and wealth'; Faroese a/v, ahi ‘strength, power’;
Norwegian (dial.) av! ‘physical strength’; Swedish avel ‘strength’; Old English afol ‘power, might’;
Old Saxon abal ‘power’.
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Northwest Caucasian; Conunon Abkhaz *dps'3 ‘big, strong, powerful’: South Abkhaz abax°-apS' ‘the
strong rock’, azaar(*a)-apS' ‘terrible anger’,
a-k ’aamet-aps' ‘horror, doomsday’, agaj(*a)api' ‘bally idiot’, adaw(*3)-aps' ‘monstrous giant’, a-mat-aps' ‘a very venomous snake’;
PCos.T.ATYap&'Mzq'abard-api'lq'abard-api' ‘the Great Kabarda'.
43. Proto-Indo-European (extended form) *hep''-s- [*hap''-s-]/*hop'^s- (vb.) ‘to cut, to split’; (n.) ‘that
which cuts, splits’ (> ‘sword’ in Tocharian B); ‘cut, split’ (> ‘harm, injury; damage’ in Avestan) (*h =
*34): Tocharian B apsal ‘sword’; Avestan afia-, afiman- ‘harm, injury; damage’.
Notes:
1. The following forms have also been compared with the above; Lithuanian opa ‘wound, sore’,
2.

opus, opus ‘sensitive, susceptible to pain’; Sanskrit apvd ‘name of a disease’.
According to Eric P. Hamp (1965a), the laryngeal *^4 is preserved initially in Albanian. If this is
indeed the case, as Hamp claims, then Albanian hap ‘to open’ may be a derivative of the
unextended Proto-Indo-European verb *hep'^ [*hap‘^'\l*hop'^ (vb.) ‘to cut, to split’, though this is
not the etymology suggested by Hamp (1965a: 125).

Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *apsa\ Bzyp apsa ‘bayonet, spear, lance’, (possessive) s- apsa
‘my bayonet’; Abzhywa dpsa ‘bayonet, spear, lance’; Abaza/Tapanta h^-aps ‘bayonet’. Note: The
following alternative forms are also recorded: Bzyp abs\ Abzhywa absd.
44. Proto-Indo-European *hew- [*haw-\ ‘and, but, also’ {*h ■ 'j^): Gothic auk ‘but, also'; Old English
eac ‘and, also’; Latin aul ‘either...or', au-tem ‘but, on the other hand, indeed’; Oscan aui ‘but, or’;
Greek au ‘again, on the contrary’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *hawa ‘but’: Kabardian hawa ‘but’.
45. Proto-Indo-European *hey- [*hay-] ‘to give, to divide, to distribute’ {*h = •?.#): Hittite (3rd pres, sg.)
pa-a-i ‘to give’ (< *pe-+ai-y, Tocharian A (inf.) essi, B (inf.) aitsi ‘to give’; Greek (poet.) aivunai ‘to
take’. Proto-Indo-European *hey-t'‘o- [*hay-l''o-], *hey-l‘‘i~ [*hay-t''i-'\ ‘part, portion, share’ {*h = •?<);
Avestan aeta- ‘the appropriate part’; Greek aloa (< ‘’‘aina) ‘a share in a thing; one’s lot, destiny; the
decree, dispensation of a god’; Oscan (gen. sg.) aeteis ‘part’.
Northwest Caucasian; Common Abkhaz *aj-g()-jd: Bzyp dj-g-ja-ra ‘to share, to be stingy’;
Abaza/Tapanta aj-g'-ja-ra ‘to share, to be stingy’.
46. Proto-Indo-European *hey-k‘''^o- [*hay-k'"*-o-\ ‘equal’ (•/» “ *34) (only in Latin): Latin aequus ‘equal
in itself, even, plain, level, flat’, aeque (adv.) ‘equally, in like manner, just as, in an equal degree, to
the same extent’, aequo ‘to make equal, to equalize’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *aJ-pS3 (< *aj- ‘together’, *pi3 ‘to look’): South Abkhaz ajps
‘like, as, similar’; Ashkharywa aJpS-ns ‘like, as, similar’.
47. Proto-Indo-European *heyos- [*hayos-] ‘metal’ i*h = *$4): Sanskrit d)>as- ‘metal, iron’; Latin aes
‘crude, base metal, especially copper’, aineus ‘made of brass, copper, or bronze’; Gothic aiz ‘brass,
money, metal coin’; Old Icelandic eir ‘brass, copper’; Old English dr ‘brass, copper’; Old Saxon er
‘ore’; Dutch oer ‘bog-ore’, erts ‘ore’; Old High German er ‘ore, copper’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *ajxd: South Abkhaz ajxd ‘iron; axe; bit (of a horse)’;
Abaza/Tapanta aJxd ‘iron; metal’; Ashkharywa djxa ‘iron’. Note also: South Abkhaz ajg°3s‘‘ ‘small
axe’; Abaza/Tapanta g^aS" ‘small axe’, k'°aya ‘small axe’; Bzyp ajk’"dY(a) ‘small axe’; Abzhywa
ajk'°dYa ‘small axe'.
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48. Proto-Indo-European *hhemH- [*^omH-] ‘to cut, to mow’ (*hh = *32): Hittite hamesha- ‘spring
(season)’; Greek djida) ‘to cut, to mow, to reap’, aprjroi; ’reaping, harvesting; harvest, harvest-time’;
Old English mawan ‘to mow’Old Frisian mea ‘to mow’; Old High German maen ‘to mow, to cut, to
reap’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *ham(a) ‘threshing-floor’: B^edux flama ‘threshing-floor’;
Kabardian fiam ‘threshing-floor’.
49. Proto-Indo-European *hhwe?-y-/*Mrwo?-y- ‘(vb.) to blow; (n.) wind’ {*hh = *^2', *? “ *?i)' Sanskrit
vhi ‘to blow (of wind)’, vala-h ‘wind, wind-god’, vaytif- “wind, wind-god’; Gothic *waian ‘to blow
(of wind)’, winds ‘wind’; Old English wdwan ’to blow (of wind)’; Old High German waen ‘to blow (of
wind)’; Lithuanian vijas ‘wind’, veiro ‘storm, stormy weather’; Old Church Slavic v^p, vijaii ‘to
blow’, vein ‘storm’; Russian ve/VJt'(aesTb] ‘to winnow, to blow’, veler [aerep] ‘wind’; Hittite huwant■wind'; Greek d(f)iioi ‘to blow (of wind)’: Latin venltis ‘wind’; Welsh gwynt ‘wind’; Tocharian A
want ~ wdnl, B yente ‘wind’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *waya ‘bad weather’: Biedux waya ‘bad weather (snow, rain,
storm, cold)’; Kabardian waya ‘bad weather (snow, rain, storm, cold)’. Circassian loans in: Abzhywa
a-wdja ‘bad weather, storm’; Abaza/Tapanta wdja ‘bad weather, storm’. Note: This appears to be a
later borrowing.

50. Proto-Indo-European *k’'amero- (> Greek *kamaro-: Balto-Slavic *keniero-) ‘name of a (poisonous)
plant’: Greek Kdpapo; 'larkspur (Del-phinium)\ K(5ip(p)apov ‘aconite’: Old High German hemera (<
*xamird) ‘hellebore’; Lithuanian kimeras ‘hemp agrimony, burr marigold’; Russian Church Slavic
Cemerb ‘hellebore’; Russian Cemerica ['leuepHua] ‘hellebore’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *kdinp',va: South Abkhaz u-kamp'ar ‘a kind of umbellate
plant with white flosculc’.
Note: Probably borrowed by both Proto-Indo-European and Northwest Caucasian from an unknown
source.
51. Proto-Indo-European *A*<7/*- ‘rag. tatter’ (only in Germanic): Old High German hadara ‘patch, rag’;
Middle High German hader, also hade!, ‘rag, tatter’; Old Saxon hadilTn ‘rag, tatter’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *k'‘aT.xa ‘to tear to shreds (tr.)’: Temirgoy d'aixa-n ‘to tear to
shreds (tr.)’; Kabardian kdtxa ‘to tear to shreds (tr.)’.

52. Proto-Indo-European •**(?/*- ‘to fight’: Sanskrit sdtrv-ki ‘enemy, foe, rival'; Old Irish cath ‘battle’;
Welsh cad ‘war’; Old Icelandic (in compounds) hod- ‘war, slaughter’; Old English (in compounds)
headu- ‘war, battle’; Old High German (in compounds) hadu- ‘fight, battle'; Old Church Slavic kolora
‘battle’; Hittite kaiiii- ‘enmity, strife’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *k:at''a ‘sword’: Sapsegh A.d/*a “sword’; Kabardian gala
‘sword’.

53. Proto-Indo-European *k''ay-wp-i\ *k^ay-wp-i'' ‘cave, hollow’: Greek Kat65a<; ‘pit or underground
cavern’. Kaierb^ “fissure produced by an earthquake’: Sanskrit kevata-h ‘cave, hollow’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *k‘'aya or *k'‘ay9 ‘tub’: Bledux c‘‘'aya ‘tub’; Kabardian ko}’
‘tub’.
54. Proto-Indo-European ’AV/IAM- {*k''aAk‘'A-\ (> *A*aA*.4-) ‘branch, twig’: Sanskrit sakha ‘branch’;
Armenian c*crr ‘twig’: Albanian theke ‘fringe’; Gothic hoha ‘plow’; Lithuanian saka ‘branch, bough,
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twig’; Russian soxa [coxa] ‘(wooden) plow’; Polish socha ‘two-pronged fork’; Serbo-Croatian sdha
‘forked stick’.
Notes:
1. This is probably a reduplicated stem:
2. The Slavic forms may be borrowings.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian
‘brushwood, twig’: B2edux (**> ‘brushwood, twig’;
Kabardian ka ‘brushwood, twig’. Common Abkhaz *kaka: South Abkhaz a-kdka ‘grown thick, bushed
out (of plants)’, -kdka-ja ‘thickly, simultaneously going up (of plants, hair)’. Note: There are
numerous derivatives in both Circassian and Abkhaz-Abaza. Only the forms closest to what is found in
Indo-European are given above.
55. Proto-Indo-European *k''em- ‘lacking horns, hornless’: Sanskrit sama-h ‘hornless’; Greek KEpd? ‘a
young deer’: Lithuanian (2em.) Smitlas ‘hornless’; Old Icelandic hind ‘a hind, a female deer’; Old
English hind'i hind, a female deer’; Old High German hinta ‘a hind, a female deer’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *k'‘am9 ‘to be insufficient, to lack’: Kabardian kam ‘to be
insufficient, to lack’, ma-kama-w ‘uninterruptedly’ {ma- = negative element’, -w * modal case).
56. Proto-Indo-European *k*em-/*k''om- ‘to cover, to conceal’: Sanskrit samulya-li (Vedic sdmula-ft) ‘thick
woolen shin’; Latin camlsia ‘linen shin or night-gown’ (Gaulish loan ?); Gothic -hamon in; anahamon, ga-hamon ‘to get dressed’, af-hamon ‘to get undressed’, ufar-hamon ‘to put on’; Old Icelandic
hamr ‘skin, slough; shape, form’, hams ‘snake’s slough, husk’; Old English hemep ‘shirt’, ham
‘undergarment’, -hama ‘covering’ (only in compounds), hemming ‘shoe of undressed leather’; Old
Frisian hemeihe ‘shirt’: Dutch hemd ‘shirt’: Old High German hemidi ‘shirt’, -hamo ‘covering’ (in
compounds).
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *gama: Bzyp a-xama ‘fur coat’; Abzhywa a-xama ‘fur coat’;
Abaza/Tapanta qama ‘fur coat’.
57. Proto-Indo-European •il:*ef-/*A:*or-/*AV- ‘to make a rasping sound, to be hoarse; to creak, to croak’:
Greek Kpdk^o) ‘to cry like a crow, to caw; (of a wagon) to creak, to groan’; l.atin crocio ‘to caw like a
crow’; Old English hrace, hracu ‘throat’; Middle Low German rake ‘throat’; Old High German rahho
(*hrahho) ‘jaws, mouth (of beast); throat, cavity of mouth’, rahhison ‘to clear one’s throat’;
Lithuanian krokiu, krdkti ‘to grunt’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz (reduplicated) *qar-qar: Bzyp 6-xarxar-ha ‘snore, snoring’.
58. Proto-Indo-European *A:*e<*-/*A*o/*- ‘enclosed area, covered area’: Old English header ‘restraint,
confinement’, headorian ‘to shut in, to restrain, to confine’; Old Church Slavic kolbcb ‘cage’; Old
Czech hot ‘booth, stall (market)’; Serbo-Croatian (dial.) kdl ‘sty for domestic animals, young animals’,
kdtac ‘cattle-shed, weir’; Slovenian kdiac ‘compartment of a stable, pig-sty, bird-cage'. Perhaps also
Avestan kata- ‘room, house’; Late Avestan kata- ‘storage room, cellar’; Khotan Saka kata- ‘covered
place, house’; Farsi Aot/‘house’; Sogdian kt'ky ‘house’; Pashto kalai ‘village’ (-i-<-t-), cat ‘roof.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *k'''at'a ‘sheep-shed’: Biedux d'''at''a ‘sheep-shed’; Kabardian
kat ‘sheep-shed’. Common Abkhaz *kaia: South Abkhaz a-kata ‘village’; Ashkharywa a-kat ‘village’;
Abaza/Tapanta kat ‘village’.
59. Proto-Indo-European *k''lH- ‘hut’ (only in Greek): Greek KoXiipti ‘a hut, cabin, cell; screen, cover’,
KoXidt (Ionic KoXifi) ‘a wooden dwelling, a hut’, KaXt6(; ‘a cabin, cof, KoXidi; ‘a hut’. Note: Some
scholars have suggested that the Greek forms cited above are to be derived from the same root found in
KoXwrro) ‘to cover with (a thing); to cover or conceal; to cover over’, while others reject this view.
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Nonhwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *k''(a)h ‘hut’: Temirgoy d'(a)h ‘hut’; Kabardian ksl ‘hut’.
Common Abkhaz *k'ala: Bzyp a-k'al ‘hut’; Ashkharywa k'ala ‘hut’; Abzhywa a-k'dia ‘hut’;
AbazayTapanta k'ala ‘hut’.
60. Proto-Indo-European
‘to work, to toil, to labor’: Sanskrit samyali ‘to toil at, to exert oneself; to
grow calm, to pacify’ (originally ‘to be tired’), (participle) san-ta-h ‘calmed, pacified, stilled’; Greek
Kdpvco ‘to work, to labor, to toil, to be weary’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *kamsd: South Abkhaz a-kamsa-rd ‘to work as a (farm)laborcr; to dance (awkwardly, clusily)’.
61. Proto-Indo-European
in *k''*el<wer- ‘four’, assuming semantic development as follows:
‘to cut into (equal) parts’ > *k'‘*et''-wer- ‘having equal sides’ > ‘square, four-sided’ > ‘four’ (cf.
Sanskrit catvard-m ‘square, cross-roads’, thematic extension of a neuter noun *cdtvar, which has not
been preserved: also Latin -quetrus in iriquelrus ‘three-cornered, triangular’ and quadra [with -drfrom -tr-] ‘a square’). Though this etymology is highly speculative, it is not impossible. Clearly, the
word for ‘four’ in the Proto-Indo-European ancestor of the non-Anatolian daughter languages is a
fairly late creation. The Anatolian languages have an entirely different word for the number ‘four’:
Hittite me(y)u- ‘four’; Hieroglyphic Luwian mawa- ‘four’; Cuneiform Luwian wa-a-u-wa- ‘four’;
Lycian *mu- in mupihm- ‘four-fold’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *q:'‘3t*‘a ‘to smash, to break, to chop’: B2edux q:’’3i''a ‘to
smash, to break, to chop’; Kabardian 9 "’a/o ‘to smash, to break, to chop'.
62. Proto-Indo-European *-k 'e particle of unknown meaning: Greek ye, ya enclitic particle, serving to call
attention to the word or words which it follows, by limiting or strengthening the sense: Gothic -k in
(acc. sg,) mik (< ^me^k'e) ‘me’, (acc. sg.)(< */*u+A’e) ‘you’; Hittite (acc. sg.) am-mu-uk ‘me’,
(acc. sg.) lu-uk ‘you’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *q'a directional postposition in, for example, *a-q'a: South
Abkhaz dq'a-ra ‘this much, about (of size, quantity)’, z-aq'd ‘how much (relative and interrogative)’;
Abaza/Tapanta d?a-ra ‘this much, about (of size, quantity)’. z-?a-rd(-ha) ‘how much (relative and
interrogative)’; Ashkharywa dq'a-ra ‘this much, about (of size, quantity)’.
63

Proto-Indo-European *k'eb*^ ‘bough, branch, stick’: Lithuanian zabas ‘(long) switch, dry branch’,
zabd ‘rod, switch, wand’; Old Icelandic ka/Ii ‘a piece cut off, kejli ‘a cylinder, stick, piece of wood’;
Middle Dutch cavele ‘stick, piece of wood used to throw lots’; Middle High German kahe! ‘lot’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *q"aba\ Abaza/Tapanta

9’'060

‘plow-share’.

64. Proto-Indo-European *k'el-l*k’ol-/*k’l- ‘to cleave, to split’ (extended form: **’/-eM'-i*-/**7-ow-6*/*k'l-u-b'’- ‘to cleave, to split’): Proto-Germanic *kleubanan ‘to cleave, to split’ > Old Icelandic kliufa
‘to cleave, to split’; Old English cleofan ‘to cleave, to split’; Old High German klioban ‘to cleave, to
split’. Proto-Germanic *kluddn ‘cleft, rift’ > Old Icelandic kiq/i ‘cleft, rift’; Old Frisian klova ‘chasm’;
Old High German klobo ‘snare, trap'. Greek yXwpto ‘to carve, to cut out with a knife; to engrave’; Latin
gluhd ‘to remove bark from a tree, to peel away bark'.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *k'ala: Abzhywa a-k'di-ra ‘to cleave, to split squared timber
for making shingle’.
65. Proto-Indo-European *k'el-/*k'ol-l*k'f- ‘hole, hollow’ (unattested): (extended forms) *k'leb'^l*k'lob'’/*k'lb''-'. *k'hnib''- (in Slavic) ‘hole, hollow’ (> ‘deep’ in Slavic): Greek yXdtpo) ‘to scrape up, to dig
up. to hollow’. yXd^u ‘a hollow, hole, cavern’, yXa<pvtp6; ‘hollow, hollowed’; Old Church Slavic
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glgbok'b ‘deep'; Slovenian globdk ‘deep’, globili ‘to excavate’, globsti ‘to excavate, to carve’;
Bulgarian glob ‘eye socket’; Russian glubdkij [rjiySoxHfl] ‘deep’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *k'dla-c’"3 (< *k'3la ‘hole’, *c'°3 ‘sharpened twig’): Bzyp ak'3lac’° ‘wooden hook for hanging clothes; plug, spigot in the middle of the yoke’; Abzhywa ak'lac’°a ‘wooden hook for hanging clothes; plug, spigot in the middle of the yoke’. Common Abkhaz
*k’3la-ha-ra: South Abkhaz a-k’alfia-ra/la-k'alaa-ra ‘chink, little hole’.
66. Proto-Indo-European *k’el-l*k'ol-l*k’l- ‘(to be) soft, tender, weak’: Old Icelandic kJdkkr ‘bending,
pliable, soft’, kiokkva ‘to soften’; Low German kiinker ‘weak’; Lithuanian glitnas ‘delicate, flabby,
sickly, puny, frail, weak, feeble’, glfztu, gleziaS, glezti ‘to become weak, flabby'.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *k'al&. South Abkhaz a-A’a/d ‘slender, elegant, graceful’.
67. Proto-Indo-European (extended form) *k'em-b'^l*k'om-b‘^l*k'ip-b'^ ‘to chew (up), to bite, to crush’,
*k'om-b''o-s ‘tooth, spike, nail’: Sanskrit jdmbhaiejdbhale ‘to chew up, to crush, to destroy', Jdmbhah 'ioo\\\',jdmbhya-h ‘incisor, grinder’; Greek y6ji«pO(; ‘bolt, pin’, yoptpio^ ‘a grinder-tooth’; Albanian
dhimb ‘tooth’; Old Icelandic kambr ‘comb’; Old English camb ‘comb’, cemban ‘to comb’; Old Saxon
kamh ‘comb’; Old High German kamb, champ ‘comb’; Lithuanian iambas ‘pointed object’; Old
Church Slavic zfibh ‘tooth’; Russian :ub [3y6] ‘tooth’; Tocharian A kam, B kerne ‘tooth’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz (reduplicated) *q'3m-q'sm3\ B^p q'3m-q'3m-wa ‘(to eat)
greedily, being very hungry’.
68. Proto-Indo-European (*k‘en-l*k'on-f)*k'n- ‘knot, knob’: Old Icelandic knappr ‘knob’, knutr ‘knot’;
Old English cnop ‘knob’, cnotla ‘knot’; Middle Low German knotte ‘knot, knob’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *k'ana: Kabardian k'dna ‘piece, lump’. Common Abkhaz
*k'ak'dn3\ South Abkhaz a-k'ak'dn ‘walnut’; Ashkharywa k'ak'dn ‘walnut’; Abaza/l'apanta k'ak'an
‘nut’.
69. Proto-Indo-European (*k'en-/*k'on-f)*k'n- ‘knuckle-bone’: Old Icelandic knuta ‘knuckle-bone. Jointbone, head of a bone', knui ‘a knuckle’; Middle English cnokil ‘knuckle’; Middle Low German knoke
‘bone’.
Proto-Indo-European *k’en-u-, *k‘n-ew- ‘knee, joint, angle’: Hittite ge-e-nu ‘knee’; Sanskrit janu
‘knee’: Latin genii ‘knee, knot, joint’; Greek ydvw ‘knee, joint’; Gothic kniu ‘knee’; Old Icelandic kne
‘knee’; Old English cneow ‘knee’; Old Saxon knio ‘knee’; Old High German kneo ‘knee’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *k'an3 ‘knuckle-bone (used in bone game)’: B2edux d’'an3
‘knuckle-bone (used in bone game)’; Kabardian k’an ‘knuckle-bone (used in bone game)’.
70. Proto-Indo-European {*k'en-l*k'on-f)*k'n- ‘to bend, twist, turn, or tie together’: Greek yvdpjtTcti ‘to
bend’, yva|ijrr6q ‘bent, curved’; Old Icelandic kneikja ‘to bend backwards with force’, knytja ‘to knit
or tie together’, knyta ‘to knit, to fasten by a knot, to bind, to tie’; Swedish kneka ‘to be bent’; Old
English cnylian ‘to tie with a knot’, cnyttels ‘string, sinew’; Middle Low German knuiten ‘to tie’; New
High German knicken ‘to crease, to bend, to fold, to crack, to break, to split, to snap, to burst’, knuiten
(dial.) ‘to knit’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *k"ani'/dd: South Abkhaz a-k”ani'a-rdld-k"anda-ra ‘to
swing, to rock, to bend’; Abaza/Tapanta A'W<j ‘elastic, resilient’, k’'ant'a-ra ‘to bend’.
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71. Proto-Indo-European (extended form) *k'en-k'-l*k’on-k’-/*k’^-k'- ‘growth, excrescence’: Greek
yoyypd)vn 'an excrescence on the neck’, Ydyypoi; ‘an excrescence on trees’, YoyyuAxr^ ‘round’;
Lithuanian giinga ‘hunch. lump’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *k'an-(c'9)c'ara: Bzyp a-k'ani'ai'ar ‘warf; Abzhywa ak'anc’ac’ara, a-k'anc'ac'ara ‘wart’; Abaza/Tapanta c’anA’Vti ‘wart’; Ashkharywa A:’'a«c’ar<7 ‘wart’.
72. Proto-Indo-European *k’er-l*k'or-/*k'r- ‘to cry out, to call, to screech’: Sanskrit jarate ‘to call out to,
to address, to invoke; to crackle (fire)’; Crimean Gothic criten ‘to cry’; Old Icelandic krutr ‘murmur’,
krytja ‘to murmur, to grumple’, krytr ‘noise, murmur’; Old English ceorran ‘to creak’, ceorian ‘to
murmur, to grumble’, ceorcian ‘to complain’, cracian ‘to resound’, cracettan ‘to croak’, crawian ‘to
crow’; Old Saxon *kraian 'to crow’; Old High German craen, krahen, chraen, khraen ‘to crow’; Old
Chruch Slavic graj^, grajati ‘to crow, to caw’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *k'3(r)ga ‘to squeak, to creak’: B2edux c"3rga ‘to squeak, to
creak’; Kabardian k'ag ‘to squeak, to creak’. Common Abkhaz (reduplicated) *k'ar-k'ar9: South
Abkhaz a-k'ark'ar-ra ‘to cackle’. Note: The Indo-European forms may also be compared with
Common Abkhaz *q ara ‘to croak, to caw’ (see below).
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *q’ara: South Abkhaz a-q'ar-ra ‘to croak, to caw’,
(reduplicated) a-q'ar-q‘ar-ha description of loud laughter; Bzyp a-q'ra ‘a kind of bird’. Note: The
Indo-European forms may also be compared with Proto-Circassian *k'a(r)ga ‘to squeak, to creak’ and
Common Abkhaz (reduplicated) *k 'ar-k 'ara ‘to cackle’ (see above).
73. Proto-Indo-European *k 'er(H)-l*k 'or{H)-l*k 'r(M)'
decay, to wear out, to wither, to waste away, to
become old’: Sanskrit jarati ‘to grow old. to become decrepit, to decay, to wear out, to wither, to be
consumed, to break up, to perish’, jura-h 'becoming old. wearing out, wasting’, jaranu-h ‘old,
decayed', jimd-tt 'old. worn out. withered, wasted, decayed’, jurtjd-h ‘decayed, old’, jurat- ‘old,
ancient, infirm, decayed, dry (as herbs), no longer frequented (as temples) or in use’, yard ‘old age’;
Armenian cer ‘old’; Greek YCpcud; ‘old’, y^ptov ‘(n.) an old man; (adj.) old’, yflpag ‘old age’; Old
Icelandic karl ‘man, old man’; Old English carl ‘man’ (Norse loan), ceor! ‘free man of the lowest
class; free man; common man; husband: man, hero'; Old High German karl ‘man, husband’; Old
Church Slavic zreti ‘to ripen, to mature’, zril-b ‘ripe’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *q'arh'’djal*q'arfi°a-p: South Abkhaz a-q'arJ'’dpa-q'aij‘’dS
‘very old. decrepit’.
74. Proto-Indo-European (extended form) *k'r-um-b'^. *k'r-u-b'^ ‘coarse, thick, big’: Lithuanian gnibus
‘uneven, rough’; Russian gnibyj [rpySbifl] ‘rough, coarse’: Czech hruby ‘big, coarse, rough’; Slovak
hrtiby ‘thick, big. coarse’: Polish gruby ‘thick, big. coarse’. Note also: Sanskrit grathnami, granthayati
‘to fasten, to tie or string together', grathna-h ‘bunch, tuft’, granihl-h ‘a knot, tie, knot of a cord; bunch
or protuberance’; Latin grfimiis ‘a little heap, hillock (of earth)’; Old Irish grinne ‘bundle’; Old
Icelandic kring ‘round’; etc. Note: According to Pokomy (1959: 385—390), all of the above forms arc
ultimately derived from Proto-Indo-European *k'er-/*k'or-/*kY- (traditional *ger-/*gor-l*gi--) ‘to
twist, to turn’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *k ''ara ‘thick, dense (of wool, beard, etc.), long (of hair), high
(of grass)’: Bzedux c''ara ‘thick, dense (of wool, beard, etc.), long (of hair), high (of grass)’;
Kabardian A:’£>r ‘thick, dense (of wool, beard, etc.), long (ofhair), high (of grass)’.
75. Proto-Indo-European *k'''e<f^l*k’'"od''- ‘to strike, to beat, to smash’: Middle High German quetzen,
quetschan ‘to bruise, to mash, to crush': Middle Low German qiielsen, quessen, quellen ‘to crush, to
squeeze’; Dutch kwetsen ‘to injure, to wound’; Swedish kvadda ‘to smash to pieces’.
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Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *k"‘ad(a) ‘to disappear, to get lost, to perish’: Biedux k'^ada
‘to disappear, to get lost, to perish’; Kabardian A’W ‘to disappear, to get lost, to perish’.
76. Proto-Indo-European *k’''ehb'^
(> *k'‘''db'^l*k"^obk.) ‘to dip (in water), to
submerge’ {*h = *34): Greek porttco ‘to dip in water; to dye’, pacpf) ‘dipping of red-hot iron into water;
to dip in dye’; Old Icelandic kefja “to dip, to put under water’, kvejja ‘to submerge, to swamp’, kafa ‘to
quench, to choke, to drown’, kvafna ‘to be suffocated, choked (in water, stream)’; Middle High
German er~queben ‘to suffocate’.
Northwest Caucasian; Common Abkhaz *k’‘’abd\ South Abkhaz d-k'^aba-ra ‘to wash, to bathe’;
Abaza/Tapanta k '"aba-rd ‘to wash, to bathe’.
77. Proto-Indo-European (extended form) *k’'‘ehh -d'^

(> •A’’‘5c(V*A:’"(5t/*-) ‘to

push or press in, to tread (under foot)’ (‘fe/i = *3^): Sanskrit gahaie ‘to dive into, to bathe in, to plunge
into; to penetrate, to enter deeply into’, gadha-h ‘pressed together, close, fost, strong, thick, firm’;
Prakrit gahadi ‘to dive into, to seek’; Punjabi gahnd ‘to tread out, to tread under foot, to travel about’;
Hindi gdhna ‘to tread out, to caulk’; Serbo-Croatian gdzili ‘to wade, to tread’, gaz ‘ford’.
Northwest Caucasian; Common Abkhaz *k"'aha: South Abkhaz d-k'^aha-ra, a-k'^aha-rd “to knead
(dough, clay, mud, etc.); to trample, to stamp’; Abaza/ Tapanta k"^a-ra ‘to knead (dough, clay, mud,
etc.); to trample, to stamp’.
78. Proto-Indo-European *k''eru' ‘spear, spit’ (< ‘round object’): Latin veru ‘spit (for roasting)’; Umbrian
(acc. pi.) berva ‘(roasting-)spit’; Avestan grava- ‘staff; Old Irish bir, biur ‘spear, spit’; Welsh her
‘spear, lance, shaft, spit’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz •A’Va; Bzyp (indef. sg.) k'^ara-k' ‘wheel’, a-k'°ar£''ai', ak’'’ar-i"ai' ‘small cart, wagon; small wheel’, a-k'°ra ‘roundish’; South Abkhaz d-k'^ar-ra ‘to roll (of
something small), to slide’; Abaza/Tapanta r-k’^ar-ra ‘to pull, to drag’, qa-6’-k"’ra ‘bald-headed’ (<
qa-d’a ‘skin of the head’ + *k'"ra ‘round’).
79. Proto-Indo-European *k'''es~ ‘to extinguish’; Lithuanian gesli/, gisli ‘to go out, to die out, to become
dim’; Old Church Slavic u-gasiti ‘to put out’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *k"’asa ‘to go out (as fire, light); to escape, to run away, to
desert, to elope’: Biedux k'^dsa ‘to go out (as fire, light)’; Kabardian k’°asa ‘to escape, to run away, to
desert, to elope’. Common Abkhaz *k’"dSa: South Abkhaz a-k'°dS mca ‘fire {med) made of hardened
wood’, a-k'^di-xa-ra ‘to harden, to be petrified (of wood); to be reduced to ashes; to be annihilated’.
80. Proto-Indo-European *k''et'^l*k''“ot^ ‘to say, to speak, to call: Armenian kodem (< *k'''ot'^y-) ‘to call,
to invite, to invoke, to name’, ko6 ‘call, invitation’; Gothic qil}an ‘to say’; Old Icelandic kveda ‘to say’;
Old English cwel)an ‘to say, to speak’; Old Frisian quetha ‘to speak’; Old Saxon quedan ‘to speak’;
Old High German quedan ‘to speak’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *q”‘at''a ‘to tell, to report; to announce, to make known’:
B2edux ?"dt''a ‘to tell, to report’; Kabardian ?'‘dta ‘to announce, to make known’.
81. Proto-Indo-European *k'''et<u- ‘glutinous secretion, viscous discharge: gum, resin, sap' (< *k'"'et'^
l*k'''ot'‘- ‘to ooze [out], to seep [out]’): Sanskrit jdtu- ‘lac, gum’; Latin bitumen ‘pitch, asphalt’
(borrowed from either Sabellian or Celtic); Middle Irish beiihe ‘birch-tree’ (borrowed from Brittonic
Celtic); Old Icelandic kvdda ‘resin’; Faroese kvdda ‘viscous fluid from a cow’s teat'; Old Danish
kvade ‘birch sap’; Norwegian kvaade, kvae ‘resin; watery fluid from a pregnant cow’s udder’, (dial.)
kveede ‘birch sap’; Old English ewidu, eweodo, cwudu ‘resin, gum; cud, mastic’; Old High German
quid, kuti ‘glue’. Note: In view of Faroese kvdda ‘viscous fluid from a cow’s teat’ and Norwegian
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kvaade, kvae ‘resin; watery fluid from a pregnant cow’s udder’, Armenian kat‘'n ‘milk’ (dialectal
variants include; SuC'ava gal''3\ Tbilisi Alar's; Labarat, Goris. Samaxi
Lori hath-, Agulis kaxc'",
Havarik kcas\ AreS kaxs\ Melri kaxd'-, KarCewan kaxd') may belong here as well. If so, then the
traditional comparison of the Armenian form with Greek ydXa ‘milk’, Latin lac ‘milk’, etc. (cf.
Martirosyan 2008:294—296) is to be abandoned.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *k"‘3i''(a) ‘to pour out, to pour into’: Bledux ya-A’“a/Yo.) ‘to
pour out, to pour into’; Kabardian>’a-A’‘’a/ (a) ‘to pour out, to pour into’ (ya = ‘hollow space’).
82. Proto-Indo-European *k'‘fH-u- ‘heavy, weighty; great, large, extended, long; grievous, serious;
important, elevated’; Sanskrit guru-fi ‘heavy, weighty; great, large, extended, long; high in degree,
vehement, violent, excessive, deep, much; difficult, hard; grievous; important, serious, momentous;
valuable, highly prized; dear, beloved; haughty, proud; venerable, respectable; best, excellent’; Latin
gravis ‘heavy, weighty, burdensome; important, elevated, dignified; grievous, painful, hard, harsh,
severe, unpleasant’; Greek popvx; ‘heavy, weighty; impressive; difficult, wearisome, troublesome,
oppressive’; Tocharian A krdmarts, B kramarise ‘heavy’, B kramdr ‘weight, heaviness’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *k"’3rac"a: South Abkhaz •k'"9r3c'’-ja (adv.) ‘notably grown
(up), having become taller: upright, erect'; Bzyp (Akhutsa) a-panc'a k'%c°II (Zwandrypsh) k"‘(a)r36'‘
‘tumed-up nose’.
83. Proto-Indo-European *le?-u-s (gen. sg. *le?-wo-s) ‘stone’ (*?“ *?j); Greek Xaa(;, Xai;(< '•Xflfo^) (gen.
sg. XQoi;) ‘a stone, especially a stone thrown by warriors’, Xsiio) ‘to stone’, (Mycenaean) ra-e-Ja
‘stone’; Old Irish lie (< *l7wank-) ‘stone’; Albanian lere ‘heap of stones’. Note; This is a contested
etymology. This makes it difficult to reconstruct the Proto-Indo-European form with absolute certainty.
Cf Matasovid 2009:242 and Pokomy 1959:683.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *lawa: South Abkhaz d-law ‘mill-stone’ (indef sg. lawa-ky,
Ashkharywa a-ja-bw ‘watermill'; Feria d-law ‘mill-stone’: Abaza/Tapanta bw ‘handmilT.
84. Proto-Indo-European *leh- [*lah-] (> *la-) ‘to bark’ (*h = •^<): Albanian leh ‘to bark’; Lithuanian
loju, loti ‘to bark’; Old Church Slavic lajg, lajaii ‘to bark'; Russian Idjat' [naarb] ‘to bark’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *la\
Abaza/ Tapanta la ‘dog’: Ashkharywa la ‘dog’.

South Abkhaz d-la-i-ra ‘to bark’, d-la ‘dog’;

85. Proto-Indo-European *lehh- [*lahh-] (extended form *l^h-w/u- [*la^w/u-]) ‘to pour, to pour out
(liquids)’ (‘M “ *32): TIittite lah- in: (nom. sg.) la-ah-ni-ii ‘flask, flagon, frequently of metal (silver,
gold, copper)’ (acc. pi. la-ha-an-ni-iiS), (1st sg. pret.) la-a-hu-un ‘to pour, to pour out (liquids)’, (2nd
sg. imptv.) la-a-ah ‘pour!’; Iah(h)ii- in: (3rd sg. pres.) Ia(-a)-hu(-u)-wa(-a)i, la-hu-uz-zi, la-a-hu-u-waa-iz[-zi] ‘to pour (liquids, fluids: containers of these): to cast (objects from metal); to flow fast, to
stream, to flood (intr.)’, (reduplicated ptc.) la-al-hu-ii-wa-an-ii-ii ‘poured’, (reduplicated 3rd sg. pres.)
li-la-hu-i, !e-el-hu-wa-i, li-il-hii-wa-i ‘to pour’, (reduplicated acc. sg.) le-el-hu-u-un-da-in ‘a vessel’;
Luwian (1st sg. pret.) la-hii-ni-i-ha ‘to pour’ (?); Greek kqvdi; (Doric Xav6i;) ‘anything shaped like a
tub or a trough: a wine-vat, a trough (for watering cattle), a watering place’ (< *la-no-s < *le^h-no-s
[*laMt-no-s]).
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian */,aka ‘rivulet’: Sapsegh /.aha ‘rivulet’.
86. Proto-Indo-European *lehh"(> *ldw-), i*lahh''- >) *liihh'- (> */«-) ‘to hit, to strike, to beat’
{*hh" = *32")'. Sanskrit Ifi- (3rd sg. pres. act. lunali, [Vedic] lunoti) ‘to cut, to sever, to divide, to pluck,
to reap, to gather; to cut off, to destroy, to annihilate'. Idsa-h ‘act of cutting, reaping (of grain),
mowing, plucking, or gathering', Idva-h ‘cutting, cutting off, plucking, reaping, gathering; cutting to
pieces, destroying, killing', lavi-h ‘cutting, sharp, edge (as a tool or instrument); an iron instrument for
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cutting or clearing’, luna-h ‘cut, cut off, severed, lopped, clipped, reaped, plucked; nibbled off,
knocked out; stung; pierced, wounded; destroyed, annihilated’, Ivnaka-h ‘a cut, wound, anything cut or
broken; sort, species, difference’, lavUra-m ‘sickle’; Old Icelandic Ijdsta (< *lew-s-) ‘to strike, to
smite; to strike, to hit (with a spear or arrow)’, Ijdstr ‘salmon spear’, lost ‘blow, stroke’, lyja ‘to beat,
to hammer; to forge iron; to wear out, to exhaust; (reflexive) to be worn, exhausted’, lui ‘weariness’,
luinn ‘worn, bruised; worn out, exhausted’; Norwegian (dial.) lua ‘to unwind’; Old Irish loss ‘the point
or end of anything, tail’; Welsh Host ‘spear, lance, javelin, tail’ (< *lusta).
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *lah°d: South Abkhaz a-lafi‘’a-rd ‘to thresh (grains)’; Bzyp aiah‘’(a)r3 ‘mortar for threshing grains’; Abaza/Tapanta lah^a-rd ‘to pound, to husk (grains)’, d'-lah°ara ‘mortar for threshing grains’ {’d'a ‘wheat’); Abzhywa a-lah^a-rd ‘mortar for threshing grains’.
87. Proto-Indo-European *mak'- ‘great, strong, mighty, powerful’: Latin magnvs (< *mak'(i)no-) ‘large,
great, tall; outstanding, powerful, mighty’, (adv.) magis ‘more, to a greater extent, rather’; Albanian
madh (< •mak'(H)-yo-) ‘big, large, tali’; Old Irish maige (< Proto-Celtic *mag-yo-) ‘great’, (poetic)
mdl (< Proto-Celtic *mag-lo-) ‘noble, prince’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *maq'd: South Abkhaz a-maq'd, d-maq '-a ‘strong, powerful,
big, great’, maq'a ‘old (ofanimals)’; Abaza/ Tapanta maq'a ‘strong, powerful, big, great’.
88. Proto-Indo-European *mat'^ ‘club, hoe’: Sanskrit matyd-b ‘harrow, roller; club’; Latin mateola (<
*matea ‘hoe’) ‘wooden hammer’; Old High German medela ‘plow’; Old Church Slavic motyka ‘hoe’;
Russian motyga [MOTura] ‘hoe, mattock’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *mald: South Abkhaz d-mala ‘piece, strip of field to be
plowed or hoed’.
89. Proto-Indo-European *mai’- ‘to be wet, moist’: Greek pa8a(o ‘to be moist’; Latin madeo ‘to be wet’;
Sanskrit mdda-b ‘any exhilarating or intoxicating drink; hilarity, rapture, excitement, inspiration,
intoxication; ardent passion for, sexual desire or enjoyment, wantonness, lust, ruttishness, rut
(especially of an elephant); pride, arrogance, presumption, conceit of or about; semen’, mddati ‘to be
glad, to rejoice, to get drunk’, mddya-h ‘(adj.) intoxicating, exhilarating, gladdening, lovely; (n.) any
intoxicating drink, vinous or spiritous liquor, wine. Soma’; Avestan mada- ‘intoxicating drink’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *mai'aja'. Bzyp d-mai'aj ‘drizzle; nectar’, mat'ajk'a ‘melted
wax’, metaphorically ‘state of a man under the influence of the evil eye’.
90. Proto-Indo-European *me negative/prohibitive particle: ‘no, not’: Sanskrit md prohibitive particle:
‘not, that not’; Armenian mi prohibitive panicle: ‘do not!’; Greek pf| ‘not’; Tocharian A/B md ‘not, no’
(simple negation and prohibition); Albanian mos (< *mi+k''*e} prohibitive particle: ‘do not!’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *ma- negative prefix: BZedux ma- negative prefix; Kabardian
ma- negative prefix. Common Abkhaz *m(a)- ~ *m(a)- negative prefix, in, for example, (reduplicated)
*ma(-wa)-ma-wa ‘no’ (< *ma negation + *-wa adverbial suffix): South Abkhaz mamdw, mawmdw
‘no’; Abaza/Tapanta mamdw, mmaw ‘no’.
91. Proto-Indo-European *me?-l*mo?- (> *me-l*mo-y, extended forms: *me?-is-f*mo?-is- (> *meisl*mois-); *me?-r-l*mo?-r- (> *mer-/*m5r-) ‘great(er), large(r); more’ (*? - ‘a^): Gothic maiza
‘greater, larger’; Old Icelandic meiri ‘more’; Old English mdra ‘greater, more’; Old High German
mero ‘more’; Old Irish mar, mor ‘great’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *ma-za i*ma ‘to have’ ?): South Abkhaz a-mdza-ra ‘wealth,
big amount of (valuable) possessions’; Ashkharywa (Apsua) maza-rd ‘wealth, big amount of
(valuable) possessions’.
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92. Proto-Indo-European *meh- [*mah-y*moh- (> *ma-l*m6-) ‘to beckon, to wave the hand' (*h = *34):
Lithuanian moju, moti ‘to wave the hand’: Old Russian majati ‘to beckon’; Czech mavati ‘to wave’;
Serbo-Croatian majati ‘to beckon’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *ma ‘hand’ in (this is but a sampling): Common Abkhaz ’wop'°a: South Abkhaz a-nap'i ‘hand’; Ashywa mp'"9 ‘hand’; Abaza/Tapanta nap's ‘hand’. Common
Abkhaz *ma-ld: South Abkhaz d-mta ‘handle’, (indef. sg.) matd-k' ‘handle’. Common Abkhaz *mai’d\ Bzyp a-mac'd ‘palm, span’; Abzhywa d-mad'a ‘palm, span’. Common Abkhaz *ma-x‘'d: South
Abkhaz a-ma-x°d-r ‘arm’; Ashywa max°d ‘arm’. Common Abkhaz *ma~lia\ South Abkhaz d-maa
‘handle’: Abaza/Tapanta mfta ‘handle’.
93. Proto-Indo-European *mel- ‘wool, woolen garment’: Greek paXX6(; ‘a lock of wool, wool’ (< *ml-nd-s
?); perhaps also Lithuanian milas ‘rough (home-made) woolen cloth’ (< *m/-flo-s).
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *mah ‘sheep’: Biedux mah ‘sheep’: Kabardian mal ‘sheep’.
94. Proto-Indo-European *mel-l*mol-/*mj- ‘(vb.) to be confused, mistaken, wrong; (n.) wrong, falsehood;
(adj.) wrong, false’: Armenian me/ ‘sin, transgression’, mo/im ‘to become mad', molohm ‘to err, to be
confused, to be mistaken; to be mad’, molar ‘erring, deceiving’, moli ‘mad, furious’; Middle Irish mell
‘fault, sin’, mellaim ‘to deceive’, maile ‘evil’; Old English ameallian ‘to become insipid’; West Frisian
mdl ‘foolish, mad'; Middle Low German mall ‘stupid, foolish'; Dutch mal ‘foolish, funny, cracked,
crazy, mad’; Lithuanian mSlas ‘lie, falsehood’; Latvian meli ‘lie, falsehood’; (?) Sanskrit malvd-h
‘thoughtless, foolish, unwise’; (?) Greek pgXeo^ 'idle, useless; unhappy, miserable'; (?) Latin malu.i
‘bad, wicked, mischievous, malicious; incapable, cowardly, weak’.
Northwest Caucasian; Common Abkhaz *mald: South Abkhaz a-mald, (Feria) d-niala-xa ‘for free;
uselessly’, d-ma/a ‘uselessly; alone, by oneself.
95. Proto-Indo-European *men-/*mon-/*m(i- ‘(vb.) to desire passionately, to yearn for; (n.) ardent desire,
passion, lust’: Tocharian B mafiu ‘desire’, A mnu ‘spirit, appreciation, desire’; Sanskrit man- (RV) ‘to
hope or wish for’ (also ‘to think’), mdnas- ‘spirit, passion' (also ‘mind, intellect, perception, sense’),
manusyii- (RV) ‘wishing, desiring’, mand (RV) ‘devotion, attachment, zeal, eagerness'. manT^iia(MBh) ‘desired, wished (for); desire, wish’, manyu- (RV) ‘high spirit or temper, ardor, zeal, passion’;
Greek licvaaivo ‘to desire earnestly or eagerly’, p6vo(; ‘spirit, passion', pfepova (perfect used as
present) ‘to desire or wish eagerly, to yearn for, to strive for’, pevoivl) ‘eager desire’, pevoivdw ‘to
desire eagerly’; Old Irish menn- ‘to desire’, menme ‘feeling, desire’ (also ‘mind, intelligence’); Old
Icelandic muna ‘to like, to long for’, mtmadr ‘delight’, mtmr ‘love’, munud or munud ‘pleasure, lust’;
Old English myne ‘desire, love, affection’ (also ‘memory’), mynie ‘desire’, mynelic ‘desirable’; Old
Frisian minne ‘love’; Old Saxon minnea, minnia ‘love’; Old High German minna ‘love’, minnon,
minnedn ‘to love’.
Proto-Indo-European *mami-s ‘man. begetter, progenitor’: Avesian manuS- ‘man, person’ in ManusiiOra-: Sanskrit mdnu-h ‘man, mankind, father of men’; Gothic manna ‘man, person’; Old Icelandic
mannr ‘man, human being’; Old English mann ‘man, human being’; Old Frisian mann, monn ‘man’:
Old Saxon mann ‘man’; Old High German man(n) ‘man’: Old Church Slavic mgib ‘man’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *mana ‘penis’: B?.edux mana ‘penis’; Kabardian mdna ‘penis’.
96. Proto-Indo-European *merH-/*morH-/*mrH- ‘to sparkle, to glisten, to gleam': Hittite marra- or marri‘(sun)light'; Sanskrit mdrTci-lt, marTcT ‘ray of light (of the sun or moon): light; a particle of light’.
marlcin- ‘possessing rays, radiant; the sun’; Greek pappaipeu, pappopi^co ‘to flash, to sparkle, to
glisten, to gleam’; Gothic maurgins ‘morning’; Old Icelandic morginn ‘morning’; Old English morgen.
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myrgen ‘morning’; Old High German morgan ‘morning, tomorrow’; Belorussian mrity ‘to dawn, to
grow light’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *mard: Bzyp d-mra H d-mar(a) H
d-mara ‘sun’; Ashkharywa d-mara ‘sun’; Abaza/ Tapanta mard ‘sun’.

d-mora ‘sun’; Ahchypsy

97. Proto-Indo-European •met*- ‘to measure’ (> ‘to reap, to mow’): Latin meld ‘to reap, to mow; to gather,
to harvest’; Welsh medi ‘to mow, to harvest’, medel ‘a group (of reapers)’; Lithuanian metu, mesti ‘to
throw, to hurt, to fling’, melas ‘time’, matas ‘measure’; Old Church Slavic metg, mesli ‘to throw, to
sweep’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *maid: South Abkhaz d-mata ‘piece, strip of field to be
plowed or hoed’.
98. Proto-Indo-European *mo- demonstrative stem (only attested in relic forms in Brittonic Celtic): Welsh
yma (poetical yman) ‘here’; Breton ama, aman, -ma, -man ‘here’, (Vannetais) ama, amann, amenn
‘here’; Cornish>>/«<», omma, -ma, -man ‘here’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *m3 ‘this’: Kabardian ma ‘this’; B2edux ma ‘this’.
99.

Proto-Indo-European *mor- ‘mulberry, blackberry’: Greek pdpov, (Hesychius) pfflpa- ouKdniva
‘mulberry, blackberry’, pop^a ‘mulberry-tree’; Armenian mor ‘blackberry’; Latin morum 'mulberry,
blackberry’, morns ‘mulberry-tree’; Middle Irish merenn ‘mulberry’; Old English morbeam, miirbeam
‘mulberry-tree’, mdrberie, murberie ‘mulberry’; Old High German murberi, morberi ‘mulberry’;
Lithuanian mdras ‘mulberry’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *mark"’a ‘mulberry, blackberry’:
‘mulberry, blackberry’; Kabardian marak'"a ‘mulberry, blackberry'.

Temirgoy

mark'°a

Note: This may be a “Wanderwort”, borrowed by both Proto-Indo-European and Northwest
Caucasian.
100. Proto-Indo-European *ne-, •«o-; *?e+no-, *?o+no- demonstrative stem: ‘this, that’ (*?= *?i)- Sanskrit
ana- (instr. anena, andyd) ‘this, these’, nd ‘like, as’; Greek vf|, vai used in strong affirmation: ‘yea,
verily, aye, yes’, fivt) ‘the last day of the month'; Latin (conj.) enim ‘indeed, truly, certainly’, ne, nae
‘yes, verily, truly’; Lithuanian ne, negi, negu ‘than’, nei ‘as, than’, afis, anas (f. and) ‘that, that one';
Old Church Slavic om (ona, ono) ‘that, he’; Hittite an-ni-ii ‘that, yonder’; Armenian na ‘that; he, she,
it; him, her’, -n definite article.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *na-: South Abkhaz nas (< *nd-sa: *na- ‘thither’, *sa ‘to go’)
‘then, afterwards'; Ashkharywa anas ‘yes’ (with the interrogative connotation ‘well, then’); Bzyp naq'
(< *nd-q’a) ‘thither’, nax'a (< *n-a+x'a: *na- ‘thither’, *a+x'a directional postposition) ‘there’.
Common Abkhaz
South Abkhaz and ‘there’; Abaza/Tapanta and-?a ‘there’.
101. Proto-Indo-European (•neb‘-/)*«oi*- ‘navel’: Sanskrit nabhi-h ‘navel’; Old High German naba ‘nave,
hub (of a wheel)’; Old Prussian nabis ‘navel’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *naba ‘belly’: Biedux naba ‘belly’; Kabardian naba ‘belly’.
Note also: Temirgoy nabaj'a ‘navel’; Kabardian banfa ‘navel’; Abaza/Tapanta hanj'a ‘navel’; Ubykh
nabaf ‘navel’.
102. Proto-Indo-European *neg'^/*nog'^ ‘to strike, to split, to pierce’: Old Irish ness ‘wound’; Old Church
Slavic noib ‘knife’, pro-noziti ‘to pierce through’.
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Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *nag(a) ‘misshapen; to disfigure’: Kabardian tiaga-?°9ga
‘misshapen’, b:aga-naga ‘bad, nasty, evil’, wa-nag ‘to disfigure’; Temirgoy nafa-?°3fa ‘misshapen’.
103. Proto-Indo-European *(s)nuso-s ‘daughter-in-law’: Sanskrit snufa ‘son’s wife, daughter-in-law’;
Armenian nu ‘daughter-in-law’; Greek vudi; ‘daughter-in-law; any female connected by marriage;
wife, bride’: Albanian nuse ‘bride, (rarely) daughter-in-law'; Latin nurus ‘daughter-in-law; a young
married woman’; Crimean Gothic schuos (misprint for *schnos) ‘betrothed’; Old Icelandic smr, snor
'daughter-in-law'; Old English snoru ‘daughter-in-law’; Old Frisian snore ‘daughter-in-law’; Middle
Dutch snoer, siiorre ‘daughter-in-law’; Old High German snur, snor, snura, snuora ‘daughter-in-law’;
Serbian Church Slavic sn-bxa ‘daughter-in-law’; Russian snoxd [cHOxa] ‘daughter-in-law’; SerboCroatian sndha ‘daughter-in-law’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *nasa: B2cdux nasa ‘(father’s) brother’s wife, daughter-inlaw’; Kabardian nasa ‘(father’s) brother’s wife, daughter-in-law’; Adyghe nasa ‘(father’s) brother's
wife, daughter-in-law’. Ubykh nasd:Y ‘(father’s) brother’s wife, daughter-in-law’.
Note: Also found in Northeast Caucasian and Kartvelian:
1. Northeast Caucasian: Avar. Batsbi, Chechen, Ingush nus ‘daughter-in-law’; Andi nusa ‘daughterin-law’; Tindi nus(a) ‘daughter-in-law’; Ghodberi nuse-J ‘daughter-in-law’; Karta nusa ‘daughterin-law’; etc.
2.

Kartvelian: Mingrelian nisa, nosa ‘daughter-in-law’; Laz nusa, nisa ‘daughter-in-law’,

104. Proto-Indo-European
‘to beat, to knock; to strike, to smite’ (only in Greek): Greek nardooto ‘to
beat, to knock; to strike, to smite’. itaTccypd^ ‘a beating’, etc.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *p'‘ar‘'a ‘to damage, to wear out (a surface)’: B2cdux ga-p''al''an ‘to damage, to wear out (a surface)'.
105. Proto-Indo-European (extended form) *p''eh-s- [*p''ah-s-\ (> *p''d5-) ‘to puff, to blow; to reek (oO, to
smell (of)’ (only in Slavic) i*h = ’a^): Russian paxnut' (naxHyrb] ‘to puff, to blow’, pdxnut' [naxnyrb]
‘to smell (of), to reek (oO’; Czechpdehnouti ‘to be fragrant’; Polish pachnqc ‘to smell (of)’.
Perhaps also: Proto-Indo-European (extended form) *p''eh-k‘- [*p''ah-k'-] (> *p''dk'-) ‘face, surface’
(only in Indo-lranian) (‘A = •?<): Sanskrit paja-h ‘face, surface’; Khotan Sakapaysa- ‘surface’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *p''a ‘nose, front’: Biedux p''a ‘nose, front, beginning, etc.’;
Kabardian pa ‘nose, front, beginning, etc.’ Proto-Circassian *p''aPXa ‘red-nosed’: Proto-Circassian
*p''ax°a ‘white-nosed’: Proto-Circassian *p‘‘aq:a ‘snub-nosed’; Proto-Circassian *p''aPga ‘bridge of
nose’; Proto-Circassian *p''am(a) ‘to smell (something)’; etc. Common Abkhaz *pa ‘nose’, in *pa-nc'a (< *pa ‘nose’, -n- locative, c'a ‘sharp’): Ashkharywa a-panc'a ‘nose’; Bzyp a-panc'a ‘nose’;
Abzhywa a-panc'a ‘nose’; Abaza/ 'I'apanta panc'a ‘nose’. Common Abkhaz *a+p3 ‘before, at the
front’; Common Abkhaz *a+p-d+x'a ‘earlier, previously, before’; Common Abkhaz *a+pa-x'a ‘earlier,
previously, before’: Common Abkhaz *d+pa-x'a ‘at the front, earlier’; Common Abkhaz *a+p+qd
‘ahead, before, earlier’: Common Abkhaz *p-d-ga (< *p-a ‘the first’, *ga ‘to carry, to bring’) ‘to pass
ahead, to beavc behind, to forestall’; Common Abkhaz *pa-bd ‘smell, odor’; Common Abkhaz *pa-za
‘to lead’; etc.
106. Proto-Indo-European *p‘'ehh- [*p''ahh-]/*p''obh- > *p‘'a-l*p''5- ‘to protect, to guard, to defend’ (*A/i =
*02)'. Hittite (1st pres. sg. act.) pa-ah-ha-as-hi, pa-ah-ha-aS-mi ‘to protect, to guard, to defend; to
observe (agreements), to keep (oaths), to obey (commands), to keep (a secret)’: Tocharian B pdsk- ‘to
guard, to protect; to practice (moral behavior)'.
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Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *pxa\ Abaza/Tapanta pxa 'authority, respect, honor’.
Common Abkhaz *px3-k°9 (< *pxa ‘authority’, *k°3 ‘vow’): South Abkhaz a-pxa-k”‘duty, obligation;
fate’.
107. Proto-Indo-European *p''e^h-iir- [*p‘‘d^h-ur-], *p'‘ahh-w6r- ‘fire’ (*hh = *32)'. Hittite (nom.-acc. sg.)
pa-ah-hii-ur, pa-ah-hu-wa-ar, pa-ah-hur ‘fire’, (gen. sg.) pa-afj-hu-e-na-aS; Luwian (nom. sg.) pa-ahu-u-ur 'fire’; Greek TtOp ‘fire’; Umbrian pir ‘fire’; Gothic /on ‘fire’, (gen. sg.) funins; Old Icelandic
furr 'fne\/uni ‘flame’; Old English ^r ‘fire’; Old Saxon fur ‘fire’; Old High German fiur.fuir ‘fire’;
Tocharian A par, B puwar ‘fire’; Old Czech puf ‘glowing ashes, embers’; Armenian hur ‘fire’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *Pxag:"a ‘torch’: Kabardianpxaq'"a ‘torch’. Common Abkhaz
*pxa: South Abkhaz a-pxd ‘warm’, a-pxa-ra ‘to warm up, to become warm; to shine (of sun, moon)’;
Abaza/Tapanta pxa-rd 'to warm up, to become warm’. Common Abkhaz *px-j3 {< *pxa ‘warm’, "ja
‘water’): South Abkhaz a-px-j? ‘sweat’; Abaza/Tapanta px-j3 ‘sweat’. Common Abkhaz *px3-n3 (<
*pxa ‘warm’, *-na ‘season, time of): South Abkhaz a-px3-n ‘summer’; Abaza/Tapanta px-ns
‘summer’, pxsn-d'sl'a ‘July; middle of summer’; Ashkharywa a-px9-n-ra ‘summer’.
108. Pre-Proto-Indo-European *p''ek''<l*p‘'oh*- ‘to strike, to hit, to beat, to pound’ (> ‘to fight’ in
Germanic): Hittite pakkuSS- ‘to pound, to crack, to crush, to grind’, (adj.) pak(kuS)Suwant- ‘cracked
(?)’. Proto-Germanic ^feytanan ‘to fi^t’ > Old English feohlan ‘to fi^t, to combat, to strive; to
attack, to fight against’,^eoA/ ‘fight, battle; strife’; Old Frisian fiuchia, fiochia ‘to fight'; Old Saxon
fehtan ‘to fight’; Old High German fehian ‘to fight, to battle, to combat’, gifeht, fehta ‘fight, battle,
combat’. Note: Proto-Indo-European
> *-x- before *-t- in Proto-Germanic (cf Proto-Germanic
*naxts ‘night’ (< *nok'^i''s] > Gothic nahis ‘ni^t’; Old Icelandic ndti, ndtt ‘night’; Old English nihi,
nea'ht ‘night’; Old Frisian nachi ‘night’; Old Saxon nahi ‘night’; Old Dutch nahl ‘night’; Old High
German nahl ‘night’).
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *p*‘ak:'’a ‘blunt’: Biedux p*'dk:’’a ‘blunt’; Kabardian pdg°a
‘blunt’. Apparent Kabardian loan (if not Irom •/>» ‘nose’, *ag°a ‘short’) in: South Abkhaz a-pdg^a
‘dock-tailed, short; blunt, obtuse’; Abaza/Tapantapag^a ‘snub-nosed’.
109. Proto-Indo-European *p''ek‘-l*p'‘ok'- ‘space, interval’ (only in Germanic): Old English feec ‘space of
time, division, interval’; Old Frisian fek,fak ‘niche’; Middle Dutch vac ‘compartment, section’; Old
High German fah ‘wall, compartment’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *p''ak'a ‘stretch, interval, zone’: Temirgoy pd6"a ‘stretch,
interval, zone’; Kabardian pdka ‘stretch, interval, zone’.
110. Proto-Indo-European *p''er-l*p'^r-l*p't- ‘(vb.) to fly, to flee; (n.) feather, wing’: Hittite (3rd sg.) paraS-zi ‘to flee’: Sanskrit parnd-m ‘wing, feather’; Latin -perus inproperus ‘quick, rapid, h&s\y',properd
‘to hasten’; Russian Church Slavicperg,pT>rati ‘to fly’,pero ‘feather’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *p3r3: South Abkhaz a-psr-rd ‘to fly', d-psr-psr-ra ‘to flit, to
flutter, to flap’; Ashkharywa: (Kuv) psr-rd, (Apsua) bsr-rd ‘to fly’; Bzyp Js-psrpsr-wd ‘doing
something quickly’, d-par-ha ‘quickly, swiftly’.
111. Proto-Indo-European *p*er-/*p*or-/*pY- ‘to go or pass; to go or pass over or across; to go forth or
out’: Sanskrit piparti ‘to bring over or to, to bring out of, to deliver from, to rescue, to save, to protect,
to escort, to further, to promote; to surpass, to excel’, (causative) pdrdyati ‘to bring over or out’, pardh ‘bringing across’; Greek xcpdu} ‘to pass across or through, to pass over, to pass, to cross’, nopii^co ‘to
carry, to bring about, to provide, to fiimish, to supply, to procure, to cause’, rtdpoq ‘a means of crossing
a river, ford, ferry’; Latin portd ‘to bear or cany along, to convey’, porta ‘gate, door’; Gothic *faran
‘to wander, to travel’, *farjan ‘to travel’, *ai-farjan ‘to put into port, to land’, *us-farj}d ‘shipwreck’;
Old Icelandic ferja ‘to ferry over a river or straif.^or ‘a means of passage, ship’,/ara ‘to move, to pass
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along, to go', farmr ‘freight, cai^o, load', fara ‘to bring, to convey’,_/or ‘journey’; Old English faran
‘to go, to march, to lravt\’,ferian ‘to carry, to convey, to lead',/or ‘movement, motion, course’,/orrf
‘ford’; Old High German faran ‘to {xa\tY,ferien,ferren ‘to lead, to ferry across’,/woren ‘to lead, to
convey’,/Koro ‘journey, v/ay', fiirt ‘ford’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *phrx°a ‘passageway, porch’: Kabardian parx^a ‘passageway,
porch’.
112. Proto-Indo-European *p''er-/*p‘'or-/*p’'i-- base of prepositions and preverbs with a wide range of
meanings such as ‘in front of, forward, before, first, chief, forth, foremost, beyond, etc.’: Sanskrit
parah ‘far, distant’, purah ‘in front, forward, before’, puraii ’to precede, to go before’, pra ‘before, in
front’, pro// ‘towards, near to, against’, profard/H ‘further’, prathamd-h ‘foremost, first’; Greek a^pav,
n^priv ‘across, beyond, on the other side’, napd, itopai ‘beside’, ndpoi; ‘before’, irpd ‘before’, Jtpdtspo?
‘before, in front of, forward’, Jtp(jiTo<; ‘first, foremost’, npdpoi; ‘chief, foremost, first’, npdKO
‘forthwith’, npdq, npoti ‘from’; Latin per 'through, along, over’, prae ‘before, in front’, prior ‘former,
first’, primus ‘first, foremost’, pro ‘before, in front of; Gothic four ‘for, before’,yrow/'a ‘master, lord’,
fairra 'fat',faura ‘before, for, on account of, from', from ‘from, by, since, on account oY,framis
‘further, onward’, frvmists ‘first, foremost, best, chief, frvma ‘the former, prior, first’, frums
‘beginning’; Old Icelandic for- 'btfoxe', jjarri ‘far ofT.^-am ‘forward’.‘before, sooner’,
‘first’: Old English feorr 'Yax',feorran ‘from aiax', for, fore ‘before’,/oma ‘first’,^a»j ‘from’,_/r«m
'Y\x%X', fyrst, fyrest 'Ym\',fyrmesi ‘first’; Old Frisian for ‘before’,/ara,/ore ‘before’,/erej/ ‘first’,
forma ‘first’, vorsta,fersta ‘prince’; Old Saxon for, fur 'btfoxo' ,for(a),far ‘before’,/on»a ‘first’,/ar/
‘before’, ^r/sf ‘first, foremost’,/i/r/s/o ‘prince’: Old High German fvri ‘before, for’,/bra ‘before’,
furist ‘first’,/?rf»/- ‘opposite’; Lithuanian pr5 ‘through, past, by’, prii ‘at. near, by’, priSS ‘against’;
Hittite pa-ra-a ‘forth’, pi-ra-an ‘before, forth’: Luwian pdr-ra-an ‘before, in front’, pa-ri-ya-an
‘beyond; exceedingly, especially’; Lycian prrre/i- ‘front, foremost', pr/‘forth: in front’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *pa-ra ‘through’: South Abkhaz

a-par-h°a, a-para-h'^a

‘apron’ (< a-para-h''a-ra ‘to tie up through’); Abaza/ Tapantapra-psd ‘curtain: apron’ (< *para-psa ‘to
throw through’).
113. Proto-Indo-European *p''es-l*p''os-, *p''s-u- ‘to breathe, to blow': Sanskrit psu- in dpsu-fi ‘breathless’;
Greek vuxf| ‘breath, spirit; the soul or spirit of man’, vOxw ‘to breathe, to blow’. Note: An alternative
etymology is possible:
’A*.?-//- ‘to breathe, to blow’ (see above).
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *Psa ‘life, soul’: Bieduxpsa ‘life, soul’; Kabardian psa ‘life,
soul’. Proto-Circassian *Psaw9 ‘to live’: Kabardian psaw ‘to live; healthy, whole, all'; Bieduxpsaws
‘to live’, psawa ‘healthy’, psr.awo ‘whole, all’. Common Abkhaz *psa: Bzyp a-psa-n-c'-rs ‘life-time’;
South Abkhaz a-psa ‘soul’, a-psap ‘respiration’, a-psatd ‘place where souls rest after death’, a-ps-i'ara ‘(to) rest’, a-psad ‘weak’; Abaza/Tapanta psa ‘soul’, psap ‘respiration’, psald ‘place where souls
rest after death’. d-ps-S'a-ra ‘(to) rest’; Abzhywa a-psa-n-c'-ra ‘life-time’,
114. Proto-Indo-European *p''es-/*p‘'ds- (with nasal infix *p'4ns-l*p''6ns-) ‘dust, sand’: Sanskrit pdrhsu-h,
pamsukd-h ‘crumbling soil, dust, sand’: Old Church Slavic peshka ‘sand’; Russian pesok [necox]
‘sand’; (?) Luwianpa/usuriya- ‘dust (?)’, pasiha(i)- ‘to pulverize (?)’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *psa ‘to pour dry substance (for example, sand, grains), to
strew’: South Abkhaz d-k°-psa-ra ‘to pour something on, to sow’. d-psa-q"a-ra ‘to winnow (grain)’
Ifq "a ‘to wave, to beat); Abaza/Tapanta d-k^-psa-ra ‘to pour something on, to sow’.
115. Proto-Indo-European *p''es-t‘'i-/*p''os-t‘‘i- ‘fire’ (only in Icelandic): Old Icelandic (poet.) fasti ‘fire’;
Modem Icelandic fasliijo ‘smoke coming from a covered fire’.
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Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *Psfa) ‘to shine’: B2edux q:-ya-ps3 ‘to shine (as sun, fire)
(intr.)’; Kabardian q’-ay-ps ‘to shine (as sun, fire) (intr.)’; Tcmirgoy lya-psa ‘to illuminate (intr.)’.
Proto-Circassian *Ps3^'’a ‘boiling water’: Temirgoy ps3:^'‘a ‘boiling water’. Common Abkhaz
*(p)sas3j3'. South Abkhaz a-psasdj ‘a bit warm’, a-psassj-ra ‘to warm up a bit, to start melting
(snow)’; Abaza/Tapanta sas3j-ra ‘to melt’; Bzyp d-psas3j-ra ‘to warm up a bit, to start melting
(snow)’.
116. Proto-Indo-European *p*es-/*o-/*p*05-/*o- ‘fast, firm’: Armenian hast ‘firm, steady, standing still,
tough’, hasloj ‘firmness, standing still, strength’; Gothic fastan ‘to keep firm, to hold fast’; Old
Icelandic faslr ‘fast, firm’; Old English feestnian ‘to fasten, to fix, to secure, to hm6.\fcest ‘fast, fixed,
firm, secure’; Old Saxon fast ‘fast, firm’; Old High German fasto, faste ‘fast, firm’, festl, festln
‘firmness, strength; shelter, stronghold, fortress’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *ps3 ‘string, cord, lace, strap, handle’: Biedux -ps3 ‘string,
cord, lace, strap, handle’, d”apsa ‘string, rope’; Kabardianpss ‘string, cord, lace, strap, handle’, k 'dpsa
‘string, rope’; Temirgoy Xapss ‘leather strap for tying up shoes, shoelace’. Common Abkhaz *psa ‘to
tie up’: South Abkhaz a-£-dJ-d3-psa-la-ra ‘to press, to lean against something’, a-g^s-c'a-psa-ra ‘to
press itself against somebody, to cross the hands at the bosom’, a-c'a-psa-ra ‘to bend, to kneal’, a-Sdj-k'°a-psa-ra ‘to curl up, to fold up (wings)’; Abaza/Tapanta pra-psd ‘curtain, apron’, psra-psa-ra ‘to
tie up
J-a-l-psra-l-psa-d ‘she put on the apron’ (literally ‘she tied up the apron’).
117. Proto-Indo-European
‘to fly, to rush, to pursue; to fall, to fell down’: Hittite pdi-tar
‘wing’, (3rd pi. pres.)pil-ti-(ya-)an-zi ‘to flee, to fly, to hasten’; Sanskrit pdlati ‘to fly, to soar, to rush
on; to fall down or off; to set in motion, to set out on foot; to rush on, to hasten’, (causative) patdyati
‘to fly or move rapidly along, to speed’,/Jdr/'om ‘wing, feather’,/Jtifvon- ‘flying, flight’; Greek Jifetopai
‘to fly; (also of any quick motion) to fly along, to dart, to rush; to be on the wing, to flutter’, jtiJtTCO ‘to
fall, to fall down’, ntepdv ‘feather, bird’s wing’; Latin peto ‘to make for, to go to, to seek’; Old Irish en
(< *ethn- < *pei-no-s) ‘bird’; Welsh edn ‘bird’; Old Breton etn- ‘bird’; Old Icelandic JjOdr ‘feather,
quilT; Old English/e/ier ‘feather’, i^\.)fet>ra ‘wings’; Old Frisian fethere ‘feather’; Old Saxon fethara
‘feather’; Old High German fedara ‘feather’,yerrd/i ‘wing’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz (reduplicated) *pai-pdi3: South Abkhaz a-pat-pdt-ra ‘to
flutter, to quiver (of bird); to flounder, to wallow’; Bzyp a-pai-mdt-ra ‘to flutter, to quiver (of bird); to
flounder, to wallow’.
118. Proto-Indo-European *p''e(y/i)- ‘to hurt, to harm, to attack’: Gothic ftjands ‘enemy’; Old Icelandic
Jjdndi ‘enemy, foe’; Old English feonds ‘enemy’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *p:3y3 ‘enemy’ (/p:/ = unaspirated /p/): B2eduxp.aya ‘enemy’;
Kabardian bsy ‘enemy’.
119. Proto-Indo-European *p''o?-t'^!o-m (> *p''o-t''-lo-m) ‘drinking-vessel’ {*? = *$i): Sanskrit patra-m
‘drinking-vessel, goblet, bowl, cup’; Latin pdculum ‘a drinking-cup, goblet’. Note also: Hittitepa-aS-zi
‘to swallow, to gulp down’; SanskPnpSiar-, pdldr- ‘one who drinks, a drinker’, p/bofj ‘to drink’; Latin
poto ‘to drink’,/Jo/Ms ‘drunk’; Lithuanian puota ‘feast, banquet, drinking-bout’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *pdix'a: South Abkhaz a-pdtx' ‘horn used for drinking wine’.
120. Proto-Indo-European *p''os- ‘behind, after; afterwards, subsequently, at a later time’: Latin post (adv.)
‘behind, in the rear; after, afterwards, subsequently; shortly afterwards; (prep.) behind, after’; Sanskrit
(adv.) pasca ‘being behind, posterior, later; afterwards; behind, at the back, after; at a later time,
subsequently, at last’; Greek (dial.) no; ‘at, to’; Lithuanian pas ‘near, at, by, to, with’; Old Church
Slavicpozde ‘late’; Russianpozdij [nosiiHH] ‘late, tardy’.
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Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *p'‘asa ‘early, long ago’: Biedux p‘'asa ‘early, long ago’;
Kabardian pasa ‘early, long ago’. Common Abkhaz *pasa: South Abkhaz a-pdsa ‘early, earlier';
Abaza/Tapantapasa ‘early, earlier'.
121. Proto-Indo-European *p^oi‘^i- 'one who is strong, powerful, able, capable, master of: Sanskrit pati-h
‘master, owner, possessor, lord, ruler, governor, sovereign; husband'; Greek ndoK; ‘husband’; Latin
potis ‘able, capable’, potior ‘to get, to obtain, to gain possession of; to possess, to have, to be master
of; Gothic -faps in bnip-faf)s ‘bridegroom’; Old Lithuanian path ‘oneself, himself, itself; Tocharian
A pats, B pets ‘husband’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *p:3i:a ‘strong, solid’: Biedux p:3i:a ‘strong, solid’;
Kabardian hoda ‘strong, solid, stingy’.
122. Proto-Indo-European */?*/■-**- ‘glowing embers, ashes’: Lithuanian pirkinis ‘glowing cinders’,
pirksnys ‘glowing ashes’; Old Irish (nom.-acc. pi.) richsea ‘live coals'; Breton regez ‘glowing embers’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *p3ryd: South Abkhaz a-p3rY3 ‘embers’; Abaza/Tapanta
paryd ‘embers’.
123. Proto-Indo-European *p'elch ‘strong, powerful; big, large, great’: Sanskrit hdla-m ‘power, strength,
might, vigor; force, violence, rigor, severity’, halin- ‘powerful, strong, mighty, vigorous, stout, robust’;
Greek PeXtuov, ptXtspoi;, comparative of dyaSoi;, ‘better, more excellent’; Latin de-bilis “feeble, weak’
(“ de- ‘without’ + *bilis ‘strength’ [not otherwise attested in Latin]); Old Church Slavic boljbjb
'bigger, better’: Russian bdl'Sij [SojibuiHR] ‘greater’, hol'idj (bojibuioH] ‘big, large’.
Northwest Caucasian; Common Abkhaz (reduplicated) *p'3/3-p'3l3: South Abkhaz a-p'alap'al-ra ‘to
swarm, to teem with something’.
124. Proto-Indo-European •sefi/t"- [•soAA''-] (unattested) ‘to be or become hot. warm; to heat up, to make
hot, to warm, to bum’; only found with the suffixes
*-(e)n-\ *se^h'-(e)l- (> *sav’el-), *sfih''-dl(> •.TM’o/-), {*s3hh''-l- >) *suhh'"-l- (> *jj7/-): ^s^h^-en- (> *swen-), *s3^h''-n- > *siihh''-n- (> •.?!?«-),
etc. ‘the sun’ (‘S/j” *
Greek ^Xio^ (Doric dXioc;, cifeXio^; Epic Greek f|fiXio<;; Aeolian and
Arcadian d^kio;; Cretan dp^io<; [that is, dfiXioq]) (< *aaf£Xio<;) ‘the sun'; Latin so/ (< *swol- <
*s^'-dl-) ‘the sun’; Old Irish suii ‘eye’; Welsh haid ‘the sun’; Gothic saiiil (< Proto-Germanic
*sdwild) ‘the sun’. sugU ‘the sun’, sumo ‘the sun’ (< Proto-Germanic *sun-6n. with -nn- from the gen.
sg. *sumez <
< *s^/»‘'-{j-); Old Icelandic sol ‘the sun’, suma ‘the sun’; Old English sol ‘the
sun’, sigel, segl, scegl, sygil ‘the sun’, same ‘the sun’; Old Saxon sunna ‘the sun’; Old High German
suma ‘the sun’; Lithuanian sdule ‘the sun'; Latvian saSle ‘the sun’; Avcstan bvars ‘the sun’, (gen. sg.)
x'3ng (< *swen-sy, Sanskrit svdr- (suvar-) ‘the sun’, (gen. sg. sSrah), sirya-h ‘the sun’.
Proto-Indo-European *shh''-elH-/*sbh'-olH-/*shh'"-IH- (> *swelH-/*swolH-/*sw/H-) ‘to bum’: Greek
sO.!], Ski] ‘warmth, heat of the sun’,
(Ionic dX^n) ‘warmth (of the sun), heat (of fire)’; Old English
swelan ‘to bum, to bum up; to inflame (of a wound)’, swol ‘heat, burning, flame, glow’; Old High
German swilizdn ‘to bum slowly’; Lithuanian (caus.) svilinli ‘to singe, to parch, to bum’, svj/u, svilau,
svilti ‘to scorch, to parch’,
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *sax°a ‘ashes’: Kabardian sax^a ‘ashes’.
125. Proto-Indo-European *sem-/*som- ‘together, together with; one’ (originally ‘to gather together’):
Sanskrit sa (< *stp-) ‘with, together with, along with’, sdm ‘with, together with, along with, together,
altogether’, sa-lrd ‘together, together with’, sdmana-h ‘meeting, assembly, amorous union, embrace’,
samShha-h ‘heap, collection’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *sama ‘heap’; Bzedux sdma ‘heap’; Kabardian sdma ‘heap’.
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126. Proto-Indo-European *sew(H)-l*sow(H)-l*su(H)- ‘to give birth’: Sanskrit sule, suyale ‘to beget, to
procreate, to bring forth, to bear, to produce, to yield’, sula-ft ‘son, child’, suti-h ‘birth, production’,
siinu-b ‘son, child, offspring’; Avestan hunu-s ‘son’; Greek uiiiq, uioc; ‘son’; Old Irish suth ‘offspring’;
Gothic sunus ‘son’; Old Icelandic sunr, sonr ‘son’; Old English svnu ‘son’; Old Saxon sum ‘son’; Old
High German sunu ‘son’; Lithuanian sunus ‘son’; Old Church Slavic sym> ‘son’; Russian syn [ctm]
‘son’; Tocharian Ase, B say ‘son’.
Northwest Caucasian; Proto-Circassian *sawa ‘youth’: B2edux s^a ‘youth, especially bridegroom’;
Kabardian sowo ‘youth, especially bridegroom’; Temirgoy also ‘son’. Note: Kuipers (1975:32) writes
*f(nv(7 ‘youth, especially bridegroom’.
127. Proto-Indo-European (prefix) *su- ‘well, good’: Sanskrit su (also sfi in the Rigveda) ‘good, excellent,
right, virtuous, beautiful, easy, well, rightly, much, greatly, very, any, easily, quickly, willingly’ in sukrt-a-b ‘a good or righteous deed, a meritorious act, virtue, moral merit; a benefit, bounty, friendly
assistance, favor; good fortune, auspiciousness; reward, recompense’, su-kri- ‘doing good, benevolent,
virtuous, pious; fortunate, well-fated, wise; making good sacrifices or offerings; skillful’, su-kira-b
‘easy to be done, easy to be managed, easily achieving’, benevolence’, su-kara-m ‘doing good, charity,
su-ciiva-b ‘a bright or fine day’, su-mdnas- ‘well disposed’, etc.; Greek u- in u-Yif!? ‘sound, healthy’, liyfeia ‘soundness, health’, etc.; Old Irish su-, so- ‘good’ in so-chor ‘good contract’, su-aiin'bihide
‘habitable’, so-lus ‘bright’, etc.; Welsh by- in by-gar ‘well-beloved, lovable’, hy-dyn ‘tractable’, byfryd ‘pleasant’, etc.; Old Icelandic su- in su-svart ‘nightingale’ (this word is obsolete in Icelandic);
Lithuanian su- in su-drus ‘luxuriant’, etc.; Old Church Slavic st>- in sh-dravh ‘healthy’, sh-intblt (<
*su-mct''i-) ‘death’, etc.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian
‘good’, *.i'"ss'a ‘beneficent; benefit, good deed’,
*s'W'a ‘gratitude’: Kabardian/’a 'good', fas'a ‘beneficent; benefit, good deed’,/’ai’u ‘gratitude’;
Bicdux s’°s ‘good’,
‘beneficent; benefit, good deed’, shad'd ‘gratitude’. Note; Kuipers
(1975:32) writes

‘good’.

128. Proto-Indo-European *(s)i'‘eh‘ l*(s)l''ab-] (> •(j)/*fl-) ‘to stand’ i*h = •?<): Sanskrit (reduplicated)
n'fihati ‘to stand’; Greek (reduplicated) lortipi (Doric TordnO ‘to stand’; Latin (reduplicated) sisid ‘to
cause to stand, to put, to place’, status ‘standing, standing position’; Luwian ta- ‘to step, to arrive’.
Note also: Hittite iStantaye/a- ‘to stay put, to linger, to be late’; Gothic standan ‘to stand’; Old
Icelandic standa ‘to stand’; Old English standan ‘to stand’; Old Saxon standan ‘to stand’; Old High
German stanian ‘to stand’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian

‘to stand’: Biedux /*a ‘to stand’; Kabardian la ‘to stand’

(only with local prefixes). Common Abkhaz *ia ‘stand, place of, home’: South Abkhaz a-ld-zaa-ra, ata-rd ‘to be inside’, a-t-rd ‘place of something’, ta- (preverb) ‘inside’; Abaza/Tapanta td-z-la-ra ‘to be
inside’, ta-rd ‘place of something’, ta- (preverb) ‘inside’, ta ‘stand, place of, home'.
129. Proto-Indo-European *M-k‘'-l*t''ol-k'’-l*l‘‘l-k'^ ‘to push, to thrust, to knock, to strike’: Welsh lakh
‘fragment, flake’; Old Irish talc, tulc ‘blow, strike’; Old Church Slavic r/tAp, tlesti ‘to knock’; Russian
tolkat'{tosiKxn.] ‘to push, to shove’, tolkac [TonKaM] ‘stamp; pusher’; Czech dak ‘pressure’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *t:aka ‘to splash, to threaten; to shake (fist), to wave
threateningly; to rattle (the saber)’: Temiigoy taka ‘to splash, to threaten’, ga-ia?.a-n ‘to shake (fist), to
wave threateningly; to rattle (the saber)’; Kabardian daka ‘to splash, to threaten’, ga-ddXa ‘to shake
(fist), to wave threateningly; to rattle (the saber)’.
130. Proto-Indo-European *t''er-s-, *t‘'r-es- ‘to tremble, to shake’: Sanskrit trdsati ‘to tremble, to quiver’;
Avestan taras- ‘to be afraid’; Greek ipfeo) ‘to tremble, to quiver’: Latin terreo ‘to frighten, to terrify’,
terror ‘fright, fear, terror, alarm, dread’.
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Proto-Indo-European *rV-cm-/*/V-om-/*r*r-j?»- ‘to tremble, to shake’: Greek tpepo) ‘to tremble, to
quiver', tpopoi; ‘a trembling, quaking, quivering (especially with fear)’; Latin tremo ‘to tremble, to
quake’; Old Church Slavic tr^s^, irfsii ‘to shake'; Tocharian A iram- ‘to be furious’, B Iremi ‘anger’.
Northwest Caucasian; Common Abkhaz *irgs9: Bzyp a-tras-ra ‘to startle’, Abzhywa a-lras-ra ‘to
startle’; Abaza/Tapanta iras-ra ‘to rush, to throw oneself towards something; to attack’.
131. Proto-Indo-European */*o/)*- ‘place, region, locality’ (only in Greek): Greek tbTtoi; ‘place, region,
locality’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *lapa: South Abkhaz a-lap ‘place, stand, halt, hut’;
Ashkharywa a-iap ‘place, locality’: Abaza/Tapanta tap ‘hut of a shepherd, hunter, mower; imprint;
place chosen fora building'.
132. Proto-Indo-European
(> •/’ow-) ‘to bum, to blaze’: Sanskrit dava-h ‘forest fire',
davdyati ‘to bum, to consume by fire’; Greek Saitu (< •SaJ-'-io)) ‘to light up, to make to burn, to kindle;
to blaze, to bum fiercely’, Sai'q ‘firebrand, pine-torch’, (Homeric) Moq ‘torch’,
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *i'a/i'‘a: South Abkhaz a-t'aj” ‘monster swallowing sun or
moon (during eclipse)', a-l’aj°-k'-ra 'solar/lunar eclipse'; Bzyp 0-1'%]", a-t"‘aja ‘monster swallowing
sun or moon (during eclipse^; Ahchypsy a-i'aj" ‘monster swallowing sun or moon (during eclipse)’.
Note: Labialization in Bzyp and Ahchypsy may be secondary.
133. Proto-Indo-European *l'eh(> *t'd-) ‘to flow', *i'eh-nu- [*t'ah-nu-] (> *l’a-nu-) ‘flowing
water; river, stream' (only in Indo-Iranian) (*h • •j*^); Sanskrit da-na-m ‘the fluid flowing from an
elephant’s temples when in rut’, dd-nu ‘a fluid, a drop, dew’; Avcstan ddnui ‘river, stream’; Ossetic
don ‘water, river’. Also used in various river names: Don (Russian ZIoh), Dniepr (Russian /iHcnp),
Dniestr (Russian /(HecTp). Danube, etc.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *t'a: Abzhywa a-t’-ra ‘diarrhea’; Bzyp a-t'a-rd ‘diarrhea’.
134. Proto-Indo-European (extended form) *t'er-b'^l*t'or-b'^t*l'f-b'^ ‘to bend, to twist (together)’:
Sanskrit drbhdti ‘to string together, to arrange, to tie, to fasten’; Old English learflian ‘to turn, to roll,
to wallow’; Old High German rerbe/i ‘to be twisted'.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *t'ara\ South Abkhaz d-t'ar-ra ‘to be flexible, viscous,
bending’; Abzhywa (reduplicated) d-i'ar-l'ar-ra ‘tall and lithe, elegant (of man)’. Common Abkhaz
(reduplicated) *t’3ra-t'ark Bzyp

d-i'ar-i’ar-ra ‘tall and lithe, elegant (of man)’.

135. Proto-Indo-European *l'es-l*t'os- ‘to become weak, exhausted’ (only in Sanskrit): Sanskrit ddsyati ‘to
suffer want, to waste away, to perish; to become exhausted; to be ruined’, dasana-m ‘wasting,
perishing, destroying’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *t'aSxa ‘to become weak/shaky’: Temirgoy t'asxa ‘to become
weak/shaky, unstable; vulnerable spot’; Kabardian / asxa ‘to become weak/shaky, unstable; vulnerable
spot’: Bzedux I'axsd (< *t'aSxa) ‘weak, exhausted'. Circassian (Biedux) loan in Abkhaz: South
Abkhaz a-t'dysa ‘weak, languid, exhausted (often of an ill person)’; Abaza/Tapanta I'axsa ‘not strong,
weak. poor’.
136. Proto-Indo-European *t'ew-l*t’ow-l*l'u- ‘to hit. to strike': Old Irish dorn ‘fist’, -durni ‘to strike with
fists’: Welsh dwni ‘fist’; Breton dotirn ‘hand’; Old Icelandic tjon ‘damage, loss', tyna ‘to lose, to
destroy, to put to death’, (reflexive) tynast ‘to perish’, ty'ning ‘destruction’; Old English leona ‘injury,
suffering, injustice, wrong, insult, contumely, quarrel', teonian ‘to irritate’, tlenan ‘to annoy, to
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irritate’; Old Saxon tiono ‘evil, ham, injury, wrong, hostility, enmity’, gitiunian ‘to do wrong’;
Latvian dure, duris ‘fist’, duht, duru, durt ‘to sting, to thrust’.
Northwest Caucasian; Proto-Circassian *l'aw9 ‘to bump (one’s head)’: Temirgoy ya-/'awa ‘to bump
(one’s head)’.
137. Proto-Indo-European (*t‘or-l*l'r-) (extended foms) *t'r-eA- [*t'r-aA-\ > *t'ra-, *t'r-em-l*l’r-om*l'r-ew-/*l'r~ow-l*l’r-u- ‘to run, to flow’: Sanskrit drM ‘to run, to hasten’, drdmati ‘to run
about, to roam, to wander’, drdvati ‘to run, to hasten’, dravd-h ‘running, flowing’, dravantl ‘river’,
druia-h ‘speedy, swift’; Greek 5pi)op6^ ‘flight, running away’, (aor.) sSpapov ‘to run, to move
quickly’, Spdpoi; ‘course, running, race’; Gothic irudan ‘to tread, to step’; Old Icelandic iroda ‘to
tread’; Old English tredan, ‘to tread, to step on, to trample’, ireddian ‘to tread, to walk’, lrod(f. trodu)
‘track, trace’; Old Frisian ireda ‘to tread’; Old Saxon tredan ‘to tread’; Old High German tretan ‘to
tread’, trotton ‘to run’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *t'ara ‘to sport, to gambol (ofa horse)’: Temirgoy I'ara-n ‘to
sport, to gambol (of a horse)’. Proto-Circassian *i'3rza ‘to sport, to gambol (of a horse)’: Temirgoy
t'arza ‘to sport, to gambol (ofa horse)’.
138. Proto-Indo-European
*t'u?'-i- >) *l'(u)wo-, *t'(u)wi- ‘two’ (•P’'■
Sanskrit (m.)
dvdu, dva (Vedic also duvau, duva), (f./n.) dve (Vedic also duvi), dvi- (in composition) ‘two’, dvikd-h
‘consisting of two’, dvi'h ‘twice’; Avestan (m.) dva, (f./n.) bae ‘two’, biS ‘twice’; Greek 5uco ‘two’
(uninflected 5uo), Sit; ‘twice, doubly’; Latin duo, (f.) duae ‘two’, bTnT ‘twofold, twice’, bis ‘twice’; Old
Irish ddu, ddu, do ‘two’, de- (in composition) ‘two-, double’; Old Welsh dou ‘two’; Albanian (Gheg)
(m.) dy, (f.) dy ‘two’; Gothic (m.) twai, (f.) tv/os, (n.) twa ‘two’; Old Icelandic (m.) tveir, (f.) tvcer, (n.)
tvau ‘two’, rvennr, tvinnr ‘consisting of two different things or kinds, twofold, in pairs’, m- (in
compounds) ‘twice, double’, tvisvar, tysvar ‘twice’; Old English (m.) twegen, (f./n,) rw5, (n.) tu ‘two’,
twi- (prefix) ‘two’, rwinn ‘double’, twiwa ‘twice’; Old Frisian (m.) twene, (vine, (f./n.) tva ‘two’, twi(prefix) ‘twice, double’, twia (adv.) ‘twice, double’; Old High German (m.) zwene, (f.) swd, zwo, (n.)
zwei ‘two’, zwi- (prefix) ‘twice, double’; Lithuanian (m.) du, (f.) dvi ‘two’; Latvian (m./f.) divi ‘two’;
Old Prussian (m./f) dwai ‘two’; Old Church Slavic (m.) dhva, (f./n.) dbvd ‘two’; Hieroglyphic Luwian
luwa- ‘two’: Lycian kbi-, (Milyan) lbi‘ ‘two’.
Northwest Caucasian; Proto-Circassian *Tq"’(a) ‘two’: Kabardian
‘two (twice)’; Temirgoy l'°s ‘two’; Ubykh I'q'^a ‘two’. Abkhaz Pb (<
communication from John Colarusso).

‘two (twice)’; Biedux l'‘‘(a)
< *l‘q"’3) ‘two’ (personal

139. Proto-Indo-European *we-l*w6- ‘you’ (dual and pi.): Sanskrit vas ‘you’ (acc. pi.), vdm (acc.-dat.-gen.
dual); Avestan vd ‘you’ (nom. dual), vaem (nom. p!.), va (end. acc. pi.); Latin vos ‘you’ (nom.-acc.
pi.), vesirum (gen. pi.); Old Church Slavic vy ‘you’ (nom. pi.), vasi (acc.-gen.-loc. pi.).
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *wa ‘you’ (sg.): Biedux wa ‘you’ (sg.); Kabardian wa ‘you’
(sg.). Common Abkhaz *wa(-rd): South Abkhaz wa-rd ‘you’ (male/human, non-human); Ashkharywa
wa-rd ‘you’ (male/human, non-human); Abaza/Tapanta wa-rd ‘you’ (male/human, non-human).
140. Proto-Indo-European *w^- [*w(fb-y*wc^- > •wd-Z’H’d- ‘to call, to cry out’(*£6 = *§3): Greek f|xf|
(< *faxa) ‘sound, noise’; Latin vdgid ‘to cry, to whimper’; Gothic wdpjan ‘to call, to cry out’; Old
Icelandic aipa ‘to cry, to shout; to call, to cry out (to someone)’, op ‘shout, shouting; crying, weeping’;
Old English wepan ‘to weep’ (past participle wopen), wop ‘weeping’; Old Frisian wepa ‘to cry aloud’;
Old Saxon wopian ‘to bewail’; Old High German wuoffen, wuofan ‘to bewail’, wuof ‘weeping,
sobbing’; Old Church Slavic vabljg, vabili ‘to call, to entice’.
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Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz •ivaH'a: South Abkhaz a-wm’ ‘weeping, crying (at funerals)’;
AbazaAl apanta waw ‘cry’. Common Abkhaz (reduplicated) *W3W3: Abaza/Tapanta W3w-ra ‘to howl’,
W3W “howl’: South Abkhaz a-wwa-ra ‘to howl’.
141. Proto-Indo-European *wed''-l*wod'^ “to strike': Sanskrit vadh- ‘to strike, to slay, to kill, to put to
death, to destroy, to murder’, vadhar- ‘a destructive weapon, the weapon or thunderbolt of Indra’;
Avestan vadar- ‘weapon (for striking)'; Lithuanian vedegd ‘adz’; Tocharian B wai- ‘to fight’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *wadaSxxa: South Abkhaz
break) into pieces’.

a-wadaSxxa-ra ‘(to

142. Proto-Indo-European *yvel-l*wol-l*w(- ‘to moisten, to wet, to flow’: (extended forms) *wel-k'^l*wol*wel-k'-l*wol-k'-l*wl-k'- ‘to wet, to moisten’: Old English
weaken, woken ‘cloud’; German Wotke ‘cloud’; Old Church Slavic vlaga ‘moisture’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *wala ‘cloud’: Kabardian wala ‘cloud.
143. Proto-Indo-European *wel-/*wol-/*wl’ ‘to turn, to roll, to revolve’: Sanskrit vdlati, vdlale ‘to turn, to
turn around, to turn to’; Armenian gelum ‘to twist, to press’, glem ‘to roll’, glor ‘round’; Greek elXico
(< •feX-v-6co) ‘to roll up, to pack close, to wind, to turn around, to revolve’, eiXiJto ‘to enfold, to
enwrap’; Latin volva ‘to roll, to wind, to turn around, to twist around'; Old Irish ftilid ‘to fold, to
bend’; Gothic qf-walwjan ‘to roll away’, at-wahvjan ‘to roll to'; Old Icelandic vak ‘round’, velta ‘to
roll’, vdlka ‘to toss to and fro, to drag with oneself, vdik ‘tossing to and fro (especially at sea)’; Old
English wielwan ‘to roll’, wealwian ‘to roll’, wealie ‘a ring’, weakan ‘to roll, to fluctuate (intr.); to
roll, to whirl, to turn, to twist (tr.)’. weakian ‘to roll (intr.)’, geweak ‘rolling’, welung ‘revolution (of a
wheel)'; Middle English walken ‘to walk, to roll, to loss’, walkien ‘to walk’; Middle Dutch welteren
‘to roll’, walken ‘to knead, to press’: Old High German walzan ‘to roll, to rotate, to turn about’,
walken, wakhen ‘to knead, to roll paste’: Tocharian B wcH- ‘to curl’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *wa>.a ‘to totter, to reel’: Bitedux wdXa ‘to totter, to reel’;
Temirgoy wdka ‘wave; to undulate'.
144. Proto-Indo-European *wen-l*svon-l*wn- ‘to dwell, to abide, to remain’: Proto-Germanic *wunan ‘to
dwell, to abide, to remain’ > Old Icelandic ima ‘to be content in a place; to dwell, to abide’; Old
English wiinian ‘to dwell, to remain, to continue (in time and space); to inhabit, to remain in’, wunung
‘dwelling (act and place)’; Old High German wonen, wonan, wanen ‘to dwell, to remain’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *wana ‘house’: B2edux wana ‘house’; Kabardian wana
‘house’. Note: Abkhaz also has f°ana ‘house’, which points to Proto-Northwest Caucasian *gvna
(personal communication from John Colarusso).
145. Proto-Indo-European '*wer-l*wor-l*wf- ‘to be turbulent, agitated, stirred up. raging’ (> ‘to strike or
dash against’) (only in Greek: extended form:
< *wr-eA-g^ [wr-o.4-g^]): Greek (Ionic)
^laooii), (Attic) pdTTCi) (< •fpdx-iti)) ‘to strike, to dash, to push’; (Ionic) ptixli], (Attic) ^i&xla ‘the sea
breaking on the shore, especially the flood-tide: the roar of waves breaking on the shore’.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *wara ‘wave; turbulent’: Temirgoy wara ‘wave; turbulent’;
Kabardian war ‘wave; turbulent’.
146. Proto-Indo-European *wer-l*wor- ‘to say. to speak, to tell’; Greek elpw (< ’fepiw) ‘to say, to speak,
to tell’; Hittite (3rd sg. pres.) u-e-ri-ya-zi ‘to invite, to summon, to name’; Palaic (3rd sg. pres.) ti-e-erli ‘to say, to call’; Latin verbiim 'word'; Gothic waurd ‘word’; Old Icelandic ord ‘word’, ordigr
‘wordy’,yrda ‘to speak’; Old English MW</‘word’. ge-wyrd(e) ‘conversation’, wordig “talkative’; Old
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Saxon word ‘word’; Dutch woord ‘word’; Old High German wort ‘word’; Old Prussian (nom. sg. m.)
wlrds, wirds ‘word’ (acc. sg. m. wirdan); Lithuanian vardas ‘name’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *war-s’'/sar: Bzyp a-war-s^dr ‘to speak noisily, loudly’;
Abaza/Tapanta war-sdr ‘to speak noisily, loudly’.
147. Proto-Indo-European *wes-no-m ‘price’, "'wes- ‘to buy, to sell’: Latin venum (< *wes-no-m) ‘sale’;
Sanskrit vasnd-m ‘price, value’; Hittite us-Sa-ni-ya-zi ‘to put up for sale’; Greek ^V0(; (< •wds-no-s)
‘price’.
Northwest Caucasian; Proto-Circassian *wasa ‘price’: B2edux wasa ‘price’; Kabardian wdsa ‘price’.
148. Proto-Indo-European (adj.) *word'^o-s ‘grown, full-grown, tall, upright’, (adj.) *wfd''-o-s ‘raised,
upright, tali’, (verb stem) *werd'^l*worifl-l*wi-d'^ ‘to raise, to elevate; to grow, to increase’; Sanskrit
vdrdha-h ‘increasing, growing, thriving’, vrddhd-h ‘grown, become larger or longer or stronger,
increased, augmented, great, large; experienced, wise, learned; eminent in, distinguished by’, vrddhi-h
‘growth, increase, augmentation, rise, advancement'.
Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Circassian *warq:3 ‘nobleman’: Temirgoy warqs ‘nobleman’; Kabardian
warq' ‘nobleman’. Note: These may be late loans from Indo-Aryan (personal communication from
John Colarusso).
149. Proto-Indo-European *yenH-t‘'er-l*ytjH-i''er- ‘female in-law by marriage: sister-in-law. husband’s
brother’s wife’: Sanskrit yatar- ‘husband’s brother’s wife’; Greek (f) ivdiTiip ‘husband’s brother’s
wife’. (Homeric) (pi.) sivattpEi; ‘wives of brothers or of husband’s brothers, sisters-in-law’; Latin (pi.)
ianitrices ‘wives of brothers’; Old Lithuanian jeni^ ‘husband’s brother’s wife’; Old Church Slavic J?try
‘husband’s brother's wife’.
Northwest Caucasian: Common Abkhaz *j3n3: Abzhywa a-Jsn ‘female (of animals)’.
150. Proto-Indo-European *yel‘^/*yot‘^ ‘to exert oneself, to endeavor, to strive’; Sanskrit ydtaii, ydiate ‘to
exert oneself, to endeavor; to make, to produce’, ydti-h ‘a sage of subdued passions’, yatna-h ‘effort,
endeavor, exertion, energy, diligence, perseverance’; \\e%Xax\yateiti,yalayeili ‘to strive after; to place
in order’; Tocharian By*- ‘to be capable of; to have power over, to tame’.
Northwest Caucasian; Proto-Circassian *yat''a ‘to rage (of storm), to swell (of wound); to let oneself
go, to become insolent’; Temirgoy ydto ‘to rage (of storm), to swell (of wound); to let oneself go, to
become insolent'; Kabardian ydro ‘to rage (of storm), to swell (of wound); to let oneself go, to become
insolent’.
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Indo-European-North Caucasian Isoglosses i
Sergei A. Starostin^
Translated by Ronald W. Thornton
Kamakura, Japan
To the North Caucasian languages we assign, following N. Trubetzkoy
(Trubeckoj 1930), two language families: Northeast Caucasian (with the Lezgian,
Tsezian, Andian, Lak and Nakh subgroups; separate subgroups are defined by the
Dargi, Lak, Khinalug and Avar languages, of which Avar specifically is close to the Andi
languages, forming together with them an Ando-Avar unity); and Northwest Caucasian
(with the Abkhaz-Abaza and Adyghe subgroups, and the Ubykh language forming a
separate subgroup). At the present time, following the works of I. M. Diakonoff and S.
A. Starostin (D'jakonov and Starostin 1988) and V. V. Ivanov (Ivanov 1984), likewise
with a high degree of certainty one may assign to Northeast Caucasian the HurroUrartian languages, and to the Northwest Caucasian languages the Hattie language
(although the position of the latter is not yet fully clarified: quite possibly it may not fit
directly into the makeup of the northwest Caucasian languages, but rather form with
them a unity not unlike the Ando-Avar unity.
The progress achieved at present in the field of the comparative-historical
phonetics of the North Caucasian languages^ enables us to enlist North Caucasian data

1. This article was previously published in Mother Tongue XIV (2009), pp. 77-13S. It was originally
published as “Indoevropejsko-sevemokavkazskie izoglossy” in Drevnij I'osiok: etnokuTturnyu sv’jcai [The
Ancient East: ethnocultural connections], pp. 112-163, Moscow: Nauka, 1988; reprinted (in Russian) in
S.A. Starostin's Trudy po Jaz)'koznaniJu [Investigaiions in Linguistics], ed. by G.S. Starostin, pp. 312-358.
2007. Moscow: Jazyki slav janskix kuTtur. We are grateful to George Starostin for supplying the electronic
text to Dr. Thornton, as well as to Dr. Thornton for providing the English translation. [Ed.]
2. The author expresses deep indebtedness to V.A. Dybo, Vyach. Vs. Ivanov and V.E. Orel for reviewing
the manuscript and offering a number of valuable observations.
3. The foundations of the comparative-historical phonetics of the North Caucasian languages were laid in
the classic works of N. Trubetzkoy (Trubeckoj 1922; 1926; 1930; 1931). During the past twenty years
many valuable researches in this field have appeared: it is sufficient to cite the works of T.E. Gudava
(1965), V.K. Gigineishvili (GigineJSvili 1977), B.B. Talibov (1980). A.I. Abdokov (1976; 1983), D.S.
Imnaishvili (ImnaijSvili 1977). A. Kuypers (1963; 1975), A.K. Shagirov (Sagirov 1977). The author of the
present work together with S.L. Nikolaev produced a number of reconstructions of intermediate proto¬
language states (Proto-Lezgian, Proto-Tsezian, Proto-East Caucasian, Proto-West Caucasian) and put
forward a new variant of North Caucasian reconstruction. At the present time an etymological dictionary of
the North Caucasian languages, incorporating some 800 common North Caucasian roots (and as well about
2000 separate East Caucasian and West Caucasian lexical reconstructions) is being prepared for
publication. [Ed. note; this book was later published aNikola(y) & Starostin 1994.]
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for various types of researches in the field of genetic and areal connections among the
languages of the Caucasus (earlier this was difficult due to the extensive restructuring of
the phonetic systems of the present-day North Caucasian languages, as a result of which
the necessity for accurate North Caucasian reconstructions was especially sharply felt).
In the present work, we attempt to analyze the interrelationship of the North Caucasian
and Indo-European languages.
The absence of a genetic relationship between the North Caucasian and IndoEuropean languages is obvious: in the basic lexicons of these languages no
correspondences of whatever sort exist, and the phonological and morphological
systems differ fundamentally as well. Consequently, if we encounter resemblances of
vocabulary between the North Caucasian and Indo-European languages (whether in
their present stage of development or in their reconstructed states) the discussion clearly
must be about borrowings.
Chronologically the most recent stratum of "Indo-Europeanisms" in the North
Caucasian languages consists of numerous borrowings from contemporary Russian. The
stratum preceding it consists of Iranianisms (borrowed from middle Persian and
modem Persian, and also from Ossetian), these having penetrated the North Caucasian
languages starting in the earliest centuries of the Christian era. Also to be noted is the
large number of Armenianisms in the Udi language (Lezgian subgroup), several of
which spilled over into the neighboring Lezgian languages (cf. Vinogradova and Klimov
1979). All of these borrowings, as a rule, are easily identified, and we will not be
dwelling on them (although they without doubt constitute a needed field of research).
Of far greater interest are the instances of "Indo-Iranianisms" in the North
Caucasian languages. Borrowings from some ancient Indo-Iranian language
(languages?) are evident in the East Caucasian languages — although in a comparatively
small number — of which the following examples testify:
1) PEC *uaran-l*uaral- 'camel' (Av., Lak warani, Darg. walri, Lezg. lawar): OInd.
varnm- 'camel' (see Klimov 1971: 228).
2) PEC *veldi* 'thick felt, felt cloak' (Arch, ivarti. Tab. veri, Lezg. lit, Darg., Ak.
xvarhi, Chir. warse, Lak warsi, Av. burthia, Chech, werta, Ing. /ertrt etc.: Avest. varasa 'hair'
[single strand] (PIE *uolko-, cf. as well OInd. valqa- 'twig, withe', OSI. vlas'b etc., see WP: I,
297) — see Klimov 1972, 354 (Kartvelian parallels are found there as well, for which the
author presumes an East Caucasian source).
3) PEC *werh: 'bull-calf, male calf; male' (Av. basi 'calf, Akhv. buSa, Tind. boha
'bull', Chech., Btsb. bors 'bull'; Chech, borsa 'male'. Arch, bos-or 'husband, man'; cf. as
well Ur. waSa 'people, men'): OInd. frsn- 'ox', vrsan-, vnni- 'male', Avest. varasna- 'male'
(PIE *uers-, cf. Lat. verres 'wild boar', Lith. vefsis 'calf, Latv. versis 'ox' [WP: I, 269]), The
Indo-European root usually is considered a verbal (cf. OInd. varsati 'be rainy', Gk. oupeo)
< *uors-eid 'to wef), but cf. the Nostratic etymology [Dolgopolsky 1974,171]; in any case
the direction of borrowing (from Indo-European to East Caucasian) raises no doubt here.
4) PEC *HjV'fVrV 'young one (up to 1 year)' (Tsakh. vudra 'kid up to one year'),
Tzez. bediiro 'bear cub', Btsb. Under, Chech, ber 'child', and others); Olnd.*vatara- in sn-

4. The plioneme *8 is reconstructed only for PEC and in a very small number of roots (apparently not
ancient).
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vatara- 'having that very calf (PIE *Mefero-, cf. also Germ. *wiPru~ 'year-old lamb; ram').®
The Indo-European formation derives from PIE *uet- 'year; old' (for the Nostratic
etymology see MSSNJa: 337).
5) PEC *barzV 'mountain, hill' (Georgian bizu, Bezht. bizo 'mountain', Chech, barz,
Ing. boarz 'hillock, knoll, mound', Lezg. barza 'high-mountain meadow'), OInd. brhant'high', Avest. barazant-, baraz- 'high, mountain', Pers. burz 'mountain' (PIE *bhergh- 'high,
to rise, to tower', from whence also Arm barjr 'high'; cf. Irish bri 'hill', OHG berg
'mountain', Slav.
‘bank [of a stream]', Hitt, parku- 'high' and so on). For a reliable
Nostratic etymology of the PIE root see Illich-Svitych 1971, 177. Besides the aboveenumerated East Caucasian forms, Lak barzunliw 'heights, mountains' corresponds
exactly, apparently, to the Indo-Iranian participle form in -nt (see above).
6) PEC *maIdwV 6 'a kind of drink' (Lez. med. Tab. med, Dyub. malj 'syrup', God.
medi, Bagv. mer 'beer, bouza'; compare also Lak (Bartx. dialect) maid 'sperm'): OInd.
madhu- 'honey', Avest. ma5u 'wine from berries' (PIE *medhu- 'honey'; on itie etymology
of this root see below, 5.14).
With time, undoubtedly, it will become possible to enlarge this list somewhat.
That there would be an absence of old Iranianisms in the West Caucasian
languages was presupposed by N. Trubetzkoy (Trubeckoj 1921). Most of his etymologies
were submitted to a critique, conducted quite fairly, by G. Dum^zil (Dumezil 1963).
In his turn, however, Dumezil in that work proposed Indo-European
etymologies for a number of West Caucasian bases, but it is difficult nevertheless, to
agree with the majority of them; several of them will be examined below. On the whole
we must maintain that so far any hopeful Indo-Iranian etymologies for whatever West
Caucasian roots are lacking.
However, if we depart from the list of more or less late "Indo-Europeanisms" in
the North Caucasian languages enumerated above, there still remains a very large group
of lexical coincidences between PEC and PIE, the majority of which, as far as we know,
have not figured in the specialized literature. To begin with we introduce a list of these
instances, and then we attempt to offer corresponding linguistic commentaries.

1. NAMES OF ANIMALS
1.1. PIE *(H)aig- 'she-goaP (Gk. al^. Arm. nic. Alb. dhi < *aigiia 'she-goaP, Avest.
izaena- 'leathern' [see WP, v. I, p. 8]); a variant of that root is, in all probability, PIE
*(H)ag(o) 'she-goat, he-goaP (Old Ind. aja- 'he-goaP, aja 'she-goaP, cf. Pers. azak 'shegoaP, Lith. oiys, Lett, dzis 'he-goaP, Old Prus. wosee 'she-goaP; Alb. edh 'she-goaP, Old SI.
azno {*azbno) 'she-goaP [cf. WP, v. 1, p. 38]:’ PNC *Hejfu 'she-goat, he-goat' (Darg. Ak.

5. Eng. wether, also in heWwether [Ed.].
6. Note; the symbol HI in these words is not the high front vowel, as might be expected. It is the patodka, a
convention of Russian Caucasology that indicates a phaiyngealized vowel or consonant. Thus /HI/
represents the vowel /3/ with a pharyngeal quality, /al/ is pharyngeal /a/, etc. Also transcribed as!%!, /q/, etc.
[Ed.]
7. The PIE variants *(H)aig‘ and *(H)ago-, the correlation of which within Indo-European is inexplicable,
could in principle be due to their having arisen simultaneously as a borrowing from Proto-East-Caucasian
(or. possibly, as a borrowing from several dialects which had dilTerentiated among themselves).
Concerning the etymological source of the Albanian names for 'she-goat' and ‘goat-kid’ see [Or€l 1984].
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^ez(i, Chir. ^aca 'she-goaf; PN *'^awstV 'she-goat up to 1 year of age' > Chec., Ing. oasta;
PAK *acn 'he-goat' > Adyg. aca, Kab nzn). For a comparison of the Adygh and IndoEuropean material (but without involving the East Caucasian data) see Dumezil 1963:
13.
1.2. PIE *elcuo 'horse' (OInd. a^va-, Gk. iTinoi;, Lat. equits, OIr. ech, Old Eng. eoh,
Lith. asva, OLith. esva 'mare', Hier. Hitt, astiwa- and so on; [see WP: 1,113]; PEC *hincwV
'horse' (PL *tiins'" > Arch, ttols 'horse', Lezg. siw 'steed', Khin. psi, Darg. urci, Lak c^u, Av.
cm; Proto-Andi
> Akhv. and Tind. ii^a. And. rca and so on; Proto-Western
Caucasian *^"2 > Abkh. a-c$, Ub. C3, Ad. sa, and Kab. sa 'horse'; cf. also Hurt. eSsa 'horse'.
Besides the Indo-European form one can note as well Sum. atiSu, arise 'donkey,
ass' “ Proto-Lezg.
(that the Sumerian word is a borrowing is indicated by its
irregular vocalism - a feature impossible in the native Sumerian lexicon).
"Mediterranean" names for the ass (Gk. ovoq < *ohono-s < *osono-s, Lat. asihms 'ass'), all
of which Arm. es 'ass' hints at (cf. WP, ibid.), have, no doubt, a Hurro-Urartian source of
the type ’‘eSSa-na (with a typical postpositive formation in -n-®).
1.3. PIE *kago-

o->'goat, she-goaP (OSl koza, kozblb', OEng. hecen, cf. OLGerm.

boken 'goat [dim.]' (with an unclear vowel lengthening), Goth, hakuls, OLGerm. hachul

'coat [article of clothing]' {< 'leathern'). Alb. kedh, kec 'kid'; [see Toller 1921, 526; Feist,
238-239]: PEC *^b/ck"goat, she-goat, kid''’ (Lezg. tree 'kid', Darg., Lak qalcn 'he-goat';
Georg, qasa 'hornless animal' also, apparently, belongs here).
1.4. PIE *koI(i)- 'puppy, cub, whelp; young one' (Gk. OKuAfl^, Hes.'“ KuAAa
'puppy, cub, whelp; young one'; Lith. kale, kale 'bitch'. Alb. kcl'iii 'young one; puppy,
cub, whelp', cf. Irish chiVcji (*koli-gno-'young one', WP: I, 445; Frisk II, 741; Fraenkel, p.

8. The morpheme -wa in Hurro-llrartian plays the role of a definite article and therefore very frequently
determines the shape of nouns. Historically it goes back, apparently, to a Proto-East Caucasian (and.
possibly, to a Proto-North Caucasian ) indicator of an oblique noun base
well represented in
contemporary East-Caucasian languages (in West Caucasian only relic formations with this formant
survive). It is very likely that in PEC and PNC the morpheme
besides indicating an oblique base, also
played the role as well of an indicator of definiteness. Attention is called to the fact that among the IndoEuropean lexemes examined in the present work rather a large number of them have a suffixal prevalence
of
of which fact examples 2.10 {*pers-m), 2.14 {*stom-en-), 2.15 {*slp/el^h-en-) and 3.14 {‘Wwrsmo-)
testiiy: as for the identity of the latter, namely PEC
3.23 {*(H)enk'’-no- > Slav.*f^i)MT), Gk.
opnvT^), 4.10 {^g^era-n-), 5.6 (•ires-no-). Compare as well the heteroclitic bases 2.2 *liek"’-r/*Iiek'“-no- and
5.11 *fcek'°-r-rkek'’- no-, upon which the nominative shape could have been developed still later, following
the Indo-European model of that time.
9. Many of the examples introduced in the present article are based only on East Caucasian data (separate
West Caucasian -Indo-European isoglosses exist as well, but in a very small number: see examples 4.1.
4.15, 5.13). This, however, hardly speaks of any specific ties between PEC and PIE. It is more likely that
we are dealing here with roots the reflexes of which in the West Caucasian languages have been lost. The
fact is that the specific character of the contemporary West Caucasian languages (just as with the
reconstructed PWC) has resulted from a sharp contraction of the number of roots in general on account of
an extraordinary growth development of root composition, such that many of the original roots are now
lost, having been replaced by periphrastic formations of various types. This, in part, explains the quite
small common root stock of the West Caucasian languages (splendidly serving, however, a large part of the
lexemes in the contemporary West Caucasian languages) and the comparatively small number of
reconstructed PNC roots (around 800 out of more than 2000 PEC roots).
10. *Hesychius of Alexandria [translator’s note].
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208); PEC *qVlV 'young one' (Lak quit 'young one'; PTs. *q3ra 'child; infant' > Khvar.
qale, Inkh. qala, Georg, qara, Bezht. qowa, Tl. qora).
The comparison is admissible if in PIE the original meaning is in actuality
'puppy, cub, whelp; young one’ (the morphological structure of the formations
presented do in principle permit one other explanation).
1.5. PIE *dik-/dig-'shi’^OAi' (OHGerm. ziga [base in -«-] 'she-goat', OEng. ticcen,
OGerm. zickin < *tiknm-) 'she-goat [dim.]'. Arm. tik, Gk. Hes. 6iCa 'she-goaf, WP I, 814;
Frisk: I, 390-391): PEC *tVqV‘)\e-^oi\, kid' (PTS *f»^“’a'goat kid up to 1 year' > Inkh. liqo,
Bezht. tdqii, Hunz. toq-di, Av de^en (< *deqen) 'he-goat'; possibly belonging here as well is
Hurrian taya 'man [male person]': D'yakonov and Starostin 1988.
1.6. PIE *peku- 'livestock' (OInd yaqu, Avest. pasu-, Lat pecu, OHGer. fihu, OEng.
feoh, Lith. pekus, see WP: H, 16): PNC '/aWiTrvV'livestock' (basically small horned
animals [sheep and goats): Arch. balX 'ram', PTs. *bi?. > Tsez. beA 'sheep [collective]',
Hunz., Bezht. biX. 'sheep [sing.]', Av. ljuruf < *but-ur < *biLA-ur 'kid'. And. beXiri 'deer'
[sing,], PN *bfiok 'he-goaf > Chec., Ing. Chech, boi, Btsb. b'^oh, PAK *bLa 'flock' in the
compound *x''i>-bLa 'flock of sheep' [where
‘s 'sheep']. Ad. x"s-bya, Kab. A'Vbia).
Despite WP: II, 16 PIE *peku- is hardly related to *pek- 'comb, card'. Also doubtful
as well is a Nostratic origin of the Indo-European root (see MCCNJa. 365) - for a root
with a meaning such as this it is better to suppose a migrational character.
1.7. PIE *porko- 'pig, swine, suckling-pig (domestic)' (Lat. porcus, MIran. ore,
OLGerm. far(a)h, Lith. parsas 'hog', Slav. *porse 'suckling-pig' [WP: 11, 78]): PNC
*wilj^iv9 'pig, swine, sow' (PL *V)alX'‘ > Arch. boIX, Lezg. wak, Ag. wak, Ud. holq and
so on 'pig, swine'; Lak burk; PTs *buIXV > Tsez. beXo, Gin. boXi, Hunz. buAu and so on;
Btsb. buruk 'suckling-pig'; PAK *iaw3 (by metathesis < *a»flia) > Ad. Lawd, Kab. law 'pig,
swine, sow').
An East Caucasian source is supposed by G. A. Klimov (Klimov 1971, 224-225)
for Geor. bur(w)ak- 'adolescent suckling-pig'; that area is also under consideration
regarding the question of the correlation between the Nakh-Dagestanian forms and PIE
*porko-.
1.8. PIE *sfer- 'barren, sterile' (of animals), infertile (OInd. start- 'infertile cow;
heifer'; Arm. sterj, sterd 'infertile (of animals)'; Gk. cTTeiQa 'the infertile one (f.)'; Alb.
Stjefe 'young cow; lamb'; Lat. sterilis 'infertile'; Goth, staird 'the infertile one, the barren
one (f.)', MHGerm, sterke 'cow that has not calved, heifer', see WP: n, 640): PEC
VZSfrwTT'heifer' (Av. ^aiar, PA
> And. (ora, Tind, Kar. and others firra 'heifer, 'one
that is weak, not a sure bef; PN *^asse 'calf (up to one year)’ > Chech, esa, Ing ^asa; PL
(with metathesis) *hica heifer > Tab. lie, Ag. luc, Tsah. vude and others; Darg., Chir. lu^,
probably <Ag.).
The origin of PIE *ster- 'infertile one (f.), heifer' from *sfer- 'hard; rigid, stiff, stem'
(WP: II, 640) is an obvious example of folk etymology.
1.9. PIE *g*eb(h)-l *girob(h)-{W\^ irregular ablaut relations) 'toad, frog' (Slav.
*iaba, OPrus. gabaxvo 'toad', Lat. [< Osc.-Umbr.] bufo 'frog'. Mid. High German quappe
'burbot, eel-pouL etc. [WP: L 674; Vasmer: L 31, Walde, 74]): PEC *CG(fvJVIpV‘frog, a
kind of worm [fern.]' (PL *qolp 'frog' > Lezg. qib, Tab. iflub. Rut. «lib, Kryz. qub and
others; PN ‘(jopV"trichina, trichinosis' > Chech, qdha, Ing. qop; Av. qob 'malaria').
Completely unclear is the relation to the Indo-European root of the Kartvelian
forms (Laz. myvabu 'toad', Megr. Ivabu 'frog' [Cikobava 1938, 118; Klimov 1981, 169]):
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direct borrowing from Slavic languages is improbable, whereas if it is a case of it being
of greater antiquity the initial consonant in Kartvelian is incomprehensible.
1.10. PIE *pisk/peisk-(Lat. pisris, Goth./is/cs, Olr. iasc, ? Slav. *pisfc-orjb
'gudgeon, eel' [WP: n, 11]; otherwise on the Slavic form see Vasmer: III, 267): PNC
*pVswV'^sh' (PTs. *fcfs"V > Tsez besuro, bes’^iro, Hin. besuro, Hunz. ttsa, Bezht. bisa;
PWC *pasV 'fish' > Ub. psa; PAK *pca > Ad. pea, Kab. bja large fish; PAT *pasa > Abkh., Bz.
rt-psa-3, Abaz. ps-lac"n 'fish').
Whenever a given comparison of -k- in its Indo-European form is made it follows
that the suffixal form (the old diminutive suffix?) should be taken into account. For a
comparison of the West Caucasian material (not including the Tsez forms) with IndoEuropean see Dumezil 1963,18.
1.11. PIE *kek~Akek-‘weasel, polecat (OInd. ka^a-, ka^tka 'weasel', Lith. Seskas,
Latv. sesks 'polecat' (WP: I, 381; Fraenkel, 976-977); an irregular variant *gegh- is reflected
in OInd. jdhaka 'polecaf (or 'hedgehog' [Mayrhofer, 426; WP: I, 570]); PNC ‘^cVtjV
'marten, weasel, squirrel' (PL *corc-ol 'marten' > Tab. ^rcul, curcul, Ag. curful, Lezg.
cuculi Av. dial, zazi-^unk 'squirrel' (^unk 'mouse'), PN '^feca- > Chech, ccca-joqqurg
'weasel', Ing. cic-xolg 'raf; PWC ‘cVjV 'marten, weasel (with various assimilations in the
reflexes) > Ub. daca 'beaver', PAK *0330 'marten' > Ad. caza, Kab. 333a; PAT *cajV > Abaz.
3333c 'weasel', Abkh. *n-ps-c3n, Bukv. 'red marten' > n-psjrt 'weasel').
Borrowing from a Turkic source for the Adyghe form is ruled out (despite A. K.
Shagirov [Sagirov 1977:1,168]).

2. NAMES OF BODY PARTS
2.1. PIE "^(Wang- 'hip, ankle' (OInd. (Tii^a-'member, part of the body'; OHGerm.
ancha, enka 'hip, 'tubular bone'. Ok. ekkja 'ankle, heel' (Germ. *ankjdn-), cf. also Germ.
*ankulan- 'ankle' > OHGerm. enchila, OIc. QJdcla and so on [WP: I, 61]: PEC *hIanqqV
'hip, part of the leg' [PL *'’aq > Arch, aq 'leg; rear leg of an animal'; Tab. Dyub. aqa 'hip
[of a man, animal'], rear leg [of an animal]', Ag. ae 'hip; calf [of the leg]'; PA *'^anqu >
And. aqu 'hip', Tind. anqu 'knee bone'; Chech, hdq-am 'calyx [anatom.]').
WP: I, 61 relates to this (with a question-mark) PIE *ang-(lo-) 'corner' (Arm.
ankiim, Lat. angulus, Slav. Qglt) and considers the root *ang- a variant of PIE *ank- 'to
bend', which is doubtful (especially in view of the Caucasian parallels).
2.2. PIE ‘^(DiSk'k- 'liver' (OInd. ydkrl, Gk. fjrtaQ, Lat. iecur, Lith. jeknos, j^nos,
Latv. akne; the Arm. form leard and Germ, form *lifiir- may point to the *1-, and cf. as well
OPrus. lagno, although this may just be a slip of the pen in place of jagtto (Toporov 1980,
11; WP: 1,105; Benveniste 1935); PEC *IaHaXwV‘\ivef (PL *ldA > Tab. lik, Lezg. leq, Bud.
Icq and others; PA *riAa-jiA > Akhv. riAajSh Tind. relaX, And. reXLXi and others; PN
*dVHVxk > Ing. dijxK Chech, do^ax', with metathesis Av. tul (<
cf. as well as Ur.
zelds (< *X-) 'liver').
V. M. Illich-Svitych {OSNJa: II, 17) separates the Armenian and Germanic forms
from the remaining Indo-European forms, deriving them as being supposedly from
Nostratic *llelpA 'spleen'; in view of the PEC form, however, deriving all the IndoEuropean forms from PIE *ljek"-r-, as proposed by Benveniste (Benveniste 1935: 182),
appears more satisfactory.
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2.3. PIE *Hu9hna'\\iaT, wool, fur' (OInd. urna- Gk. Af^vo^; Lat. lana-, Goth, wulla,
OHGerm. wolla and so on; Lith. v'llna, Latv. vitna-, OSl vhna-, Welsh gwlan, Mir. olann and
others; Hitt, hulana-; see WP: I, 296); PEC *Xwahni 'hair, wool' (PN *kdn spring hair,
wool, fur' > Ing. ka, Chech, kan; Av. Xuh in Auh baqize 'flay, skin'; Kar. Auji, Tok. Auni 'hair
[strand]'; PTs.
'hair, wool, fur' > Gin. Au-s, Hunz. Au, Bezht. Aw and others; Khin. ka
'hair, wool, tur'; PL *Aaj 'wool' (of sheep)' (Arch. oX, Tab. xa, Khyur. xaj, Ag. xej,
Burshch. S.i, Tsakh. xa, Ud. xa).
The segmental structure of the PIE and the PEC forms is identical (on the PIE *l =
PEC *.5 correspondence see below) with die exception of the position of the laryngeal (in
PIE in die initial, in PEC in the medial)'*.
2.4. PIE *kajs- 'hairs' (OInd. kesara- 'hairs, mane', Lat. caesaries hairs of the head';
[Mayrhofer: 268; Walde: 81]; cf. also, perhaps, Hitt, kisri- 'something which is hairy,
wooly, furry; hair, wool, fur?' [WP; I, 329; Kronasser 1956; 64]; the words; OSl. kosa,
kostm, Lith. kasd 'Koca', OIc. haddr {*hazda-) 'feminine hairs' may represent contamination
of the root *kais- and the root *kes- 'to comb', from which the words usually are derived,
see WP: I, 449: PEC *kwVsV‘bxAiA. hairs' (Tab. kus 'braid'; Av. k^as 'hair, wool, fur';
Tsez. kos 'cock's comb'; PWC *k''3s(w)V/*sVk'‘3 'mane, crown' > Abkh. d-k'^sa 'crown',
PAK *sdk'" > Ad. sak'^, Kab. sok” 'mane').
In connection with the Indo-European words with suffixal -r* a series of East
Caucasian derivatives with the suffix *-lV can be noted (on the correspondence PNC *l =
PIE *r see below), cf. Darg. Sirg. kusala 'wing', Btsb. karsd (*kas-Vl-) 'wattled rope of
goat's hair' and others.
2.5. PIE *kenk- 'part of the
Germ. *hanha- 'heel'; knee tendon'
the foot' (PL *qamq(a) 'knee' > Tab.
'knee'; Tsez. qalqu 'tubular bone';

leg' (Lith ketikle 'hollow, depression under the knee';
[WP: L 401; Fraenkel, 239]): PNC *qamqa 'a part of
qamq, Ar. q^aq", Rut. q'^aq-, Darg. Ak. quqa, Kad. qwiqa
PAT *q'^aq'’a 'pelvic bones' > Abkh. a-q'°nq”’a, Abaz.

2.6. PIE *kojta-mo- 'tibial bone, shin' (Gk. kvt)pti 'tibia! bone, shin'; OIr. cndini
'bone, leg'; OHGerm. hannna (< *han-ma-) 'hip; knee hollow, cavity', [WP: I, 460; Frisk,
883]): PNC *kivVn V'bone of the kg' (PA *k''mij > Lezg. kimuk 'ankle'. Rut. kuni, Tsakh.
kunu 'knucklebone', Kryz. k^ani 'hip'; PAK *kdn3 > Ad., Kab. can 'knucklebone').
2.7. PIE *g*et’ 'gut, intestine' (Lat. bohdus 'intesHne'; Goth. qiPiis 'stomach,
belly, maw, womb', OEng. avid and others [WP: L 671; Walde: 70]): PEC *qqwata ('~^)
'intestine, stomach' (Lak qata 'large intestine' (of small homed livestock)', Av. q^atii
'large intestine'; Kar. q^ala 'stomach').
2.8. PIE *g(h)enu- (OInd. hanu; Lat. gena 'cheek' dentes genuini 'back teeth'; OIr.
gin, giun 'mouth', Welsh gen 'cheek, chin'; Goth, kinnus 'cheek', OHGerm. kinni 'chin'
and others [WP: I, 587]): PEC a*c(^JanV'cheek' (PTs [with reduplication] *cecenVlcidinV
'chin' > Tsez. fla«, Inkh. ceien, Bezht. gana and others; PN *ddn-ik [-ifc-: a diminishing
suffix] 'chin'> Ing. &ng, Chech, cenig Btsb. mnifc).
2.9. PIE *tuak- 'skin' (OInd. Ivac- 'skin, hide'; Gk. crdKOC 'shield of skin, leather'
[WP: I, 747; Frisk: IL 672; Mayrhofer; 537]; related here as well, apparently, is Hitt.

11. If in Hattie a metathesis of the laryngeal (hulana- < *hulAna-) is presupposed, as is usually done in
order to explain the Indo-European long sonant in a given root (^ualand- < *u[nd < *ulHnd), then the
coincidence of the PIE and PEC forms will be still more exact.
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luckka- 'bod/): PEC *ccaicwV {- -jy-) 'hide' {Av. coko, PA *cikwV > Akhv. coko 'skin',
Tind. coka 'goat- hide'. And. aiku 'id.'; PN *cdka > Ing. coka 'hide (wolf's, dog's)', Chech.
cdka 'hide').

2.10. PIE *peis-na'psai of the leg' (OInd. parsni-, Avest. pasm- 'heel; Gk. TrxEQvr)
'heel; ham, gammon'; Lai. pmin 'back part of the hip; ham, gammon'; Goth, fairzna,
OHGerm. farsana 'heel'; see WP: 11, 50; related here also is Hitt. parSna- 'lower part of the
leg' [Friedrich: II, 163]): PEC *pfvffrccV'pAw; ham, gammon' (PL*pffc 'paw' > Lezg. pac,
Tab. bac and others; Av. purci 'ham, gammon (of animals)'; Cham, becw knee; here as
well probably belongs PTs *bisV 'fisT > Tsez. besi, Hunz. bizn and others).
A Nostratic etymology for the PIE form (MSSN/d, 342) appears unhopeful (the
author himself introduces it with a question mark), and in light of the Caucasian data it
seems advisable to reject it.
2.11. PIE *penJc*e 'five' (OInd. panca; Arm. king-, Gk. nevTc; Tokh. B pis; Alb.
pese; Lat. quinque; OIr. coic; Goth.fimf; Lith. penki; S\AV.*p?tb [WP: II, 55]): PEC *2pyinkfvV
'fisP (Arch, ^k; Darg. *^i}ik > Ak. x^nk, Kharb. xunk and others; PA *hunkA'^ > God.
hunka, Cham, huca, Bagv. hiinka).

For PIE an alternative reconstruction *k“efik‘'^e is not excluded (if the Italo-Celtic
form is assumed to be archaic and if an early dissimilation k'^enk^'e > *penk'''e in the other
PIE dialects is assumed; on the analogic reconstruction of *k“’erk“'o- 'oak' see below). The
original meaning 'five fingers, fisT can be traced in its derivatives (cf. Germ. *Jing(w)raz
'finger' < *penk'''-r6-s, as well as PIE *pnk'"-sti- 'fisT >OHGerm. ^ust, OEng.^sf, OSl. p?stb,
Lith. ki'imste [WP: II, 84; Fraenkel, 309-310]). Acceptance of the reconstruction *k"enk''e
and an initial meaning of 'five fingers, fisf renders the Indo-European-Caucasian
parallel quite hopeful (the author thanks Vjach. Vs. Ivanov for having indicated the
possibility of this comparison).
2.12. PIE *bhighu- 'a part of the arm' (OInd. bahu- 'arm, armpit; foreleg (of an
animal)', Avest. bazu- 'hand, arm'; Gk. nqx'-'C 'elbow, armpit'; OIc. bogr 'arm, shoulder';
Toch. A pokent 'arm' [WP: II, 130]: PNC *puggV‘side, part of the body from the armpit
to the hip' [PL *peX 'side' > Rut., Kryz. beg 'side'. Rut. bcy-da 'near'] < 'at the side'and
others; Khin. bu}'ru- 'side'; Bezht. beXcjo 'part of the body from the armpit to the hip';
PAA Proto-Abkhaz-Adygh *b3yV 'waist, loins' > Abkh. a-bm, Abaz. bm. Ad., Kab. byd).
2.13. PIE *saim- 'thick liquid' (Gk. aipa 'blood', OHGerm. seim 'treacle'; see
Frisk: I, 39; the remaining Indo-European parallels, collected in WP: H, 465 under the
root *se(i)- 'to drip, dribble, drop; humid', are entirely unreliable); PNC *cwajmi 'bile,
gall' (PL *snni > Arch, sam 'bile; anger, ire'; Tab. seb 'bile'; Lezg. seb 'anger, ire'; Darg.
*dumi > Ak. himi, Kub. tume, Tsud. simi 'bile; anger, ire'; Lak si ‘bile; anger, ire'; PA *simi
'bile' > Akhv., Tind. simi. And. sihi and others; Av. cin 'bile; anger, ire'; PTs *sim3 'bile'>
Tsez. semi, Georg, simi and others, PN *stim 'bile' > Chech, stim, Ing. sim, Btsb. sem. In
PWC the reflex of this root
appears only in the formation *g“'a-2"'a 'anger, ire, spite'
(where *g'°3 is 'heart'); cf. Abaz. g‘'3z" secret, repressed spite', Ub. gaz'' 'spite, vengeance'.
Ad. (g'°^a)-g“^3Z, Kab. g“'3i(-uaz) 'secret, repressed spite'.

12. The symbol A in Proto-Andi reconstructions signifies an alternative possibility of the reconstruction of
PA *£7 or *0 (these vowels differ from each other only in the Andi language, whereas in the remaining
languages they fall together into a common a: the vowel o in the remaining Andi languages has a secondary
origin, the result of a transfering of labialization from the neighboring consonant).
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2.14. PIE *stom-en- 'mouth' {Avest, siatnan- dog mouth, Afg. stunay (< *stammka-) 'larynx'; Gk. crtoija 'mouth', Welsh safn 'mandible, jaw', OBret. istomid 'palate' and
others [WP: II, 648; Dybo 1974,100]): PEC *jwemV'mouih, chin' (Ud. zomo(x) 'mouth,
lips, mouth [of animals]; Lak zuma 'mouOn, lips; edge, end'; PA
'chin' >
Kar. zomo, Btsb. zuna, Akhv. lonoAi, Tind. zinaKu).
2.15. PIE *s/p/el^(en)- 'spleen' (OInd. piThdn-, Avest. sparazan--, Arm. p'aicabi-,
Gk. ctttAiiv; Lat. lien-, OIr. se/g; OSl. slezena; Lith. bluznis [WP: II, 680]): PNC *jwile/r/3wV
'spleen' (PL *c“ilerc'^ > Tab. zelerz'r, Ag. z^elez, Lezg. ^lez. Rut. ziliz and others.; Darg.
Chir. zilaz 'spleen', Kharb. tir-clerc kidney; PWC *j,"mVz'W (~ z*") 'spleen; abomasum,
rennet bag' > Ad. ^anaz 'abomasum, rennet bag', PAT *y'"anaza (~ z) 'spleen' > Abkh. avan^a, Abaz. janaza; despite Shagirov 1977, 277, articulating or dividing the PAT form
into *f°a and -naza is inadmissible).
As in the Indo-European, so also in the North Caucasian languages there are
available several non-regular reconstructions of the root which do not, however, hinder
a comparison of the PIE and PNC forms.
2.16. PIE *ker- 'hair (single strand)' (Latv. cera, che 'hairs on the head, shaggy
hairs; Lat. [with irregular transformations] cirrus 'curly hairs; OHGerm. har, OEng. hier
'hair(s); see Vries: 210; WP: I, 413, 427, where the Germanic material belongs to another
root): PEC *Jcfrfw)V'hut [single strand]' {Darg. Chir. kur 'horse's mane; PTs. *kera 'hair
[single strand]'> Hunz. kera, Bezht. keja, Tl. kera and others; Av. kar 'hair [strand]'; PA
*kArV 'hair [single strand'] (Akhv. kari, Tind. kara and others; Chech, kur 'tuft, crest,
forelock').
2.17. PIE *orso- 'back, hindquarter, buttocks' (Gk. 6qqo<;; OHGerm ars, OEng.
ears and others; Ir. err 'tail'; Arm. or; Hitt. arra-S [WP: I, 138; Friedrich: I, 28]): PEC
*^aracwV‘bottom, anus' (Av. roc, PA
> Avkh. rosi, And. rusii, Tind. rosi and others
’anus'; PTs.*ros 'foundation' (< 'bottom'); PL *?ns-'bottom' (Tab. as-iq, as-ik 'below', ns-ina
'down, downward', Ag. ajs 'bottom', Lezg. as-kan 'lower [adj.]' and others; cf. as well
Hurr. taws (< *raws-) 'bottom, ground').

3. NAMES OF PLANTS
3.1. PIE *(H)auig- 'oats' (Lith. avizd, Latv. auzas, OPrus. wyse 'oats'; Slav. *ovr,s-b-,
Lat. avena 'fodder oats' [WP: I, 24]: PEC *HVbVgV/*HVgVbV‘i kind of cereal' (Av.
ogob, gen. abg-il 'rye'; PA *hAgib 'rye' > Akhv. hagib, Tind. hagib; PWC *bag(')a-na 'oats' >
Shaps. baganla), Ub. bagana).
The above West Caucasian forms, despite Shagirov (Sagirov 1977:1, 72), are to be
distanced from PAK *bagana 'a dish made from flour and sour cream' < Osset, bagdny
'beer' [Abaev 1958, 245].
3.2. PIE *(H)ag- 'berry, fniiP (Lith. uoga 'berry', Latv. uoga 'berry, 'sweet
cherries'; Slav. *aga, *ng-oda 'berry'; Tokh. B oko 'fruif; Germ. *ak-ran- 'fruit'; Ir. dime (<
*agnnia) 'sloe, blackthorn' and others [WP: I, 173; Vasmer: IV, 545]): PEC *^eqV
'vineyard, fruit (juicy, edible)' (Darg. Chir. aq 'fruits [juicy, edible] '; PTsKh *7ox
'vineyard' > Inkh. oh, Khwar. oh) PA *'>oqi > Akhv. aqi, Tind. aji 'vineyard'. And. ogi
'sweet cherries').
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3.3. PIE *kiko‘ 'fodder grass' (OInd. gaka- 'edible grass, vegetables; Lith. sihs
'freshly mowed grass, green feed, forage'; OIc. ha {*hchdn-) 'aftermath', Swed. dial, ha,
hav [WP: I, 381; Vries: 199, Fraenkel: 970-971]): PNC *cweKV‘ch»ff' (Lezg. cek”" 'chaff';
Darg. Ak., Tsud. gik 'straw'; PWC *c‘^V > PAK *caka' > Ad. sadn 'weed', Kab. sa(a
'chaff'; ? Ub. cska 'fruit stone').
3.4. PIE *kermus- (/ *Icermus-) 'name of a plant' (Slav. *denrrbxa, *cermuxa 'birdcherry'; Latv. cenmuksis, Lith. sermuskle 'ashberry, rowan'. It is not clear how the
common Indo-European name for wild onion or garlic relates to this Balto-Slavic
formation: Gk.K()£faiiov, KQopuov 'a kind of onion', Mid-Ir. crim 'garlic', OEng. hramsan
'forest garlic', Slav. *cerijrbsa 'wild-growing onion', Lith. kenniise 'wild garlic'; see
Bemeker 1908, 145; Vasmer: IV, 339; WP: I, 426): PNC 'kkarmusV / *kkarmuzV /
*kkumarsV‘<\mnce or some similar fruit-bearing plant' (PL *kurmiisl*kumars 'quince' >
Tab. JcumiS, Ag. Burshch. kiirSem; a variant, ‘jtMrjnm, is reflected in Tab. Djub. kti^im, Ag.
kurznm; Darg. *kimir6i 'quince' > Ak. gimirhi, Kait. cijhi'sj and others; Lak kurinuz 'mirabel
[fruit]'; the Lak form, probably, served as the source of Av. gcrmez. Arch, gerbec); PTsKh
*kusu-Hi 'peach' > Tsez. kusuhi, Gin. kusohi; PN *kihnVs/-z 'vinyard > Chech, kerns, Ing.
koins, Btsb. fcam'z; PWC > Abkh. /with metathesis / marg'^az-, Bz. a-marg''^z-ph'‘‘a 'a sort of
plum' iph'^a 'plum'), a-marg’^ai-fama 'a sort of peach' (tmna 'peach')).
The word does not yield to further etymologization either in North Caucasian or
in Indo-European (a comparison of the PIE form with Kartvelian ’‘qar- 'to give off a
stench' and Semitic-Hamitic *kr- 'to smell' proposed by V. M. Illich-Svitych [MSSNJn:
354] must be rejected in that it is based on an arbitrary segmentation of the PIE base). We
note the presence of that very root in Georg, komii 'quince' (apparently from a North
Caucasian source) from where, in its turn, Osset, komsi 'quince' derives (Abaev 1958,
636]. It is quite probable that Gk. Kepaaot; (< *kermso-) 'cherry' has a North Caucasian
(Hurrian?) source from which in the final analysis the European names for cherries and
bird-cherries come (Frisk, 828; Vasmer: IV, 343, with references).
3.5. PIE *gholg(h)- (~a-) 'branch, stick' (Arm. jatk 'branch, twig'; Goth, galga
'stake, cross; OIc. galgi 'gallows, gelgia 'branch, stick' and other Germ, words ; Lith. Mga,
zalgas 'long, thin pole; [WP; I, 540]): PEC *kaIVkV(■’kJd 'branch, stick' (Darg. *kalka >
Ak. galga, Kajt. kalka 'tree', Chir. kal^e 'branch'; Av. geregi 'block (executioner's)' [from
Av., borrowed by Arch, geregi 'stump of a cut tree without branches']; Bezht. gaga-to
'rolling-pin').
As in PIE, so also in PEC as well there are non-reduplicated forms: for PIE cf.
OInd. hala- 'plow'. Arm. jd 'stake, long branch'; Lith. zuolis 'piece of wood' (*ghdl--, for
PEC cf. Tsez. gilu 'pole', Lak ^ala 'bayonef, PN *gal(a) > Chech, gala 'a kind of skittles
(sport), chock (sport)', Btsb. gal 'birch (tree)' {*kalV~*kkalV).
3.6. PIE *gherd- 'pear' (Gk.dx£e6o(;, dx9«c 'pear (wild)'; Alb. darbc 'pear' [Frisk:
I, 199]): PNC
'pear' (PL *xelra > Arch,
Rut. A'I*'', Ud. ar and others; Darg.
Ak., Chir. and others qalr; Lak quir-t 'pear'; PN *qdr 'pear, apple' > Chech., Ing. qor 'pear',
Btsb. *q"a(za) > Ad. qwaza, Kab. qwaz.
The Archi and Lak forms have the suffix -f; (in final position < *-d), characteristic
also for a number of names of leaf-bearing trees (cf. PEC *q^di 'linden', *c^elldi 'willow'
and others). Interesting in this connection is the presence of -d- in the Indo-European
form. The comparison appears to be trustworthy despite the small distribution of the
base in the Indo-European area.
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3.7. PIE *gl6gh- 'prickle, spike; Ihom' (Gk.yAd)X£C 'awn, beard of a wheel',
yAcoxiC 'sharp (adj. pi.)'; Slav. *g/ogTi 'hawthorn; blackthorn'; see WP: I, 662; Vasmer: I,
414): PEC *qqSeqqe (-i) 'bush (prickly')/ thorn' (Lak xalaxi 'thorn, needle'; Av. qaraq
'prickly bushes (collect.)'; Akhv. qolaqe 'bush'; to this, probably, should be connected
'tree' (with a change of meaning of 'bush' > 'tree') PHB *xoxe 'tree' > Hunz.
Bezht.
*xoxo and, apparently, Chech. Karva 'a kind of poplaK).
3.8. PIE *perkiho~ 'oak' (OInd. parkatt 'ficus religiosa', Punjab, pnrgai 'quercus
ilex'; Afg. pargay (< *parku-ka-) 'acorn'; Lat. quercus 'oak'; OHGerm. fcreh-cih 'oak', forha
'pine' and others; see Dybo 1974, 95; Mayrhofer, 221-222): PEC *^ivfrk(w)V'i kind of
tree (oak?)' (Av. hirk 'acorn'; PL y’ilrlk > Arch. )f‘ak 'forest'. Rut. xitk 'tree'.
If for PIE the original form is *k"etk’o- (cf. Lat. quercus), then the comparison is acceptable
(cf. above on PIE *k'’euk'’e > *penk"e 'five' (2.11)).
3.9. PIE *pel(u)- 'name of a leaf-bearing tree' (OHGerman. fel(a)wa 'willow';
Osset, farwe, fdrwe 'alderi; Lat. populus (< *pl6pol-os) 'poplar'; ? Slav. *topoh [by
dissimilation < *popolb'^]-, Gk. nreXia, ne\ea 'elm'; therefore despite WP: II, 55, 85;
Vasmer: IV, 79: PNC *pwiU'V 'a kind of leaf-bearing tree' (DargJpall > Tsud. pall
'poplar', Ak. pallpall-ag 'aspen'; PTsKh *bille, Tsez. belli 'poplar, ash'. Gin. bele 'poplar',
Inkh. biille 'aspen'; Chech, bol-ak 'grove'; PAA *p"V > Abkh.
'lime-tree, linden' Ub.
prt-sa, f'rt-sa 'beech' [-s 'tree']).
The reduplication in Darg. pallpallag is similar to the reduplication in Lat. populus
and Slav. *topolb < *popolb. In view of the clear connection of the PIE and PNC forms the
relationship to this of the Proto-Altaic forms *pula 'poplar, asp' is not wholly clear (on
the rapproachement of the Indo-European and Altaic roots and the reconstruction of
Nostratic *pulV 'poplar' see MSSNYa: 369).
3.10. PIE *pftu- 'pine, fir, spruce' (OInd. pUti-ddru 'a kind of fir'; OGk. ttituc
'pine, fir'; taking the original meaning to be 'resin' (see below) it is tempting to get from
this OInd. pitu-, Avest. pitu- 'juice, sap, drink (n.)': Lat. pituUa 'mucus, slime, humidity',
although these words may well have a different origin (WP: II, 74-75]): PEC *pinccwV
'resin, juice, sap' (Darg. Ak. penc 'resin'; Lak pic 'melliferous dew perspiration; Av. pic
'resin' [> Arch, pic]; PA *pinci/*binci 'resin' > And. pira, Akhv. mid, Tind. mici, Kar. bid;
Chech, mutta 'juice, sap').
As with the preceding root, in this case also a Nostratic parallel comes to light
(on Nostr. *pe^, reflected in Ural. *pe(n)ca 'pine' and Turk. *ba§/*bds 'pine', see Terent'ev
1979, 160-162; as for Georg, picvilbi^i, it is tempting there also to see a parallel; most
likely it has a North Caucasian source). It must be emphasized, however, that the IndoEuropean root (as V. A. Terent'ev notes), can not be a regular reflex of Nostr. *pe^.
3.11. PIE *peuk- 'fir, spruce' (Gk. n£UKr|; OPrus. peuse; Lith. puSis; OHGerm.
fiuhla; Mir. ochtach (WP: D, 15; Frisk: II, 523; Fraenkel, 679]): PEC *biInkkwV'fvt, spruce,
pine' (Tab. muk-nik 'fir'; Lak Arak. [with reduplication] milkikij 'pine cone'; PN *baka >
Chech, bagn 'pine, Ing. baga 'resinous root of the pine'; for the secondary development of

13. The Slavic forms, as V. A. Dybo believes, appear to be a borrowing from Romance: cf. Ital. tolpono,
Rheto-Rom. lalpon and others, reflexes of the form *lopldn— most likely derived from an unattested
*ldpulus. It is not clear how OInd. pippala- ‘Ficus religiosa' relates to that root.
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*biInkkivV > *miIttkkwV > *niIkhoV, cf. further Av. nak 'pine', ETs “neqi 'pine' > Hunz. niqes, Bezht. niqe, Tsez. niqe-s).
The Nostratic etymology of the Indo-European form (Terent’ev 1979, 162)
appears doubtful first of all on phonetic grounds (Ural, -k- can not correspond to PIE -k), although possibly the similarity of the forms cited above to Ural. *puka 'cone' and
Tung. *bokoto 'cone' are not due to chance.
3.12. PIE *bherago-/-a- birch' (OInd. bhurja- 'a kind of birch'; Osset, biirz; Lat.
famus, fraxinus 'ash'; OHGerm. birihha, OEng. bcorc 'birch' and other Germ, examples;
Lith. berzas; S\av.*berz(i; Alb. bredh 'fir, spruce'; see WP: H, 170): PEC *welrqwi 'birch'
(PL *werxl'‘ 'birch' > Lezg. werx, Rut. wuxh huxl Tsakh. woxh PA *birq‘"V 'birch' > Akhv.
beqo-li ruSa {ruSa 'tree'), Kar. berx~oA rosa {rosa 'tree'). And. bexu and others; cf. as well
Av. bihdro, behdro 'poplar', Bezht. biifola 'asp', Lak buq 'sloe').
Identifying PIE *bher3g- 'birch' as from *bhreg- 'shine, sparkle' (WP: II, 170) is,
most likely, folk etymology. In the Dagestanian languages there are forms that can
appear to be relics of an ancient 'Indo-Iranianism', cf. Darg. Ak. biriz 'poplar'. Tab. buruj
'post, pole, pillar'; and also possible is Chech, bursa 'a kind of bushes' (PEC *burVzV - *p); in such case it is necessary to consider PEC *welrqwi and *burViV an etymological
doublet.
3.13. PIE *bhifuJgo-beech' (Gk.(pr|Y<)v 'oak'; Lat. fagus 'beech'; OHGerman.
buohha, OEng. hoc 'beech' and other Germ, words; Kurd. i»i72 'a kind of elm'; here also
belongs, apparently, Slav. *buzt<, *bt>z'b 'eldeP [WP: II, 128-130J): PNC *p6Inqqwe 'oak,
wood' (PWC yaq^a (~p-, -x"-) 'wood' > PAK *pArfl > Ad., Kab. px‘i 'wood'; Abkh. wha- (in
the names of articles crafted of wood) — n-wiftfl-c, 'spoon', a-mha-bdsta, Bz. a-mhd-p
'round long-handled wooden scoop for hominy', a-c^d-mha, Bz. a-tnha-Cm 'a round, longhandled wooden scoop for hominy' and others; Ub. majfn- (in analogical constructions)
—
'spoon', maj^-ca 'spade for stirring hominy, gruel'; PEC *mdlqqwe 'oak' > PL
*maqV"a > Tab. maqF, Lezg. rneti", Rut. maxP", Tsakh. moql 'fir, spruce', and others;
Darg.> Ak. mig, Kub. mik'^ and others; PTsKh *muqurka 'acorn' > Khwarsh., Inkh.
muqurka', Av. mik 'oak tree, acorn'; PA
> Kar. mik, Tind. mixi and others).
3.14. PIE *bharfejs-‘barley’ (Lat Jar, gen./orris 'grain in seed; meal, flour',/orino
'meal, flour'; Goth, bariz-eins 'barley (adj.)', O-Isl. barr 'barley' and others; Slav. *borsb7to):
PEC *bVrc‘inV‘a kind of cereal, barley' (Av. purana 'barley', PA *bign > Tind. be^n,
God. becin 'barley' and others; Chech, bazan 'rye'; Lak buign 'dry leaves (of leguminous
plants)’).
-inV in East Caucasian forms becomes suffixal (as is apparent, for example, from
Av. pi. purca-bi); characteristic are the identical PEC *bVrc-inV = PIE *bhars-mo-. From the
Indo-European forms examined above it follows that Slav.^bDn) 'millet' is to be
separated out [ESSfa: III, 134-135; Vasmer: I, 193]); for this reason it is difficult to agree
with V. M. Illich-Svitych [Illic-Svityc 1964, 4], following instead F. Hrozny [Hrozny 1913,
38], deriving the Indo-European root from Sem. *br(r) 'seed, threshed seed'.
3.15. PIE "/jet/-'cane, rush, reed, rush (with a spongy stem)' (OInd. Jiadn-, Pers.
nai, dial, nad 'cane [with spongy stem]'; Arm. net 'arrow'; Lith. nendre 'rush [with spongy
stem' [WP: II, 329; Fraenkel, 493; Mayrhofer, 127]: PEC *naHaccwV 'cane, rush, reed,
rush (with spongy stem)' (PL ‘ntic, Lezg., Tab., Rut., Tsakh. nac, Ag. neg Av. nuci/muci
'cane, rush, reed, rush [with spongy stem]'; with metathesis PA *riwriV > And. cuma, c"‘a,
Tind. cii, Cham, gmi and other Andi words).
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3.16. PIE *rughio- 'rye' {OIc. rugr, OEng. ryge and other Germanic words; Lith.
rugys, Latv. rtidzis; Slav. ‘rbiT* [WP; H, 374]): PEC *r9^V 'oats, wheat' [PL with
reduplication *AarXar 'oats' > Lezg. gerg. Tab. yvryar, Ag. jerg, Rut. yaryal, Tsakh. gargar,
Av. roK 'whear]).
3.17. PIE *Iento- 'tree name; wood' {OIc. lind, OHGerman. linta 'linden'; Slav.
*lQt-b 'young linden, its bark'; Lith. lenta 'board, plank'; Alb. land'e, lende 'timber forest'; ?
Gk. MdTT) 'fir'; see [WP: II, 437; Vries; 357]): PEC *AwintV
-t-J 'firewood, wood'
(PTS *AwhiV > Inkh. lido, Khwarsh. lida. Gin. rede, Hunz. hiidu and others; PA *AundV >
Akhv. Xuda, And. Audi, Cham. Aunni and others).
Relating the PIE root *lento- to 'flexible, lithe; slow' has an obvious folketymological character.
3.18. PIE *ltno- 'flax' (Lat. /mum; Welsh llin and others in Celt., Alb. liri, Geg.
/';m; Goth, lein, OHGerm. lin and others in Germ.; Gk. Aivov; Lith. linat, OPrus. linno',
Slav.
[WP: II, 440-441]): PEC *Awjn^i'seed [in part, flaxen]' (PL *A“'m 'seed, grain')
> Lezg. fin. Arch.
'seed'. Rut. xin 'wheat', Kryz. xin 'flax'; Darg.*x'*e 'seed' > Ak. he,
Kub. x“e, Urakh. h'^i and so on; Lak hanna /dial, lanna/ 'seeds'; Av. xon 'flax'; threshed
flax seed; PA *xun^i 'seed' > And. Sen, Tind. hii^u, Kar. xuji, Cham, huni and others; PN
*ffi(n) 'seed' > Btsb. hu, Chech, hu [gen. hiina-n], Ing.fu [gen./uno]).
In PEC the base hopefully etymologizes as deriving from the verb*’V-Att;V«-'to
sow' {cf. Cham, hah'^na, Av. xa-, Darg. Chir. -ax'"n- 'to sow' and others).
3.19. PIE *sasio- 'a kind of cereal' (OInd. sasya- 'food grains, bread grains,
cereals', Avest. hahya- 'bread cereals'; Gall. (s)asia- 'rye', Welsh haidd, Bret, heiz 'barley';
the root without suffixal -i- is represented in OInd. snsn- 'nourishment nutrition; edible
plant): PEC *susV‘a kind of cereal' {Lak sus 'rye'; Chech, sos 'a special kind of rye';
with suffixal -r, cf. Darg. Kad. sursur 'rye'; Av. susur 'weed similar to oats, 'wild edible
cereal', PA *SMSHr > Akhv. Susul 'oats'. And. susur 'weed similar to oats', Tind. susur
'bran').
The root under discussion must be distinguished from PEC *sulV {and from
reduplicated *s«/sm/V) 'rye, oats', which in several languages contaminates with reflexes
of *SHsV. The root *su/V, apart from the Eastern Slavic languages {from where it no
doubt penetrated into Ossetian both in a simple and in a reduplicated form, cf. Osset, syl
'rye', sysyly 'darnel, cockle') is widespread as well in Turkic, Finno-Ugrian and
Kartvelian (Georg. sviJi, svila 'rye') — see Abaev 1979,194-195, 211. It is, however, absent
in the Indo-European languages.
3.20. PIE *(H)aJg-‘oak' (OHGerm. eih, OEng. dc 'oak' and other Germanic words;
Gk. aiYt-Aco\[; 'a kind of oak', aiyeieoc 'Populus nigra'; ? Lat. aesculus (*aig-selo-)
'mountain oak' [WP: L 10; Walde, 12-13]; not wholly clear is the relationship here of
Baltic *aizdl-l*anzdl- 'oak' [WP: L 10; Toporov 1975, 93, with references]); PNC *^ajivV
'bush; tree' (PA *^Azi7V >Akhv. azali 'bush', Kar. czela 'pine'; PTsKh
> Tsez. az“i
'tree. Gin. aze 'tree, bush', Inkh. azan 'bush; PWC > Abkh. Bz. a-z 'bush'). Cf. also Hurrian
azu-yallazu-hha 'fir, spruce'.'-*

14. Hurrian is the source of Akk. asiihhii. asfihu “fir, spruce’, from which comes Sum. asoh ‘id.’ (despite
Liebemiann 1977.161. \^ere the opposite direction of borrowing is presumed).
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3.21. PIE *(H)edhi- 'elder; fir, spruce' (Lat. ebulus 'elder'; Slav. *ed}b 'fir, spruce';
Lith. egle, Latv. egle, OPrus. addle 'fir, spruce', Lith. egli(u)s 'elder', Latv. pa-cglcg 'juniper';
comparison with Gallic odocos 'elder' and connecting it to the hypothetical root*edh'sharp' appears highly doubtful; see Walde, 189; Fraenkel, 118; ESSYa: VI, 15; Toporov
1975, 56-57): PNC *^ijjiffiV'Tov/an; cornel' (PA *MzA/ 'rowan' > God., Cham, azal and
others; PTsKh *'>asa 'rowan' > Tsez. asa, Akhv. asa; PN *Pa)stVw 'cornel (cornelian cherry
tree)' > Chech, stow, Ing. esti; PWC ’ja 'cornel' > Kab. za, Abaz. za-ra, Abkh. Bz. a-bg^yar
and others. Comparison of the Adygh root with PEC ‘caca 'prickle; thorn; burr'
(Trubetzkoy 1930, 84) must, by all appearances, be rejected.
This comparison is acceptable if, in PIE, 'elder' is the original meaning. The PEC
root, apparently, is somehow connected with Kartv. *ancil- 'elder' (although Abkh.
amcor-bl^a 'elder' was borrowed from Kartvelian, it was later than this - most likely
through Megrelian as an intermediary; the presupposition of an initial kinship of the
Abkhaz and Kartvelian forms [Klimov 1969, 290] is, by all appearances, unfounded).
3.22. PIE *(a)masl- 'apple' (a form, presumably rconstructed on the base of Lat.
malum, Gk. pfiAov, Hill, (with metathesis) samluw(a)-; on the Iranian forms see below;
see Ivanov 1978, 160-162 for a somewhat different reconstruction —*(s)m(d)l-): PNC
*^SImcd(-a) 'apple; medlari (PL *hdnid 'apple' > Arch. aln§, Tab. viS, Ag.. hai, Lezg. id,
Kryz. jei and others; Khin. mic; Darg.*/ii«c(i) > Urakh. ^inc and others 'apple'; Lak kiwi
'id.'; PTS *’H.' 'apple' > GinMi, Inkh. es, Gunz. es and others; Av. ^ed 'apple'; PA *?imdi
'apple' > Akhv. ece, And.inci, Cham, mici and others; iPN *tiamc 'medlar' > Chech, hamc,
Ing. hamisk < *hamc-ik [with dim. suffix]); PWC *bV-^V 'medlar' > Abkh. a-bac'", Ub. brac'^
[with an unclear -r-]. Ad. Shaps. nd-pca); cf. as well Hurr. hmz“/or3 'apple', whence Arm.
xnyor is borrowed).
The history of the Indo-European names for apple is exceptionally confused. An
undoubted relationship to the Lat., Gk. and Hitt, forms examined above is seen in OIran.
'(a)mama- 'apple', reconstructed on the basis of a comparison of present-day Iranian
forms (Steblin-Kamenskij 1982, 103, with references); it must be taken into account that
the reconstruction *(a)mahr-na < *(a)masl- is also possible. The Proto-Iranian form *amahl(prior to the transition *l > r) could serve as the source, firstly, of polysyllabic IndoEuropean forms (*amlo-/*nblo- > OInd. amra-h 'mango tree', amra-m 'fruit of the mango
tree', Slav. *ablo 'apple', Lith. obuolps, OHGerm. apful, Ir. aball and others; on the
possibility of the derivation *-bl- < *ml- in the present case see Ivanov 1978, 161), and,
secondly, of the Turkic forms (Turk. *alma, *alimay, the Finno-Ugric forms — Finnish
omena, Mordovian umar — apparently were borrowed from Iranian in a later era.
The reconstructed Indo-European proto-form *amas-l- (in Hitt, metathesis needs
to be presumed: *(a)mas-l- > *sam-l-) directly correlates to PNC *^dlmc3, with suffixal
broadening — *^dhnc3-lV (cf. the Hurr. form hinz'‘lor3 < *^dImc3-lV). Pointing to a similar
suffixal formation as well is the Kartv. form *waSl- 'apple', in all likelihood having a
North Caucasian source (concerning initial w- cf. words of the type Tab. vie Lak hiwc,
where forms such as these are the result of the regular development of *^dlmc3 > *^dlwc3
> ''wdUd). We note that also, apparently, having an East Caucasian source as well is Sum.
has-hur 'apple tree, apple'. Recently Vyach. Vs. Ivanov has brought as well into the
comparison with the root under discussion Hatt. sa-wat 'apple tree', ha-wit 'to be similar
to an apple' [Ivanov 1983, 134], but the possibility of a direct correlation to PWC *bVc^
(see above) and to Hatt. wat/wit requires further research.
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3.23. PIE *(H)enk‘*"- 'a kind of cereal' (Slav. *edt>-my 'barley'; Gk. o^iTrvrj, 6|a7rr|
'food; feed, provender; grain, seed'— with the etymology of Charantier [KZ, 40, 464]
appearing to us the most likely, see below): PNC *^9lmqqwV Tjarley* (Av. South, oq
'barley'; PHB *'^ox 'barley' > Hunz.. oh, Bezht.. ox, Akhv. iiqa 'a kind of oats'; PWC *qr^
'barley, millet' > Ub. ,^"(1 'barley'. Ad., Kab. ha 'barley', PAT *q'‘3-S 'millet [a construction
with the root *j3 'grain, seed'] > Abkh. Bz. d-x'"3, Abaz.
The presently conunonly accepted derivation of Slav. *(cmy "barley', *ccb-m
'barley (attr.), barley (meal)' from PIE *ank- 'bend, bow' ('because the ripe ears of barley
bend over')[Bemeker: I, 286; Vasmer: IV, 571; ESSJa: VI, 63-64]) has a distinct folketymological character (in this instance for some reason the impossibility of the phonetic
development *ank- > Slav.
is forgotten; the expected form would be *Qdb-my).
Together with this the derivation of Gk.6[invr] from PIE *Hop- 'work'; riches, wealth'
and the direct comparison with forms of the type OInd. apms- (see, for example, WP; I,
175; Frisk: II, 390-391) also appears to be unsuccessful (the nasal in the medial remains
unexplained). In the face of all this a comparison of the Slavic and the Greek forms
seems unreproachable as to form and semantics as well.

4. NAMES OF IMPLEMENTS AND TOOLS, AND ARTICLES OF MANUFACTURE
AND EVERYDAY USE
4.1. PIE *agir(e)sl‘axe' (Goth, aqizi, OEng. aciis-, Gk.d:iivr]; Lat. ascia (WP: I, 39J):
PWC
'axe' (Abkh. a-jg'"3$m 'axe with a small "nose" or protruberance', Abaz.
g'^aS'^ 'hatched; Ub. gaS'^a 'axe').'®
PAK

'(wood-) chopper' (Ad. wasa, Kab. was) has to be considered a

comparatively late Iranianism (cf. Osset, was, OInd. vagi) and set apart from the other
West Caucasian forms (cf. Shagirov 1977: II, 94).
4.2. PIE *(H)anala 'door jamb' (Lat. antae 'door jamb', 'lalera ostiorum'i OIc. ond
'ante-room'; OInd. ata, Utah 'door frame', Avest. a'dyd: (acc. pi.) 'doorjambs'; Arm. dr-and
'id.'; see WP: I, 59; Mayrhofer, 72; Walde, 34; Vries, 289): PEC *^6nccV (~^-) 'door'
(Darg.*’H«cfl > Chir. unca, Ak. unzxt and others; Lak nuz 'door [one-folded]'; PTS *‘>ac(u)
'door' > Tsez. ac, Inkh. dc, Hunz.. Scu; Av. «Mca "door'; PA *hincu 'door' > Akhv. incu,
Tind. hincu. And. hingu and others).
4.3. PIE *(Wedhro- 'fence' (Germ. *edra- > OEng. eodor 'fence', OHGerman. etar,
OIc. jQdurr 'upper horizontal rail of a fence'; Slav. *odrb > OSlav. odn 'flooring, bed', Rus.
odr 'couch, bed, flooring' odrina 'mow (n.), cattle shed, sheep shed' and others. Less
promising with regard to this isogloss is Gk. ocrryifiov 'stall, cattle shed, sheepscof for
phonetic reasons. See WP: I, 121; Vasmer: IE, 123-124, where other [doubtful]
etymologies of the Slav, form are considered): PEC *//ajjifk"enclosure, pen, fold' (PL
*^acar > Tab. afur. Rut. addar 'enclosure, pen, fold'; PN
'fence, wattle fence' >
Chech., Ing. z^ar).

15. It is not wholly clear how PWC
'correlates with PEC *kacwl' ‘hammer; stick' (PL *kaS > Ag.
kas 'sledge-hammer', Lezg. kas 'hammer’, Kryz. kas 'shepherd s stafT and others: Hunz. ktrca '(small)
hammer': Chech, kacai 'mill hammer').
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4.4. PIE *pert(h)- 'stick' (Arm. ort‘ 'vine, tendril'; Gk. tttoqSoi; 'sprout, shoot,
sprout just out of the ground'; Lat. pertica 'pole, perch' [WP: II, 49] (otherwise see Walde,
63); more doubtful with regard to this isogloss is OInd. kn-prth- 'penis’ and S\av.*prQh},
although a more convincing etymology for the latter has not been proposed [Vasmer: III,
390]): PEC *bVrVtV'stick' (Av. burdi 'small siskin; baluster'; PA *birVda > Kar.
berda 'pole, Bagv. berdn 'stick' and others; Bezht. bujda 'stick, baton for a marriage
procession'; Darg Ak. barda, Chir. haraln 'axe' and others).
4.5. PIE *nsi- 'sword' (OInd. rtsi- 'sword, broadsword', Avest. aijhii-; Lat. cnsis
'sword' (WP: I, 324]): PNC 'yiyc'sickle, knife' (PTsKh *«iSH 'sickle' > Tsez., Gin. nes:u,
Inkh, wish; PA *mc 'sickle' > And. wic, Akhv., Tind. nic and others; with metathesis PL
*cin 'sickle' > Kryz., Bud., Tsakh. Sn; PWC > Ub. cana 'sabre')**.
4.6. PIE *kom- (-~a-) 'cover, jacket, shirt' (OInd. (dmula-, gaimilifd- 'woolen shirt';
Lat. [Late] camisia 'shirt'; Germ. *hama- > OIc. hamr 'cover, jacket, skin, hide', *ha)m}yja- >
OHGerm. hemidi 'shirf and others, (Walde, 88; Vries, 208; WP: I, 386])”: PNC *x^mV
'skin, hide; cloth, fabric' (PL
> Tab.
'skin, hide', Ag..
'skin', Lezg.
'skin, hide, crust, bark'; Av. atuw* 'cloth, fabric, linen, sackcloth'; PA *xAmi > Kar. x^iwc,
Akhv. ^ani 'cloth, fabric'; PWC *tqaina 'hide, fur' > Ub. txatna 'hide, fiir', Abkh, a-xaina,
Abaz. qama 'fur coat').
We note also Kartv. *qainl- 'hide (of sheep, goat)' (see Klimov 1963, 263]; note
there also a comparison with Abkhaz).
4.7. PIE *kul(o)- 'spear, point, spike' (OInd. fuiir-, fwM 'spear, lance, 'sharp
stake'; Arm. sink' < *sul-ak') 'spear, dagger'; Olr. cuil, Lat. culcx 'flea, mosquito' [<
'pricking'?] [WP: I, 465]; the remaining forms that were proposed, collected under the
general hypothetical root *ku- 'point', are hardly relevant here): PEC Viv//'point, arrow'
(Lak ala 'knife', Av. cor 'arrow, ramrod', Btsb. cur 'arrow', PTS "culu 'arrow' > Bezht.
culii and others).
4.8. PIE *klau-/*kliu- 'key, hook for a lock' (Gk.KAriT<; 'key', Lat. cldvis, Slav.
*klju6b and multitudinous other forms [WP: I, 492-494]): PNC *kute 'key, hook, lock'
(Lak kula 'key', Av. kul 'key', Kar. kula(-lttxa) 'lock' and others; PWC (with metathesis)
>Abkh. a-lak"’ 'lock (of a firearm, lock)' . The West Caucasian antiquity of this root is
attested by Hattie kaluh/qqalu 'bolt, bar' (Ivanov 1983,136).
or this root it is necessary to point out as well Semito-Hamitic parallels (*kP 'to
lock' [IllifSvitycl964, 6]), and also Kartvelian (Laz. kila, kola, Megr. kila, kala, Svan kal
'key', as well as Megr. kalua, Svan kl- 'to lock' [UlicSvityc 1964, 6; Klimov 1981,169]). The
direction of borrowing in this particular case is, at the present time, difficult to
determine.
4.9. PIE *kiher- 'vessel' (OInd. cflrii- 'cauldron', ‘earthenware pot'; Olr. coire,
Welsh pair (< *k'^eriio-) 'cauldron'; OIc. hverr, OEng. hwer 'cauldron'; ? ORuss. earn ' cup,
goblet'— although for the latter an origin through borrowing is not excluded as well
[Vasmer: IV, 316; Mayrhofer, 377; Vries, 272]): PEC *ktviTV ‘clay vessel' (Bezht. kera

16. A possible Hurrian parallel for this root is reflected, most likely, in Hitt. {< Hurr.?) r/wo- ‘scissors’.
17. Of little likelihood is the proposal of I. Teubner(Teubner 1977) that Germ. *hamif>ja- is borrowed
from North Iranian *kamhiciik-. *kambicik- ‘clothing made of hemp' (the traditional etymology of the
Germanic word in this connection is not even mentioned).
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'clay vessel', Darg.*,fc”«rV 'large clay vessel'; Lak Bartx. k^ara 'vessel for flour; oven for
bread'.
West Caucasian parallels to this root are absent, but cf. Hatt. karam 'wine vessel'
(see Ivanov 1983, 136; borrowing of the Hatt. word from Sem.*fcnn 'wine' appears to us
doubtful).
4.10. PIE *g*er9n-/*g*raun- 'millstone' (Goth, qairnus, O-Isl. kvern', Lith. g'trnos
'hand-mill; Slav. *zpiy 'millstone'; OInd. grUvan- 'stone for pressing Soma [mythical
intoxicating drink'; Arm. erkan 'millstone'; OIr. brad, bro 'millstone' and other Celt, words
[WP: I, 685]): PEC *j'IwerV mill, millstone' (PN *tiar, *harjV > Chech, her, hajra, Ing.
hajra, Btsb. hajr 'mill'; PA *x’"ArV- > Bagv.
Kar. x'"ar- and others; Lak hara(-qaluh
Khin. (with metathesis) zox (< *rox) 'millstone'; PL ^rex^a > Lezg. re^. Tab. rarf, raifl-m,
Ag.. rax. Rut. ruxi, Tsakh. joxia 'mill', Arch. dexP' 'millstone').
The PEC base is verbal (cf. PL ^rex^a 'to grind, mill', Av. xe-, Tind.^^-flM-, Chech.,
Ing. aha 'to grind, mill'); there are West Caucasian parallels as well (PAK *tia-ga 'to grind,
mill') and others).
Derivation of the PIE form from Sem. *grn (Illich-Svitych 1964, 5) should be
rejected, in that the Semitic root signifies not 'to hammer, to spread' but 'threshing floor,
place for threshing'. The Kartvelian forms most probably have an Indo-European
provenance (Laz mrni, Georg. Adzh. mme 'milling chute') (Klimov 1981,169).
4.11. PIE *kseul- 'beam, post, piece of wood' (Gk.iuAov 'wood, beam'; Lith.
Sulas 'post, jamb, doorpost', OPrus. suUs 'pole, upright'; Slav. *suh 'post, wood block,
(short) log, log'; OHGerm. siil post, Goth, sauls 'column, post' [Frisk; II, 338-339; WP: II,
503; Vasmer: IV, 484-485]): e PEC *ciw/u 'beam' (PL
> Tab. cul 'beam', Ag. ^il 'beam,
thin log', Lezg.
'beam' and others; Darg. iala 'pole'; 'knitting needle, fork'; Lak mla
'beam, squared beam or timber, log; Gunz. (elu 'diametrical or transversal crossbeam';
Av. dalu 'log, beam'; PN *iar-ik 'transversal ceiling crossbeam' > Ing. Sarga, Chech, derg).
4.12. PIE *seJ- 'room, dwelling' (OHGerm. sal 'hall, dwelling' and other Germ,
words; Slav. *selo; see Walde, 582; WP: II, 502-503; Vasmer: III, 596. It is very probable
that Hitt. Mi- 'shed, bam' belongs to this same root; see Friedrich; II, 190, cf. especially
Germ, words of the type OIc. sel (*salja-) 'shepherd's cabin, hut, shack'); PEC
'enclosure, pen, sheepfold, fence' (PL *dal > Rut. aM 'enclosure, pen, sheepfold', Ud. cal
'fence [to keep in]', and others; Av. iali fence [to keep out], wattle fence; fence [wooden]';
Darg.Ak. calli 'fence [wooden]'; Tind. call 'enclosure, pen, sheepfold' and others).
4.13. PIE *Huerk- 'wheel' (Hitt, hurki-, Tokh. A warkdnt- 'wheel'; see Ivanov 1979,
146-147; the other Indo-European parallels [Ivanov 1975, 404], are not completely
hopeful): PNC ^halkwV
-i-, -o-) 'vehicle' (Darg. urkura 'a kind of bullock carf, Av.
hoko 'a kind of bullock cart cart [four-wheeled]'; And. ink’^a 'kind of bullock cart'; PAK
*k'"a > Ad. k'°3, Kab. g^a 'bullock cart cart [four-wheeled]; on the possible original
meaning of 'wheel' inherent in the Adygh form, see Yakovlev 1948, 281).
A. K. Shagirov (Sagirov 1977: I, 113) matches the Caucasian material to PIE
*uogho- 'vehicle, carriage [for loads], vehicle, carriage', which is inadmissible according
to phonetic considerations. The root in question, apparently, was represented in HurroUrartian, cf. Hitt, hulukanni- 'light carriage', Akk. huluganu (hiluganu), a borrowing from
a Hurrian source (judging by the shape of the base in -iiV, typical for Hurrian). The
presence of -I- in the presumed Hurrian form supports the reconstruction *-/- in PNC
(done according to systematic considerations, namely according to the correspondence
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Darg.-r-: Av. -0-: And. -n- in the medial position, in combination with a following velar
consonant.)
4.14. PIE *gi‘eru- 'spit [for roasting], point, spike' (Lat. vmi 'spit; javelin, lance';
OIr. biur 'id.' and other Celtic words; Goth, qairu 'stake; needle, sting'; Avest. grava'stick'; see Feist, 386 and others); PWC *g*ar9 'needle, knitting needle' (Abkh.
Abaz. g'^ra 'needle, knitting needle'; PAK *g"ara-K 'pintle' > Ad. g^avK, Kab. g'^arav,
[Abdokov 1973, 46). In the first part of the Adygh word one must not single out the
component 'Pa'aruba [a kind of bullock cart]', despite Shagirov [Sagirov 1977:1,119); in
the Adygh form in such a case as this one would expect k“’-).

5. OTHER WORDS
5.1. PIE "ar/Wo-'space' (Lith. dras, Latv. ars 'space, open place, open area';OInd.
are 'in the distance, far off', arid 'from a distance'; Lat. area 'free space; threshing floor';
see Walde, 42 and others. Not excluded as a possible connection here is Hitt, arha'courtyard'. Alb. are 'field' [Hamp 1958], although in the Albanian form the reason for
the shortened reflex of the first vowel is unclear. See also Orel 1984, 319: PEC *'*iriH)'V
'field, plain' (Lak ar 'plain'; Tab. ar 'marsh'; PN *^arV > Chech., Ing. are 'floor; plain,
steppe').
5.2. PIE *(Wagro-'Held’ (OInd. 4/rn-; Gk-dygoc; Lat. ager; Goth, akrs and others
(WP: I, 37]): PEC *^uc^rV (the same with metathesis *^uruccV) 'meadow, glade,
clearing': PL *^ura (~-o-) 'common pasture, meadow' > Tab. rar 'pasture', Ag. iir
'meadow', Lezg. cur 'common pasture, pasture (where cattle graze)'’*, 'meadow, pasture
(where cattle rest the night)'”. Rut. ar, Tsakh. fi/ai 'earth'); PA *hAiea 'meadow, 'grassplof; Chech, irzu 'rooted out, stubbled earth; seeded, sowed forest clearing).
. M. Illich-Svitych (Illic-Svityd 1964, 4) proposes for the Indo-European word a
Semitic origin (Sem. *hdr 'enclosed, fenced-in plot, courtyard'), but this has little
probability for semantic reasons (PIE *a^o- does not, as it were, incorporate the idea of
'enclosing'). Comparing the Semitic form with PEC
'enclosure, pen, sheepfold,
fence' (see above) appears more likely, with which we in turn compare PIE *edhro' fence'.
5.3. PIE *dhol0’ Valle/ (Goth, dal, OHGerm. tal and other Germ, words; Slav.
*doh [WP: I, 864]). The Greek parallel is doubtful — SoAog 'cave, round structure,
round-shaped paired bath' [Frisk: 1, 677]: PEC
‘plain, plateau' (PL *col 'low
place, depression' > Lezg. tid. Rut. dil, Kryz. fw/; Av. cor 'plain'; Cham, cedo < *cerHo
'table-land, plateau').
5.4. PIE *mar(o)g- 'boundary, border' (Avest. inaraza- 'boundary, border,
bordering region'; Lat. margo 'edge'; OIr. mruig, bruig 'boundary, border' and other Celt,
words; Goth, marka, OHGerman marcha 'boundary' and other words [Walde, 369; Feist,
347]; PEC *m6rqqwV slope, strip, mark' [PL *niarf^ 'strip of mowed grass' > Arch, max
'part of a meadow apportioned to one woman for mowing', Lezg. mar\^, Tab. marid^'al,
Bud. mcru 'strip of mowed grass'; Av. muq 'line, mark'; PTs *muq >Inkh. muq 'wrinkle;

18. Rus. Bwnac [RT].
19. Rus. nacT6Kiiie [RT].
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row'; Bezht. muq 'stripe, strip'; PA *muqV > Akhv. muqu 'line [of text],' God. muqi 'stripe,
line' and others; PN *moi{V > Chech. moKo, Ing. muK 'line [of text])'.
5.5. PIE *(H)are$-/(H)rg-'s\\yei' (OInd. raiata-, Avest. drszaia-, Lat. argentum, OIr.
argat, Arm. arcat'; with another suffix Gk.
[WP: I, 82]): PNC ‘'^elrVco U
*’oIrVc(w)e‘%\\s&^ (PL
> Arch, arsi. Tab., Ag. ars; Darg. arc; Lak arcu; PTsKh *7os
> Inkh., Khwarsh. os; Av. ^arac; PA *7orci > And. orsi, Akhv. ar£i, Tind. asi and others;
PWC *rV2“V-n / Ws“V-na > Abkh. Bz. a-rajna, Abaz. razna; Ub. das’^ano. Irregularly PAK
*i3zon0 > Ad. fszan, Kab. dazano 'silveP [*fazana is expected]. To this is related,
undoubtedly, Hurr. i/oshM-ne) 'silver' with the regular development *-rc~ > -sh-; see
D'yakonov, Starostin 1988).
The Indo-European name for silver is usually said to derive from the root *Harg'light, bright' (cf. OInd. arjiina-, Gk.dQY6(;, Hitt. Itarki- and others). If this is correct, one
must consider the North Caucasian root to be an Indo-Europeanism. However, the fact
stands out that the Indo-European forms have the meaning 'silveP only in suffixed form,
whereas the majority of the Caucasian forms have no suffixes. For this reason for PIE
*(H)areg- 'silveP the possibility of a secondary comparison with the root *Harg- 'light,
brighP is not ruled out.
R. Lafon (Lafon 1933), and before him P. Charaya (Caraja 1912), compared the
North Caucasian forms with Kartvelian ones (Kartv. *wercix\- 'silver' [Klimov 1963, 83]).
To us the Kartvelian form appears to be a relatively late Hurrianism (Hurr. iloshilo- is
assumed to be early Hurri-Urartian [prior to the loss of -r-j *orch-, corresponding rather
exactly to the Kartvelian form); despite Vych. Vs. Ivanov (Ivanov 1983, 105) the soundconsonance of Hurr. JoshJo- 'silveP and Lith. auksas 'gold' (and other Indo-European
forms related to the latter) is, most likely, coincidental.
5.6. PIE *ues(no-) 'worth, price, to sell' (OInd. vasna-; Gk.d)voi;; Arm. gin; Lat.
venus; Slav. *veno; Hitt, uas- 'to purchase', ueSiia- 'worth'. See WP: I 311; Friedrich: III,
248-253; on the belonging of the Slav, form here see Trubachev 1975); PNC *uV/cV
'sheep, worth' (PN
'ram' > Chech, iistaif, Ing. usta^a, Btsb. ujstx; PWC *wasa >
Abkh., Abaz. wasa 'sheep'; Ad., Kab. wasa 'worth, cosP).
A complex case: G. Deeters (Deeters 1957) considers the West Caucasian forms to
be borrowings from Indo-Iranian (in fact, for Indo-Iranian one may reconstruct *wasd(ka) 'worth, price' on the base of Pers. beha, MPers. vahak 'worth' [Horn 1893, 55]).
However, the semantic development 'worth' > 'sheep' appears to us of small probability
(the reverse is far more natural). Moreover, the antiquity of the meaning 'sheep' in the
root under discussion would seem to be supported by Hatt. (wa)-zar- 'sheep' (on a
comparison of the latter see Ivanov 1983, 142), which, in addition, sheds light on the
morphological structure of the formation in question, indicating that *uV- is historically
a prefix. It is not out of the question that Kartvelian *waci- 'ram' also has a North
Caucasian source (Klimov 1963, 82). In such a case it follows that the reverse direction of
borrowing should be recognized (from North Caucasian to Indo-European).
5.7. PIE *mizdho- 'paymenp (OInd. midha-, Avest. miida-; Gk.pi0e6i;; Goth.
mizdo and other Germ, words; Slav. *mbzda [WP: U, 301]): PNC *inaswV
'worth,
trade' (PL *masa >Arch. m<is 'worth'. Tab. Dyub. masu qavqus 'to purchase [perf.]', masu
duvus 'to sell [perf.]', Lezg. mas 'worth, cosP, masa gun 'to sell [imperf.]', masa qacun 'to
purchase [imperf.] and others; Darg. Ak. mas 'article of trade, good, ware, commodity';
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Lak masa 'trade'; PWC *s^a 'worth, price', to pa/ > Abkh. a-s„a-ra, Abaz. S'^a-ra 'to pay',
Ub. s"’a 'worth, price').
The initial syllable *ma- in East Caucasian must be a prefix; given that, the
secondary loss of *ma- in West Caucasian is not ruled out (verbal roots beginning with
HI- are absent here). In the Indo-European form one can observe the component *-dho (<
*dhe(H)- 'to put, to place') and reconstruct an original combination of *mis- 'payment' +
*dhe(H)- 'put down, place'. The first component *mis- (or in its hypothetical full stage),
*meis- or *mois-), coordinates or links up well with PNC *maswV, as it seems. How does
PIE *moiso- 'ram, sheep' relate to this?®
5.8. PIE *koTka(-la) 'gravel, pebble' (OInd. ^arkara, garkara- 'gravel, pebble';
Gk.KpOKTi, KQOKdAri 'pebbles' [WP: I, 463). Probably, to this it is necessary to relate
Germ. Viaruga- 'pile of stones' [with a secondary meaning of 'altar', 'sacred place'] <
*kork<r)6-): PNC *kerkeJV/*kerkenV‘pebhle', grain, seed, kernel [dim.]; egg' (PL *kdkdl
'pebble, gravel' > Lezg. k(i)kal, Tab. kekel, Rut. kikal, Tsakh. kakalaj, Kryz. kUcdl; PHB *keke >
Hunz., Bezht. kckc 'grilled, roasted, broiled grain; Av. korkonu ‘grape; berry'; PA *korkonV
'egg' > God. icarknnu. And. korkon and others; PWC > Ad. can^a, Shaps. kanka 'egg'. Cf. as
well Hurr. kirikirianna 'bump, lump [on the skin]).
A similar root is present in the Kartvelian languages as well (Kartv. *kakal'walnuf, in Megr. 'grain, seed, core, kernel, piece' [Klimov 1963, 105}), and a North
Caucasian origin is not ruled out for it; Arm. kakal 'large nuf undoubtedly comes from
Kartvelian [Kapantsyan 1952, 36-37]. G. A. Klimov in several works calls attention to the
similarity of the Caucasian forms (besides, as well, a comparison of the Kartvelian and
West Caucasian forms, but, however, leading to a comparison only of forms in the
Lezgian languages alone [Klimov 1963, 105; 1969, 292; 1972, 352; Vinogradova, Klimov
1979, 158]). However, the attempt to derive the Lezgian words from Armenian (in the
latter work), apparently, has no base of support. Cf. also Sagirov 1977: II, 133.
In connection with the forms without medial -r- attention may be directed as well
to PIE *kaghlo- 'pebble' (Gk. KdxAri£ 'stone; rock, pebbles', OHGerm hagai 'hail' and
others; see WP: I, 338), of which the relationship to the root under discussion is not
wholly clear.
5.9. PIE *keuk- 'heap, pile' (Goth, hiuh-ma 'heap; large quantity', huhjan 'pile up,
collect, OIc. haugr 'hill' and other Germ, words; Slav. *kula; Lith. kaiikas 'bump [from an
injury]', lump', kaukard 'hill'; see WP: I, 371, where many more words with a meaning of
'crooked, bent, to bend, to bow' and so on are listed, words seemingly having no
relation to the root under discussion): PEC *qqwilqqa (~ ■*■) 'group, large quantity; hill,
elevation' (Lak qulqa 'group' /Lak > Darg.quqttl 'group'/; Hunz.. qoqol 'crowd'; Av. qoqa
'detachment, detached force, group', PA *qwiqa > God. qiiqo 'group', Cham, qoqila 'gather
into groups (of people)'; belonging here as well, apparently, are Darg. qalq 'hill' and PN
*b2dKa(m) (b2- regularly < *qw-) 'post, pole, pillar, column').
5.10. PIE *kiiuero- 'north, north wind' (Lat. caunis 'north wind'; Lith. sidure
'north', siautys 'north wind'; Slav. *severb 'north'; OHGerm skur 'Ungewitter' [WP: I, 377;
Walde: 108]): PEC *ccd;wilh ^'winter, autumn' (PA *cihirV 'winter' > Akhv. cihera, Tind.

20. It is interesting that Darg. mas besides the meaning ‘article of trade, commodity' also has the meaning
ram'. It is not ruled out that in fact Tam’ was the original meaning of this root and that we are observing
liere the very same semantic evolution as in the preceding case.
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cibar, Ba. sibara and others; PL *cou»l 'autumn' > Tab. Cmul, Ag. oil, Tsakh. cuwul. Arch.
soi-, Lezg. zul; PTs *sib3(r) > Tsez. sebi, Bezht. sibora, Hunz. sib^r "autumn'; Btsb. stabo
'autumn' and others; the West Caucasian parallel (PWC *bz3 > Ub. bza 'winter', Ad.
bzaha, Kab. bzaha 'autumn') gives rise to doubt not so much due to the loss of the sonants
(a regular development) as to the not quite clear correspondence *cc: *z.
5.11. PIE *kekih- 'manure, dung' (OInd. faJer-t, OcKonpo?, Lith. sik-ti 'cacare'
[WP: I, 381; Fraenkel, 982]. Here Hitt, sakkar [with a variant znkkar] 'manure, dung,
faeces, excremenP should be seen as related: the morphological parallelism of OInd.
fdkr-t, gen. (ahwh = Hitt, sakkar, gen. saktias is obvious, and cases of PIE *k reflected in
Hitt, as s also are not uncommon, cf. Hier.-Hitt. asuwa- 'horse', Hitt, samana- 'corner¬
stone, foundation' and others): PNC W’(j^/»'V"faeces, excrement, mud' (Tab. i'ql-ur
'excrement, droppings', Rut.^ij/" 'mud on the clothing'; PWC *c3q'°a (~ “c-) 'droppings',
Ub. caq” 'cow droppings', Abaz.
'manure, dung').
5.12. PIE *H‘er- 'curdled milk, curds' (Avest, tiiiri- 'milk that has curdled, whey',
OInd., Prakrit tuvara- 'astringent', Apabhramsha tura- 'cheese'; Gk.xiiQCx; 'cheese'; Slav.
*tvar-ogy> 'lac coagulatum'; see WP: I, 710, where the words examined are totally
arbitrarily related to PIE *teu- 'to swell' [Vasmer, v. 4, 31; Frisk: II, 948; Mayrhofer, 516;
Turner, 336]): PNC *^V-tivVr~ 'become rolled up, to turn sour, to rot, putrefy' (PL
*^it'‘ar- > Arch, far-as 'to roll up (of milk)', f^-as (< ^f^r-rts) 'to fade, droop, wither'. Bud.
ffltnr 'to ferment, go sour', Lezg. arut-iz 'to roll up (of milk)'; Darg. Urakh. -irf- 'to
become thickened'; Lak (redupl) fata- 'to thicken'; Av. -et- (<
'to become rolled
up', tur- to rot, putrify, decompose'; PA
> Kar. -etit-to sour, turn sour',
'to rot, putrefy' > Kar. for-, Tind. for-d- and others, arbitrarily
'brine for cheese'; PN
*-St- > Chech, -at-, Btsb. l-at- 'to become rolled up'; PWC *t“'a 'pus, matter, to become
rotten, fermented' > Abkh. a-f'"d, Kab. wa-ta(-ps} 'pus', Ub. ("a- 'to become rotten,
fermented [with a secondary ejective quality]).
5.13. PIE "^rfr-'heat, burning coal' (Lith. pifk-Snys, Latv. pirk-sti; OIr. riches 'coal',
Bret, regcz 'heat, coal' {*prki-sta); see Fraenkel, 506): PWC *p9r9ya > Abkh. a-paras,
Abaz. panra 'heat, burning coal'.
The comparison is rather doubtful due to the limited spread of the root both in
the Indo-European and in the North Caucasian languages (from the East Slavic
languages cf., perhaps, Lak purku 'smoke'?).
5.14. PIE *medhu- 'honey' (OInd. mddhu- 'honey; sweet'; Avest. ma6u 'berry
wine'; Toch. B mit 'honey'; Gk. pe0u 'wine'; OIr. mid 'drink made with honey' and other
Celtic words; O-Isl. m;9dr,OHGerm mctu 'drink made from honey'; Lith. medus 'honey';
Slav. *med^ 'honey' [WP: n, 261]): PEC *hwfmijju 'hone/ (PL
> Tab. jic", Ag. iP",
Tsakh. uf. Arch, ime and others; Khin. niic; DargJwada > Ak. war^a, Chir. waza, Kub. wado
and others; Lak nic; PTS *nuca > Tsez. nuci, Inkh. much, Hunz. nucu, Bezht. mhco and
others; Av. hoed; PA *hiinci > Akhv. una, Tind. hunci. And. hunci and others; PN *moc >
Btsb. moc, Chech., Ing. moz).
The PEC form is derived from the root *mr3jV'sweet' (cf. Darg.> Ak. mw^j, Chir. mizi- and others; Lak nacu-; PA
> Akhv. mica-, Tind. mica-. And. mica and
others; PN *mdcer- > Btsb. macarin, Chech., Ing. merza). In a later era the Indo-Iranian
name for honey penetrated the East Caucasian languages in a new form (PEC *mdldwV
'a kind of drink', see above).
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In view of the fact that for the Indo-European root a North Caucasian source is
absolutely certain (on the correspondence *35 : *dh see below) - Sem. *mik 'sweef (which
V. M. Illich-Svitych [Illich- Svitych 1964, 5] considers the source of Indo-European
*medhu-) - it follows that one must either consider it an Indo-Europeanism (cf., in part,
such formations as OInd. madhiikn-, Slav. *HiedD/n>), or either in general not submit it to
comparison. It should be noted that the East Caucasian root finds direct parallels in the
Semitic and Cushitic languages (cf. Sem.
Arab, miz-r 'a kind of beer' and others;
Cush, caxo tnez, Kuara miz 'drink made with honey'; see Militarev, Starostin 1984).
5.15. PIE *reugh- 'sour milk, butter' (Avest. raoyna- 'butter', Pers. royan; OIc.
rjdmi 'cream', OEng. ream, MHGerm. rowii 'cream, sour cream; OPrus. rflw^ws 'rennet
fermenf, nictan dadan 'sour milk', Lith. raugti 'to make sour', ri/gfi 'to turn sour', rdugas
'ferment [n.]' and others [WP: n, 357-358; Vries, 449]; in the Baltic languages the root
underwent a secondary contamination with *reu^- 'belch', but these roots must be
distinguished one from the other): PNC *re/rjwP"butter; milk' (PL
[< Vimj] >
Arch, inx 'butter', Kryz., Bud. jux 'milk'; with a regular metathesis of sonants are Darg.
Chir. nerx, Kub. itex and others 'butter', Lak nah 'butted, Av. nax 'butter, fat'; Ad., Kab.,
Ub. tx'^d 'baked butter' [Adygh. and Ub. f- in this case may go back to PWC *r-, making
it possible to reconstruct PWC VaA'“’a; unfortunately, the Abkh. words, which could have
confirmed this, are lacking; Abkh. a-x’‘Sa 'baked butter', proposed by A. I. Abdokov
/Abdokov 1973, 68/ and A. K. Shagirov /Sagirov 1977: II, 78/, must be distinguished from
this root due to phonetic considerations]).
5.16. PIE *sur-Asiher- 'sour' (OHGerman. *sur 'sour' and other Germ, words;
Lith. siirfls 'salty', sHns 'cheese'; Slav, “syni; OIr. serb, Welsh chiocnv 'bitter' [’‘sMeruo-]; see
[ WP: II, 513]): PNC *s:fvirV'cuids, milk and similar'. (PL
> Ag. I.ur 'liquid brynza
/ sheep's milk cheese'; PN *Uira 'milk' > Chech., Ing. Sura, Btsb. Sur, PAT
'cheese' >
Abkh. aS„, Abaz. fls'‘’a).
It is not yet clear by what path this root got into several modern Iranian
languages (Pers. 5or, Pehl. sor, Sak. sura- 'salty' (Bailey 1967, 345; Abaev 1979, 170-171]),
from where it spread to Turkic (Rasanen 1969, 449) and secondarily into the East
Caucasian languages (cf. Tab., Lezg. lur 'curds', Kryz. iSwr 'a kind of simple kvass';
Chech, sowr 'cheese brine, cheese pickle' — all of these are relatively new borrowings,
far from claiming PEC or PNC antiquity).
5.17. PIE *Iengh- 'shame, to put to shame' (CkMcyX^ ‘to slander, to disgrace,
to defame', eAeyxoc 'disgrace, slander'; Latv. langdl 'to swear [maledict], to curse'; MIr.
long 'shame, deceit' [WP: II, 436; Frisk: I, 486-487]; cf. also Hitt, lenk- 'to swear [oath], to
vow' lenka- 'vow, oath' [Kronasser 1956, 171]); PEC *timqqIV (/*iimqqIV) 'shame;
alarm, anxiety' (PL *liwql/*riwql 'shame' > Arch./ii>A'f/ Lezg. reirii, Rut. riql, Kryz. reh; Lak
lixql-wu 'alarm, anxiety' [> Arch.Iax/a-fi], Av. limhi 'a guilty look, aspect, appearance',
livih-ize 'to look, watch guiltily').
The isoglosses examined above are sufficient for an attempt at establishing
correspondences between the PNC and PIE phonological systems; as is well known, a
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more or less regular system of correspondences can be established not only on the basis
of a multitude of ancient related lexemes but on a multitude of borrowings as well.^'

1. SYSTEM OF CONSONANTISM

1.1. Labial consonants
In PNC four labial plosives are reconstructed: voiceless (aspirated) p, tense
(unaspiraled) p, voiced b and ejective p, and three sonorants {w, u and m). Between PIE
and PNC the following correspondences are reconstructed:
PNC

PIE

Examples

’p

3.9. (
*pwiUV — *pel-), 3.10 (*pincai>V —
5.13
(PWC *p<ir3y3 — *prk-), 2.10 {*pwarccV: *pers-

•p

“bh

•b

*bh-,»-y-

*p
*m

*b(h)
*m

*w

*bh-, -y*

•y

*y

2.12 CpiiggV-b- : *bltSgltu-), 3.13 Cpduqqlwe- :
*bha(ii)go-)
3.14 CbVr^- : *hhar{e>S‘), 3.1 CHVltVgV :
*(H)auig-)
1.9 CCC(w)VlpV :*g'’eb(h)-)
2.13 (’amjmi: *saim-), 2.14 {‘jwhnV: *stomen), 3.4 ClddirniusV : •kenmis-). 3.22
:
*amas-l-), 4.6 CxomV : ‘fcojii-), 5.4 {*m6rqqwV :
''m(ir(o)g-), 5.7 (*ma^V : *miz-(iho-), 5.14
: *med}iu-)
3.12 (*u>e/r^KH : •bherag-); 1.2 {*hmauV : *ehjo), 1.6 CpUHahi’V : *pehi-), 2.3
:
'Hiiolma), 2.9 CccSkwV : ’tuak-), 4.7 (*^aa)W :
*hH-). 4.12 (*(iiv}ti : *!cseul-), 5.10 CccajunlhV :
*kiauero-), 5.12
: •hier-), 5.16
(*5.iotW ; *SMer-/sur-), 3.10 {*pincavV: yitu-)
5.6{*uVjcV-.yes(-iio-)

•p

m)

To these rules it is necessary to append several observations.
1. In a great number of cases we observe in PIE in place of the North-Caucasian
initial consonants *p-, *b-,
not the expected *bh- but voiceless *p-. Cf. examples 1.6
(ydHoAwV : yehu-), 1.10 {yVswV : y(e)isk-), 3.11 CbiltikhvV : yeuk-), 4.4 (*bVrVfV - w-:
yert(h)-), 1.7 {^wdln^Kwa : *porko-). This divergence is easily explained: in PIE the
21. A certain number of the comparisons proposed above may prove in fact to be later borrowings (already
after the breakup of PIE), insofar as contacts between the Indo-European and North Caucasian languages
continued, seemingly, into later epochs as well. This especially relates to those of the Indo-European roots
examined above that are attested only in a few of the daughter languages and are characterized by irregular
reflexes. There is no doubt, however, that in the overwhelming mass of cases it is reasonably certain that
the roots examined above are reconstructions on the PIE level.
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combination within one root of a voiced aspirated consonant and voiceless consonant
was prohibited, as a result of which a voiced aspirated consonant before a following
voiceless consonant became voiceless.^
2. The sonorant *m regularly corresponds to PIE *m (see above), but in those
instances when it is the first element of a medial cluster of consonants, in PIE we
regularly have *n: cf. examples 2.5 Cq^mqa : *kenk-), 3.23 {*‘’3lmqqwV : *(H)enk'‘-), 5.17
{*tiinqqlV: *!engh-).
3. The sonorant *w in PNC has a special status: namely, it can occur as the second
element of a consonant cluster (something interdicted for the other sonorants). In an
independent position (that is, in initial position, in intervocalic locations, and as the first
component of a consonant cluster) its reflex in PIE is realized in the same way as that of
PNC *b (that is, as *bh in initial position, but as ‘m in other positions. In the position of
the second component of a cluster it can also be reflected in P as
(cf. examples 1.2, 1.6,
2.3, 2.9, 4.7, 4.12, 5.12, 5.16), and apparently, 2.9 and 4.14 as well, where it is necessary to
presuppose it has undergone metathesis. However,

the glide character of the

pronunciation of *zt> in these cases in PNC (cf. the treatment of similar clusters as
labialized consonants in many daughter languages, often with a secondary loss of
labialization) caused, apparently, several other types of correspondences as well of PNC
*w in PIE:
a) Metathesis of labialization (PIE dipthongs with -h-), cf. examples 3.11
(*bUnkkwV ; *peuic-), 3.13 i*pdnqqlwe : *bha(u)go-), 5.9 {*qqwJlqq(i : *keuk-), 5.15 {*r€nxwV :
*rctigh-);
b) Clusters of velar consonants with
reflected as PIE labiovelars, cf. examples
1.9 (*CC(w)VIpV: Yeb(h)-), 2.2 (*laHakwV : *liek'^-), 2.7 (*qqu>ata : ‘^"ef-), 2.11 0>iH/ra^V ;
nik'e > yenk’^e), 3.8 Cxmrk(w)V : ‘PerlcV > •perif'o-). 3.23 (*’aImqqwV : *(H)enk'^-), 4.1
(PWC *^>“'(Ts'V: *ag’^(e)sT), 4.9 CkwSrV: *k'^er-), 4.10 CxIioerV: *i»“'eraM-)' 4.17 (PWC
:
c) Full loss of labialization. This phenomenon is observed after labial consonants
(it should be noted that in such cases the reconstruction of *w in PNC as well appears
fairly hypothetical), cf. example 3.9 {*pwJIlV : *pel-); fairly often after apical and lateral
consonants, cf. examples 1.7 {*waIrMw : *porko-), 1.8 (*2ilcwilV : *ster-), 1.10 (*pVstoV :
*p(e)is-k-), 2.13 (*£Wfl/»ii: *saim-), 2.14 {*jweniV : *stonien-), 2.15 {*3wilerswV : *slplelgh-en-),
2.17 {*'^ar3cwV : *orso-), 3.3 (*cwefCV : *kiko-), 3.15 (*naHxavV : *nedo-), 3.17 {*Awin{V :
*lcnto-), 3.18 {%\wm’i :
320 (‘’fljieV: *(H)aig-), 4.1 (PWC Y«swV: *ag'^<c)sr), 5.7
{*maswV : *mizdho-). However, cases of the loss of labializahon after back consonants as
well are not infrequent, cf. examples 2.4 {*kwVsV : *ka(i)s-), 2.6 (*toVwV : *k0H3-mo-), 3.12
{*welrqioi: *bherag-), 5.4 {*m6rqqivV: *mar(o)g-).
4. By analogy with other local series (see below) we would expect that PIE
voiceless *p should correspond to PNC ejective p. However, in the sole example (1.9
*GC(w)VIpV:

we have *b(h). It should be noted that in PNC *p is an exclusively

22.
In principle a different development could have taken place, namely the voicing of a voiceless
consonant. In connection with this it is interesting to consider PIE 'hhiigo- 'goal, ram’ (see H P: I, 189) in
the capacity of a possible etymological doublet for *pehi- (from PNC *pdHaf.w}'). although the difference
in the vocalism is difficult to explain. Cf. also Germ. *harha- ‘porcus castratus'. which does not liave the
lioped»for etymology and may reflect an arciiaic type of the root ^bhoiko- (< PNC 'wo/rWu a).
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rare phoneme with not very clear-cut reflexes; we do not exclude that in this case it is
necessary to reconstruct PEC *p (ct. the PL form *qoIp). but to consider abruptness in PN
secondary. In any case, on the basis of only one example it is difficult to reach
conclusions of any sort.
An examination of the correspondences of consonants in the labial series already
leads us to the conclusion that the isoglosses examined above are the result of
borrowings from PNC (or from some source very close to PNC) into PIE. In reality, the
development of *bh > p in the cases of the type yorko- should have taken place already
on Indo-European soil; had the direction of the borrowings been from PIE into PNC this
development would be completely incomprehensible, because in the place of a single
PIE *p we have in PNC four reflexes (*p, *p, *b and *a»). For exactly this reason it is easy
to explain the loss of the labial articulation in the series of consonant clusters when the
borrowing is from PNC to PIE, but it would be difficult to explain its secondary
appearance in PNC in the instance of reception via the opposite direction of borrowing.
The identical reflex in PIE of the PNC phonemes
and *w is easy to explain, knowing
that *w in PNC in an independent position was pronounced, most likely, as a labio¬
dental 6 (cf. the development of'‘w>b in the majority of the daughter languages), but it
would be significantly more difficult to interpret the appearance of the three reflexes (*p,
% and *to) in PNC in the place of the one and only initial *bh in PIE, given an
assumption that borrowing was from PIE into PNC. The remaining correspondences
(see below) in effect seem as well to support the conclusion that borrowing was into PIE.
1.2 Dental consonants (occlusives and sonorants).
In PNC four dental stops are reconstructed: voiceless (aspirated) % tense
(unaspirated) % voiced *d and ejective % and three sonorants (*«, *r and */)•
The correspondences between PNC and PIE are worked out as follows:
PNC

PIE

*t
‘I

*t
‘d-, ’-t-

‘d

*d

•t

?

•n

*n

Examples
2.7 Cqffwata ; y’et-), 5.12 {•‘^V-twVr-; •tuer-)
1.5 CTVqV : *dik-), 3.17 (MwmfV : "lento-), 4.4
("bVrVlV: "pertlh)-)

*r

3.6 ("qiilr-dV with suffixal *-dV, see above —
PIE "gherd-)
(no examples)
2.1 {"hdhiqqV : *(H)img-). 2.3 {*}umhni :
"HualmS), 2.6 ("ku’VnV : "kono-rno-), 2.8
CianV : "gOOenu-), 2.11 {"xumhoV : "k’’enk'‘e),
3.15 ("nmScavV : *nedo^), 3.17 {"XwInlV :
"lento-), 3.18 ("Awin^i : "Imo-). 4.2 {"'^dnccV :
"(Wanota), 4.5 (*nicV: »nsi-)
1.7 ("wdlrAAw : "porico-), 2.10 ("pworccV: *persnd), 2.16 (*ib'rfa?;V ; "ker-). 2.17 ("^araaoV :
*orso-), 3.4 {"kkiimtusV: "kermus-), 3.6 ("quIrV:
"gherd-), 3.8 ("^tidw)V : *k’°erk’°o-), 3.12
("tveircpm : "hherog-), 3.14 (1>Vr^ : "h}mr(e)s-),
3.16 (*ra53V' : "rughio-), 4.3 (’Hirjj/irV :
"(H)edliro-), 4.4 ("bVrVFV : "perf(h)-), 4.9
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PNC

"j

PIE

•i/»0

Examples
(*lcwdrV: *k’er-), 4.10 CglwerV: *g’er3n-), 4.15

(PWC *g"’0r0: ^g^ent-), 5.1
: *drHo-),
5.2 C’^iicairV : *(H)agro-), 5.4 Cntor^ga-V :
'mar(o)g-), 5.5 (*^dlrVc(u>)e : *(H)nreg-), 5.8
Ck^ke/V : *iorkd-), 5.12 C^V-twVr- : *fuer-),
5.13 (PWC ‘paraj'a : yrk-), 5.15 Ckii^pV :
*reugh-), 5.16 (*l7mrV: *suer- / *SHr-)
1.1 CHepii : *(H)mg-}, 2.13 Ccu'njmi:
3.21 (•■’djymv: *(Hkdhl-), 5.6 (yVjcV: V«(no-)), 5.10 {’ccojxvHhV: 'kiSuero-)

REMARKS
1. The reflex of *f in PIE is reminiscent of the reflexes in several of the presentday Dagestanian languages of the Archi type, where *f is reflected as voiced d- initially,
but as -t- medially.
2. The sonorant *m in medial combinations sometimes drops out in PIE. This
occurs:
a) before apical affricants, cf. examples 1.2 (’^incwV : *ckuo-), 3.10 (‘pijiccujV : *pitu-). The
preservation of *n in example 4.2 (*^ohccV : *(H)anatd) is explained, apparently, by an
early epenthetic vowel between n and cc in the source language (cf. for the three words
observed here, for example, the following Avar words: if {<
'horse', pic 'resin', but
nuca 'door', where the very same development is observed as that in PIE.) In this way,
this peculiarity of the PIE reflexes, most likely, is explained by the particularities of the
phonological system of the PNC dialect that served as the source of the borrowings;
b) in those cases when in PIE a metathesis of labialization took place (see above,
under 1.1. Labial consonants, 3.a.), cf. examples 3.11 {*blInkkwV: *peui(-), 3.13 {*p6Inqqtve :
*blia(u)go-), 5.15 {*rcn^V: *rcugh-). The preservation of -n- in these cases would have led
to the formation of phonetic structures inadmissible for PIE, combining two sonants in a
non-syllabic function within a single syllable (*peu)ik-, *bhaungo- and *reungli-). In that
way this development, seemingly, took place already on Indo-European soil.
3. The sonant *j is a fairly rare phoneme in PNC; for this reason we do not have
any examples of its reflexes in the initial and intervocalic positions in PIE. In medial
consonant combinations *j is reconstructed only in a very limited number of cases,
namely when in the root there are sibilants or palatal affricates, producing the PN reflex
*st (the development of *C, *C > PN *sf seemingly is complicated merely by its presence
in a syllable that contains an affricate of the sonorant */)• Judging by the available
examples, PIE reflects this */ as *i when followed by *a (cf. examples 1.1, 2.13, 5.10), but it
has a zero reflex after *e (cf. examples 3, 21, 5.6, 5.10). In several cases PIE has
diphthongs with *i (or syllabic *i, possibly, this being a step in the reduction of original
*ei/*oi), whereas in the PNC reconstruction there is an absence of the *j, cf. examples 2.4
{*kwVsV : *kais-), 3.20 (‘’ajwV : *(H)aig-), 5.7 {*masivV : *miz-dlw- < *meis-d}io-). It is very
likely that in these cases PNC had
but the phonetic structure of these roots is such
that with the presently available correspondences we simply are unable to reconstruct it.
4. PNC *r in the absolute majority of cases (whether in an independent position
or in combinations) is reflected in PIE as *r, see the many examples above. The unitary
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exception is the position before sibilant affricates (> PIE palatal velars, see below), where
in the two cases known to us *r is lost, cf. examples 1.11 {*cVrjV: *JceJc-), 2.15 {*jxvilerjxvV:
*s/plelgh-en). A similar development is characteristic for many North Caucasian
languages, and it is possible to think that it is conditioned by the particularity of the
dialect of PNC that had served as the source of the borrowings.
As we see, the correspondences between PNC and PIE in the area of dental
consonants also support the thesis of the direction of the borrowing being from PNC (or
a dialect of PNC) into PIE.
In the opposite case we would be obliged to consider that 1) both PNC *t and
can correspond to one and the same PIE medial *t; 2) notwithstanding the absence in PIE
of a sonant in medial combinations, in borrowed lexemes in PNC the parasitical sonants
-n- and -r -, though having no Indo-European source, can appear.
1.3. Velar consonants.
The velar series from the point of view of the PNC phonological system was
affricate. The general pecularity of all the PNC affricate series consisted of the fact that
they incorporated within themselves besides plosive consonants spirants as well. In
addition, each of the plosive consonants had a geminate correlate (from the phonological
point of view similar geminates can be regarded either as combinations of two identical
affricates or as combinations of affricate plus harmonic spirant).
For PNC four plosive velars (*k, *k, *k, *g) and three velar spirants (% *x, y) are
reconstructed. The reflexes of the PNC velar spirants in PIE are unknown (there are no
examples). For the remaining velars the correspondences are worked out as follows:
PNC
•k

PIE
»k/*k''

»k

•g(h)/*g(h)

y

•g/*g*'
•k/'k/'k*

•kk
•kk

*k/»k

‘gg
•kk

’gh
*k

Examples
2.4 CkwViV: •knis-), 2.9 (‘cfahuP: *ttiak-), 2.16
: *ker-), 3.3 (*cuvkV : 4eko-), 3.8
0>frJWM>>V: •l^erk’o-), 4.14 CbalkwV; 'H*erk)
3.5 CkalVkV: ’gholgOi)-)
3.1 CHVbVgV: ‘(Wauig-), 4.1 (PWC
:
’ag’<e)sT), 4.15 (PWC yara: ’g^eru-)
2.6 CkwVnV : •kona-mo-), 2.11 {yoinkwV ;
*k‘'enk'’e), 4.8 {•kule :
4.9 ("JOTarV ;
*k’’er-),5.8{*kerkilV: *korka-la)
3.4 CkkSmtusV: *kermus/*k-)
(no examples; cf., though, 3.5 *kalVkV :
*gholg(li)-, where in PEC also possible is the
reconstructed form *lJc)
2.12 CpiiggV: 'bliaghu-)
3.11 (*bJInfcfcu>V: *peuk-)

REMARKS
1. The distribution of voiced and voiced aspirate correspondences for PNC*J: and *g is
not totally hopeful: in the first examples, where PNC *g is presented, in actual fact the
reconstruction *k is also possible (the reflexes of *k and *g are opposed best of all in the
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Lak and Dargi languages, the data of which for the roots discussed above are not
available).
2. Besides example 2.12, the PNC geminate *gg is represented, apparently, also in
example 5.13 (PWC 'iparaya : *prk-), where PWC *}' goes back to to PNC *gg. In PIE we
have here voiceless *k in place of the expected *gh as a result of the particular IndoEuropean rule of the inadmissibility in a root of a voiced or voiced aspirate consonant,
so that *prk- < *prgh- (cf. 1.1, remark 1).
3. On the possibility of the presence in PIE of a labiovelar in the position in PNC
of the combination "velar + u>" see above, 1.1., remark 3, a). As for Indo-European
palatals, they seemingly correspond to PNC velars if the latter were located before a
front vowel plus PNC *a (cf. examples 3.5, 5.8); oppositely, before a back vowel PNC
velars are reflected in PIE as non-palatalized (cf. examples 2.17, 4.8). Palatalization is
absent as well in the presence in PNC of the glide *w (cf. the examples above). With the
velar consonants, the falling together in PIE of the reflexes of voiceless (aspirate) and
ejective velars in a single voiceless *k provides evidence of the direction of borrowing,
from PNC into PIE (in the opposite case the motivationless appearance of two series of
consonants in PNC in the position of one in PIE would be incomprehensible.)
1.4. Uvular consonants.
In PNC four uvular affricates (*(j, *q, *G, *q), with geminate correlates, and three
uvular spirants (*;f,
*»•) are reconstructed. All the uvular consonants are reflected in
PIE as velars, with the following correspondences:

PNC

PIE

Examples

3.2 C’iqV : *(H}ag-), 3.12 (*iivlrqu4 ;
?
'G

7

'k
»qq

W/’g/V

*bher9g-)
(no examples)
(no examples)
1.3 {'qdlcV : ’laigo-). 1.4 {’qVlV : *to/-), 1.5
{•{VqV: •dik-), 2.5 Cqdmqa : *kenk-)
2.7 (*qqu>ata : *g*et-), 3.13 (*pdIuqqtoe :
*bhii(u)go-), 5.4 (*mdrqqwV: *mar(o)g-), 5.17
ClimqqlV: *lengli-)

2.1 {*haInqqV : *(H)ang-), 3.7 (*qqiliqqe :
*glogh-): an exception is 3.23 C'^ilmqqu'V:

*qq

*g(h)

‘GG

*sn

1.9 {^GC(w)VIpV: *g‘’eb(li)-)
5.9 (*qqwllqqa : *keuk-), 5.11 {*lVIqqU’V :

•x

‘k

4.6 CxamV: *^oni-)

‘X

•ghTg^fh)

4.10 {*xIioerV : ’g'^eran-), 5.15 ('ren^a-V ;

*ts

7

•(H)enk'’-)
*qq

•kek’-)

’reugh-)
(no examples)

REMARKS
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1. The uvulars are reflected in total in PIE as are the velars as well, with the
notable exception that voiceless aspirates give in PIE voiced reflexes (as also do their
geminal correlates). We note that the voiced affricates in examples 3.6 (PIE *gherd-) and
3.7 (PIE *glogh-) might be secondary as a result of the action of the particular IndoEuropean rule of the inadmissibility in a root of two voiced non-affricates.
2. The tense spirant ^ is reflected in PIE as *gD or *ghD (the distinction between
these two reflexes is so far unclear). In two cases the we observe the reflection of *x as
*kr), cf. examples 2,11 (*xu}inhoV : *k"enk'‘e > *penk'’e) and 3.8 {*xuJirk(w)V : *k’^erk’‘o- >
*perk'’o-). In these cases clearly there should have been present the reflex *gh’^, but
devoicing occurred as a result of the action of the internal Indo-European rule of the
inadmissibility of the combining in a root a voiced affricate and a voiceless consonant
(for other cases of the action of this rule see 1.1, remark 1).
3. As for the reflexes in PIE of the uvular consonants, just as with the velars,
simple or palatalized velars may appear. However, the positional distribution here is not
so clear and requires additional research.
The very fact of the reflexes of PNC uvulars as PIE velars testifies, one would
think, to the direction of borrowing being from PNC into PIE: in the opposite case things
would be completely unclear, as one and the same Indo-European velar series would be
reflected in North Caucasian sometimes as a velar series and sometimes as a uvular
series (as we shall see below, other North Caucasian consonants as well may correspond
to the Indo-European velars).
1.5. Lateral consonants.
In PNC four lateral afficates (’A, *A, *t, *A), with geminate correlates, two
spirants (M, *A), and two sonorants (*/, *1) are reconstructed. The phonetic distinction
between the latter two consonants is not fully clear (PNC *1 in the daughter languages
gives a single-form reflex, /, whereas */ is reflected as I or r). The correspondences
between PNC and PIE are fixed as follows:
PNC

PIE

‘A

7

•1
?

Examples
(no examples)
2.3 {’.\wShm:
(no examples)
1.6 CpiiHiiAwV: ’peku-), 2.2 CliiHaAwV: *liek'’)

•AA

?

*U

‘gh

‘LL

?

*u
*A
*\

*1

*1
»1
*l/»r

(no examples)
3.16 (•raUV:*ruglt-io-)
(no examples)
1.7 {*waIrMzv3: *por}a>-)
3.17 CAwinlV: *lento-)
3.15 CAwm’i:*lmo-)
1.4 (*qVlV : *koHi>-), 2,2 (*teHAAu>V ; ‘fer’-),
2.15 CjTvUerjzvV : *slp/elghen-), 3.7 {*qqeUqqe :
•glogh-), 4.7
: *kul-), 4.14 ChalkwV :
*Huerk-), 5.3 {*jj3lHV: *dholo-), 1.8
:
*ster-), 5.10 (*ccdjiiHl!iV: *kwuero-)
3.9 CjmnttV: pel-), 3.21 C^apaiW: *(WedItl-).
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PNC

PIE

Examples

4.8 (*i|ci//e :
4.12 (*ciiphi : *}csetil-), 4.13
(*calle; *sel-), 5.17
: *Iengh-)
REMARKS
1. The reflexes of the PNC laterals in PIE as velars are fully comprehensible from
the articulatory aspect if the peculiarities of articulation of the laterals in PNC are taken
into account: phonetically these were, apparently, lateralized velars, which led to a
development from laterals to velars in many daughter languages. Several lateral
affricates, however, are reflected in PIE as */; in all the cases known to us PIE has *l in
place of PNC lateral spirants.
2. PNC *{ always is reflected in PIE as *1} as for PNC *1, it may give either *l or*r.
The distribution between these two reflexes is the following:
a) PNC *l is reflected as*r in medial consonant clusters (cf. example 4.14);
b) at the end of a root *l can be reflected as *r or % apparently depending upon
the preceding vowel. Cf. examples 1.8 (PIE *stcr-), 5.10 (PIE *hauero-), where before *r
stands *e, in contrast to examples 1.4 (PIE *kol(i)-), 4.7 (PIE *kul-), 5.3 (PIE *dholo-);
c) in all the remaining cases */ is reflected as */, cf. examples 2.2,2.15,3.55,3.7.
We note here also that the hypothesized borrowing from PNC would not explain
the reason for the reflection of Indo-European velars but Caucasian laterals (given the
presence in PNC of a particular velar series).
The development of */ > *r (in the positions indicated above), apparently, was
peculiar to the particular dialect of PNC which served as the source of the borrowings,
such that explaining it on Indo-European soil itself is not possible; we emphasize once
again that the transition of */ > V is characteristic for the history of many present-day
North Caucasian languages (and in particular for the West Dagestanian).
1.6. Sibilant lamino-alveolar consonants.
For PIE, as is known, one lamino-alveolar consonant is reconstructed — *s (with a voiced
variant *z before voiced consonants). In contrast, for PNC four lamino-alveolar affricates
are reconstructed (*c, *c, *5, *c), together with geminated correlates, and three laminoalveolar spirants (*s, % *z).
Any correlation in PIE to the rare PNC *z (as also to the other voiced spirants), as
well as to PNC *s is unknown. The lamino-alveolar sibilant spirant *s is reflected in PIE
as *s in example 3.16 (*shsU : *sasio-). The lamino-alveolar affricates also are occasionally
reflected in PIE as % cf. examples 5.6 {*uVjcV : *ues(no-)) here, however, only a
Kartvelian borrowing points to the affricate: see above; relying on North Caucasian data
proper the reconstruction *s is also possible): 2.10 {*pw3rccV: ‘pers-nii); in tw’o cases PNC
tense *c is reflected as % cf. examples 2.13 {’^cwiijmi : ’*saim-), 2.17 (*^aracwV : *orso-).
However, in the overwhelming majority of cases PIE reflects the PNC lamino-alveolar
sibilants as palatals (the only local series whose PIE articulation could approximate the
affricate, as is visible from the reflexes in the "Satem" languages), or as dental stops. Cf.
the correspondences:
PNC

PIE

Examples
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*3

*g

1.3 CqolcV: *kago-), 5.5 (*’6Wcfu)Je ; *(H)nreg-

a) -^gh

)
1.11 (Wr;V: *kek- / *gegh-), 2.15 CjwilerjwV:

b) *dh
‘ic

3.21 (*nj3alhV: WkdhI-)
1.11 Cc9tjV : *yc- / ^gegh-), 3.3 (*aw/CV :

*fe
?
•dh

5.10 {*cc6jUH}hV: ^kiaijem-)
(no examples)
4.3 (*H(!33flW ; ''(Hkdhro-), 5.3 ('jja/HV :
*dholo-), 5.14 (‘/iti>rmj33H : *medhu-)
2.9 (‘cc^V : •tuak-), 3.10 CpinccwV : yUu-),
4.2 C^onccV : *(Wan3td), 3.15 CnSHSccu'V :

*slplelgh-)

*keko-)

*cc
*cc
■^33

•t/*d

*nedo-)

REMARKS
1. From the table it can be seen that the PNC lamino-alveolar geminates usually
transfer to Indo-European as dental stops, whereas the PNC non-geminate laminoalveolar sibilants transfer as palatals (although there are exceptions to this rule, cf. the
transfer of *cc as
and also the double transfer of ‘j as *gh or as *dh)^.
2. PNC
'weaser should have corresponded to PIE *kegh-; the combination
of voiceless and voiced aspirate consonants in one root, however, was inadmissible, and
the variants *keic-/*gegh- are explained by the tendency to eliminate this combination.
3. Absolutely unique is the reflex of the initial combination*^!^- in example 2.15
(PIE *s/p/elgh-en- 'spleen'). We note that this root gives irregular reflexes in the IndoEuropean languages; not to be ruled out is that a special initial combination of the type
*sb- should be established in it (cf. the Baltic reflex with voiced b-), having arisen as a
result of an attempt to transfer PNC *3U>-.
1.7. Sibilant palato-alveolar consonants.
In PNC four palato-alveolar affricates
*S, *S, *(?), with geminate correlates, and three
palato-alveolar spirants {% *S:, *f) are reconstructed. Also often cited as a reflex of the
palato-alveolar sibilants is PIE *s: cf. for the spirants examples 4.1 (PWC *g'"as^ : PIE
*(ig‘"(e)sv, in this root, however, an affricate also could have been the original, see below),
and 5.16 (*s.-u»frV : *suer-l*sur-). For the affricates cf. 4.13 {*caUe : *sel-), 3.14 {*bVrcnV :
*bhar(e)s-). In one case (4.12, *aaifH : *kseul-) the specific reflex *( in the form of PIE *^:s- is
observed — obviously, an attempt to transfer the double-focus articulation of the PNC
palato-alveolar consonant. In the majority of the cases, however, the palato-alveolar

23. Interesting here is the presence in PIE, side-by-side with yttu- (= PNC ‘/j/wccwU. of the root *pik,
reflected in Greek Jiiooa, Lat. pix ‘resin, pitch', picea ‘pine*, pJnus {*pik‘sno-) ‘pine, fir, silver fir’;
possible also is Alb. pise (*pik-5ia) ‘fir, spruce, resinous tree’ (the Latin forms are in the final analysis the
source of the Slavic, Baltic and Germanic names for resin [WP: II, 75; Vasmer; III, 226 with references]).
Not to be ruled out is the possibility that we have before us as well a case of a double transfer of the PNC
sibilant
which has led to the formation of an etymological doublet in PIE.
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affricates are transferred into PIE as palatalized velars (that is, similar to the sibilant
spirants). Cf.:
PNC

PIE
*k

•c
‘3
•ec
•5?

•ks

Examples
1.2 {htnaoV -.^ehjo-), 5.11 (*mqqiPV: ^kek"-)
(no examples)
4.12 Caxviii:*kseul-)
3.20 (*^a3wV: *<H)aig-)
(no examples)
(no examples)
2.8 (*ccanV: *g(h)enu-)
(no examples)

7

‘g
7
7

‘g
*33

7

REMARKS
n example 2.8 (PNC WirfnV — PIE *g(h)enu-) PNC *cc)SnVcan be reconstructed as *6 or
as *cc (decisive data for the Avaro-Andi languages are missing). Judging by the IndoEuropean reflex, however,
is to be preferred (cf. below on the analogous reflex of
geminated *c^.
2. Let us note that even given this general similarity the North Caucasian palatoalveolar sibilants are nevertheless reflected in PIE not entirely as one would expect
palato-alveolar sibilants to behave: cf. the voiceless reflex *c > *k as against voiced *5 >
and the special development V >
(as against *c > *fc). It is also characteristic that we
have not come upon a single case of a reflex of PNC sibilants involving dental stops (see
above).
1.8. Apico-alveolar sibilant consonants.
In PNC yet a third series of apical affricates is reconstructed, of which their
common peculiarity is that in the Dargi and Nakh languages they yield lamino-alveolar
reflexes whereas in the remaining East Caucasian languages they yield palato-alveolar
reflexes (in West Caucasian some of the affricates of this third series yield laminoalveolar while some yield palato-alveolar reflexes). Also reconstructed is a third series of
apical spirants displaying a vacillation between lamino-alveolar and palato-alveolar
language by language. To these phonemes we conditionally assign the characteristic of
palatalization (although in actual fact this could well be some other characteristic
making for an intermediate position of this series between lamino-alveolars and palatoalveolars). As in the other affricate series, four apico-alveolar affricates are reconstructed
(*c, *c, *3, *0, with geminate correlates, and three apico-alveolar spirants (*s, *s:, *z).
The apico-alveolar spirants (except *z, (for the reflexes of which there are no
examples) regularly give *s in PIE, cf. examples 2.4 {*kwVsV : *kais-), 3.4 {*kkarmusV :
*kermus), 5.7 (*maswV: *miz-dho /< •m/s-/), 1.10 (•pV's.u'V: *p(c)is-k-).
For the remaining apico-alveolars the following reflexes are attested:

PNC

PIE

Examples
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‘c

•s

3.22 {*mmc3: "amas-l-), 4.5 {'nicV: *hs0

*C

7

*3

*g
*k

*cc, *c6 *33

7

(no examples)
1.1
: *(H)ait)
4.7 (‘caa>/t: *fe}/-)
(for all these geminates
examples)
5.2 (’fMCfilrV: ‘(H)agro-)

‘g

there

are

no

Although there are not very many examples, it is nevertheless apparent that the PNC
apico-alveolar consonants are reflected in PIE in the same marmer as the palato-alveolar
consonants (see above). An exception is the development of *c >
(in contrast
specifically to the transfer of *i >
as well as two cases where in place of PNC apicoalveolar affricates PIE has the combination *st (cf. examples 1.8 (*2»7ayt/V : *ster-, 2.14
(*3zoeiHV : *stomeit-). Even so, these cases enable us to presume that in the PNC dialect
which served as the source for the borrowings the apico-alveolar and the palato-alveolar
series were distinct from each other.
1.9. Laryngeal consonants.
For PIE only one laryngeal consonant is solidly reconstructed — *H, reflected as
h in Hittic and giving a null reflex in the remaing Indo-European languages. By contrast,
for PNC an entire series of laryngeals is reconstructed, consisting of two simple (*’, *h)
and three emphatic (*?, % *<■) laryngeals (the emphatic laryngeals are also often called
pharyngeals).
In view of the peculiarities of the reflexes of the laryngeals in the Indo-European
languages material for the verification of the correspondences between PNC and PIE is
limited to the roots whose reflexes are represented in Anatolian. Roots with medial and
final laryngeals in this case was not found (in the sole case where Hittic shows a medial
laryngeal — 5.1, PNC *^ar(H)V — PIE *arHo-, Hitt, arha- — the available North
Caucasian material, unfortunately, not only does not enable us to determine the quality
of the PNC laryngeal, but not even to settle the question of whether it existed in that
position in general). As for the final position, the following correspondences are
revealed:

PNC

PIE

•7

*0

*h

*H

*2

?

0

Examples
2.17 C’aracu-V: ’orso-), 5.1 {*Ur(H)V; *arHo-)
2.3 (*Xwfl/mt : *Hu3i3na; here for PNC it is
necessary
to presume a secondary
metathesis of *H from medial to initial), 4.14
(*h3lhi;V: ^Huerk-)
(no examples)
1.2 (*hincwV: ekuo-), 3.22 {*^almc3

REMARKS
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1. The rule of the correspondence of PNC
: PIE *0 seemingly contradicts example 5.5
(*'^oIrVc(w}e : *(H)areg-). However, as we remarked above, it is not ruled out that the PIE
roots with the meaning 'light, radianf and 'silver' drew together secondarily, as a result
of folk etymology. In Anatolian this root is attested only with the meaning 'light, white',
while the meaning 'silver' is absent. Therefore in actual fact the root *(H)arcg- 'silver' in
PIE could well not have had an initial laryngeal.
2. In two cases — 1.8
: *ster-) and 5.14 (‘/iiyimfjjH : *medltu-) — in PIE
correspondence is absent for the entire syllable with an initial laryngeal. This
phenomenon, probably, is conditioned by a reduction of the vowel of the first syllable in
a tri-syllabic structure (we note that in both cases the vowel is weak, easily amenable to
reduction; in cases where, given the same root structure, the initial vowel is strong PIE
usually preserves it, cf. examples 2.17, 3.21, 4.3).
2. SYSTEM OF VOCALISM
The vowel system reconstructed for PNC is richer than the common IndoEuropean system. It consists of nine vowels (*1, *e, % % ’a, *a, *u, *o, *u), each of which
can be long or short (the opposition according to length has been preserved best of all in
the Nakh languages, but it is obliquely reflected in the other East Caucasian languages
as well)^^. Moreover, also reconstructed are pharyngealized vowels (although the latter
may in the final analysis go back to constructions of the type 'vowel + laryngeal').
Apparently, in PNC there existed as well vocalic ablaut, but as of now a system of vowel
gradation has not been reconstructed (for which reason reconstruction of the verbal
vocalism has been greatly impeded).
The Indo-European vowel system clearly represents the result of an extended
period of earlier development (it underwent very substantial changes, judging from a
comparison with the original Nostratic system of vocalism, on which see OCNYa). In
part, vowel ablaut alternations were imposed onto the old vocalic system, which in
many cases greatly complicate reconstruction of the original vocal characteristic of a
root.
As a result of all that has been shown above the restoration of correspondences
between PNC and PIE is made extraordinarily difficult. Nonetheless it is still possible to
establish definitive regularities.
2.1. Initial (Aniaut) vocalism.
First of all we must note that efforts to discover correspondences in PIE to such
PNC characteristics of vocalism as pharygelization and length-shortness have been
unsuccessful. The pharyngealized vowels seemingly are reflected exactly the same as the
corresponding non- pharyngealized vowels. Long PNC vowels can be reflected in PIE as
long or as short, and the other way round — short vowels also may give either type of
24. The system of vocalism completely disintegrated in PWC, where it was reduced to a total of two vowels
(*a and *d); there are. however, many arguments that namely the East Caucasian system is the original one,
but that in PWC it underwent a modification on account of a transfer of the timbre oppositions of the
vowels onto the neighboring consonants (as a result of which there arose an extraordinarily complex system
of consonants with overlying, one upon the other, correlations in accordance witli labialization and
palatalization).
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reflex. In connection with this it is not out of place to recall that length in PIE, according
to several hypotheses, appears to be a relatively late phenomenon. It is possible,
therefore, that in the period of PNC-PIE contacts long vowels did not yet exist, that they
arose later, already completely independently of the length/shortness of the vowels in
the corresponding PNC roots. Also possible, however, is a different explanation for the
situation we observe, if one presupposes that the opposition of the vowels in PNC,
which we interpret as an opposition according to length-shortness, had some other sort
of phonetic essence (for example, this could be an opposition of types of phonation); in
such case the absence of a reflection of this opposition in PIE would be natural.
As for the correspondences of qualitative characteristics of the vowels, they
appear in the following form:
PIE

Examples

•i

3.10,3.18

•e

2.11,2.15,3.9,3.11,5.14,5.16,5.17

»e

3.3,3.12,4.10,5.15

•a

1.1 (5.5)

*a

2.13,3.22

•e

1.6,2.2,3.4

n

•e

1.2,1.8,2.16,3.8,4.12

•u

•u

3.4

*0
*u
*a

•a
•a
•a
•e/*o

1.3,3.13,4.2,5.4
2.12,5.2
2.1,3.20.4.11,5.1
1.7,2.5,2.8,3.5,3.21,4.3,4.6,4.9,4.13

•i

•e

‘a

REMARKS
1. Indo-European in general, as is known, avoided combinations of two sonants,
one following the other, within a single root morpheme. A frequent incidence of this
rule was the elimination of the high vowels ‘i and *u before a following sonant (from the
phonological point of view, in PIE *i and *u witfiin a syllable are functionally the sonants
*i and *«). This rule, apparently, explains the presence of *e in the position of PNC *i in
tihe majority of the cases (cf. 2.12 *penk'^e, 2.15 *s/plelgh-en-, 3.9 *pel-, 3.11 *peuk-, 5.16 *s“'er, 5.17 *lengh-). It is possible that this same cause led to the restructuring of the root in
example 4.8 (PIE *kldu- / *kleu- vis-a-vis PNC *kuk). In those cases where after a high
vowel there follows a 'noisy'^ consonant, the quality of the vowel is preserved (cf. 3.10
*pitu-, 3.4 *kermus-). Exceptions to the formulated rules are few: these are 3.18 *ltno- (with
in place of the expected *e) and 5.14 *medhu- (with *e in place of the expected *i). An
unclear case is in ex. 3.19 (*s<JSio- in place of the expected *susio-).
■^1

25. Russian luyMHUH [Ed.].
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2. In the table it is clear that the PNC vowels *c, *a and *a are reflected in PIE
identically: namely, they give:
a) *a in initial position (that is, after a beginning laryngeal), cf. 1.1
2.1
i*(H)ang-), 3.2 {*(H)ag-), 3.20 {*(H)aig-), 3.22 {*amas-l-), 5.1 (*ar(U)o-), 5.5
An
exception to this rule is the reflex *e in two 'tri-syllabic' structures (3.21 PNC *'^ajjathV :
PIE *(H)edhl--, 4.3 PNC ‘HajjarV : PIE *<H)edhro-), which, apparently, is explained by a
reduction of the vowel in this position (cf. above on vowel reduction leading all the way
to the loss in this particular position of the high PNC vowels % *i).
b) *e (sometimes with the ablaut variant *o) in all of the remaining cases, cf. 1.6
Cpeku-), 1.7 rporko-), 2.2 Click"-), 2.6 Ckeiik-), 2.8 Cg(h)enu-), 3.3 Ciceko-), 3.4 Ckermus-), 4.7
(‘fco?«-), 4.11 Ck"er-), 4.12 Cg^eran-) , 4.15 {‘se/-), 5.8 Ckorka(-la-)), 5.15 Creugh-). The
exception; 2.13
3. The specific PNC vowel *u in two cases is reflected in PIE as *a, cf. 2.12
(*bltijgliu-), 5.2 (*(Wi7^o-) and in one case as having developed as *u > e, cf. 3.6 Cgherd-).
We note that the reconstruction of *« is based only on systemic considerations (in not
one of the daughter languages is the reflex ii actually represented) and, possibly, is
incorrect.
4. PIE *a likewise regularly appears as the reflex of PNC *o, cf. 1.3 Ckago- ~ -o-),
3.13 {*hha(u)go-), 5,4 {*mar<o)g-), 6.10 Ckiducro-).
5. The most varied correspondences are seen in PNC for PNC *3, namely: 1) PIE
% cf. 2.9 Ctmk-y, 2) PIE
cf. 3.15 Cnedo-), 3.23 C(H)etik"-y, 3) PIE *u, cf. 3.16 Cntghio-),
4.7 (*X:h/-); 4) PIE *o, cf. 5.3 (*dholo-), 2.17 Corso-). It is obvious that PIE did not have an
analog for the transfer of this vowel (PIE ’a had a completely different phonetic
character).
6. In a number of cases the Indo-European correspondences to PNC roots reveal
a degree of reduction of the sonants; the qualitative oppositions of the vowels given this
circumstance, naturally are neutralized. Such is the cases for 5.6 {*nsi-), 6.14 {*prk-y, a
degree of reduction may appear as well, naturally, in the reflexes of other roots in the
capacity of an ablaut variant. Judging by everything, the degree of reduction of liquid
nasals is a relatively late, peculiarly Indo-European development (just as was vowel
length as well).
Similarly, the vowel system of the source language of the borrowings differed
somewhat from the PNC system we have reconstructed. Thus it is possible that in it the
vowels *e, *a and % having been distinct in PNC, had fallen together, and that the vowel
‘o had gone over to a-, also that the hypothetical PNC *ii had become some sort of ti-form
vowel. Also possible, however, are other interpretations of the situation we have here.
2.2. Final (Auslaut) vocalism.
So far it must be asserted that efforts to establish promising correspondences
between PNC and PIE with regard to final vocalism have not been successful. This is
explained in the first place by insufficiencies of reconstruction in both PNC as well as in
PIE of final vocalism, which in their turn are conditioned by fully objective causes: for
PNC there is an almost full reduction of final vowels in the majority of the contemporary
languages, as a result of which the final vowels of the founding language must be
reconstructed according to scattered, uncoordinated data from the Lak, Dargi and
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Avaro-Andi languages, together with a taking into acx:ount of what is known about
Proto-Lezgi oblique bases. In sum the final vowels yield to restoration, with greater or
lesser promise, only for a relatively small number of noun bases for the verbs the
situation is even worse). In Indo-European the final vowels underwent a sweeping
morphologization: already on the PIE level the final vowels of noun bases are best
regarded not as elements of the root but as morphological markers of a type of
declension. As a result they are easily interchangeable, and to establish the original type
of noun base (of the root) is frequently very difficult.
As far the correspondences between PNC and PIE, one can only point out that:
1) Usually corresponding to PNC bases in are PIE bases in *ola, cf. 2.3 *Hualana,
3.12 *bher3go~/-a, 3.18 *lino-;
2) PIE bases in *-u correspond either to PNC bases in -u or -o, cf. 5.14 medhu-, or
to PNC bases with a final glide w, cf. 1.6 pdcu-, 3.12 pUii-. Let us note, however, that the
reverse is not true:
PNC u-bases can correspond as well to other types of IndoEuropean bases, cf. 1.1 *(H)aig-, 5.12 *fcseul<o)-.
CONCLUSION
As a result of an examination of lexical isoglosses connecting the Indo-European
and North Caucasian languages we must draw several important conclusions:
1. There is a large number of lexemes common to the reconstructed PNC and PIE
entities.
2. Although between the PNC and PIE systems sufficiently regular phonetic
correspondences can be established, the character of the shared vocabulary does not
eliminate doubts that the common character of these lexemes is not the result of an
original kinship but rather the result of borrowings. Characteristic is the presence among
the lexical coincidences of words that are names of domestic animals and plants, terms
connected with the raising of animals and the cultivation of plants {in part, the large
number of names of body parts of animals), the many names of objects of everyday use,
products for feeding, and trade-and- exchange relations. All of this indicates the active
nature of the contacts between the Proto-North Caucasians and the Proto-IndoEuropeans. At that time the presence among the PNC-PIE isoglosses of a sufficiently
large number of names of wild plants and vegetation as well as of terms for fauna such
as 'frog', 'fish', and 'weasel' leads to the notion that we have before us evidence not
simply of cultural contacts but of substrate relations.
3. A careful analysis of the phonetic correspondences enables us to come to the
conclusion that the borrowing was done by the Proto-Indo-European side. Very many
contrasts reconstructed for PNC are neutralized in the corresponding PIE lexemes, as is
natural, in that PIE commanded a significantly poorer phonological system than PNC. In
the case of a reverse direction of borrowings we would expect the formation within the
PNC phonological system of a special, poorer subsystem typical for Indo-European
borrowings (as this is observed, for example, in contemporary Caucasian languages
when borrowing from Russian, or in the Korean, Japanese and Vietnamese languages
when borrowing from Chinese). But here, to the contrary, it is clear that PIE assimilated
PNC words into its system in the very most natural way
— by means of the
neutralization of phonological oppositions alien to it.
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4. Analysis of the vocabulary provides grounds for several other important
conclusions as well. In the first place, the contacts must have taken place prior to the
disintegration of the common Indo-Europen unity. This is probable for the following
reasons:
a) among the roots which were examined there is a sufficiently large number of
them that have reflexes in Anatolian (and judging by everything we know, ProtoAnatolian broke away earliest of all from the remaining Indo-European dialects);
b) several phonological rules characteristic for PIE, apparently, were not yet in
effect in the contacts we have examined. This relates first of all to the interdiction against
combining within a single root morpheme voiced and voiceless aspirates, as well as of
two voiced consonants. In addition, it is possible that in the period of the PNC-PIE ties
there did not yet exist oppositions of length (which, by the way, by all appearances, are
not reflected in Anatolian either — as the latest research shows [Ivanov 1982], Hittite
scriptiones plenae reflect oppositions not of length but of accent.)
In the second place, the PNC dialect from which the borrowings were
assimilated into PIE apparently already differed somewhat from the original common
North Caucasian language. Analysis of the PNC-PIE isoglosses enables us to presuppose
that in the source-language of the borrowings:
a) possibly the transition of *w- > *b- had taken place (characteristic for a number
of later systems);
b) in a number of cases there had taken place the loss of the sonorants *r and *n
in medial (Inlaut) consonant combinations;
c) the transition */ > *r had taken place (at least at the beginning of initial
consonant clusters, but also in a number of cases in the intervocalic position); possibly,
the vowel system was transformed (the falling together of the vowels *e, % *a and the
change of *o > *a took place).
The presupposition that the PIE linguistic unity was superimposed on a certain
dialect of the PNC language would allow us to explain why in the original PNC system
there is an absence of Indo-Europeanisms (in a case of balanced PNC-PIE contacts the
presence of borrowings more or less equally on either side would be expected, in that
there are no foundations for attributing to the Proto-North Caucasians a higher cultural
level that to the Proto-Indo-Europeans).
5. Proceeding from all that has been said above, and also from what we know
about the time of the disintegration of the PNC and PIE linguistic unities (for PIE, the
period of about the fifth to fourth millennia BCE; for PNC, the boundary between the the
sixth and fifth millennia BCE), we can date the contacts between PNC and PIE to the
beginning of the fifth millennium BCE, that is, to the epoch of a fully developed
Neolithic in Western Asia (with which the presence of many characteristically Neolithic
terms among the lexemes examined above also is in agreement). Of course, this dating is
still approximate, and in order to make it more precise, as well as to propose a
geographical localization of the PNC-PIE contacts, a great deal of work still will be
required. In whatever case, we hope that the elaboration of the problems here will make
a contribution to the overall task of the reconstruction of the linguistic and ethnic
situation of the Neolithic of Western Asia and Europe.
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ABBREVIATIONS OF NAMES OF LANGUAGES AND DIALECTS

Abaz.
Abkh.
Ad.
Adzh.
Afgh.
Ag.
Ak.
Akht.
Akhv.
Akk.
Alb.
Alt.
And.

Abaza
Abkhaz
Adygh
Adzhar dialect of Georgian
Afghan
Agul
Akushi dialect of Dargwa
Akhty dialect of Lezgi
Akhvakh
Akkadian
Albanian
Proto-Altaic
Andi
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Arab.
Arak.
Arch.
Ann.
Av.
Avest.

Arabic
Arakul dialect of Lak
Archi
Armenian
Avar
Avestan

Bagv.
Balt.
Bartkh.
Bezht.
Bret.
Btsb.

Bagvalal
(Proto-) Baltic
Bartkhi dialect of Lak
Bezhta
Breton
Bats(bi), Tsova Tush

Bud.
Burshch.
Bz.

Budukh
Burshchag dialect of Agul
Bzyb dialect of Abkhaz

Celt,
Cham.
Chan.
Chech.
Chir.

Celtic
Chamalal
Chan
Chechen
Chirag dialect of Dargwa

Darg.
Dyub.

Dargwa
Dyubek dialect of Tabasaran

Egyp.

Old Egyptian

Fit.

Fite dialect of Agul

Geg.
Gel'm.
Georg.
Germ.
Gk.
God.
Goth.

Geg dialect of Albanian
Gelmets dialect of Tsaxur
Georgian
(Proto-) Germanic
Old (Gassical) Greek
Godoberi
Gothic

Hatt.
Hier.-Hitt.
Hin.
Hitt.
Hunz.
Hurr.

Hattie
Hieroglyphic Hittite
Hinukh
Hittite
Hunzib
Hurrian

Ing.
Inkh.
Ir.
Iran.
Ital.

Ingush
Inkhokvari
Irish
Iranian
Italian

Kab.
Kad.
Kait.
Kar.
Kartv.
Kharb.
Khin.
Khv.
Khyur.
Kryz.
Kub.
Kurd.

Kabardian
Kadar dialect of Dargwa
Kaitag dialect of Dargwa
Karata
Kartvelian
Kharbuk dialect of Dargwa
Khinalug
Khvarshi
Khyurig dialect of Tab.
Kryts
Kubachi dialect of Dargwa
Kurdish

Lak.
Lat.

Lak(i)
Latin

Latv.
Laz.
Lezg.
Lith.

Latvian
Laz
Lezgi
Lithuanian

Megr.
MHGerm.
MIran.
MLGerm.
MPers.

Megrelian
Middle High German
Middle Iranian
Middle Low German
Middle Persian

Nostr.

(Proto-) Nostratic

OBret
OEng.
OGk
OHGerm.
OIc.
Olnd.
OIr.
OIran.
OLGerm.
OLith.
OPruss.
ORuss.
Osc.-Umbr.
OSIav.
Osset.

Old Breton
Old English
Old Greek
Old High German
Old Icelandic
Old Indie (Vedic, Sanskrit)
Old Irish
Old Iranian
Old Low German
Old Lithuanian
Old Prussian
Old Russian
Osco-Umbrian
Old Slavic
Ossetic

PA
Proto-Andi
PAK
Proto-Adygh-Kabardian
(Proto- Adygh, Proto-Greassian)
PAT
Proto-Abkhaz-Tapant
(Proto-Abkhaz-Abaza)
PEC
Proto-East Caucasian
Pehl.
Pehlevi (Middle Persian)
Pers.
Persian
PHB
Proto-Hunzib-Bezhta
PIE
Proto-Indo-European
PL
Proto-Lezgian
PN
Proto-Nakh
PNC
Proto-North Caucasian
Prakr.
Prakrit
PTs
Prolo-Tsezian
PTsKh
Proto-Tsez-Khwarshi
Punjab.
Punjabi
PWC
Proto-West Caucasian
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Rheto-Rom.
Russ.
Rut.

Rheto-Romanian
Russian
RutuI

Sax.

Saxon
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Sem.
(Proto-) Semitic
Sein.-Ham,
(Proto-) Semitic-Hamitic
(Prolo-Afro-Asiatic)
Shaps.
Shapsug dialect of Adygh
Sirg.
Sirgokala dialect of Dargwa
Slav.
Proto-Slavic
Sum.
Sumerian
Svan.
Svan
Swedish
Swed.
Tab.
Tind.
Tl.
Tok.

Tabasaran
Tindi
Tladal dialect of Bezhta
Tokita dialect of Karata
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Tokh.A
Tokh.B
Tsakh.
Tsez.
Tsud.
Tung.
Turk.

Tokharian A
Tokharian B
Tsakhur
Tsez
Tsudakhar dialect of Dargi
Proto-Tungus-Manchu
Proto-Turkic

Ub.
Ud.
Ur.
Ural.
Urakh.

Ubykh
Udi
Urartian
Proto-Uralic
Urakhi dialect of Dargwa
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Notes to “Indo-European-North Caucasian Isoglosses”
John D. Bengtson

Association for the Study of Language in Prehistory
As mentioned in footnote 1, the above paper was first published in Russian, in 1988, and
as far as we know, S.A. Starostin never revised it. Since then the North Caucasian Etymological

Dictionary (NCED) was published in Moscow in 1994, providing the most comprehensive and
authoritative compilation of North Caucasian (NC) etymologies (see references, below). NCED
has been sharply criticized (notd)ly fay Johanna Nichols and Wolfgang Schulze; see the latter’s
article in this issue, and Chirikba’s response), but has also been “accepted and endorsed by some
of Russia's leading specialists in Caucasian languages" (Bengtson & Starostin 2015, p. 25). In any
case, no one to date has produced an alternative North Caucasian dictionary. Another point is that
the precise forms of the NC reconstructions have sometimes changed, more or less significantly,
between the 1988 article and the 1994 dictionary. For these the reader is referred to the dictionary
itself, or its online version.'
Another development since 1988 has been the gradual integration of the Basque language
into Starostin’s “Sino-Caucasian” macrofamily, mainly through collaborative work since 1996
between S.A. Starostin and John Bengtson, with assistance from Vaclav Blaiek, Alexei Kassian,
and George Starostin. Most of this work was done through the Evolution of Human Language
Project (EHL), sponsored by Santa Fe Institute. A consensus has formed among these researchers,
based on lexicostatistical and grammatical analyses, that Basque and the North Caucasian
languages form a distinct branch (“Euskaro-Caucasian") of Sino-Caucasian. A milestone was the
integration of the Basque Etymology Database (BED) into the Tower of Babel/EHL website,^ in
2005; a revised version was put online in 2015. Simultaneously the Basque etymologies were
integrated, where relevant, into the Sino-Caucasian Etymolo©- Database. Finally, a
comprehensive monograph about the lexicon, grammar, and phonology of Euskaro-Caucasian has
recently been published (Bengtson 2017).
Regarding Starostin’s Indo-European-North Caucasian lexical comparisons, it appears
that about three dozen of the NC lexemes cited also have Basque cognates. Of course the
difference is that Starostin was citing the lE-NC parallels as evidence of NC substratal influence
on IE, while the NC-Basque lexical parallels in the BED and in Bengtson (2017) are cited as
evidence of a genetic relationship between NC and Basque.
In the following list the IE lexemes cited by Starostin are ignored, and the Basque
lexemes from Bengtson (2017) are added, along with some explanatory notes. The letter.number
symbols such as N.IO refer to Euskaro-Caucasian etymologies in Bengtson (2017). 1 have also
added the NC reconstructions from NCED, which frequently differ from those offered in the 1988
article.
1.3. PEC *qoIcV'gosit, sbe-goat, kid’ [= *qHdcV'\n NCED]: cf. Basque *koco *male
quadruped’: (L-arc, BN) kotzo (Pouvreau, 17th c.), (BN) kotxo, koxo, krotxo, khotzo, (Z)

khotxo id.; occasionally ‘human male’ igizon koxoa) {N.iO).

1. The preface, list of abbreviations, bibliography, and introduction (including a thorough comparative
phonology), comprising pages 1-199, and are available on the Tower of Babel Electronic Library at
http://starling.rinet.ru-texts new.php?lan=en. The NC etymologies are accessible at
hnp://starling.rinet.ru-'cgi-bin/main.cgi?
2. http://starling.rinet.ni cgi-bin/main.cgj?
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1.6. PNC *paHahvV ‘livestock’ [= *bhMwf ‘small cattle' in NCED], Bezhta, Hunzib biti' ‘(a)
sheep'; cf. Bsq *bil-oc ‘lamb': (c) bildots "lamb (that has begun to feed itselO’. hildos-ki
‘lamb (meat)'. Forms without /d/, (B) billos, billotz, billotx iamb', (BN) bilos-tegi
‘sheep-fold’ and (B) biUos-mrm iamb’s hide’ indicate earlier *biloc iN.20').
1.7. PNC *wBIr^.w9 ‘pig, swine, sow’ [= *wHarlw3 in NCED]: cf. Bsq *urde ‘swine, pig’,
*ord-oc ‘boar’: (c) urde, (Z) tirde ‘swine, pig’; secondarily ‘dirty’; also (c) ordots,
ordotz. ordoix ‘boar’, probabi) a haplologic compound of *urde + *oroc ‘male animal'
iN.2I).
1.8 PEC *?n6wiIV ‘heifer’ [= *HcwilV - *HlTcwV in NCED], Avar fac dr ‘heifer’: cf. Bsq
*da/ial ‘calf, heifer’: (BN, L) xahal [§ahal] ‘calf, (Z) xdhal ‘calf heifer', (B) Ixaal, (B,
G) txal [Cal], (R) xal [521], (Sal) xal id. (N.Il).
2.1. PEC *hl3nqqy ‘hip, part of the leg’ [= *?anqy in NCED]: ? cf Bsq *banka ‘foot, leg,
paw’ / ‘pie; piema. pata (de persona o animal)’: (c) hanka 'leg; foot; paw (of an animal)’.
(Z) dnka ‘pied, patte. jambe'. etc. § In earlier publications I confidently offered Bsq *fianka as
a genetic cognate of the PEC ^vo^d, but most Vasconists are quite adamant that the Bsq word is a
recent loanword: “From Rom. (probably Occ[itan].) anca ‘haunch', ultimately from Gmc.
(probably Frankish) *hanka ‘haunch’. This word is widespread in Romance: Occ. Cat. Cast. It.
anca. old and modem Fr. hanche, all ‘haunch’ but with T[ransferred] S[ense]s like ‘ham’, ‘leg’ ”
(Trask 2008). On the other hand, the supposed “Frankish *hanka" is elusive to pin down; it is not
found in the standard Gennanic etymological dictionaries I consulted.
2.5. PNC *qamqa ‘a part of the foot’ [= *qamq(w)d in NCED], Dargi Kadar q 'unq 'a ‘knee’: cf
Bsq

*konko-f ‘hump, joint’:

Basque (c) koiikor ‘hump, bump,

knob', (B, G)

‘hunchbacked’, (R) kiinktir ‘joint (of bones)’, (AN. BN. Z, R) ‘hunchback’, (Bzt) piirdikonkor ‘tailbone, coccyx' (with *(e=)purdi, ‘buttocks, arse’), (B) az-konkor ‘finger
joints' (with *hac ‘paw. finger’). (R) eri-ktmkur id. (with *elhi ‘finger’), helain-kiinhir
‘kneecap’, etc. (A.76).
2.10. PEC *pw3rccy ‘paw; ham, gammon’ (= *h[a]cV in NCED], Inkhokwari buso ‘fist’: cf
Bsq *borc / *bost ‘five’, *boste-ko / *borce-ko ‘hand’: (AN, BN, L. R, Sal, Azk) hortz
‘5’, (AN. Bzt. R) borz, (B. G. AN, BN, Z. R) host, (AN, G) bos ‘5’; (B, G) bosleko
‘hand’. (L) bortzeko id. (M.6). § NCED notes that “In Av[8r] -r- is probably secondary
{ptirc.i < •bFc.-n' with secondary assimilation ‘b- > p-). since no resonant is present in related EC
forms.’’ However, if Starostin’s proposal that PIE *pers-nawits borrowed from North Caucasian is
correct, it would be additional evidence, besides Avar pared ‘ham' and Bsq *borc ‘five’, that the
PEC form was actually *b[3]rcV.^
2.11. PEC *X}^inkwV ‘fist’ [= *fimln\ V in NCED], Bagwali hunk'a ‘fist': cf Bsq *fm/mjki-tu
‘to touch, feel’: (BN. L) himki-tu ‘to touch, feel', (Z) htinki-lii, (Sal) onki-lu. ongi-lii,
(AN. Azk, G, L) iiki-tu, (B) iikii-tti, (B, G) ikii-tii id.; (L) uki ‘touch, feeling’, (Bzt) uki-tze
id. {V.I3). § The match of eastern Bsq /nk/ ~ western tVJ is unusual. PSC *m is unstable and in
Bsq usually disappears in clusters. I have tentatively reconstructed Bsq 'hiifmjki-. though so far I
know of no other cases of Bsq

3. It seems likely that Bsq *borc and *bosl were originally stem variants (allomorphs) in an earlier
grammatical system. A similar patterning is seen in Bsq *berc *besl ‘cauldron, pail’. */ierce *ltesle
‘intestine’. *fiorci *f}osli ‘sky. storm', and *miicii-r (< *rmirLti-r') / *miislii-r ‘snout: edge, extremity’
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2.12. PNC *puggV ‘sidt, part of the body from the armpit to the hip’ [= *buga in NCED],
RutuI Ikhrek bey-da ‘near, at the side of: cf. Bsq *bage / *gabe ’without, lacking’: (B,
G, R) bage ‘without' (prep.), ‘needy, lacking' (adj.), (B) baga id; with metathesis: (EB,
G, AN, BN, L, Z, Azk, Sal) gabe id.; also as a suffix, e.g. (B) gaz-bage, gaz-baga, gazgabe, (EB) gaz-kabe “without salt, unsalted, insipid’ (7.5). § The Bsq-NC semantic
connection is rather tenuous, something like ‘side > beside, aside, outside > without'. For typology
cf. OInd sanutar [adv.] ‘away, aside'. Gothic sundro 'apart, aside', OHG sunlar ‘without’. Latin
sine ‘without, -less’, etc.: Olnd hahis ‘outside’ - Slav bez ‘without, -less’, etc.
2.13. PNC *cwSjmi ‘bile, gall’ [= *cwSjme in NCED]: cf. Bsq *heha-sun ‘bile, gall’: (BN)
behazun ‘bile, gall; hatred, bitterness', (G, AN) beazun, (B. AN) biaznn, (B) beaztun,
biaztun id., (B) ‘gall bladder (offish)’, (B) biaslun, (L) behaziin, beaztima ‘bile, gall’; (Larc) behazime ‘affliction (woe, anguish)’ (.<4.55). § The Bsq word is a compound of *beha- -*
•-JMM. or *-siun. the latter pan of which is compared with the EC words. Bsq (dial.) hez-zwna
‘bile, gall' is convergently similar to Dargi Chiragh sume ‘gall, anger'.
2.17. PEC *?9r»cwy ‘bottom, anus’ (= *?r9ycwe ‘hind, bottom’ in NCED]: cf. Bsq *e-rece
‘corner, edge, side’, etc.: (BN, Z) eretze ‘part, side; site, location; position’, (Z) e(r)etz
id., (G) ertze ‘comer, edge, bank, side; fringe (of garment); part(ing) of hair’, (B, G. AN)
ertz id., ilsas-eriz ‘seashore’; (B) eriz 'female genitals’ (1.3). § Note the semantic
convergence of Bsq (B)ertz ‘female genitals’ and Avar (Chadakolob) roc (rots) ‘vagina’.
3.1. PEC *HVbVgV/*HVgVbV 'a kind of cereal’ [= *fiwVgabV/ “fiwVbagVm NCED]: cf. Bsq
*ogi ‘bread, wheat’: (c) ogi ‘bread’, (AN, L, BN, Z) ‘wheat’, (AN) ugi, oi, (B, AN) obi
‘bread’ (0.9).
3.2. PEC

‘vineyard, fruit (juicy, edible)’: cf. Bsq *ok~arhan ‘plum’: (B, G. AN) ok-aran

‘plum’, (AN) ok-arin, uk-arain id., (B) txarri-ok-aran ‘sloe' (P.I6). § *ok-arhan may
originally have designated the cultivated plum (cf Lak aq ‘garden', etc.) as opposed to wild plums
and sloes (*arhan).
3.9. PNC *pwTIlV‘a kind of leaf-bearing tree’ [= *pbTlV \n NCED]: cf. Bsq *es-pel ‘box tree’:
(c) ezpel ‘box tree', (R, Sal) ‘broom’ (implement), (Z, R) ezpel-d6i ‘box scrub' (C.Il). §
This is possibly a compound of ‘es- ‘tree’ (a reduced form of *haice ‘tree’: see 3.20. below) and
*-pel. Cf *es-kiir ‘acorn, beechnut’.
3.10. PEC */?//iffH’K‘resin, juice, sap’ [= *pmswA in NCED]: cf Bsq *pis(a ‘rheum’: (B)pizta
‘fresh rheum; sleep sand, (secretion from eyes)', (B, G) pisla id. § One of the rare Bsq •St- correspondences to PNC tense *£ (A. 79). \ For the sound correspondence cf Bsq *hestii-n
‘ring, link’ - PEC

‘ring, bracelet’. The meaning of Bsq *pista ‘rheum’ is close to that of

Lak pic' ‘sweat, dew’.
3.11. PEC *hiInkkwV ^fir, spruce, pine’ [=

in NCED]: cf Bsq *muki ‘gum, resin;

mucus’: (Bzt) mtiki ‘gum, resin of trees; snot’, (B, G, AN, Azk, Sal) mtiki ’mucus, snot’
(C.29). § In some of the Bsq words there appears to be blending with wiikii ‘mucus, snot’ < Lat.
miiciim. Bsq *muki exhibits the regular change of *bVnk ■ *int’k, with convergent changes in
some NC languages, e.g. Tabasaran muk'-ruk' ‘fir-tree’ (-ruiC = “some obscure second element”).
3.12. PEC *wSIrqwi ‘birch’ [= *we[r]qwV 'm NCED]: cf Bsq *burki ‘birch tree’: (BN) biirkhl
‘birch tree’, (Z) bUrkhi, (G) epurki, (L) urkbi, (B, G, AN) urki id.; (B) txa-ki ‘birch’ (C.5).
§ The genetic cognacy of Bsq *btirki with PEC *we[rjqwl' seems doubtful; from a phonetic
standpoint, PEC *-rq- should match Bsq *-k-. not *-rk--, also we would expect initial *«-. not *bu-.
The Bsq word obviously resembles IE words for ‘birch’, but cannot be derived phonetically from
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any actual forms. V. Blazek (p.c.) has suggested derivation from a hypothetical Gothic *bnrki or
*burkja, an ablaut variant of NWGmc *berkJo(n)~.
3.13. PNC *p6Inqqwe ’oak, wood’ [= A. *mherqwe ‘birch; wood, timber’ + B. *mhdqwe ‘oak
tree’ + C. *me[l]g\vj ‘alder tree’ in NCED];^ to B., cf. Bsq *moku-f ‘tree-trunk, log’:
(B) mukur. mokor ‘trunk, base of tree; thick branch’, (R-Uztarroz) mokor ‘stunted,
rounded tree’. (Z) miikhiir ‘stout log’ (C.42).
3.14. PEC *bVr^-inV ‘a kind of cereal, barley’ [= *bhelr](i-nV in NCED]: cf. Bsq *bihi ‘seed,
grain, fruit’: (BN, L) bihi ‘seed, grain; (a) little’. (Z) bthi ‘seed, grain, fruit, (a) little’,
(Bzt) bigi ‘seed, grain’, (AN [Lezaka, Oyarzun]) bi {0.7). § For the correspondence of Bsq
•-h- ~ PEC •-/■(=-, see Bengtson (2017. pp. 195-200.219-24).
3.15. PEC *niH3<;^wV ‘cane, rush, reed, rush (with spongy stem)’ [= *cw5nHe / *Hn3cwS in
NCED]: cf Bsq *si(n)Hi ‘rush, reed’: (B [Arratia. Orozko. Txorierri]) zii ‘rush, reed'.
(B [Durango, Gemika, Manaria]) zi, (B [Plencia, Arratia, Orozko]) ziri id. (C.24). § A
western Bsq (Bizkaian) etymon. Proto-Bsq could have been

but there is no evidence of

nasal vowels in the extant forms (no B-arc or Z, R forms).
3.17. PEC *XwintV ‘firewood, wood’ [= */.wmdV in NCED]: cf Bsq

‘firebrand,

ember’: (Z) ilhni/i ‘firebrand, ember'. (Z-arc) hilindi, (L) ilhendi, (R) ilinli, illindi, (B)
ilinti, Hindi, illenli. (B, G. AN, L) illeti, (Sal) illendi id.; with expressive /C/: (BN) iixendi.
(BN, L) iixindi id.; (AN. Bzt. Sal. L) Hindi ‘dead ear of wheat’ (< ‘dry thing’?) (f.i).
3.18. PEC *Xwin?i ‘seed [in part, ilaxen]’ [=

in NCED]: cf Bsq *a=ihc / *a=ihon-

‘seed, grain’: (B, G, AN, Azk, Sal) ale ‘seed', ale-legi. ale-iuki ‘granary, barn'. (G
[Zarauz]) alon-tza ‘mixture of grain (wheat + rye)’. (BN) aihor ‘field (prepared for
sowing)’, (Z) dlhor, (G, AN. L) alor, (R, Sal) alur id. Probably also *al- in (G, AN)
alkotz. (B) algoiz ‘husk, bran' {C.32).
3.20. PNC VdfB’F‘bush; tree’ [= *Ha(r)^e in NCED]: cf Bsq *haice ‘tree’: (R) atze id..
(BN, L) zu-hailz, (Z) zii-hailz. (G) zu-gailz, (B, G) zu-gatz. zu-alz id. (C./). § Free-standing
in R. elsewhere this element is in a compound with *siil ‘wood’ (Q.51). Cf. *es- (a reduced form)
in Bsq *es-pe/ ‘box tree' (see 3.9. above) and *es-kur ‘acorn, beechnut’.
3.21. PNC

‘rowan; cornel’ [= *?djsdl?Vm NCED]: cf Bsq *haraic ‘oak tree’: (BN,

L) haritz ‘oak tree'. (Z) hd(r)ilx, (AN) arilz, (A, B-arc, R) aretx, (G) arailz, areitz, aritz
id.. (B) aritz. aritx. aretx ‘oak tree; tree (general)’, (B) ziil-aritz ‘wild tree', etc. (C.d)
§

The Bsq-NC comparison implies metathesis of the PNC form such as *Hal?djyV > Bsq

*haraic. The tree species denoted are varied, but all are deciduous. (Cf the semantic range in the
IE etymology cited by Starostin in set 3.13: Gk.<tiqY6^ ‘oak’: Lat.,/3g«s ‘beech’ ...; Kurd, biiz ‘a
kind of elm':... Slav. *btizb. ’Aicfc ‘elder’.)*
3.22. PNC

‘apple; medlar’ [= *(dmcd in NCED]: cf Bsq *maha6 ‘grape(s)’: (BN,

L) mahats ‘grape(s)’, (Z) mahat.’!. (B) magals, maats. matz, (B, G, AN. Bzt, Sal. R) mats
id., etc. {P.17) § The Bsq-NC comparison requires metathesis of the type *m[a]^[a]cV> Bsq

4. The NC forms cited under 3.13 in the 1988 article are later divided among three separate etymologies in
the 1994 dictionary: the WC forms in A, the Avar, Andian, Dargi. and Lezgian ones in B, and the Tsezian
in C. Bsq *moku-r is compared only with B.
5. Some of these proposed cognates are disputed: Blazek (2000/2001) rejects Kurdish bilz and Slav. *hiizh,
*bbi-b and substitutes a different Iranian cognate, Gilani fay fly ‘hornbeam’. Indie forms like Panjabi phag
‘fig tree’, and Slavic forms like Russian bagor ‘long wooden pole with iron extension and hook’ (< “pole
made of beech’), all indicating that the PIE second consonant was velar
not palatal *g. Either way. wide
semantic variations in etyma denoting species of tree are well established.
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*mahac. Cf. the metathesis in Adyge napisa ‘medlar’ < *banlsa <

(NCED). *banlsa is

remarkably similar to Michelena's reconstruction *hanais ‘grapes'. The semantic change of Bsq
■grape' ' NC ‘medlar, apple' - Bunishaski *[m]ici~l ’pomegranate' should not be surprising: cf.
Rum poamd ‘fruit, apple', dialect ‘grape' ~ Fr pomme ‘apple’, etc.; and other ‘fruit’ etymologies.
4.10. PEC *xIwerV mill, millstone’ [= *HemxwV-rV in NCED]: cf Bsq *eihera ‘mill’: (BN)
eihara ‘mill (for grain)', (L) eihera. (Z) eihe(r)a, (BN. L) ihara. (AN) igara, (Sal) eiara
id., etc. (Q 20) § A northeastern Bsq derivative of *eiho- ‘to grind’ (= PEC *Hemx»'V ‘to grind’).
4.12. PEC *{alle ‘enclosure, pen, sheepfold, fence’ [= *d/iale in NCED]: cf Bsq *sale > *sare
‘net, grill’: (c) sare ‘net, network', (B) sale ‘grill in front of manger’, (AN) sare id.,
(BN) sare ‘manger’; compounds: (AN) sa)-oe ‘sheepfold, bam’, (G) sarohe, (G, AN, BN,
L, Bzt) saroi, (R) sarot, (Sal) saure, (AN, Azk) sario id., etc. (< *sare + *ohe ‘bed’),
etc.; (B, G) sal-eixe ‘sheepfold, bam’ < *sal- + *e-ce ‘house’ (Q. 7).
5.1. PEC *?ar(H)V ‘field, plain’ [= *?arV in NCED]: cf Bsq *fiaran ‘valley’; (BN, L) haran
‘valley’, (B. G. AN, Z, R) aran id.; place names Harana (1291 CE). Parana (1236 CE).
(Z) A(r)ameltze ‘black valley’ {*ftaran + *b=elc ’black’) (D. 7).
5.2. PEC *iU(iUrV /

‘meadow, glade, clearing’ [~ *HiVre / “HrVie ‘clearing,

uncultivated land' in NCED]: cf Bsq *Saf ‘bad’ (< ‘*wild'): (BN, Z) txar ‘bad, shoddy,
of poor quality, unsatisfactory’, (L) ‘naughty’, (L, BN, Z, R. AN) ‘small’, (B. G, L. BN)
‘delicate, weak, feeble’, (B, G, AN) ‘bad'. Augmentative tzar (L, BN, Z) ‘bad, perverse,
wicked, evil' (R.5). § The conventional derivation from Bsq *sahar ‘old’ is less plausible, for
phonetic and semantic reasons. The Bsq meaning ‘bad' is related to the NC meaning ‘wild’: cf the
convergent semantics in Lezgian languages: Agul (Burshag) 6'ire-r ‘bad, dirty’, Tabasaran i’uru
‘bad; wild (of plants)', etc.
5.3. PEC

‘plain, plateau’ [= *'S9lVin NCED]: cf Bsq *seihai ‘plain’: (BN, L) zelhai

‘plain, flat land’, ‘flat’ (adj.), (G, Bzt) zelai id.. (B) zelai ‘plain, ground’, (AN) zelai
‘plain, field', etc. (D.J).
5.4. PEC *m6TqqwV stripe, strip, mark’ [= *mdrgwVm NCED]: cf Bsq *muga ‘boundary,
limit’: (c) muga ‘boundary, limit’, (G) mua; also (B, G, AN, L) 'occasion, moment’, (L)
‘season’, (c) mugarri ‘boundary stone’ (*muga + *hafi ‘stone’), etc. (i.2).
5.8. PNC *^irlfSlV/*^grlfinVgrain, seed, kernel [dim.]; egg’ [= *fcVrkV(-nV) ‘small
stone, grain, egg' in NCED]: cf Bsq *kankano ‘fruit-stone, kerne!': (B [Ofiate])
kankano ‘large fruit-stone, kernel, almond’; secondarily (B, Bzt, Sal) kankano ‘large
awkward man’ (C.34). § If /r/ in

was original. Bsq has assimilated the first resonant to

the following /n/ (cf the dissimilation in Latin cancer ‘crab’ < *karkro~).
5.11. PNC

‘faeces, excrement, mud’ [= *£HiqwA ‘dung, ordure, dirt’ in NCED]: cf

Bsq *esko {*e=sko) ‘wax’: (G, BN, L, Z) ezko 'wax, candle’ (originally ‘beeswax’)
(A.85). § Bsq *esko is syncopated in the usual way, from *e=Seko, or the like. The closest NC
semantic parallel is Budukh
Tsakhur

‘ear-wax; rheum; mold; fish eggs’; cf Kryz £'ciq ‘rheum’,

‘rheum’, etc.

5.14. PEC *hwimfjju ‘honey’ /

'sweeV [= Viwmfju/ ^mijV 'xn NCED]: cf. Bsq *esli

‘honey / sweet’: (c) ezU id. (P.21) § The Bsq phonetic development was something like *emsti
> *esti > *esti (cf Archi ic' ‘sweet’, imc' ‘honey', etc.). The correspondence of Bsq *-5t- = PNC
(tense)

’-j-, under certain conditions, is recurrent (see also 3.10, above).

5.15. PNC *ren)^V^huitev, milk’ [= *renxy/A In NCED]: cf Bsq *fiaragi ‘meat, flesh’: (BN,
L) haragi ‘meat, flesh’, (A, B, G, AN. R) aragi id.. (Z) a(r)dgi id. (P.ll). § Not quite clear
phonetically. Bsq *-g- = PNC *-nx‘ is normal and recurrent, but initial
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is puzzling.

Additional abbreviations and references:
AN
arc
Azk
B
BN
Bsq
Bzt
c
G
L
PSC
R
Sal
Z

alto-navarro = High Navarrese (Basque)
archaic
Aezkoan (Basque)
Bizkaian (Basque)
basse-navarrais = Low Navarrese (Basque)
Basque
Baztanese (Basque)
common or standard (Basque)
Gipuzkoan (Basque)
Lapurdian (Labourdln) (Basque)
Proto-Sino-Caucasian
Roncalese (Basque)
Salazarese (Basque)
Zuberoan (Souletin) (Basque)

Bengtson, John D. 2017. Basque and its Closest Relatives: ANew Paradigm. Cambridge,
Mass.: Mother Tongue Press.
Bengtson, John D. & George Starostin. 2015. The Dene-Sino-Caucasian hypothesis: state
of the art and perspectives. Discussion draft posted on Academia.edu, 2015.
BlaXek, Vaclav. 2000/2001. The Ever-green ‘Beech'-argument in Nostratic Perspective.
Mother Tongue 7: 83-94.
Nikola(y)ev, Sergei L. & Sergei A. Starostin. 1994. A North Caucasian Etymological
Dictionary. Moscow: Asterisk Press.
Trask, R.L. 2008. Etymological Dictionary of Basque. Ed. by Max W. Wheeler.
University of Sussex. Linguist List Publications:
luin: \'.u\\.su.‘>sc.\.ac.uk
1-4-i-2.lilml
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ASLIP Annual Meeting | December 16,2017
The annual business meeting of ASLIP was convened on December 16, 2017, 12
noon (EST), at the Department of South Asian Studies, Harvard University, 1 Bow
Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts. President Michael Witzel, Administrative Editor
Nicholas Davidson, and ASLIP member G.R. Foote attended in person; Vice President
John Bengtson (Minnesota), Information Officer Jonathan Morris (Brazil), and ASLIP
member Shomarka Keita (Maryland) attended via Skype.
President Michael Witzel called the meeting to order. The existing slate of
officers and board members was reelected by a voice vote.
Other business issues discussed;
Publication of Mother Tongue: For the current issue (MT XXI) we are thankful
for the generous donation from Jeffrey M. Smith of Greenberg Traurig, LLP (Atlanta) for
printing and distribution of MT. Another goal is to publish MT electronically, possibly
only electronically, to get more young people interested. Many back copies of MT are

stored in the Harvard South Asian Studies office, and are available for nominal cost.
ASLIP Website (G.R. “Randy” Foote): ASLIP should set up a more extensive
website, more fully searchable by Google. Randy agreed to look into finding a new
webmaster (Brita Bengtson has resigned), http://aslip.org/
Other

Ideas

for

ASLIP

Development:

(a)

Polyglot

Conference

http://polvglotconference.com/: (b) TED talks; (c) ASLIP should become a unit of AAA
(American Anthropological Association), with autonomous standing.
Financial Transfers:

There is a need to bypass international

financial

complications that may, for example, wipe out a membership/subscription payment by
charging a $30 fee for the check or money transfer. Jonathan Morris suggested using a
platform

such

as

Payoneer

and

Transferwise.

(http^: wu u .pavt)iiccr.(.~om 'main:

https: traiisfcruisc.g'in ca ) There are probably others. “At present, I’m actively working
with payoneer, but think that transferwise is potentially more interesting and has fewer
strings attached. Both are latest generation payment platforms, which offer a sort of the
way around the banking system and are a major breakthrough.”
Peer Review Committee (Jonathan Morris): There is a need to raise the
standard of contributions to Mother Tongue - i.e., not to publish under-researched or
badly written articles, and my suggestion is to establish a peer review committee, perhaps
with a chairperson and with a panel covering various areas of expertise.
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General Discussions
Nicholas Davidson expects to publish his book on Indo-Uralic in a few years. Mentioned
psychology in history of linguistics. Mentioned (more or less) recent publications of
interest for ASLIP officers and members:
Book on Yukaghir by Nikolaeva and relation with Uralic: Nikolaeva, Irina. 2006.^
historical dictionary of Yukaghir. Berlin/New York: Walter de Gruyter.
New handbook of Ryukyuan languages and connection with Yayoi archaeology, (was
350 BCE), now around 900 BCE: Heinrich, P., Miyara, S. and Shimoji, M. eds.,
1Q\5. Handbook of the Ryukyuan languages: History, structure, and

(Vol.

11). Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co K.G.
Martine Robbeets on Japanese and Nostratic: Robbeets, Martine Irma. 2005. Is Japanese
related to Korean. Tungusic, Mongolia and Turkic? Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz. (=
Turcologica 64.) 975 pp. [Note also: Robbeets, M. 2008. The historical
comparison of Japanese, Korean and the Trans-Eurasian languages. Rivista degli
studi orientali 81.1/4: 261-287.]'
Juha Janhunen on Altaic homeland in Manchuria: Janhunen, J. 1996. Manchuria: An
Ethnic Histoiy. Helsinki: Finno-Ugrian Society.
Biogenetics: mtDNA haplogroup M2 existed mostly in Afiica at 30 Kya «and it is the
oldest lineage in lndia!». M 35: *Somalia

Egypt, Morocco. Found in Karnataka,

India and Nepal; and in Slovakia (via the Roma). Y-chromosome haplogroup M81, the
most common in North Africa (the "Berber marker" or "Maghrebi marker.” also, in small
amounts, in the Iberian Peninsula, Italy, France, Sardinia, Canary Islands, and Latin
America), is only 4 k old.
Note: M. Lionel Bender wrote about "Upside-down Afrasian”: "Bender (1997, 25, 27)
[Upside-Down Afrasian. Afrikanistische Arbeitspapiere 50; 19-34.] was - contrary to
previous Semito-centric classifications - “o/ the opinion that m’b must 'turn Afrasian
upside-downSemitic is not typical of Afrasian, but is a relatively recent offshoot of the
B(erber-)S(emitic-)Cu(shitic) branch of Afrasian. ... Cushitic is so diverse ... that it is not
a single family ... There may really be as many as six families: Beja (North), Afar-Saho,
Agaw (Central). Lowland East() Highland East, and South Cushitic. If this is true, I
would now propose adding Semitic as a seventh family of 'Macro-Cushitic'.' Another similarly daring - step in this scenario was ‘ The possibility of including Indo-European in
Macro-Cushitic' as suggested by Bender (op. cit., p. 28, §5) on the basis of a few
isoglosses ...” (Gabor Takacs, in Mother Tongue XX, p. 24).

1. Shortly after the ASLIP meeting there was a Workshop on the Historical Comparison of the
Transeurasian Languages, held in Jena. Germany. 9*-l 1th January. 2018. Under direction of Marline
Robbeets, Max-Planck-Institut fur Menschheitsgeschichte.
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Discussions with Shomarka O.Y. Keita:
Implicit in the ASLIP perspective is looking for connections in what otherwise is
a world of discrete language families. I see this conceptually as a kind of bridge
making. The race construct and others that seek to create classifications whose units
consist of uniform individuals that are mutually exclusive to be treated alone, is a way of
searching for discontinuities. We have a dichotomized polarized world. The issue is not
whether Nostratic is real, or that Afro-Dravidian or Indo-Pacific are real, but rather what
is important is the journey to seek the connections which simply because we are all
humans must exist. The issue is not “success” in the effort, but the effort itself.
1 think constantly of ways to express the population and linguistic structure before
modem sapiens left Africa. There is a directionality that leaves kin along the way that by
definition must have a relationship—but it may not be retrievable—things happen that
can obscure such history.
I hope that other ASLIP members will call out Nature Communications? Any
gene language associations are casual not causative. One cannot say remove a language
entity from a language family based on biogenetics.
Please do have as many linguists and anthropologists as possible write Nature
Communications on this piece. We live in a time of fake news, fake “facts,” dishonesty,
fraud and the re-emergence of overt racism which no doubt will seep into some scholastic
attitudes.

2. About: Baker, J.L., Rotimi, C.N. and Shriner, D., 2017. Human ancestry correlates with language and
reveals that race is not an objective genomic classifier. Scientific Reports, 7(1), p.l572.
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Association for the Study of Language in Prehistory
Forthcoming:

A Comparative Description of Minoan, Etruscan and the Languages Related
to Them
By Sergej A. Jatsemirskij
This work marks the completion of research which Jatsemirskij (1980-2017)
conducted for many years, namely, a study in the field of Tyrrhenian languages:
Etruscan, several closely related idioms of the 1st millennium BCE (represented by a
much smaller number of inscriptions), and the ancient language of Crete, known as
Minoan to the specialists in Mediterranean linguistics, classical philology and ancient
history (Sir Arthur Evans’s “Linear A”). To a certain degree, this publication continues
Jatsemirskij's doctoral thesis, defended a few years ago in the Russian State University
for the Humanities (Moscow).
The solution of both of the main problems as proposed in said doctorate (the
comparative description of phonetics, vocabulary, and morphology of the Tyrrhenian
languages of the

1st millennium BCE, and the demonstration of their genetic

relationship) has never been objected to by classical philologists or by specialists in
comparative and general linguistics. Therefore, the author decided not only to expand and
edit the available material but also to conduct a further comparison on a new level,
namely, to use for this comparison also the much older Minoan language (2nd
millennium BCE) of Crete. This language has always seemed to the author to be
genetically related to the Tyrrhenian languages but to use it for the doctorate would have
been logically premature: extensive research in this field has never been undertaken.
Naturally, the parts of the study which deal with the Minoan language are much
shorter than those dedicated to the Tyrrhenian languages. However, by combining both
types of data the author has tried to put the reader into an integrated linguo-historical
context, showing that we are dealing not with a handful of isolates (or, for that matter,
with 2-3 closely related dialects of a given isolate), but with a group of languages which
can be studied both synchronically and diachronically and which have both a center and a
periphery. Besides, such partitions allow us to solve several concrete tasks, - for instance,
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reading and understanding a number of inscriptions; defining many borrowings in Greek;
explaining various problems in the history of writing, etc.
The lack of a comprehensive comparative study and the problem of the
relationship between the Tyrrhenians and the Cretans themselves made it necessary to
present in the main text various results, concerning extra-linguistic data: general
information about both Tyrrhenians and Cretans; data about known written documents
and the appropriate writing systems.
It is hoped that this publication can be used as a short introduction to the state of
contemporary Etruscan and Minoan research.
Forthcoming in 2018: Contact ASLIP officers for information (see inside front cover of
this issue).

m

m

Basque and its Closest Relatives: A New Paradigm: An updated study of the
Euskaro-Caucasian (Vasco-Caucasian) hypothesis

By John D. Bengtson
lSBN-13: 978-1544641638: ISBN-10: 154464163X; 515 pp.
This book surveys earlier attempts to demonstrate a genetic relationship between
the Basque language and various languages in the Caucasus (“Euskaro-Caucasian”), and
analyzes their shortcomings in methods and focus, while acknowledging a residue of
valid evidence, assembled over the course of more than a century. The author has added
to the earlier evidence: the current book proposes more than 600 Euskaro-Caucasian
etymologies. The focus is placed on the comparison of Basque with North Caucasian.
The book also includes a comprehensive comparative/historical system of
Euskaro-Caucasian phonology, which analyzes regular correspondences of vowels,
including a postulated Euskaro-Caucasian ablaut system, vowel umlaut, unit consonants
and consonant clusters, and “irregular” phonetic developments (metathesis, haplology,
assimilation, dis.similation, expressive forms, contamination and blending).
There is an overall emphasis on lexicon (etymology) and phonology; morphology
occupies a comparatively smaller place, though there are discussions of productive and
submerged morphology, pronouns, and verbs.
Finally, the book includes the proposal of a holistic anthropological scenario for
the Euskaro-Caucasian hypothesis, in which results from genetic linguistics, archaeology,
and human genetics are synthesized, concluding that a population speaking a Euskaro-
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Caucasian language arrived on the coast of southwestern Europe ca. 7.5 - 8 millennia
ago, bearing a Neolithic culture that included cultivation and processing of grain and
pulse crops, husbandry of small and large cattle and swine, and dairying practices. Recent
genetic results indicate that the transmission of this language and culture to the presentday Basque Country was primarily by demic diffusion, with some secondary admixture
with local hunter-gatherers. The evidence shows that the modem Basque language is not
a lineal descendant of the unknown language(s) spoken by European Paleolithic huntergatherers, but rather the descendant of a colonial language that arrived in Iberia no more
than eight thousand years ago.
The book will be of interest for anthropologists and historical linguists, as well as
for archaeologists and geneticists interested in cultural diffusion and the origins and
dispersals of ethnic groups.

MOTHER TONGUE PRESS
Association for the Study of Language in Prehistory, Inc.
1 Bow Street. 3'*^ Floor
Cambridge, MA 02138 U.S.A.
Books may be ordered through amazon.com.
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